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Preface 

This report is the result of a two year project jointly financed by Twin and The 
Department for International Development. The project was directed by Robin Murray 
and Pauline Tiffen, and has been greatly assisted by Michael Barratt Brown, Bert 
Beekman, Jacqui MacDonald, Carol Wills, K.K.Sarpong, Christian Gillen, Firoze Manji, 
Hotta Masahiko, Andy Goode, Ed Millard, Teodor Shanin, Albert Tucker, Richard Hide, 
Anne Lavender, Duncan White and Cbris Newall, and by the staff and board members of 
Twin and Twin Trading. 

An initial set of working papers and case studies were discussed at four workshops which 
were attended by those active in the fair trade and development movement from Europe, 
the US and Japan, as well as producer representatives from the South. The current report 
draws on those papers and discussions. 

The Report has three main parts. The first two on Understanding Fair Trade, and 
Expanding Fair Trade are in Volume 1, and the third, Building Alternative Chains is in 
Volume 2. In Volume 1 the text and the case study of the Philippines have been written 
by Robin Murray, with additional case studies contributed by Elaine Jones (Director of 
Community Trade at the Body Shop) Bert Beekman (first Managing Director of Max 
Havelaar, and currently Managing Director of Novotrade) and Pauline Tiffen, each of 
whom were directly engaged in the experience described. The two major case studies in 
Volume 2 were both written by Pauline Tiffen. 

The project directors would like to thank all those who have contributed to the writing 
and discussion of these ideas, our counterparts in Difid who have provided continued 
support, and to Jessica Eugene, Monique Vera-Cruz and our much mourned colleague 
Nick Glynn for their help at every stage of the project. 
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This report assesses the significance of fair trade and considers how it can be expanded. It 
argues that fair trade is political in its origins and orientation and should be understood as 
the extension of the activities of social movements into the economy. It seeks to develop 
an altemative international trading regime based not on state-state arrangements, but 

- 

rather on new relationshi~s established within commoditv trad'ier chains, which are 
contrasted with those in the mainstream market. ~araioxicalli, the conditions 
which have given rise to these new initiatives have been provided by neo-liberaism and 
globalisation, which have intensified the inequalities to which fair trade is opposed. 

' The success of fair trade, which now has a turnover of E550 million, has opened up new 
areas for economic policy. It is not just a matter of removing market impetfections from 
which small farmers in the South have suffered, nor of acting as a new channel of 
redistribution within the market, although in both cases fair trade has broken new ground 
Rather its significance has been in underlining the benefits of small farmer organisations 
engaging in 'altemative merchanting' and identifying distribution and branding in the 
North as key points of control in the commodity chain, and the importance of small 
farmers obtaining a stake in them. Fair trade interventions in these fiial 'gatekeeping' 
functions in the North have been possible because of the growth of ethical consumption, 
which has supported the growth of independent fair trade retail networks and required 
established retailers to handle fair trade products. 

The key to expanding fair trade is identified as the expansion of fair trade markets 
through a focus on deepening the awareness of fair trade, finding new ways of connecting 
consumers and producers, and enriching the culture and institutions of fair trade 
consumption. The report suggests that in order to give a new boost to fair trade, the 
collective organisations in the North should transfer responsibility for certification to the 
South, and focus instead on fair trade promotion and consortia marketing. It also 
highlights the opportunities for expanding fair trade through e-commerce and closer links 
with the organic movement. 

An expansion of market demand in the North, will require a strengthening of the 
producer supply network, notably through the development of programmes for fanner 
self-management and South-South technical support. It will need an extension of the 
international network through which fair trade is currently organised, and a recasting of 
the information systems that currently operate within and across this network. Finally, the 
report argues for an extension of a programme of fair finance alongside fair trade, to 
provide farmers with improved access to credit. 

An overall conclusion of the report is that there is a need to extend the research on the 
mainstream commodity chains in which fair trade is involved, and to provide means for 
increasing the understanding of the achievements and challenges of fair trade both in the 
North and South. It highlights proposals for a Southern College as one means for 
increasing skills and understanding of fair trade, and for a network of fair trade think 
tanks 



Introduction 

Michael Barratt Brown 

The Artificial World Division of Labour 

There can be few political or economic problems in the world which have attracted 
such great intellectual resources and practical effort in the last thirty years to compare 
with the problems which the Third World has attracted. We have only to think of the 
massed staffs of the World Bank, IMF, UNCTAD, UNDP, W O ,  UNICEF, WHO, 
FAO and the International Trade and Development Departments of the nation states 
or of the devoted work of many non-governmental organisations. We all know what 
the problems are in the relations of the rich and the poor people of the world. One 
fifth of the world's people living in the rich countries enjoy four fifths of the world's 
income. The 225 richest people in the world have a combined wealth equal to the 
annual income of the poor half of all the world's people. This p c  half amounts to 
some 3 billion people in the so-called "developing countries", at least half of whom 
are in severe poverty, measured by lack of adequate food, housing, clean water, basic 
sanitation, schooling or modem health services, let alone modem communications and 
transport or freedom of expression. Yet, despite all the resources and efforts applied, 
the UNDP annual Human Development Reports inform us that year by year the gap 
between the rich and the poor inexorably and ineluctably widens. 

Many attempts have been made in the last half century to correct some of these 
inequalities. Most have failed Exceptions must be made for UNICEF, the WHO and 
for some of the NGOs. The rich countries agreed to tax their citizens to find money 
for aid for the poor. A figure of 0.7% of their annual national incomes was set by 
Professor Tinhergen in 1964 as that which was necessary to bring the poor up towards 
the level of the rich. Within 20 years the Professor had to conclude that a figure of 
2.4% would be required. The sums actually made available never even reached the 
first figure. Much was wasted - on building palaces for the elite in the poor countries 
or f w  this elite to open bank accounts for themselves in Switzerland or to buy real 
estate in Florida. So the rich donors proposed loans tied to specific projects, but many 
of the projects turned out to be of little use to poor people, even actually doing them 
harm. Whole populations were displaced by the giant darns and large -scale 
plantations. The sole beneficiaries appeared to be the contractors and the commodity 
dealers in the rich countries. 

In addition to all this, the rich donors then gave food aid from the surpluses they 
generated in subsidising home agriculture. This only put local farmers out of business, 
unable to compete with such subsidised production. Finally, the rich said that any 
more loans must be tied to stricter conditioni. The developing countries must follow 
the path to progress of the rich - step up their exports, open up their markets to free 
trade world-wide, cut wages, reduce the proportion of taxes and public spending in 
the national income and encourage private capital everywhere. This worked for a time 
in some East Asian countries, with Japanese assistance, but required much more local 



s t e  protection than was supposed in free trade theory and generated great internal 
inequalities. It simply failed in different cultures and environments elsewhere, 
especially disastrously in Africa. 

The Origins of the Great Divide 

The reasons why aid generally did not work, and especially not in Africa, the 
Caribbean and Latin America, must be understood if we are to grasp the significance 
of the fair trade movement and the launching of alternatively traded products like 
W 6  Direct and Divine chocolate. We have to explore the origins of the great divide 
between rich and poor. With few exceptions, the low income countries with over three 
b i i o n  population were all at one time subject to colonial rule. So were most of the 
next poorest with another billion people. Colonial status meant not only the 
destruction or distortion of all indigenous institutions; it meant that the economy was 
tied in to supplying the foods and raw materials for the industrial development of the 
colonial powers. 

The development of the colonies' own manufacturing capacity was forbidden by the 
colonial powers. This was justified by appeal to David Ricardo's law of comparative 
advantage - that each country or region should concentrate on producing what it is 
best at, or least bad at, and import everything else. But this was a totally artificial 
division of labour, based on the fact that the colonial powers had got in first and the 
colonies were in effect their dependencies, good for supplying the raw materials for 
industrial development elsewhere. Moreover, as many of the colonies consisted of 
quite small territories, or enclaves as in China, they could be divided and conquered 
by the big imperial companies in world markets. 

When colonial rule was ended, the same system continued in Africa, the Caribbean 
and also in Latin America (where independence had been achieved much earlier). 
This was partly because the colonies had no other base for development than their 
traditional commodity exports, partly because the new rulers who took over from the 
colonial powers were deeply involved in the export business and saw no reason to 
change it. Even where these new ruler were not previously involved, they soon saw 
that their power and financial resources depended on their control over the export 
market and the rents that could be derived from it. Much of Asia suffered the same 
fate, but China, with Taiwan and Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and to a less 
extent India and Indonesia did succeed in programmes of indusbialisation. The 
reasons are various: they had never been so firmly tied in to the colonial division of 
labour, had cultures more easily attuned to competitive market capitalism and had 
Japan to call on for expertise and the opening up of markets. 

Post-Colonial Stagnation 

Where little or no industrialisation took place, the ex-colonies in Africa the Caribbean 
and Latin America, and the small-scale commodity producers and the workers in 
mines and on plantations in these countries were often worse off than they had been 
under colonial rule. This was because it had been in the interest of the commodity 
buyers and mining companies of each colonial power by means of commodity cartels, 
especially in the 1930s slump, to keep up world prices and therefore to keep up their 
profits. With the ending of colonial rule and the liberalisation of trade the buyers 



ceased to be national buyers from each of the colonial powers and became inter- 
national giant companies who practised divide and conquer between the host of small 
producing countries. This was all the more serious for these countries, because each 
had developed only two or three commodities for export. 

The concentration of most of the ex-colonial countries on a few commodity exports 
did not much matter in the first years after independence, because prices were high 
after war-time shortages and post-war industrial recovery. Since the 1950s. however, 
commodity prices in relation to prices of manufactures have steadily fallen, despite 
the oil blip, which hit the non-oil producers very badly. Commodity prices are now 
down to the lowest levels of the 1930s., that is, when they are measured against the 
prices of manufactured goods. It is not difficult for a small number of giant 
manufacturers and traders to manage world prices, while the millions of small 
producers are unable to come together to establish a common response. 

Apart from the weak bargaining power of small producers compared with the giant 
transnationals, there are several new reasons for falling commodity prices. Substitutes 
have been found for many natural products, and these are often produced in the rich 
countries with massive farm subsidies. Corn syrup and beet in place of cane sugar, 
rape-seed or sunflower seed in place of palm oil are obvious examples. And cocoa is 
now under threat from vegetable oils from temperate climates. M t c i a l  fibres 
without any subsidy can out compete almost any of the natural fibres - wool, cotton, 
silk, sisal, jute. Moreover, as people get richer they use more of their new spending 
power on services, and manufactured goods contain less and less raw material and 
more and more working up. 

The farmers' response to falling prices is not to replace trees. There is a simple 
correlation between world cocoa prices and the planting of trees in Ghana. But the 
effect is long drawn out. When prices fall below the level which covers their costs, 
farmers may still go on producing because they need the cash. Of course this extra 
supply only pushes the price lower. Moreover, governments of commodity producer 
countries may be encouraged by outside powers - the World Bank and the IMF - to 
maintain crop exports, even if the same advice is being given to all governments of 
countries where the same crops are produced, with the obvious effect of building 
further surpluses and reducing prices still further. 

On top of all this, small farmers in some developing countries are being squeezed out 
by large scale plantations using cloned trees and high doses of fertiliser, herbicide 
and insecticide. Cocoa and coffee farmers throughout Africa and Latin America have 
seen their prices undermined by this competition. The young people leave the 
countryside for the towns althaugh there is no work to be found there. Fortunately, 
these large plantations have not proved very successful. Malaysian cocoa is a good 
example of a failure. And the opinion of consumers is growing that they would prefer 
a product that has not been treated with chemicals, and is what is called "organic". 
The problem is now becoming - how to keep small-scale farmers alive, whose 
product is "organic" by the very way it is produced - inter-cropping of bees and the 
use of banana leaves etc. as mulch without chemicals. 



The Alternative of Diversification 

The alternative which is proposed by many advisers for the declining prices for 
commodities is that Third World farmers, and indeed many of the least developed 
countries as a whole, shoulddiversify into manufacturing industry. There are no 
colonial powers to prevent them from doing this today, but the already industrialised 
countries do still put up tariffs and non-tariff barriers to exclude products competing 
with their own industri&. The result is that the drift of young men, and women also, 
from the countryside into the towns leads to unemployment or engagement in the 
black market and often in the drug traffic and in related criminal activity. 

The first industry which developing countries establish is in textiles, but quotas have 
been imposed by the already industrialised countries on their textile imports under the 
Multi-Fibre Arrangement @@A). Although, under the Uruguay Round of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, these limitations were to be phased out, this 
process appears to be very long drawn out, which was one of the complaints of the 
Developing Countries at the Seattle W O  conference. Other complaints related to the 
General System of Preferences which is supposed to give some preference in 
Developed countries' markets to products from the infant industries of Developing 
Countries. But very few countries benefit from GSP and not the least developed. A 
few developing countries have successfully established Export Processing Zones, 
which grant exemption from duties and taxes to Transnational Companies locating 
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their production in them. Mauritius is one of the best known, but the low wages and 
absence of taxes greatly reduce the advantages to the host country. 

The obvious f i s t  step for commodity producers would be to increase the processing 
of their raw materials, so as to add.to the value they derive from them, but the 
protectionist measures devised by the industrialised countries tend to be higher the 
more value that is added. This is effected by higher tariffs for processed than for raw 
products in the case of tea, cocoa, coffee, oilseeds, tobacco, rubber, jute and sisal, and 
by non-tariff barriers like the MFA for textiles. Africa for example up until 1992 
produced as much raw cotton as India, but only a third as much cotton yam. Some 
temperate agricultural products are protected by subsidies like those given for 
sunflower and rape-seed oil, or for beet and maize, that niake tropical vegetable oils 
and cane sugar uncompetitive. Nor is the only limitation on Developing Countries the 
~rotectionist measures of the Develo~ed. It is not always possible for cheao labour to . W . .  

make up for the absence of appropriate machinery to increase labour productivity, and 
the machinery is of course in the hands of those in the industrialised countries who 
may seek to control its use. Free trade principles, which are so often recommended by 
the advanced industrial countries for others, are not always applied to themselves. 

In the cases of the studies presented here on coffee and cocoa ~racticallv no . . 
processing beyond the stage of sacked beans takes place in the raw mate& producing 
country. The production of chocolate or of soluble coffee takes place almost entirely 
in the kreadiindustrialised countries. 

- - 
This is partly the result of the higher shipping costs of transporting the finished 
product - chocolate melts, soluble coffee comes in bottles - partly because of the very 
different tastes of consumers in different countries. On the other hand, the success of 
the Kuapa Kokoo cocoa farmers in Ghana in taking over the work of collection and 
shipping and taking a share-holding in the Day Chocolate Company indicates the 



direction in which small-scale farmers might move in order to gain more from the 
value added to their produce. 

What Small-scale Farmers Need 

This then is the economic framework within which fair trade has tried to establish 
itself. But the problem of fair trade is much more than simply getting a higher price 
for a fairly traded, environmentally responsible product. Small-scale farming is a way 
of life, which has exercised the attention and skills of many generations of fanners in 
one or two particular geographical and climatic locations. Farmers who grow coffee 
or cocoa or gather nuts like Brazils live in remote mountainous or forest regions in the 
tropics. some have actually been driven there as well as into the towns by ;he clearing 
of land and forest for large-scale grazing and cash cropping. But, while the 
destruction of the rain forests has been a major threat to forest dwellers, and indeed to 
the whole ecology of the planet, the fact is that in Africa, at least, the increase in land 
use for cash crops (from 15 to 18 million ha. between 1960 and 1989) was very much 
less than that of land under food production (70 million h a  to 113 million over the 
same period). 

Small farmers do now cany out some of the processes preparatory to selling their crop 
in a condition for export, cocoa growers the most, coffee growers needing large scale 
milling and nut gatherers vacuum bagging. For all of them the price they will get 
depends on the monitoring and control of the quality of their product, and on the 
possibility we have just seen of adding value by further processing to the basic value 
of their original product. Many of these processes, however, require purchases of 
machinery and other inputs which are beyond the capacity of individual farmers and 
even of small cooperatives. Finance for such development is the f i t  need of small 
farmers' organisations. 

Access to credit at reasonable terms is a particular problem. Most small-scale fanners 
sell to middlemen - variously called jackals, piranhas or sharks according to the 
nearby natural predators. Such farmers have no knowledge of regional or national 
prices, let alone world market prices. They do not have transport except their backs 
and heads to the nearest road and no storage place to leave their crop in for collection. 
They may even not have scales that record correctly the weight of their crop. They do 
not have access to credit except on punitive terms in the form of mounting debts. The 
middlemen come when the crop is ready and take advantage of the cash needs of 
farmers - when other crops are not ready for sale or consumption, when winter is 
approaching with the need for blankets or when children need inoculations or 
schooling and there is no cash to pay for these. 

Small-scale farmers everywhere have founded buying and selling cooperatives to 
extend their control over the value added by processing and transport and to protect 
them against these predators, but any cooperative has to have money to put down on 
deposit to the farmers, to make its existence a real alternative to the middlemen. And 
even by-passing the middlemen still brings them face to face with the giant companies 
which in fact largely manage the market by the timing of their purchases and sales 
and by he size of the stocks they hold. Just three companies control 70% of the 



supplies in the world's cocoa and coffee markets; and similar figures can be quoted 
for many other commodities. 

Hundreds of cooperatives fail every year, some because of comption, most because 
of ignorance of simple accounting and recording procedures and organisational 
failures. Some, however, survive and it is a matter of great importance for policy 
makers and organisers of aid to identify the reasons for success and failure. In all 
farming there are improvements that can be made in the practice of agronomy, but the 
main lacks which small farmers' organisations' experience are: first, their ignorance 
of the market and especially of the price diierential rewards for quality and delivery 
time; second, their lack of credit to hold off the middlemen by paying an advance to 
their members for crop delivery; and, third, their failure to form national and 
international alliances which would enable them to stand up to the big buyers in the 
world markets. 

There is a further problem facing small-scale farmers, where they succeed in uniting 
their organisations. This has lain, even after the ending of colonial rule, in the 
predatory action of the governments in the lands where they live. We have already 
noted the interest of ruling elites in retaining control over the key exports of their 
country, so as to derive a rent from all such exports. When colonial rule was ended, 
and the marketing boards were taken over by the new governments, we have seen that 
in many cases the rent drawn from the producers was actually raised. The one single 
advantage to be derived by farmers from the World Bank and IMF conditional loan 
schemes under Structural Adjustment Programmes lay in the.fact that the liberalising 
of commodity trade provided the possibility of reducing the government's rent. 
Farmers were free, if they could get organised, to do their own collecting and 
marketing and even entering directly into the export markets of the world. 

The key sentence here is: "if they can get organised". This was, and is, an 
extraordinarily difficult business for farmers, especially women farmers, who were 
generally illiterate, certainly innumerate, had seen many of their traditional forms of 
organisation rejected and even ridiculed by colonial and post-colonial governments, 
had only bad experiences of government interventions, were often divided by ethnic 
differences and by wealth, and had no experience or confidence in themselves in 
managing beyond the limits of their small holding. And getting organised had to mean 
coming to terms with government, to change the terms of the relationship. It has to be 
reported in this respect that a number of active members of coffee farmers' 
organisations in Mexico, even before the revolt of the Zapatistas, have been jailed 
and even shot for their independent initiatives on behalf of poor farmers. 

Government marketing boards had exercised one useful function and that was quality 
control, especially in the case of the Cocoa Marketing Board in Ghana. To maintain 
their place in world markets, such controls had to be continued or a substitute found. 
In fact, cooperation between farmers and quality controI procedures is one of the most 
important needs of small-scale fanners, and in the case of organic certification an 
expensive business, which a small cooperative could not afford. There are other 
reasons why the role of governments cannot be ignored, since they control (or seek to 
control) the financial system, communications and law and order as well as all 
movements of goods into and out of any country. 



There remains for all small-scale commodity producers the problem of access to the 
market, and in particular to the export market. The one advantage that small-scale 
farmers have in world markets is that their crops are not likely to have been produced 
with large quantities of chemicals, whether as artificial fertiliser, as pesticides or 
herbicides, mainly because such farmers cannot afford them, and practice inter- 
cropping to reduce the spread of disease and provide natural fertiliser. 
The future for small-scale producers in the Third World, therefore, depends vely 
much upon the growth of the market for organic and natural products. This has 
obviously been assisted by the failure of some plantations based on cloning and heavy 
doses of chemicals, in the case of cocoa and also of bananas. 

A Fair Trade Programme 

We can now summarise the requirements of a fair trade programme, if it is to meet the 
needs of small-scale farmers: 

1. The greatest possible degree of processing and of managing the chain of 
commercialisation must be carried out by the farmers directly or through 
cooperatives controlled by the farmers, so that they gain more of the value ad& 
and there is useful work for more people in the countryside; 

2. Information technology must be made available to all farmers' cooperatives, so 
that through the Intemet or in other ways world prices are immediately available 
to them, including all the quality and other differentials; 

3. Organisationand management of woperatives must be developed in ways that 
accord' with local cultures of accountability but are adapted to the demands of 
consumers in terms of efficiency, delivery, security, quality and sustainabiity; 

4. A fair trade initiative in any producer country will fail if it does not have both the 
understanding and enthusiastic cooperation of the farmers involved and the good 
will of the government concerned; 

5. Farmers' organisations need to find ways of uniting world-wide to establish their 
own control over the whole chain of commercialisation of their produce right 
through to the First World consumers; 

6. Marketing in the consumer countries must take every advantage of growing 
consumer awareness of poor labour conditions, exploitative prices, environmental 
damage and lack of food safety in the production bf many of our daiIy needs. 

7. Extending the fair trade market to more producers and to more products may be 
achieved by the wider acceptance of a fair trade mark or by more fair trade brands, 
but the need for them to occupy the place in the future for natural instead of 
aaif~cial products can not be overemphasised. 



Part I 

Understanding Fair Trade 



Chapter 1 

The Emergence of Fair Trade 

"Fair trade is an alternative approach to conventional international trade. It is a 
trading partnership which aims at sustainable development for excluded and 
disadvantaged producers. It seeks to do this by providing better trading 
conditions, by awareness raising and by campaigning. Its goals are: 

to improve the livelihoods and well-being of producers by improving 
market access, strengthening producer organisations, paying a better 
price and providing continuity in the trading relationship. 

to promote development opportunities for disadvantaged producers, 
especially women and indigenous people, and to protect children from . - 
exploitation in the process 

. 

to raise awareness among consumers of the negative effects on 
producers of international trade so that they exercise their purchasing 
power positively 

to set an example of partnership in trade through dialogue, 
transparency and respect 

to campaign for changes in the rules and practice of conventional 
international trade 

to protect human rights by promoting social justice, sound 
environmental practices and economic security." 

The International Federation of Alternative Trade P A T )  1999 

Ten years ago, few people had heard of fair trade. Today it has spread through the high 
streets, and has been taken up by campaigners and Governments. When the WTO met in 
Seattle in late November 1999, many of the 50,000 demonstrators marching against what 
they saw as a North-dominated process of globalisation carried placards with the slogan 
'Fair Trade not Free Trade'. At the same time in Brussells the EU Commission was 
presenting a paper on Fair Trade to the European Council of Ministers proposing 
measures to assist the develovment of fair trade within the EU. The British Government 
has shown particular interes6n supporting fair trade initiatives in line with its broader 
ethical foreign policy. Fair trade has entered the world of international politics. 



It has also made remarkable headway in the economy. Fair trade products are now sold in 
90% of supermarkets in the UK. In Holland half the population have purchased fair 
trade goods. Throughout the EU there are now more than 3000 One World Shops and 
70,000 points of sale for fair trade goods. Latest estimates suggest that the volume of 
fairly traded products has risen to £550 million world wide by 1999. 

In the world of commodity trading, fair trade is also becoming an issue. The International 
Coffee Organisation is divided on what approach to take, some of its members seeing it 
as an innovative way forward on many traditional commodity issues, others sharing with 
the large companies a worry that it implies conventional trade in unfair. What is still a 
tiny of world trade is having an effect way beyond its quantitative significance 
by introducing into the heart of the market economy the issues of distribution and 
e&ployment,~ssues which were previously left to ~ublic~social policy. 

This book is about understanding the rise and significance of this phenomena, and 
considering strategies for its expansion. Fair trade carries on its shoulders many hopes 
and fears. The hopes are that it will be a means of countering the negative impacts of 
globalisation by its focus on empowering marginal producers. The fears -largely those of 
established mainstream corporations - is that fair trade will undercut their position as 
brand leaders by raising questions on conventional business practices. 

On both counts, there is a question of whether fair trade is punching above its weight - 
whether it is robust enough to bear the hopes that campaigners and governments have laid 
upon it, and whether it will achieve an economic presence large enough to significantly 
affect the current corporate order. The answer depends in part on the direction taken by 
fair traders themselves, and by Governments in the North and South. The text which 
follows is intended as a contribution to the discussion of these directions. 

The origims of fair trade:firstphase 1969 -1989 

What has become known as fair trade was originally termed alternative trade. It is a post 
1968 movement, questioning the structures of power and authority in the international 
economy. In Europe, one of the first of the new wave alternative trade organisations 
(ATOs) was Stichting Ideele Import, a Dutch AT0 established by Karl Grasvelt to 
import goods from third world states which were marginalised in international trade. This 
was the model that remained strong throughout the 1970's and 1980's, and included the 
many ATOs involved in campaign coffee designed to support the Sandinistas in 
Nicaragua. 

Twin Trading in the UK had a similar origin. It was established by the Greater London 
Council in 1985 after a succession of requests from countries from the South who found 
themselves disadvantaged by the international trading regime. A Vietnamese delegation 
came to the GLC's County Hall to request help in purchasing technology. The new 
regime in Capo Verde wanted to export sardines. Malta had surplus steel scrap. An 
initial conference called for the 20 countries that had approached the GLC in this way, 



proposed to form a trading body which would help facilitate these changes, where 
possible by barter. In its first five years Twin Trading inter alia commissioned a 
pineapple factory in Vietnam, identified UK supermarket outlets for Mozambican 
lychees, bought designer fabrics from Cuba, and arranged for Nicaraguan glycerine to be 
sold in Europe so that they could buy Italian soap making equipment. 

Therk was also a marked growth of philanthropic trade. Oxfam began importing crafts 
from the early 1970s, and sold them alongside second hand clothes in their High Street 
shops. The Tear Fund was a movement to import from evangelical communities in the 
South for sale to evangelical consumers in the North. Traidcraft was formed in the late 
1970's as a result of a split in Tear over the restriction of supplies to the religious groups 
themselves. L i e  Oxfam, Traidcraft originally focussed on crafts, but later diversified to 
include food. 

What marks this first period of the new alternative trade is that it was less about the 
unfairness of existing exchange as with enabling particular types of trade to take placer at 
all. It sought out markets or procured machinery &d supplies for those in the south who 
were excluded from f i s t  world markets for aolitical reasons (or in the case of craft 
producers because of the lack of adequate commercial channels). It was for this reason 
that during the 1970s and 1980s.the trade was known as solidarity trade. 

In its political form at least, its prime clients were states ( Sticbting Ideele Imports largely 
bought from state trading bodies for example, as did Twin Trading and Campaign Coffee 
Scotland). It was not seen as a direct link to producers. Evewin the groups, 
the revenue to aroducers was subsidiary to the flow of funds delivered through these - 
organisations' conventional developmental aid. 

Going upstream : the expansion of ethical consumption 1989- 

The turning point came in the late 1980s. In 1988 Nico Rozen established the Max 
Havelaar Foundation in Holland. Its aim was to move beyond the necessarily limited 
solidarity ghettoes, by making an alliance with small national firms who faced 
competition from large food transnationals. Rozen's starting point was the large coffee 
market in Holland. This was dominated by two major firms, with some 12-20 small 
coffee processors trying to survive in niche markets.'Nico Rozen's idea was to create a 
mark which would show that the coffee bearing the mark had been bought at a premium 
price from small farmers. By appealing to ethical consumers this would strengthen the 
position of the small coffee traders in the final market. 

In 1989 the inaugural meeting of the International Federation of Alternative Trade 
(FAT) heard a presentation by Bert Beekrnan, the general secretary of Max Havelaar. 
His talk stimulated the establishment of similar fair trade mark organisations in other 
European countries. In the UK, the steering group attracted into it a number of the large 
non trading NGOs like Christian Aid and CAFOD, who saw it as an opportunity to use 

Douwe Egberts has consolidated its position in the Dutch market, and now has 65-70% market share. 
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ethical consumers as an instrument to change not just small processors (as in Holland) but 
the transnationals themselves. They established the Fair Trade Foundation in 1992 and 
soon after began negotiations wi th-~phoo Tea, one of the largest tea brands in Britain. 

The spread of national fair trade mark organisations led to the establishment of a '  
European Federation in April 1997, whose aim was to set common European standards 
for the marks, commodity by commodity. There are now joint committees which 
supervise the regulations and supplier registration for coffee, cocoa, tea, honey, sugar and 
bananas. 

The move to certification in the 1990s marks a switch in focus from facilitatingtrade, to 
improving the share gained by primary producers from existing trade. It reflects a shift 
from solidarity trade to fair trade, with fair being defined loosely as "giving producers a 
better deal". Thus the regulations in coffee for example concentrate on a premium to be 
paid to producers over and above the world market price, a floor price which will be 
guaranteed however low the world price falls, a measure of pre-finance to farmers, and a 
requirement that the sale of the coffee be undertaken through democratic organisations 
like co-operatives. 

What is additionally striking about this approach in comparison with the previous forms 
of solidarity trade is: 

it shifts attention away from 'solidarity' states (which were in any case in increasing 
disarray or retreat) to democratic producer organisations 

it brings to the fore an ethical element in markets beyond those immediately involved 
in political (or religious) organisations. 

it raises a claim to influence all international trade in the commodities in question, 
rather than building separate alternative trading lines 

by highlighting the impact of increasingly unregulated trading conditions, it seeks to 
re-introduce effective regulation not through the intervention of the state but by the 
market led impact of ethical consumers. 

the dynamic of the movement is provided less by the conditions of producers (whose 
levels are set by the international certification committees) as by the capacity of the 
ATOs involved to influence first world consumers. 

- 

The market orientation has also led to a renewed interest in retailing. Campaigns for 
ethical consumption may influence consumers, but they will have no impact on sales if 
products are noi available in the shops. 

The issue is acute in Britain where the multiples are particularly strong. Traidcraft 
developed their own distribution system, based on mail order, and sales through the 
informal networks of church communities. Oxfam, which has an extensive retail network 



of its own, have recently launched specialist fair trade shops. There are also two 
alternative supermarkets selling fairly traded goods which have now been established 
alongside the multiples. 

On the continent, the 3,000 One World shops (which rely on 100,000 volunteers) are 
organised in 15 national associations, grouped into a federation NEWS. They have 
agreed their own set of criteria and means of monitoring suppliers. Together they have a 
turnover estimated at E300 million. 

In a number of continental countries, many of the major supermarkets are themselves co- 
ops, and stock fairly trade goods. In Switzerland, the two major supermarket chains, 
Migros and Co-op, have developed their 'bwn label' fair traded brands. In Japan, the 
extensive network of consumer co-ops (with 12 million members) have been a ready 
outlet for safe and solidarity goods. 

Going downs@eain: working with producers 1989- 

A second route of development from state related solidarity trade, has been a movement 
downstream to associations of producers. The Japanese AT0 AlterTrade started like this 
in the Philippines in the second half of the eighties, working with displaced sugar 
plantation workers to produce first sugar, and then small bananas. These were sold 
through three of the Japanese consumer co-ops (see Chapter 5 below). 

Twin Trading switched the focus of its work to support for producer co-operatives in the 
late 1980's. In part this was a response to requests for help from co-operatives in the 
countries with whose state trading bodies it had been working, particularly Nicaragua. 
But increasingly the requests came from other areas: Mexican coffee growers, and honey 
producers, Amazonian Indians gathering brazil nuts in Peru. In some cases the link was 
made through NGOs working on development projects (such as cashew nuts in El 
Salvador). In others, Twin became directly involved in export development projects, such 
as peanut production in the western lowlands of Eritrea 

As a commodity trading ATO, Twin Trading was seen by established primary producers 
as a means of bypassing the middlemen. It sold either into the wholesale market in the 
North (as with coffee beans) or into the altemative retail structure. It therefore became 
both an altemative international merchant, and a market led developmental organisation, 
playing the role of market adviser on what products might sell, and providing a secure 
export channel. 

Its natural partners were developmental NGOs on the one hand, and socially oriented 
companies in the North, who were seeking 'fair traded' sources of supply. Twin worked 
with Boots, the retail multiple, to source a range of toilet accessories from an association 
of Kenyan women. It established close relations with the Body Shop. Together they 
developed body scrubs as a means of using native cactus plants processed by an 
association of women's organisations in the Mexican desert. Twin also worked with 
Ghanian cocoa farmers to establish the Kuapa Kokoo association of farmers' societies. 



Kuapa Kokoo now supplies 80% of fairly traded cocoa in Europe, including the cocoa for 
the Body Shop's cocoa butter, which became the centrepiece of a Body Shop advertising 
campaign. 

The role of an alternative merchant was a different entry point than that of certification. 
Whereas certification sought to establish a new standard for merchants. both alternative 
and mainstream, the alternative merchant was put in the position of having to develop its 
own way of working as a go between for producers and the Northern markets. 

In summary: 

the alternative merchants were concerned with the practices of trade rather than their 
regulation 

their impetus came from producers and their realities rather than markets 

they sought to be an alternative channel rather than influencing mainstream trade per 
se 

their allies were those similarly engaged in alternatives to the mainstream market, 
whether developmental and/or dispossessed groups in the South, or social companies 
and fair trade retailers in the North. 

Linking the vertieal chain: the g~owth of Cafe Direct 1992- 

The different paths of development which marked the second phase of alternative trade 
from the late 1980's have remained strangely disconnected. Some of the larger aid 
organisations have had sections working on fair trade marketing, and on export oriented 
development projects, but have had difficulty in forging an organic link between the two. 

The main experience of trying to develop a direct link between all parts of the vertical 
chain has been that of Cafe Direct in the UK. This originated from Twin Trading's 
relations with Mexican coffee producers. After the initial successful sale of green coffee 
on the London wholesale market, the producer groups took the next step up the chain and 
bought out the former merchant's coffee processing plant. In co-operation with other co- 
ops they then set up their own export organisation with loans from the Dutch ethical fund 
EDCS. At this point, in 1989, world coffee prices collapsed. The co-ops consulted Twin, 
and out of the resulting discussions the idea emerged of going beyond the London 
wholesale market by developing a fair trade brand. 

Technically this was not difficult. Twin's coffee experts had the ability to develop a 
blend and commission the processing. Design and brand marketing skills were offered at 
low fees by London based professionals. The problem was the retail outlets. It was 
decided that it needed an alliance between Twin as an alternative merchant and a number 
of fair trade distributors in the UK. Cafe Direct was thus established as a joint venture 



between Twin, and three 'alternative distributors', Traidcraft, Equal Exchange (serving 
wholefood shops) a id  Oxfam. 

At fist the new brand was sold through these networks, but within a year the Co-op and 
Safeways had provided shelf space, and the three Cafe Direct products are now in 85% of 
the stores of the main multiples. Cafe Direct currently has 4% of the Roast and Ground 
coffee market in the UK, and 2% of the freeze dried instant, much the largest sales of a 
food product of any AT0 in Britain. 

The coffee itself is sourced from 16 groups of producer co-operatives, representing in all 
250,000 farmers. These groups meet together every two years, there are regular bilateral 
visits between Twin and the producer organisations, with Twin funding support workers 
('promotores') in a number of the co-ops. 

Cafe Direct has been a new departure in the establishment of fair trade brands: 

CD aims at the mainstream market, building up its volume by targetting a series of 
niches, currently so called 'semi ethicals' (principally women between the age of 25 
and 45) 

it can invest in extensive advertising (its current marketing budget is £1.2 million) 

it sources its coffee directly from producers, seeking out and developing new sources 
of supply rather than confining itself to established associations. 

it provides premium payments above those stipulated in the European Fair Trade 
coffee regulations, and, via Twin, provides support for the producer organisations. 

It therefore goes beyond the concept of fair trade as embodied in the certification 
movement. 6 involies a developm&tal partnership between the producer organisations, 
an alternative merchant and a brand management company, which seeks to identify new . . 

products, and new methods of poduction (notably organics). 

By the end of the decade the ~ a f &  Direct model was taken a step further. Caf6 Direct 
itself launched Tea Direct, supplied from East Africa, and Twin Trading established the 
Day Chocolate Company @CC) to develop the Divine brand of chocolate for the 
mainstream market. DCC was innovative in that the small farmer suppliers, Kuapa 
Kokoo, part owned the company, along with Twin Trading and the Body Shop. Kuapa 
has one third of the equity, and receives two thirds of the profit. In addition to the equity 
owners, initial capital was raised from Christian Aid, private investors and bank loans 
(partially backed by UK Government guarantees). The stories of Cafe Direct and the Day 
Chocolate Company are covered in the case studies in volume II. 



Chapter 2 

Explaining Fair Trade 

To assess the potential of fair trade it is fust necessary to understand the historical factors 
behiid its grokh. Although a number of its leading participants in the North and the 
South have been operating since the 1960s. it is only in the 1990s that fair trade has taken 
off. Why now? 

There are four principal factors 

e the shift of social and political movements into micro economic projects 

* the impact of structural adjustment 

* the rise of ethical consumption 

o the response of social democratic states to increased liberalisation of the world 
economy 

I will discuss these in turn. 

From civil society to civil economy 

The first point to make about fair trade is that its principal motivation has been social and 
political. Its goals and culture are those of a wider and long standing development 
movement. The fair trade aims of promoting the cause of 'disadvantaged producers', of 
women and indigenous people, of human rights and social justice, and of sustainable 
production are shared with many NGOs, and political groups. So is a commitment to go 
beyond the colonial and neo-colonial traditions, and work on the basis of mutuality, 
dialogue and transparency with partners in the South. These ethical-political goals unite a 
broad coalition of religious, humanitarian and political groups. 

What distinguishes fair trade in the fiorth is that it involves an engagement with the 
market economy. It is important not to underestimate the sigmcance of this step. 
Previously the target of the development movement in the North has been either the 
policies of national and international states, or individual philanthropy and redistribution 
by gifts. Both these were sharply distinguished from the market, serving to correct the 
inequalities which the market had created. 

For developmental activists to engage in the market was to cross a boundary and there is 
still an unease among some about the wisdom of this crossing. On the one hand there are 
those who seefair trade as worthy but marginal, and that the main focus of attack must 



remain at the level of national and international political institutions. On the other, there 
are those who see the market - and particularly the international market - as part of the 
problem rather than the solution and hold that the main aim of development policy should 
be the creation of locally sustainable economies insulated from the global market. As one 
major NGO put if support should be helping marginal farmers to feed themselves not 
engage in the intemational division of iabour. Land and labour devoted to producing 
export crops would be better used to produce for subsistence. 

These were and are important questions. With hindsight we can see they are posed too 
abstractly, as 'eitherlor' rather than 'bothland'. For the best of the fair trade projects have 
used fair trade exports to further local sustainability, while fair trade itself has sought to 
provide the basis of alternative regime of trade. The point at this stage, however, is to 
note the signif~cance of the shift across the border. 

Fair traders were not alone in making this shift. In the wake of the collause of the Berlin 
Wall, and the erosion of confidence in the state as the principal of a social ethic, 
there was a more general, if tentative, advance of social movements into the economy. 
Food activists took up organic farming and food distribution. Environmentalists 
established recycling schemes and wind power companies. Many groups developed their 
own publishing houses, radio and music networks, and credit unions. 

These initiatives are commonly described in terms of the growth of a third sector, 
between the private market and the state. In some cases their aim was to reinforce 
campaigning by showing what was possible. We can speak of an economy of pilot 
projects. But there was also a strong sense of self reliance, of abandoning the macro for 
the micro. The Nike slogan "Just Do If' describes this feeling that alternatives could not 
be delivered by the state nor by the mainstream economy, but needed building from 
below. A widespread aim in environmental, food as well as fair initiatives was to 
establish a different kind of 'civil economy', driven by social rather thanpivate goals. 
They became the economic wing of the social movements. 

Structural adjustment in the South 

The impact of neo liberalism in poor countries opened opportunities for fair trade in a 
different way. On the one hand it led to increased inequality, cuts in real wages and a 
further weakening of the position of marginal producers. On the other, the rnismantling of 
state controls opened up a space for fair trade. 

In Africa, for example, the dismantling of state trading companies made it possible for 
small fanners organisations to set up their own trading arms. In Uganda and Tanzania 
state corporations were transformed into producer co-ops. In Mexico the state control of 
export permits, whose allocation was heavily influenced by political patronage, was 
dismantled, and made it possibIe for excluded farmers to export as they wished. 

These changes can be read as the freeing of economics from politics, but in many areas it 
merely displaced the points of political conflict into other fields. As small producers 



sought to increase their autonomy from the existing structures of power, they met with a 
range of political and economic opposition. To give only one example. In a number of 
instances in Southern Mexico, the coffee co-ops were subject to continual political 
assault. Twin Trading regularly received faxes about colleagues who had been put in 
prison. In one co-op all but one of the initial Board members of the central co-op had 
either been killed or disappeared over a six year period. 

In other cases, the attack on producer organisations has been economic. National andlor 
international merchants have embarked on a Dromamme of undercutting small farmer - v 

oreanisations. In Ecuador for example the network of independent co-o&ratives has all 
but been destroyed by a strategy ofbrice premia to the f-ers by the Gents of a leading 
international coffee processor. In Peru, drug money channelled through merchants has 
squeezed the comp&tor farmer co-ops. 

There were also a few cases where there was a recognition by political movements of the 
significance of economic projects, similar in some ways to the economic ventures of 
social movements in the North. In the Phillippines, for example, leading groups in the 
opposition had traditionally seen economic projects as 'economistic' and not engaging 
with the main structures of power. But the steps taken by unemployed sugar workers and 
marginal farmers on the island of Negros to develop a 'fair trade' economy, as described 
in Chapter 5, led the opposition to recognise the importance of concrete economic 
initiatives, both to address the immediate conditions of marginal farmers and to explore 
the possibility of a different type of rural economy. The result, know as the 'Negros 
Alternative', later became the basis for a national economic programme put forward by 
the opposition. 

Paradoxically, theimpact of structural adjustment in limiting and weakening the 
government's role in the economy, and the radical shift of policy towards market - 
liberalisation, led to increased opportunities for farmers who were marginalised by the 
market, and a reconnection of politics and the market in a different form. 

Ethical consumption 

Ten years ago a buyer from Sainsburys remarked that if the 1980's was the decade of the 
green consumer, the 1990's would be the decade of the ethical consumer. The figures 
suggest that both are true, and both have generated organised movements. In theUK the 
food industry has been transformed by consumer organisations like the London Food 
~ommission and Parents for Safe ~ o o d .  Their impact was seen in a range of food scares, 
in a grbwth of consumer awareness which led supermarkets to respond and put pressure 
on food producers to change their growing and processing techniques. 

Ethical consumption takes in campaigns over a range of issues, from boycotts of food 
from South Africa and Chile in the 1980s, to protests against fur products, human rights 
abuse (such as Shell in Nigeria) animal testing, products made by child labour (like Nike 
shoes), or those harming human health ( such as the Nestle baby milk campaign). It, too, 
has grown in significance in the 1990s. One reflection is the growth in ethical investment 



funds in the UK, which have risen from £200 million in 1989 to £1.6 billion in 1997. 
Another is the growth of social and environmental auditing, and of so called ''&use 
Related Marketing", which refers to corporate strategies to associate their brands with 
good causes (Tesco's Computers for Schools, Reebok's Human Rights Tour, Avon's 
Breast CancerAwareness Campaign, Visa's Read Me a Sto~y Campaign and so on)? 

One explanation for the increased significance of ethical purchasing is in terms of the 
movements of consumers up the hierarchy of needs. Once physiological, safety, social 
and status needs are satisfied, consumers look for self development and realisation. This 
was Maslow's social psychological theory put forward in the 1940s and is now being 
used in support of cause related marketing policies aimed at consumers 'self-realisation' 
through linking purchasing with ethical and social causes. 

There is a second historical explanation. It is that the growth of neo-liberalism went side 
by side with a decline of the status of institutions which traditionally represented social 
ethics - notably the state and the church -leaving only weak countervt&ng forces to the 
increasingly deregulated private economy. The decline in the former is shown in Table 1 
below: 

Table 1 % of people answering that they had a 
great deal or a lot of confidence in UK institutions 

Source: Henley Centre 

With the exception of the army, these figures show a lower level of public confidence 
than exists for major companies like Marks and Spencer, Boots, Cadburys, Sainsbq,  
and Asda It is not that social ethics have themselves declined, but that trust and fairness 
are beiig separated from traditional institutions and are subject to contest in the market 
place. McDonalds has a major campaign in schools and funds accommodation for 
children with long term illnesses, but at the same time faces consumer campaigns against 
the quality of its hamburgers (Adbusters in North America) and its environmental and 
employment practices (the MacLibel trial in the UK). Nike is attacked for its 
subcontracting practices and responds with major initiatives in the 'greening' of its 
products. Shell finds itself boycotted on the petrol forecourts, and has begun a long 
campaign to win back public confidence. 

See H.Pringle and M.Thompson, How Cause Related Marketing Builds Brands, Wiley 1999 



In the 1970s the issue of legitimacy was primarily associated with analyses of the state. 
Now it has emerged as a major issue in the market. The increase in the strength and range 
of the consumer movement and associated consumer awareness has introduced a social 
force which has been transforming a wide range of sectors, from food to energy, and 
from health to finance. Many of the issues relate to the consumer as individual -the 
terms of mortgages or pensions for example, or the durability of particular products. But 
many concerns are social. Environmental and consumer p u p s  have ensured that the 
impact that a product or service has on the environment, or the labour force, or a 
particular community has become a significant factor in consumer behaviour. 

There is a third associated point. Ethical consumption can be thought of as 'self 
realisation'. But it is also a way of consumers feeling that they can actively contribute to 
social goals. In the words of the EU Commission paper, "Fair trade initiatives give 
consumers the opportunity to contribute towards sustainable economic and social 
development in developing countries through their purchasing preferences." If there is a 
decline of identification with the state - reflected inter alia in the rise of non voting - so 
citizens are fmdiig other ways of contributing to social goals - a kind of political self 
help. 

It is striking how widespread this attitude is. Just as householders have actively 
welcomed recycling schemes as a means of improving the environment, so consumers are 
in general favourable to the princivles of ethical consumption. An EU Commission 
s&ey by Eurobarometer in i997 round that nearly threeeequarters of the EU population 
(74%) said they would buy fair trade bananas if they were available alongside 
conventional bananas. It found that in Holland, nearly half the population have bought 
fairly traded goods though the levels are much lower in Portugal and Greece!" 

In the UK market surveys indicate that around 5% of consumers are strongly ethical in 
the approach to purchasing, and another 30% would prefer to purchase ethi&ly given 
.good quality and prices within 10% of the mainstream. This is close to the 29% who said 
;hey would-like to see their pension funds invested ethically even if these funds 
performed less well than the market average. Yet if ethical investment performance were 
able to match the market the number rises to 73% and this matches corporate research 
that indicates that 76% of consumers would switch brands if they are associated with a 
good cause when price and quality are equal." 

These are significant numbers and they are growing. Firms which have branded 
themselves as leaders in environmental and ethical performance have flowished. The Co- 
op Bank for example increased its new account openings by 6% p.a over the fmt half of 
the 1990s., 44% of them because of the Bank's ethical position. Operating income grew 
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'O ibid. p.8 
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by 47%, and its performance shifted from losses to profits. The growth of fair trade is one 
example of this wider trknd. 

Government policy and fair trade 

Just as there has been increased corporate awareness of the significance of ethical 
consumption, so by the end of the 1990s a number of Governments had a growing 
concern about the impact of structural adjustment and international liberalisation on the 
poorest countries and producers. To those protesting in Seattle, one response was to argue 
for reducing barriers in the North against impom from the South. This implies that there 
is no contradiction between free trade ands fait trade, and what was wrong was that free 
trade had not gone far enough in opening up Northern markets to the South. 

A second argument saw fair trade as a means of directing resources to the poorest in the 
South, through an alternative mechanism to government-to-government aid. From this 
perspective fair trade was welfare by other means. In tern of policy as proposed by the 
EU Commission, this meant providing finance for fair trade projects, supporting fair trade 
labelling organisations, and impact assessment in order to track the effects of fair trade on 
poverty alleviation. The UK government has been even more proactive, particularly in its 
public championing of the fair trade movement 

Some governments in the South have questioned these new policies: either because they 
imply that existing commodity trade is somehow not fair; or in the case of ACP African 
countries, because they see EC fair trade policies as a weak alternative to ACP 
preferences which are threatened as part of the movement towards liberalisation. 

The current interest by national and international governmental bodies in fair trade, either 
positively or negatively, is thus closely linked to liberalisation. The dismantling of state 
regulation and the increased hegemony of international markets has raised the question of 
how to counter the resulting negative redistribution, particularly on the poorest countries. 
Free trade can either be promoted by economic pressure (through lending conditions for 
example) or by a package offering resources to minimise the negative impacts of 
liberalisation. Fair trade is seen as one part of this package -what could be called "cause 
related liberalisation" as a direct parallel to the corporate response to the emerging split 
between ethics and the market. 

Fair tmde and neo liberalism. 

The above four factors have a common theme. All are related to the impact of neo- 
liberalism over the past two decades, and the changing balance between the market and 
the state. As state disciplines on the market have been weakened, and the economic role 
of the state has been reined back, so social movements in the North have begun to engage 
directly in the liberalised market economy, and have found scope to do so with producer 
partners in the South because of the deregulation of markets. 



This is the supply side. But the condition for the success of fair trade has been the growth 
of ethical demand, which I have argued is also related to the impact of neo liberalism on 
the politics of consumption and welfare in the North. Fair trade is the shadow side of neo- 
liberalism. In a strange way, the increased hegemony of markets and of major 
corporations over the past two decades and the marketisation of public and social 
functions, is mirrored in the marketisation of resistance to this process. It signifies an 
extension of the active terrain of opposition to the interstices of the market process itself. 
In doing so it opens up a whole series of new issues, alliances and practices. 

The collapse of the Soviet and Eastern European regimes led to a renewed awareness of 
the importance of a strong civil' society. It was the independent institutions of civil 
society - the trade unions, the dissident groups -which played such a part in the 
dismantling of the old regimes and the construction of the new. There is now a new wave . 
of global co-operation between such independent groups in what has been called 
international civil society, providing a countervailine. force to an unrestrained market led 

- . a  

process of globalisation. Fair trade can be seen as an example of a parallel 
internationalisation, in this case of civil economies. It provides the basis for a new form 
of international civil economy operating in and against the forces of the international 
market 

Politics and Fair Trade 

A second point follows from the above. It is that fair trade -though an engagement with 
the economy - is in its origins and practices at heart a political phenomenon. In the South 
this is only too clear. The development of small farme& organisations in many countries 
is seen as a threat bv established interests, and has freauentlv led to mlitical as well as 
economic conflict. hair trade has provided external &no& and o&nisational support 
to support farmers in these situations. 

The dispossessed sugar workers in the Philippines occupying uncultivated land found fair 
trade exports to Japan provided the means to sustain themselves economically and 
demonstrate in practice the justice of the redistribution of land. The former landless tea 
growers of Kerala selling to the fair trade market in Germany were in a similar position. 
Fair trade has been a way of consolidatiig through the economy their political success. 
There are many such cases that underline the point - clear to those on the ground but 
often forgotten in textbooks - that support for the marginalised is in many places 
necessarily a political and not merely an economic issue. 

Producers often say that it is the sense of external support expressed through fair trade 
that is more important than the export price premia. It strengthens the morale of 
organisations which are commonly isolated and on the defensive. It provides direct links 
topartner organisations in the NO& whose purpose is the economic-support of the 
farmers. The village office of a primary coffee co-op high up into the Andes commonly 
has an Equal Exchange or Cafe Direct poster on the wall. One of the farmers may have 
visited London. They will know the staff from the Northern traders. In the event of 
natural disasters, their partners are a first point of contact and support. They serve as an 



alternative to the private merchant or the Government official. This is the significance of 
the word '?)irectt'. 

Over the last decade international networks have grown up which have widened these 
connections.. The Latin American coffee co-ops meet regularly among themselves. The 
meetings of the Fair Trade Labelling organisations have a wide attendance of producers 
and consumers. Coffee and tea suppliers to Caf6 Direct meet every two years to discuss 
strategy. Producers in Peru provide technical support to those in Mexico, just as the 
Ghana cocoa growers have actedas advisers to those in the Carneroons. AU those 
involved in these networks -from North and South - have gained an increase in morale 
and organisational strength which is reflected in the way each is viewed in their domestic 
settings. Such strength has a political as much as an economic significance. 

From the viewpoint of its practitioners in the North, there is a parallel connection 
between the economic and the political. For them fair trade has come to stand for an 
alternative internationalisation which starts not from the driving imperative of 
profitabiiity but from the needs of the marginal and the demands of the environment. If 
free trade is 'the mercantalism of the strong', as the Cambridge economist Joan 
Robiison's once remarked, fair trade aims to be "the mercantalism of the weak". 

For northern ATOs, fair trade is fmt and foremost about power rather than philanthropy. 
It is an alliance between producers, traders and ethical consumers to counter inequalities 
of economic power in the global market place. It seeks to strengthen the positionof small 
producers, and secure a better deal for them at every stage of the marketing chain. To do 
this it engages in trade, but from the beginning it has placed a central emphasis on 
campaigning and 'awareness raising' in the North, aiming to promote, in the words of 
IFAT's co-ordinator Carol Wills, "greater justice in the world order and ... structural 
changes in the international economic framework". It addresses the politics of the North 
as it relates to the political economy of the South. 

Finally the significance that governments are now attaching to fair trade cannot be 
separated from the politics of world trade. The ability of the Nortb to legitimate the WTO 
led drive for international liberalisation depends in part on the success of policies to 
redress the negative impacts that arise from liberalisation, one of which could be fair 
trade. 

Conclusion 

All this puts a lot of weight on the shoulders of fair trade. It is still young and limited in 
its range. But it is touching nerves that give it an influence well beyond its modest field 
of operations, among consumers, governments and in the commodity sectors in which it 
trades. It has reconnected politics and economics in a new way, raising issues which 
theory and institutions have for the most part kept separate. This helps to explain the 
growth that has taken place in fair trade in recent years and provides a context for a 
discussion of its expansion in the future. 



Chapter 3 

The PoIiticaI Economy of Fair Trade: the Babassu Breakers 

Numbers, margins, percentages, premiums, price. These are the currency of debate on 
Fair Trade today within Alternative Trading Organisations and, by their influence, 
consumer perceptions. The question of what is "fair" has largely been reduced to 
economics. The problem with this reductionism is that it misses the central premise upon 
which the Fair Trade movement was built: that through redressing the imbalances of 
hd ing  relationships, social inequalities can be reduced. What appears to be laigely 
absent in the debate around Fair Trade is explicit recognition that social change cannot be 
achieved by economics alone. Social change requires a context which c o m b i i  both 
economic and political conditions. And without this political framework, the numbers 
can have no real meaning. It is the combination of optimum terms of trade with strong 
political organisations that can make the real difference. This case study wiU draw on the 
experience of The Body Shop's Community Trade programme to illustrate this 
conviction. 

Trade as a vehicle for social change 

The underlying proposition of The Body Shop's Community Trade programme is that 
trade can act as a vehicle for social change. The programme is a targeted purchasing 
programme aimed at commu~ty-based organisations. It is a programme of affirmative 
action which actively seeks to trade with those groups who would normally have access - - 
to limited market op-portunities. The programme was set up as a practical kxpression of 
The Body Shop's professed aim to "dedicate its business to the pursuit of social and 
e n v i r ~ ~ e n t a f c h k ~ e " ' ~  With its roots in the activism of the company's founder Anita 
Roddick, the programme was formalised in 1994 when The Body Shop set up a Fair 
Trade Department to carry forward the work which had begun in a spontaneous and 
largely unsystematic way. It was the first experiment of a large company attempting to 
introduce the principles of Fair Trade in the mainstream. The challenges have been 
testing, the s6ategyehigh risk, the publicity mainly negative. After five years, the results 
are mixed but largely positive. And it is from these positive results that we can draw 
enlightening lessons which we consider to be worthy of sharing. 

I2The Body Shop's Mission Statement 



The women babassu breakers 

It is within the context of the impoverished North East of Brazil that we find an ever- 
inspiring example of human endurance, community spirit and political vision in the 
struggle of the women babassu breakem. Babassu is a wild palm which grows in the 
transition forest around the Amazon belt All parts of the babassu are useful. The outer 
hard shell is turned into charcoal for fuel, the soft, fibrous inner shell makes a nutritious 
porridge and the kernels are turned into oil which goes into margarine, cooking oil and 
some of The Body Shop's cosmetics. The women, known as the babassu breakers, are 
those women who gather the fallen nuts of the palm from the forest floor and break their 
hard shells by hitting them with a large club on the upturned blade of an axe. Gaining 
access to the frnits of the palm, which grows on large extensions of forest owned by 
powerful land barons, was the cause of bitter and bloody social copflict in the 1980's. It 
was the women who spear-headed the campaign to "liberate" the babassu. They won - 
but not without the loss of over a thousand lives. Today, the women have the legal right 
to the fruits of the babassu palm. Their struggle to secure access to a natural resource 
which gives them a livelihood is also about the preservation of the forest. The land- 
owners are more interested in clearing the forest for cattle-grazing. By gaining the legal 
right to the fruits of the babassu, the women have become guardians of the forest, a role 
of which they are deeply proud. 

"Hey, don't chop down this palm tree! 
Hey, don't devour these palm groves! 
You know you can't chop them down 
We have to preserve our natural  resource^."'^ 

Ludovico is a tiny settlement in the MaranhZo state, and home to some of the founders of 
the COPPALJ co-operative. It is here that we can find the living example of how it is, 
through the combiiation of increased economic control and organisational strength, that 
trade can, indeed, act as a vehicle for social change. This has also been instructive in 
other cases in understanding why, in spite of sustained economic benefits, there fails to 
be any significant social change. More of that later. 

The co-operative, which is dedicated to the commercialisation of babassu nuts and oil is 
made up of several communities. It was born out of the conflict of the 1980's when a 
coalition of NGOs and trade unions created ASSEMA, an Association of Settlers of the 
State of Maranhiio. ASSEMA is made up of four co-operatives, COPPAW being one. 
ASSEMA is a sort of hybrid between an NGO, having a team of technicians who s u ~ ~ o r t  - . . 
the co-operatives in their marketing, organisational strengthening, agricultural techniques 
etc., and a confederation of the four co-operatives. The Board's membership is made up 
of representatives from all four co-operatives, all of which have "1iberated"directors who 
are temporarily seconded from their communities to spend time in ASSEMA's offices to 
take part in running the organisation and learn the tricks of the trade. 

"A verse from the free translation of the babassu breakers' hymn: "Cry of the babassu breakers" 



The women babassu breakers within ASSEMA's radius of activity formed their own 
organisation, the AMTR, (the Association of Women Rural Workers), who are also 
represented on the Board of ASSEMA. The Co-operative is made up of 32 men and 85 
women. Typically, in most cases, membership of the co-operative tends to be through 
the male head of household 

"A woman on her feet ceases to be so scared 
Be courageous, take my hand 
We will struggle together with courage and with love 
For the government to recognise this, our profe~sion."'~ 

When The Body Shop began trading with COPPALJ in 1995, it was in some considerable 
financial diff~culties. The co-operative had built up a number of debts which it was 
unable to pay off. Its situation was compounded by the collapse of the national market in 
babassu oil due to the import of cheap Malaysian palm oil. The situation was bleak. Up 
to that time, The Body Shop had purchased its babassu oil through a third party, an 
environmental organisation, based in the United States, unaware of the source. With the 
creation of The Fair Trade Department in 1994, The Body Shop began to take a closer 
look at where the oil was coming from. Thus began the direct relationship between 
COPPALJ and The Body Shop. On closer examination it was discovered that the price 
Wig  paid to the co-operative for the oil from the third party was only a thud of the price 
being paid by The Body Shop for the oil. Perhaps somewhat naively, it was decided to 
transfer the same price as had been paid to the third party directly to the co-operative, 
tipling their price overnight by cutting out the middle man. In retrospect, it may have 
been the wrong thing to do. However, due to the organisational capacity and political 
insight of the cc-operative the results have been largely positive. 

On the economic front, the results of its significantly improved returns on the oil 
operation allowed the co-operative to clear down its debts, improve the physical 
infrastructure of the oil press and increase its working capital. This in turn meant that the 
co-operative's improved cash flow allowed the babassu breakers to be paid cash on 
delivery to the CO-operative-owned community shops, the collection points for the 
babassu nuts and the source of basic food stuffs. The shops were able to a carry a greater 
variety of groceries and stay open for longer hours as the shop keepers could be paid for 
the hours worked. Some of the community shop buildings which had been no more than 
mud huts were replaced by more resistant structures. The co-operative truck was able to 
stay on the road and provide a more regular pick up, delivery and transportation service 
to the remote and largely inaccessible communities, essential for the transportation of the 
nuts to the oil press, delivery of basic groceries to the communities and the provision of a 
basic passenger service. More importantly, the co-operative was able to offer a fixed 
price for its babassu nuts to both members and non-members which had a stabilising 
effect on nut prices in the region. 

"A verse from the free translation of the babassu breakers' hymn: "Cry of the babassu breakers" 
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Changing the economic and political landscape 

The economic benefits were wide-ranging, but not necessarily as significant as the 
political consequences of the co-operative's enhanced economic power. Those who had 
traditionally held an economic and political stranglehold on the communities -the 
sharks, the middlemen, found they had suddenly lost their grip. The co-operative became 
the key player in the region not only in relation to the purchase of babassu nuts which, it 
must be emphasised, continues to be the key currency, but also in terms of the general 
exchange of goods - basic groceries. The pofitical economy of babassu in the region 
experienced a significant shii. Suddenly the co-operative was a force to be reckoned 
with. ASSEMA became recognised as an exporter and was invited to participate in 
regional conferences. Confidence in the oil operation was boosted and the co-operative 
became an example of "success" in the region. More importantly, there was renewed 
faith in the co-operative itself by its membership. The whole organisation became 
stronger. COPPALJ paid a margin to ASSEMA, its NGO partner, for the technical 
services received in exporting the oil. This put the relationship on a new footing: the co- 
operative was contributing towards the technical support it received Of greater 
significance was the enhanced status of the women babassu breakers. Although it had 
been the women's idea to start up an oil press in the first place, it was only when the press 
started to make a profit that they received recognition for their vision. But the most 
important shift in perception was in the recognition of their labour as work which made a 
significant contribution to the livelihoods of their families - not as something marginal or 
peripheral - but as central to the domestic and regional economy. The women 
themselves grew in strength - both personally and politically. 

The question of how they could receive a greater return for their work brought about 
debates on gender within the co-operative's meetings. The women began to demand 
attention to their position. Gender was firmly on the co-operative's agenda and in the 
consciousness of the women and the men with new meaning. A new dynamic in gender 
relations had been released within the community, one which continues to be played out. 

Fair Emde - a two way street 

However, not all was well. The collapse of the national market in babassu meant that the 
co-operative and The Body Shop had been thrown into an uncomfortable position of 
virtual dependency. The premium price paid by The Body Shop had the effect of 
cushioning the co-operative from the impact of the collapse. It also meant that the co- 
operative was in a vulnerable position and not as active as it could have been to diversify 
its customer base - complacency was a real danger. It was recognised that the price fixed 
for the oil to The Body Shop was a result of historic accident rather than any objective 
price structure. Through a process of joint review in Ludovico, facilitated by an external 
consultant contracted by The Body Shop from the German-based organisation FAKT, a 
cost analysis was undertaken and a series of action points were agreed. It was 
recognised that @e situation could not continue as it was. Diversification had to be a top 
priority and this required a re-examination of the question of price. Finding new 
customers for the oil depended on being competitive, and it would hardly be "fair" for 



The Body Shop to continue to pay a price which would be so out of line with that being 
offered to others. The Co-operative agreed that they would reduce their price to The 
Body Shop in a gradual process which would not cause an imbalance to their newly- 
found economic stability. The relationship entered a new stage of maturity and "Fair 
Trade" became a two way street, rather than charity. 

Circular Time versus Just in T i e  

A relationship between a small cooperative in northeastern Brazil and a large multi- , 

local organisation like The Body Shop conjures up something of a Gulliver in Lilliput 
image. The challenges have been, and continue to be taxing. One of the greatest 
obstacles to be tackled in this meeting of these two worlds is the question of time. Time 
within the world of a large, commercial company l i e  The Body Shop is linear, like that 
of the cultural context within which it operates. Time withim the agricultural world of the 
small-scale producers of northeastern Brazil on the other hand, like that of many who 
live within a rural framework, is circular or cyclical. Add to that the manufacturing 
practice of "just in time" where raw materials are bought in as and when they are needed, 
just in time for manufacture to lower costs and keep inventory low, and we have a 
complicated picture. How to marry the two? In the experience of the Community Trade 
programme, this has been one of the greatest challenges we have had to face in the task of 
balancing the Company's needsldemands with those of the small producers in a remote 
part of Brad. To reconcile these two worlds has required considerable accommodation 
on both sides: on the one hand the development of a critical path which guarantees the 
availability of babassu oil within a calculable lead time (give or take a week!), and on the 
other hand creativity in building flexibility into the manufacturing systems in order to 
accommodate the cycles of production of the small producer. 

The experience of trading with COPPALJ has been instructive to The Body Shop's 
Community Trade programme and has provided a relief in t e r n  of understanding the 
difficulties encountered in other relationships. In contrast to the COPPALJ co-operative 
where a relatively short period of trading has brought about significant changes, we have 
an example of trading over a longer period with an association of handicraft producers, 
(who shall remain anonymous), where, in spite of certain material gains, there has been 
little improvement of any significance for the vast majority of the producers. While it is 
recognised that every situation is unique and the socio-economic and political 
configuration in the latter example is totally different from that in north-eastem Brazil, 
the organisational weakness of the association in question can be seen as the single most 
significant contributory factor in explaining the dearth of lasting positive outcomes, in 
spite of sustained economic income from the trading relationship over a period of five 
years. Worse still, the absence of a strong organisational framework has allowed for a 
number of individuals to profit at the expense of the greater good: a lesson that trade 
alone can have its pitfalls and may lead to a deepening of inequalities and a tendency 
towards individual accumulation. It is for this reason that the Community Trade 
Programme places great emphasis on the selection of its trading partners. Only in this 
way can trade act as a vehicle for development. 



Fair's fair 

The experience of working with COPPALUASSEMA over four years brings valuable 
elements to our reflection on what makes for a fair trading relationship. Within the most 
widespread definition of fair, based on economic considerations such as price, premiums 
and so on, the tendency is to see the relationship as unidirectional, most usually from 
North to South, within a very specific and limited segment of the economy, most 
commonly referred to as "alternative" trade. Among a number of underlying 
assumptions there is the one that the Northern partner is strong and that the Southern 
partner is weak, that the fairness in the relationship is only applicable to the poor, 
disadvantaged, marginal producer in the South. A bizarre consequence of this 
assumption is that it is often those in the North who get to define what is fair, set the 
terms, write the rules of the game. At the same time, through prolonged immersion in an 
over-protective and unreal relationship with the North through subsidised prices, 
minimum requirement on quality, customer service and other such "commercial" 
consideration, some producer groups in the South have formed a perception of "fair 
trade" being something that they get from some benevolent organisations in the North, - a 
one way street where anything goes. From within this bubble of false security their 
perception of trade "on the outside" can appear distinctly distorted From the experience 
of the Community Trade programme this is particularly characteristic of these cases 
where producer groups have made the transition from the alternative trade sector into the 
mainstream. Conversely, in the case of COPPALJIASSEMA where previous trading 
activity had been in the harsh.world of cut-throat intermediaries, the experience of 
building a trading relationship on a basis of mutual trust, of evolving through a journey of 
discovery of trial and error, the "fairness" in the relationship can be seen to go both ways. 
The relationship is characterised by mutual tolerance, transparency and trust. Fair Trade 
has to be a two way street otherwise it runs the risk of falling into philanthropic 
paternalism.'The Body Shop continues to work with ASSEMA/COPPALJ to take their 
business forward in a sustainable way, providing long term benefits to the babassu 
breakers, while, in the other direction, learning from these experiences to develop the 
Community Trade programme. 



Chapter 4 

The Economic Rationale for Fair Trade 

This chapter discusses the economic rationale for fair trade, and asks why ATOs think 
that they can change the outcomes of the conventional market through the sale of 
commodities in their own shops or in supermarkets. It considers three ways of analysing 
the potential economic impacts: 

the impact on exchange 

the impact on distribution 

the impact on the structure of economic power within the production chain 

1. Ethical Exchange 

The original economic function of fair trade was to provide a means for the excluded to 
engage in international exchange. In some cases like Indian handicraft workers they were 
excluded by the complexity of the trading network. In others like Nicaragua or Cuba, 
they excluded for political reasons. Fair traders acted as intermediaries to find a way 
through these barriers, searching out purchasers and sources of supply. In the early days, 
each transaction was an end in itself. In the limiting case of barter, commodity was 
exchanged for commodity, the exact commodities depending on what was available and 
what was wanted. There was no dynamic of expanded exchange. 

Another of the barriers was information about what could be traded. As a result of 
suggestions at the original GLC meeting of producers, Twin produced a newsletter called 
The Network, whose aim was to provide information about new products, technologies 
and markets which would be useful for producer groups wishing to improve their 
production or diversify. The implicit assumption of The Network was that engaging in 
trade was an end in itself, as it has been for any individual or group whose survival 
depends on it 

It was a trade of the marginalised whose raison d'etre was that it broke down the 
economic and political trade barriers which they faced. Its aim was to extend trade rather 
than change it, and there is one 'exchange-based' interpretation of fair trade that sees 
later developments in a similar light. From this viewpoint fair trade corrects 
imperfections in the market, particularly those resulting from imperfect information. It 
provides marginal producers with improved market information, lower transactions costs, 
reliable weights and measures, and greater competition among purchasers. Similarly, 
final consumers are provided with information about products and producers which 
allows them to purchase in line with their subjective values. In these terms the freer the 
trade, the fairer. Unfairness enters with lack of competition and imperfect information. 



The fair trade movement in combating them both could equally be termed the free trade 
movement. 

This approach has equally been used to criticise fair trade. It is argued that 'fair trade is an 
attempt to bias consumers through emotive advertising - and as with other types of 
labelling could be held to be in breach of WTO rules. Similarly, the attempts to pay price 
premia to the producers distorts the market, leading to increased supply and a further 
decline in market prices. On this count fair trade is bind only to be cruel, for it leads to 
even worse conditions for those it seeks to benefit. 

There are three main points to be made with respect to exchange-based analysis. Eh, in 
as much as fair trade does succeed in reducing monopoly power and improving 
information, to say that it makes trade freer and more competitive is true but trivial. For 
what an explanation limited to exchange does not explain endogenously are the dynamics 
of economic power and the growing concentration of ownership of commodity trade and 
world brands . This concentration has been intensified rather than reduced by the 
liberalisation promoted by WTO. Fair trade can only hope to sustain its position if it 
successfully addresses the sources of the competitive advantage of the dominant players. 

Secondly, fair trade works with those who have been marginalised by the market, for 
whom there has been too much conventional trade rather than too little. The issues raised 
are at the heart of the debate on the impact of neo-liberalism during the past decades. 
Viewed from a Schumpeterian perspective, the creative destruction that marks the 
process of capital accumulation has meant that many places and peoples suffer more from 
destruction than they benefit from creation. With levels of subsistence wages not low 
enough to clear labour markets, and in the absence of free movement of labour, an v 

intensification of globalisation has led to growing rates of unemployment and 
impoverishment in areas peripheral to the accumulation process. The relative freedom of 
exEhange will not in itself determine the outcome of thidprocess, but rather the way .in 
which surpluses generated are redistributed and how they are re-invested. If fair trade is 
to do more than favour one group of producers at the expense of others, if it is to reduce 
poverty rather than redistribute it, then it needs engage with the process of accumulation 
and the decisions on investment. 

Thirdly, those who argue that improving producer prices in the short tern merely 
increases supply and depresses prices in the long term echo the arguments of Malthus and 
the post war opponents of policies to improve the South's commodity terms of trade. In 
the case of fairly traded commodities there are two points to take account of. One is the 
supply response of fair trade producers to improvements in price. There is as yet l i t e d  
evidence on this, although at the moment we would expect it to be relatively inelastic. A 
number of fair trade projects have emphasised the importance of using surpluses 
generated by fair trade to diversify production rather than increasing dependence on a 
single export crop. More generally, for many co-operatives the issue has been survival in 
the face of low world prices rather than expansion.None of them sell all their product on 
the fair trade market, so that their present conc&n is how to expand the fair trade market, 
allowing them to substitute fair trade prices for conventional market prices. Until fair 



trade demand matches supply it is the conventional market prices which are likely to 
determine the marginal crop decisions. 

Even if fair trade expanded to take a major part of commodity trade, the volume that 
could earn a premium price would always be limited by the size of the fair trade market 
As with international commoditv ameements. the available fair trade sales would be . - 
shared out among producers, in the fair trade case by those selling in the final market. 
The effect would be similar to that of a producer cartel, but demand determined rather 
than supply led. Even if all trade was cdnducted on fair txade terms at prices which in 
unmanaged markets would lead supply to exceed demand, with fair trade guaranteed 
prices increased supply would be discouraged by the lack of fair trade markets. 

In summary, fair trade does seek to counter existing monopoly structures and to d i i s e  
information, but it seeks to go beyond this in determining distribution and establishing 
footholds in key areas of trade. 

2. Improving the Terms of Trade 

As fair trade has developed, its raison d'etre has become more ambitious. Whereas 
initially it sought to bring the excluded back into the sphere of international exchange 
(whether they were boycotted countries or marginalised handloom weavers), it Iater 
recognised its value as an instrument of redistribution. 

Some of the projects have sought to do this by horizontal organisation. One ambitious 
project along these lines was to identify those commodities which were produced by a 
small group of countries, and which were difficult to substitute, and then organise a sales 
consortium of the supplying countries on the model used by OPEC in oil. 

A similarly ambitious meeting was held in London in 1992, attended by small coffee 
farmer associations (accounting for 7% of the world coffee supply) which set up an 
international organisation to promote an international union of small coffee farmers. As 
with the commodity consortium project, horizontal associations proved dificult to 
sustain over such long distances. 

More successful have been the vertical initiatives which aim to strengthen producers 
within a particular commodity chain. This involves forward integration into trading and 
processing, as well as establishing fair trade prices. The fair trade criteria adopted by the 
labelling organisations - minimum prices, a fair trade premium, and credit for small 
producers - offer a new means of improving the terms of sale of primary commodities as 
well as providing income security and developmental support for marginal communities. 

What is novel about fair trade are not its redistributive goals. They are similar to those of 
many national aid programmes. But its means of transfer are quite different. Public aid 
has a long administrative journey from the Northern taxpayer, to one state administration 
for transfer to another, then on down through layers of civil servants to project officers 
until it finally reaches those on the ground. Redistribution through trade is more direct. 



The price premia paid by the consumers in the North are conveyed by trading 
intermediaries directly to producers as a modification to the ruling market price. As with 
conventional market transactions, the price premia sidestep public bureaucracies. In fair 
trade, redistribution takes place through the market not separate from it. It has 
encouraged some in the fair trade movement to revive the slogan 'Trade not Aid'. But 
fair trade goes beyond this opposition, in that 'aid' is in the trade as an element of the 
price. 

There are two issues which have been raised inrespect to this aspect of fair trade. First,.it 
has been asked to show that it is a more effective mechanism than aid: that it reaches 
those in greatest need, that it is not intercepted by inefficient intermediaries; and that it is 
spent productively. There are, after all, many channels of non state aid, notably through 
NGOs, which might in principle be as direct and more 'developmental' than fair trade. 

Our conclusion on this is that such non state aid is usuallv com~lementaw rather than 
competitive with fair trade. Developmental projects aimed at increasing the livelihoods 
and self reliance of marginalised producers have commonly approached fair traders in - - -  
order to identify markets for theiFproducts. In emergency cases, where direct transfers of 
necessities are required, fair trade organisations have been used as a mechanism for 
identifying the needs of the supplying communities and providing them directly with the 

~ ~ 

finance necessary for local purchases. 

Secondly, fair trade as a mechanism of redistribution operates within tight limits. Its 
premia are constrained by what the market will bear. In the UK consumers may be 
willing to pay 10% even 20% above the market price for fair traded goods, but few will 
pay more. This means that the pressure on fair trade is to extend its volume, for with 
premia limited to 20% at the most, it is only by extending the market for fairly traded 
goods that it is able to increase its capacity for redistribution. 

Some commentators have interpreted these constraints as a mark of the inherent 
limitations of fair trade. They have pointed to the fact that there are only a small range of 
commodities which have been opened up to fair trade, and fair trade has only a small 
share in each. Given the modest level of the premia, it would take a major change in the 
market share of fair trade to have a significant impact on resource transfer, and such a 
change in markets dominated as they are by a small number of multinationals is held to 
be extremely unlikely. For these reasons, this line of argument suggests, fair trade will 
itself remain marginal to policies of international redistribution. 

None of these points are in dispute. The Fair Trade Labelling Organisation in Europe 
covers only six commodities (coffee, cocoa, tea, honey, sugar and bananas). In each of 
these fair trade comprises a small proportion of total international commodity trade. 
There are no calculations of total fair trade premia transferred, but to take Twin Trading 
as an example (the supplier of coffee for Cafe Direct), it paid £412,001) in fair trade 
premia to coffee co-operatives in the two years 1997/9. Since it was first launched in 
1992, its premia are only now reaching El  million in total, a tiny amount compared even 
to NGO aid flows. 



Similarly from the farmers' end, fair trade can appear through one prism to be of minimal 
significance. For many producer co-operatives fair trade makes up a small proportion of 
their sales, and the premia are a small proportion of fair trade revenue. In some cases the 
consumer price premia are in p& diverted to cover the costs of intermediaries including 
the producer co-operatives themselves. There are often no mechanisms to ensure that the 
premia are targetted to those in greatest need. Judged in terms of these criteria of aid 
policy, the scope of fair trade looks remarkably limited 

At one level all innovation is necessarily limited in its early stages, and should be judged 
on its potential impact only once it has been diffused. Leaving aside the early 
experiments in solidarity exchange, fair trade in its contemporary form has been going for 
no more than a decade. During that time it has generated a large number of initiatives 
which have been experienced as extraordinarily valuable to those involved in them (both 
in the North and South) with potential for expansion. The glass is a quarter full rather 
than three quarters empty and is gradually filling up. 

Beyond the aid relationship 

At another level, attempts to judge fair trade solely against the quantitative measures of 
traditional aid programmes is to miss the central point of the project. Fair trade seeks to 
establish a different relationship between North and South to that implied in the 
international welfare system. It is a relationship between partners, not between a giver 
and a receiver. Although some fair trade organisations have sought to control the way the 
premium is spent (there was a considerable debate in one of them when the Asian 
producers decided they wanted to buy umbrellas) this is at odds with the nature of the 
trading relationship. 

Exchange is in essence about mutuality. Each partner expects to contribute something 
distinct to the exchange. In the case of coffee, the producers deliver the best quality 
coffee, in most cases organically grown, while the consumers pay a fair price for it. This 
is the deal from which both parties benefit. Consumers would not expect producers to 
monitor how they used their beans, any more than the producers would expect consumers 
to ask about what they did with the money they receive. 

The key issue from both sides is not to control what the other partner does with the 
resource exchanged, but with whom one chooses to partner. Seen from this perspective, 
the premia are not an attempt to give aid but to improve the terms of trade which are 
currently so heavily structured against small farmers. 

This point is important when considering the issue of monitoring. Aid transfers need to 
be judged in terms of the impact they have on the recipients. Measurement of the impact 
is one part of the aid package. It is required by the donor and has to be accepted by the 
recipients. It is part of the donor control system and is experienced as such. 



Exchange relationships are different. They can be judged by 'revealed impact', namely 
that the parties would not engage in the exchange if it was not beneficial for them to do 
so. The matter is complicated if - as in the case of fair trade - one part of a partner's 
benefit is the welfare of the other partner. But there is a danger that such concern is 
experienced as oppressive, particularly if it leads to one way monitoring. Care needs to be 
taken that the asymmetric relations of the aid relationship are not transposed onto trade. 

The power of producers 

There is an associated point. Fair trade is about power rather than philanthropy. While 
international fmancial transfers through price premia have been important for the farmers 
involved (particularly in stabilising international prices) they represent only one part of a 
more ambitious project. As fair trade has developed over the past decade, the impact of 
strengthened producer organisations has extended far beyond what was originally 
envisaged. It is now seen as a means of increasing the economic autonomy and power of 
marginal producers, in the face of a global economy whose workings have been 
responsible for their marginalisation. 

As with the Grameen micro credit schemes, the aim is not so much to make an existing 
market more perfect (by reducing monopoly and removing barriers) as to build up a s i x e  
where a different kind of market can operate, connected to yet not fully determined by the 
dominant market In the case of ~ r a m k n ,  the aim was to establish different d e s  and 
practices of lending and borrowing which would allow the poorest to borrow for 
~roductive investment.' In the case of fair trade, the task has been how to establish chains 
bf production and distribution that exist alongside, and interact with, those of mainstream 
markets, but which give small farmers a greater control of their product. 

3. Improving the Position of Producers in the Commodity Chain 

Terms of trade have been analysed largely as a matter of commodity exporting countries 
in the South losing out in their trade with the North. The issue has been framed in terms 
of state-state relations. From the viewpoint of small farmers, however, this is a partial 
analysis. Even when commodity terms of trade have improved for certain Southern 
economies, this has not meant that these improvements f i d  their way back to the 
farmers. In selling their products at the farm gate they have faced a number of giants on 
the path: coyote middlemen; a lack of credit; a predatory central state; and multinational 
commodity traders. In coffee small farmers may receive as little as 30% of the fob price, 
and even these revenues are subject to tax. 

The fob price for the primary commodity is itself only a minor component of the final 
consumer price in Northern markets. For coffee the figure ranges between 15% and 30%. 
For bananas it is 20%. h the case of chocolate, fob cocoa may account for only 3% of the 
final price. Traditional development theory sought to increase the producers share of 

L For a description of the generation of the idea of Grameen as the hollowing out of a space for a different 
kind of economy within the mainstream economic institutions, see Muhammad Yunus. Banker to the Poor, 
Aurum Press 1999. 



value added by integrating forward into processing. But many commodities producers 
faced the fact that much of the processing needed to be carried out near the final market 
(banana ripening for example, the production of fresh orange juice or roast and ground 
coffee) or required a scale or a blend of inputs which made it difficult to produce in the 
South. Farmers appeared to be locked into a marginal position in a declining market. 

Further, they were even farther removed from marketing and retailing which together 
make up the largest element of value.added in consumer commodity chains. In many 
commodities these final stages of distribution and the incremental profits yielded by them 
comprise at least half of the price paid by the consumer. They are activities which by 
their nature are concentrated in the North. 

The fair trade approach through commodity chains has raised three questions: 

S how farmers can get a greater share of the fob price 

S how the fob price can be improved 

how farmers can insert themselves into the value added chains in the North. 

There have been concerns about improving internal terms of trade for primary producers 
within exporting countries, and extending processing prior to export. Improving and 
stabilising fob prices has also been a long standing issue. It is the third which poses a new 
question for agricultural commodities - and which has until recently been subject to only 
limited experiment. In each of these cases fair trade has offered a new perspective and 
new opporhmities. I will discuss each in turn. 

(i) increasing farmers' power in the internal market. 

The most tangible benefit of fair trade has been to support fanners in developing their 
capacity to become alternative merchants. The fact that there is a guaranteed external 
market through fair trade partners has provided an incentive to strengthen farmers 
organisations, or in some cases to form them in the first place. Fair trade in conjunction 
with ethical banks has also sought to provide a channel for working capital and for the 
fixed investment in warehouses, processing facilities and trucks necessary for farmers to 
do their own merchanting. 

Many of the producer organisations have faced difficulties in sustaining merchant 
activities. One of the principle problems has been the supply of working capital. Fair 
trade contracts advance 60% of the value of the contract as pre-finance. The pr@ucer 
organisations have to find the remaining 40%, plus the working capital for exports on the 
conventional market Paradoxically this problem is particularly acute at the time of high 
prices because of the higher level of pre-payments necessary. More than one co-op has 
also suffered from fixing contracts without adequate forward cover, and where world 
prices have then risen it has meant that the co-op was having to buy the commodity from 
farmers at higher than externally contracted prices. 



One of the case studies in this book, of the farmer-owned Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana, 
illustrates a typical problem of supply management. In its firstyear, farmers were paid to 
supply cocoa, some of which never arrived. There were few immediate sanctions which 
could be applied, and as a result Kuapa faced bankruptcy after the first season's 
operation. A refinancing package was arranged, and a new purchasing system adopted 
that has effectively put an end to non delivery. This has allowed K u a ~ a  to expand from 
its initial 1,000 members to 40,000 in 5 ye&. 

In the case of cocoa, Kuapa now earns 90% of the fob price as against 35% when farmers 
sold directly to merchants. Although the high cost of working capital accounts for a 
substantial part of the difference, Kuapa has recorded healthy profits, part of which is 
paid out as a farmer dividend, in addition to the premium cocoa price which farmers 
receive through their Union. There have been similar results from coffee co-operatives, 
raising the share of fob price returning to farmers from 30% to 70%, through increased 
local processing and merchanting. 

In a number of commodities there is scope for further forward integration. There are a 
number of freeze dried coffee factories in the South (Ecuador. Brazil) which could s h i ~  
finished product for packing in the North (the probleks in thii case have principally '' 

derived from the geographical range of coffees required for chosen blends). Cocoa butter - - 
is produced in the south, which offers an advantage in obtaining the balance between 
butter and cocoa powder that is important for realising the full value in this chain. In 
some instances these could be managed by the co-ops themselves. More usually, they 
would sub contract them to specialised processors. 

The experience of the fanners organisations which have been supplying the UK fair fxade 
market is two fold. On the one hand the producer organisations must be strong enough to 
carry out the productive tasks of alternative merch&ting. They recognise thatit is not just 
a question of buying cheap and selling dear, but of collecting, grading, processing, 
packing and transporting, and of managing the finance for the each of these steps. On the 
other hand, if they establish good organisational systems they can capture the monopoly 
rents normally appropriated by the private merchants, and establish supply chains with 
high quality and delivery stindards. 

A number of the co-ops have gone further and acted as purchasers of necessities for the 
farmers, using return loads on the delivery loads, and the established financial systems, 
thus further improving the farmers' internal terms of trade. 

(ii) improving the international terms of trade. 

The increase in the value of exports through fair trade is the purpose of the minimum 
price guarantees and price premia required by the fair trade labelling organisations. One 
way of looking at these basic tenets of fair trade is that they offer an alternative model for 
securing greater price stability and improved export prices. In the past attempts to do this 



have been through inter governmental agreements and commodity stabidisation schemes. 
Most of these were abandoned in the 1980s. because of weak links in what were in effect 
supplier cartels, or because of problems in the operation of stabilisation schemes. 

Fair trade seeks to approach similar goals through ethical consumption. By identifying 
fair trade commodities in the final market, it calls on consumers to purchase in such a 
way that producers get better prices and are protected from damaging plunges in world 
prices. 

There is clearly a question of how significant an influence on world markets such an 
approach can be, a point that is bound up with the wider issue of the impact of fair trade 
throughout the production chain. At this point it is enough to note that the presence of fair 
trade products in consumer markets has disturbed the major companies which dominate 
those markets since it implies that their supplies are procured at unfair prices. Nestle has 
issued documents arguing that they pay fair prices. Mars have sought to improve their 
image by financing Comic Relief. Both have been critical of fair trade products because 
of the light it throws on their trading practices. 

One of the goals of the fair trade labelling organisations is that the levels set by fair trade 
will become the norm in the sector. Their hope is that there will be a reversal of 
Gresham's Law, and that the good will drive out the bad. The British Government's 
support for fair trade products has contributed to this goal, and provoked a sharp reaction 
from the mainstream industry as a result. The major supermarkets in Britain have also 
carried fair Gade products, in order to benefit from what they refer to as 'the halo effect'. 
Some supermarkets are considering whether to launch their 'own label' fair trade 
products, as supermarkets have done on the continent. This will put further pressure on 
the mainstream brands. It is diff~cult at this point to estimate how Ereat an effect this will 
have. Here I want to emphasise the novelty bf the approach to a long established 
problem. Fair trade is still only a small element of international trade but it may have a . 
wider market impact. 

There is also an evident impact in competitive export markets themselves. In Tanzania 
for example all coffee for export has to be sold through auction. Producer co-operatives 
with long term supply contracts buy their own coffee at the auction and in doing so raise 
the level of prices posted at the auction particularly for premium grades which are in 
short supply. 

Further the fact that producer organisations engage in the export market through fair trade 
has allowed them to have an improved understanding of the market, the impact of quality 
and grading, the mechanisms of pricing and so on. Even in commodity products, there is 
a complexity which gives rise to an informational rent. Fair trade has allowed producers 
to have access to this rent on all their exports and equally important, it has fed back to the 
farmers themselves in terms of incentives to improve production. 



(iii) gaining a stake in the marketing chain 

The most ambitious element of fair trade has been its advance into the heartland of the 
marketing chain based in the North. This has taken two forms. First the development of 
fair trade brands in competition with the mainstream brands -notably Caf6 Direct and 
Divine chocolate in the UK. Second the establishment of alternative retail outlets - the 
fair trade shops of continental Europe, the consumer co-ops in Japan, mail order and the 
first experiments in ethical supermarkets in the UK. This is in many ways the most 
innovative aspect of fair trade, since it places the focus of a 'farmer fmt  policy' not on 
the initial stages of production and distribution in the South, but on involvement in 
distribution in the North. It underlines the strategic significance of alternative marketing 
for the position of small farmers in the South. 

The dominance of brands 

Theorists of economic 'dematerialisation' have argued that the commanding heights of 
cavitalism have shifted from the control of raw materials and mass production to the 
sphere of inf~rmation.~ In the basic commodities major firms have moved out of 
plantations, and even out of processing, and concentrated their investment in new product 
development, management systems, and above all the development of brands. The reason 
why there is such heavy market concentration in such fields as coffee, chocolate, 
bananas, oils, cereals, and beverages, is not because of economies of scale in production 
but economies of branding. Firms such as Nestle and Cadbury still have their own 
production plants, but they can achieve economies of scale only because they have a 
market position which allows them to sell what they produce. If they lost their plants they 
could sub contract others. If they lost their brands, they would lose their edge. 

Investing in and maintaining brands is the central dynamic of these sectors. In some cases 
branding allows finns to charge more for their products than unbranded goods. More 
commonly, brands allow f i  to maintain a dominant market share at a price which 
becomes the industry norm. There may be price competition from non branded rivals, but 
this is limited by the strength of the brands. The one major source of such competition 
has been supermarkets 'own' brands. They have eaten into the market share of brands in 
such areas as petrol, white goods and basic utility products, and now account for between 
a fifth and a half of coffee and tea sales in the UK. But the success of 'own label' is 
recognised as the success of the supermarket as a multi product brand itself. Unknown 
cut-price lines have been unable to make the same impact. 

The economic point about branding is that the marginal income for an extra unit sold (or 
maintained) greatly exceeds its marginal cost. Brands reflect high incremental profits. 
The highest advertising is to be found in those sectors where this incremental profit is 
highest (pharmaceuticals, washing powder, cars, FMCG products). In this sense 
branding is the reflection of the economies of mass production, and is now recognised as 

"recent version of this thesis is presented by Charles Leadbeater in Living on Thin Air, Viking 1999. He 
played a major part in drafting the background papers for the UK industrial strategy The New 
Competitiveness, DTI, December 1998 



the gateway to the capture of those economies. It has become the core of modem 
accumulation. 

One of the reasons why policy economists (unlike business economists) have been slow 
to recognise the pivotal significance of brands is that their value is difficult to me'asure. 
Where& company and national accounts are still framed to record investment in fiied 
capital, and the retums to it, investment in brands through marketing is treated as a 
current cost. It creates an intangible, and even company accounting has been slow to 
recognise the value of these intangibles in company balance sheets. ' 
The significance of brands comes to the fore in takeover bids. Brand value - termed 
'goodwill' - as a proportion of the takeover price paid was 66% for United Biscuits 
takeover of Verkade, 67% for Cadbury Scheweppes acquisition of Dr Pepper, 83% for 
Nestle's successful bid for Rowntree, and 88% in the case of Grand Met's takover of 
Pisbury. In the case of Rowntree, NestIes paid £2.5 billion, more than 5 times 
Rowntree's book value.4 

In some instances the value of the brand is shown through licensing and franchising. 
Cadbury's licenses out its name. F i  such as MacDonalds, the Body Shop and Coca 
Cola are structured as franchise operations centred on a brand name. There are no fixed 
levels of royalties: they may be set at a level of 5% of net sales, 20% of the gross 
contribution, 50% of thq value of audited earnings before interest and tax. The ruling 
principle is that the licensor will allow smcient incentive for the operator, but will set 
the fee (or in Coca Cola's case the cost of the essence) at a level which ensures that a 
major part of the profit is realised for the brand. 

A further reflection of brand value comes in the establishment of new ventures. When 
Virgin wanted to enter financial services, the value of the Virgin name meant that Virgin 
invested only £0.5 million for 50% of the new company compared to £500 million by its 
joint venture partner. In somewhat rare cases, the brand itself is sold, as when W 
recently sold BM%' the Rolls Royce brand name with no physical assets for £40 million. 

'For an excellent diicussion,of the problems of brand accounting see PBarwise. C.Higson, AL'ieman,  
and P. Marsh, Accounting for Brands, London Bnsiness School and the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of England and Wales, 1989. 
F.Gilmore (ed) Brand Waniors, Harper Collins 1999 p.2 
' R.Perrier, '%rand Licensing" in %Hart and J.Murphey (ed). Brands: the New Wealth Creators, 
Mac- 1998 

Gilmore op.cit. p.3 These examples refer to the capitalised value of the brand. In terms of the direct 
impact on the profit and loss accounl Ford estimates that every percentage increase in customer loyalty - 
seen as the how many Ford owners will buy a Ford next time - is worth $100 million a year in profits. 
Credit card company MBNA calculates that if it cuts its customer defection rate by 5% it will increase the 
lifetime profitDbiity of the average customer by 125%. See T.A.Stewart, Intellechlal Capital. Ntcholas 
Brealey Publishing, 1997 p.144 See also F.Reichfeld, The Loyalty Effect The Hidden Force Behind 
Growth, Pmfits and Lasting Value. Harvard Business School Press, 1996. His calculations suggest that a 
5% increase in customer loyalty increases lifetime profitability by between 50% and 75%. A statistical 
relationship of this kind is behind the use of loyalty cards by stores which effectively discount goods by 
3%. 



Capitalism has always featured competition for consumers. What determines the outcome 
of this competition has changed. In sectors dominated bv mass ~roduction it is now the 
capacity offinns to win consumer loyalty and maintainit that is key. In the words of the 
John Pemer, the Chairman of Zenith Media, which buys advertising space worldwide: 

The competitive pressure in all businesses is so great now that marketing has 
become the great battleground. The convergence of technology and research is 
creating products that are ever more similar in performance, so the key 
differentiator between one product or another, or one service or another. 
increasingly becomes its perceived value rather than its absolute value. In other 
words, the need for really strong branding is becoming greater. .. Everyone is. 
battling for market share, knowing that in a consolidating world, unless you're 
going to be one of the four or five big players, you're not going to be around." ' 

The shift in the focus of competition is reflected in the direction of investment Spending 
on advertising has been growing at a rate faster than the overall rate of growth. In 1999 
global advertising grew by 4.9%, as against an international growth rate of 2%. In 2000 
the advertising growth rate is expected to rise to 6.5% to reach $319 billion. This does 
not take account of many other forms of marketing: in store promotions, sponsorship, 
public relations, and direct mail. 

For fair trade the significance of brands was something discovered rather than assumed. 
Cafe Direct, which was the first European mainstream btand, was launched to try and 
increase the producers' autonomy within the chain. It aimed to open up a space within 
which the producers were not subject to the purchasing power of the multinational coffee 
companies, (seven of whom account for over 50% of global trade). It did so in alliance 
with the major retailers who found that Cafi5 Direct sold well, and that canying 'ethical 
coffee' within their stores added to the collective image of the store. 

Once in the stores, Caf6 Direct leamt first hand how the economics of coffee profitability 
tumed on branding. When world coffee prices rose, store prices would go up. When they 
fell, the leading brands would hold their in-store prices. Because weaker brands benefit 
more from shadowing prices set by the leading brands than engaging in a price war, their 
prices are also sticky downwards. The result is a cycle where profits rise sharply during a 
period of falling world coffee prices. The capacity of small farmers to obtain a share of 
the super-profits earned in a period when their own primary coffee prices are falling has 
become a key factor in redistributing returns within the coffee chain. 

Caf.5 D i c t  is a small brand with no more than 4% of the UK market in Roast and 
Ground, and 2% of the instant freeze dried market. But it has found that in spite of its size 
it can earn rates of return which have allowed it to maintain the minimum price 
guarantees and fair trade premia, to transfer similar amounts to provide technical support 
to the coffee co-operatives, to fund the development of new products and at the same 

' R. Tornkins, "Surge in worldwide advertising forecast." Rnancial Times. 6.12.99 
op. cit. Of total forecast advertising investment, nearly three q u m r s  is in North America (44%) and 

Europe (28%). 
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time re-invest 16% of sales income in the further development of the brand (substantially 
in excess of the industry norm). Put in financial terms, investment in branding has earned 
rates of re-investable surplus on capital employed way in excess of those of other stages 
in the chain. 

A major issue in fair trade is what proportion of the gross margins of fair trade products 
should be redistributed to farmers and their organisdons and what should be re-invested 
in the expansion.of the brand. Farmers are themselves keenly aware of the issue and have 
by and large put greater emphasis on the expansion of the brand in order to increase the 
fair trade market for coffee rather than raising premia. There is an important issue about 
how and by whom these decisions are made. The point to note here is that the farmers for 
the first time are in principle in a position to determine how significant portions of 
surplus derived from their product in the international chain should be used. 

Alternative retailing 

Brands are one way of reaching consumers. But they have to be sold through shops, and 
shops have discovered that they are a brand in themselves, and that they enjoy particular 
economies in branding. Their chief form of promotion are the shops themselves -the 
quality of the goods in them, and the quality of the service the shops provide, backed up 
with relatively modest advertising. The key point is that they are promoting a generic 
brand, which can then be used at no extra cost for their 'own brand products'. As the 
former head of the Canadian supermarket chain Loblaws, argued, once he had established 
his in store 'President's Choice' generic brand, he could launch a new sports shoe and 
people would view it as having the same quality as Presidents Choice Extra Virgin olive 
oil. It needed no additional advertising. This meant that Loblaws was able to introduce 
new products at an average cost of $10,000, a fraction of the $6 million average launch 
cost of a conventional branded product, and test their success by sales off the shelf rather 
than extensive pre launch testing. As a result Loblaws enjoyed economies of scope in 
product development as well as economies of scale in branding. It led its President to 
forecast the surrender of Cocoa Cola and the subordination of traditional brands.9 

The promotional economies of the supermarkets have put the main brands under 
pressure. In Britain the number of manufacturers' brands stocked in supermarkets has 
been radically reduced over the past 20 years, with own brands now accounting for 47% 
of all UK packaged groceries." Supermarkets are therefore not only controlliig the 
gateway to the physical distribution of goods to consumers, but they have also got an 
edge in the battle for consumer choice. It puts them in a pivotal position in the chain, 
determining which products are listed and when, where they are placed on the shelf, and 
at what mark up. 

9 Some producers have themselves hied to develop generic branding such as Levi's. Canon, Sony, Fed-&, 
and Virgin. But with the exception of Virgin Vodka and Virgin Cola, they have not been in food and 
beverages. 
'O HPringle and M.Thompson, How Cause Related Marketing Builds Brands, Wiley, 1999, pp 13-14 



As the result of the strength of own brands, supermarkets have squeezed the volume of 
the major consumer brands, and the wholesale price they pay for them. Some of these 
savings are passed on to consumers through retail competition, some are taken as 
'retailers rent' by the supermarkets themselves. The stores effectively rent out their shelf 
space, taking only those products that can yield a target return per square foot and forcing 
product manufacturers to pay to get their products put on the shelves in the first place. 

For grocery products that make it to the supermarkets, the retail mark up runs from 15%- 
40% depending on the speed of turnover. The 'fast moving consumer goods' are at the 
lower end of this range, the more specialist products at the higher. For a production chain 
as a whole, this means that retailing typically account for between 25%-33% of the final 
price and somewhat more of the total surplus generated. 

Small farmers in the South have therefore not only to face the barrier of branding if they 
are to expand their autonomy in the chain, they must also develop a strategy for retailing. 
For it will be little improvement if the farmers, having found a way round the purchasing 
dominance of the major multinational producers, run up again the quasi monopoly 
purchasing power of the major retailers. 

One fair trade approach has been to develop links with alternative retailers, such as health 
food chains or Oxfam shops. Another has been to establish an indewndent network of 
shops, part of whose purpose is to serve as an outlet for fairly traded products. This was 
the purpose of the One World shops, of which there are over 3,000 in Europe, and of the 
new ethical supermarket chain 'Out of This World' xecently established in the UK. A 
third has been to expand alternative methods of distribution -mail order for example 
through Traidcraft or a direct delivery service through consumer co-ops as in Japan, or 
'the opening of fair trade coffee shops (by Novotrade in Holland) or partnering with 
catering chains. 

Cafe Direct was launched through networks of this kind, being aconsortium of a 
producer/tradiig group (Twin Trading) and three alternative retailers (Equal Exchange, 
Oxfam and Traidcraft). But it became the first fair trade product in the UK to successfully 
pursue an alliance with the supermarkets offering a distinct ethical product for which the 
supermarkets gave shelf space but at the higher end of the mark up range. Today 85% of 
Caf6 Direct is sold through the major supermarkets. 

There are a wide variety of entry points into the retail and catering sectors. L i e  the 
brands themselves, thev are channels for connecting consumers and ~roducers. The fair 
trade proposition.is that the control of branding-and retailing has been key to the 
unequal distribution of surplus generated in a production chain, and that small 
f a k e r s  in the South need to find a way of ope&ng up the tight control that 
currently exists over the 'gateways' to consumers if they are to improve their 
returns from primary production. The success of fair trade in the 1990s has shifted the 
strategic focus of farmer oriented policy from manufac@ring to distribution and branding. 



The alternative chain 

In practise there has been considerable divergence in the ability of farmers and their 
associates to develop an alternative chain. On the one hand, some Northern NGOs have 
defined fair trade narrowly and seen their task in conventional commercial terms - how 
to sell fair trade coffee through any available channels. Any profits derived from sales in 
the North are re-invested in order to expand international sales of coffee from the South. 
The benefits ate primarily downstream ones of improved export prices. They see no 
difference between the fair trade chain and rhe commercial chain other than at the 
farmer's end Thev make a sham distinction between commercial and develo~ment 
functions, the faker being the irovince of fair trade yet equivalent to any o&er process 
of commercialisation, the latter being the job of non market NGOs and their aid sections. 

On the other hand the Negros case discussed in Chapter 5, is one which has established 
an autonomous chain that is governed by different principles from the those ruling in the 
commercial market. The transport, sorting. grading and packing of the bananas was set 
up to handle the 'alternative banana', and they were then shipped for distribution through 
the home delivery networks of the consumer co-ops. At each point the terms under which 
the activity takes place, and the relationships established between those at successive 
points of the chain were in sharp contrast to what is found in the mainstream commercial 
world. The Negros alternative is just that, an alternative economy operating according to 
diierent principles within the overall limits of what the farmers would get through old 
style merchants and what consumers would be finally willing to pay. 

Most fair trade initiatives fall between these two poles. There are many points of 
autonomy in the Cafe Direct chain, but it still relies predominantly on supermarkets for 
sales and mainstream independent manufacturers for its European processing. The 
Eritrean peanut project sold its containers on the normal commercial market because of 
the problems encountered in establishing alternative savoury not production and sales in 
the UK. Exactly where fanner based chains sub contract to the mainstTeam or choose to 
follow an altemative route will depend on product and circumstances. These are strategic 
decisions about the potential of alliances and where control is most siflicant. 

Cafe Direct's mission is "to be the leading brand which strengthens the influence, income 
and security of producer partners in the south and links them directly to consumers.'' 
Twin's aim is to " use trade to positively redress the imbalance between North and South, 
to build better livelihoods for the poorest and the most marginalised in the trading chain 
and promote developmental and long tern shifts in the political and economic 
environment." Both of them put their emphasis on increasing the power of primary 
producers through strategic interventions in the chain, and by developing economic and 
political alliances. 

What has proved decisive from the economic point of view is that farmers have been 
provided with outlets for what they produce. This provides a stability which encourages 
investment in improvements (such as undertaking the conversion to organic production) 
and in the farmers' own organisations. Whether the outlet is the Body Shop, or the 



network of One World shops, or Caf6 Direct, the securing of one end of the chain allows 
developments at the other. It is a condition for autonomous growth. 

How far this can be taken is an open question. What the last decade has shown is that 
engagement with the economy by the social movements in the North and South has gone 
much further than anyone could have imagined possible in the last 1980s. It has shown 
that there are many economic advantages that are available to the fair trade chain: that it 
is not a question of an inefficient social project against an efficient commercial one, but 
of economic efficiencies which the process of conventional exchange finds it difficult to 
capture. Fair trade has opened many new issues within the economy -on new approaches 
to marketing for example, or to credit provision for marginal producers. It has 
rec0~ected  social and environmental issues with the economy rather than keeping them 
as separate and conflicting categories. 

The signaicance of fair trade for development theory 

Development theory has traditionally analysed trade as a relation between nations, with 
policy centred on the actions of states. Fair trade theory has shifted the focus to farmers 
and their position in international chains of production. It asks what if anything can be 
done to improve the position of small farmers in these chains. 

Secondly, in analysing the chains of production, fair trade directs attention to how 
farmers can increase their economic power within chains which at the moment m a t  them 
as marginal. It lays its major emphasis on the strength of small farmers organisations, 
their access to land and finance, and their ability to develop the capacity to market their 
own products. It also raises the question of whether it is possible to have globalisation 
from below, with farmers extending their impact on the 'commanding heights' of 
commodity chains, notably retailing and branding which are located in the North. 

Thirdly, it raises the question of the connections between primary production for export 
and the sustainability of local farming and livelihood systems. This is partly a question 
of the demands of cash crop production on productive land, and the dangers of 'crowding 
out' other types of subsistence production, and partly of using surplus generated from 
cash production to invest in organic, self reliant regional production systems. As such it 
adopts an approach which is not solely concerned with income flows, but with the way 
the management of the material economy affects livelihoods. It is concerned with 
alternative methods of production as much as with the money economy. 

These different entry points into issues of globalisation suggest new direction for trade 
policy. They shift the policy focus from the impact of national governments on the free 
flow and terms of market exchange, to the nature of the institutions involved in 
globalisation. They also give a primary place to the question of industrial strategy. Are 
there business strategies that can be adopted by marginal producers to redress the current 
severe imbalance of power which they face? 



Where such strategies can be successfully adopted, they remove imperfections in the 
market. Their aim is to reduce existing private monopoly power, cut unproductive rent, 
improve the flows of producer and consumer information, and lower transaction costs. 
From this perspective, fair trade may be thought of as a project to make 'actually existing 
markets' confonn more closely to the market model standing at the heart of neo l i r a 1  
economic theory. 

But in other ways fair trade stands at odds with the classical market model. Instead of the 
principle re~atidns between buyer and seller being established through the act of market 
exchange, fair trade aims to establish direct relations between producers and consumers. 
These klations cover many things: emergency aid, exchange visits, joint campaigns, 
technical assistance as well as fair trade. Market exchange is only one of a number of 
ways in which these groups interact, and there is a determination in the fair trade . 
movement that 'the market' should be kept in its place. It should serve to strengthen the 
wider relationships not determine them. In this sense it 'socialises' the market. 



Chapter 5 

Bananas: the Negros Alternative 

One of the most successful examples of fair trade has been pioneered by a partnership of 
former s u m  plantation workers in the Philippines and consumer co-opatives in Japan. 
The trade is organised by twin companies, Altertrade Philippines and Altertrade Japan. 
Between them they now handle $5 million worth of bananas annually, with Altertrade 
Japan additionally importing $ 8  million worth of shrimps from a similar project in 
Indonesia This makes Altertrade Japan one of the largest alternative traders in the world. 

Altert.de is full of lessons for alternative traders in Europe -in its origins, in its concept 
of trade and how trade links to development, in the wider organisational network of 
which it forms a part, and in the way it has linked fair trade with the expansion of organic 
production. What has been developed over the past 15 years should be seen less as a 
successful fair trading company (which it is), than as a remarkable organisational 
network of which trade is only one part' 

Trade and Development 

The origin of this banana trade had little to do with traders or bananas. It started with a 
crisis in the economy of another commodity in Negros, the third largest island in the 
Philippines with a population of 3 million. Negros had been the centre of Philippines 
sugar production. Since the 1930s it produced primarily for the US market (following the 
Philippines-US Sugar Accord of 1934). Land ownership was heavily concentrated (2% of 
the population controlling 90% of all land) and 2 3  of of the productive agricultural land 
was devoted to sugar, almost all of it produced on hacienda-based plantations. As an 
economy it was classically dependent: on a single crop, on a single market, with little 
autonomous production for local consumption. 

In 1983 there was a large fall in the US demand for cane sugar, and a collapse of world 
sugar prices. This led to the closure of many of the Negros plantations, and the 
unemployment of 60,000 sugar workers, few of whom had any access to land. In 1984 
UNICEF reported that 140,000 children were threatened by hunger and malnutrition. 

One result was a campaign for international relief, including ad appeal to the Japan 
Coalition of Philippine Concerns (JCPC). Another was an intensification of the social 
reform campaim. for land reform and a national democratic revolution. There had been a 
long standing Basic Christian Community movement @CC) which had deep roots in 
Negros, as had the legal and the armed movements for land reform and a national 

' The main sources of this paper are an article by Muto Ichiyo, People's Agriculhlral Plan 21 in RUA 
Interface, v01 1 no 1. April 1995, and subsequent discussions with Hot@ Masahiko of Altertrade. 



democratic revolution in opposition to the Marcos government All parts of this 
opposition were strengthened by the sugar crisis. 

! 

On February 25th 1986 the Japan Committee for Negros Campaign ( J O  was launched 
in response to the emergency. On the same day President Marcos fled from the 
~ a l a & i a n ~  Palace. l'here were many land o&upations of the abandoned haciendas, and 
while the Aquino Government, which succeeded Marcos, continued the low intensity 
warfare aga& the armed opposition, it was forced to recognise the rights of occup$ng 
fannworkers to obtain land titles on the abandoned land. BY the early 1990s 49,000 
hectares of sugar plantations - 14% of the island's cultivath land -had been &ken over 
by farmworkers, with another 60,OM) hectares in prospect . 

This was the background to the Negros-Japan alternative economic initiative. It was not a 
movement to create new export markets, but rather a reaction to the results of a  articular 
type of export dependency.'~hough originally established to provide emerge& relief, 
its goal from the start was to promote self-reliant agriculture. 'We are starving, but what 
we needs is not fish but fishnets" as one of the Negros leaders said. What he might have 
added was that they also needed the s k i  of fisherman, because one of the immediate 
concern of this period was that the displaced sugar workers lacked the agricultural skills 
and attachment to the soil of the traditional small farmer. The first task - and the first 
achievement of the Negros-Japanese partnership - was the financing and establishment of 
the Tuburan Technology and Research Centre in May 1987. Built with the help of ex- 
sugar worker volunteers and assisted by Japanese oiganic agriculture expeas, the Centre 
became a centre for training the new generation of farmers, and the development of self- 
reliant farming methods. From the outset its focus was on organic production, with 
emphasis given to compost making and the dissemination of indigenous rice varieties. 

Side by side with this came the project for alternative trade. The Negros farm lot workers 
were finding that they were having to sell their production through middlemen at 10% of 
final market prices. The Negros people's organisations and NGOs early on recognised the 
need to develop their own marketing organisations, yet production at this stage was still 
too small to justify the operation of a trading company. On the Japanese side, consumer 
and environmental groups suggested that grassroots 'people to people' trade would be a 
way of going beyond the fund raising and educational campaigns to help remake the 
island's economic structure. 

At a joint Negros-Japanese seminar, it was decided to start the trading project with 
Mascobado sunar. This was sugar made at home or in small mills that could be managed 
by local comminities. The rawWsugar would be sold in Japan for domestic cooking or- 
making traditional sweets. The seminar worked out an outline of the steps necessary to 
get the trade going: the sugar would be sold through the consumer co-ops and the JCNC 
at a price which would include a 50 yen per kilo (30p) mark up to fund self reliant 
agriculture in Negros. The purchasing commitment of the Japanese co-ops provided the 
guarantee and impetus to develop a new supply network for the sugar. Trucks and 
warehouses were needed, and working capital to buy the sugar. In December 1986 one of 



the Philippine NGOs, the CDRC, established Altertrade Corp (ATC) to handle the export 
of the sugar. The first consignment arrived in Japan in March 1987. 

The initial deliveries were not a success. There were flies and other imuurities in the . 
sugar. The consumer co-ops responded by refining the sugar into sweets, and sending 
technical help to the producers to help improve the quality. Since then the quality has 
improved. 100 tonnes is exported a&ualli to Japan &d tonnes to ~uro-&. liwas a 
modest initiative, but a landmark in the development of an economic dimension to what 
had until then been primarily a sociaI and political movement. To handle the sugar trade, 
the JCNC soon recognised that they had to set np a professional trading organisation 
themselves. With the financial support of four major consumer co-ops, and a number of 
citizen's groups, Altertrade Japan was established in September 1989. 

Bananas 

Even before this, Negros-Japan alternative trade had begin to move to the next stage. One 
of the consumer co-ops, the Green Co-op with 200.000 members, wanted to exnand from 
sugar into a commdty which was much more widely used by its members, a& provided 
a mass consumer link to Negros on a daily basis. The principal candidate was bananas. 
80% of the 800,000 tonnes of bananas annually imported to Japan came from ' 

transnational business plantations in Mindano in the Philippines. In 1979 the problems of 
working conditions and inequality in the Philippines and of chemical based agriculture 
were highlighted in a banana campaign. Over the next few years the banana became a 
symbol for the unequal relations between Japan and the Philippines and between North 
and South. The developments in Negros provided an opportunity to develop an 
alternative, which also met the demands of the co-op members for organic products. 

In June 1988 Kaneshige Masatsugu, the Green Co-op's MD and Hotta Masahiko, 
secretary general of the JCNC, visited Negros to get examples of local banana varieties. 
In conjunction with the Negros organisations, they identified the Balangon banana. It was 
small and had a slightly sour taste that was judged suitable for Japanese tastes. It was also 
not part of the Negros daily diet and would not therefore affect the local market. 

The first batch of Balangon bananas arrived in Japan in October 1988. Most of them had 
gone rotten, and were of uneven quality. The local procurement system - buying on the 
local market or sending purchasing officers from village to village to buy what they could 
-clearly did not work. All involved in those first batches immediately realised that a 
highly organised system was needed. The bananas had to be picked before they were ripe, 
containerised 36 hours after picking, kept at 13 degrees Celsius and then ripened in 
Japan. Japanese businessmen approached for their advice said it would be impossible for 
movement based organisations to do this. But within two years the trade was flourishing. 

It came about as follows. The Negros Relief and Rehabilitation Centre (NRRC) who had 
been involved in the launch of the bananas project. heard that a remote area in La Grania 

A - .  " 

district produced a lot of Balangon bananas. It was in a mountainous area, with poor soil 
and many villages inaccessible even by Land Rover. In the words of Muto 1chiyo: 
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"One has to go by jeep as far as a jeep can go, and then walk up steep mountain 
paths, crossing rivers without bridges, and passing through military checkpoints 
on the way. " 

Yet the Basic Christian Community were well organised in the villages and together with 
ATC they held branch meetings to discuss the harvesting and delivery mles. 

Buying centres were established which were accessible to ATC trucks. Villagers 
harvested green bananas weekly and took them on poles down to the buying centres 
where independent BCC inspectors assessed their quality and ATC pwhasing officers 
paid 45 centavos for each accepted banana. They were then taken to packing centres 
where unemployed sugar workers cleaned and packed them in cardboard boxes. From 
there they were airlifted to Manila, loaded on to freighters and arrived in Japan 5-9 days 
later. A production chain had been established, which was successfully launched in 
January 1990. 

At the Japanese end, the Green Co-op ripened the bananas and distributed them through 
its home delivery network. Its newsletter promoted the bananas, canying reports on the 
Balangon production, the militarisation of Negro5 and the campaign of the sugar 
workers. The bananas were shown in advertisments against the normal plantation variety: 
the one small, somewhat discoloured and varying in size, but sweeter, safer and organic; 
the other large, standard and bright yellow, but raised with chemicals, and based on low 
plantation wages. This was a double message: about the quality of the product and of the 
conditions m which it had been produced On this basis the Green Co-op charged 2-3 
times the price of plantations bananas, with an extra 20 yen (12 p) towards the Negros 
fund for sex-reliant agriculture. 

Other co-ops began to handle Balangon bananas. The JCNC organised a Banana Club, a 
grassroots campaign network through which small packages of bananas were delivered to 
solidarity groups. Negros bananas quickly came to have a symbolic meaning, and 
because they were so novel, achieved wide media coverage. The whole project could be 
termed 'trade as development awareness', simultaneously providing a new type of natural 
product to Japanese consumers, resources to marginal communities, and a remarkable 
increase in the knowledge of and identification with the people in Negros. As Ichiyoshi 
Nanarni, the chair of the Green Co-op Organising Co-op put it: 

"Our encounter with Negros impelled us to critically re-examine the existing 
~orth-south relations hi^. With this we began to commit ourselves to the task of 
changing the North-South relationship through our own action. True, our people- 
to-people trade is a small step, but to me it has a large significance: we are - - - 
engaged in the work of creating an alternative world? 

An exchange scheme started. Philippines actors had already come to Japan to perform the 
story of Nems  to local consumer co-op groups (indeed the origin of Altettrade could be - -  - . 

said to havestemmed from the work of actors and dramatists). Now, the consumer co-op 



groups sent members to stay with the former sugar workers in Negros - with profound 
results. When the Japanese retumed they gave first hand accounts of the conditions and 
effcirts of their host communities. There was a strong identification with the producers, as 
well as with the product. As a result, in spite of the high price, demand always ran ahead 
of supply. 

m m g  the whirIwind 

In less than a year the new production chain met a profound set back. On November 18* 
1990 Typhoon Ruping swept through Negros, and destroyed virtually all the banana 
plants in the growing area. The organisational relations that had been put in place over 
the previous two years allowed the project not only to survive but move forward. Within 
two days of the typhoon the two trading partners, ATC and ATJ visited the area and 
reported on the devastation. Three days later emergency relief anived from the JCNC. 
The Green Co-op led a campaign and raised $90,000 for the disaster area The Negros 
partners conducted a rapid survey of the conditions of the sitios (hamlets), and met with 
the Japanese to work out rehabilitation plans. 

From this process emerged a Five Year Development Plan for Self Reliance (FYDP). 
which songht to go beyond the pre-typhoon situation, and establish a broader based self 
sufficient foodmnomy. There was to be increased production of basic food crops, fuller 
utilisation of arable land, recovery of soil fertility through agricultural methods, and 
support for irrigation. Cash crop production of bananas was to be continued and 
improved, with an emphasis on quality and crop scheduling. Targets were set for 
improvements in individual livelihoods, and for community life, including educational, 
medical and self organising capacities. 

Self-organisation 

To cany out the plan, the villagers formed the Balangon Growers Association (BGA). It 
met for the first time in July 1991 in a church in La Granja with 273 member families 
drawn from 10 sitios. Women were very active in the Association and made up half of 
the leadership, including the Chairperson. Within a short time, as the Plan took root, its 
membership had expanded to 600. New banana saplings were planted, doubling the 
number of banana plants in the area By January 1992 banana shipment was resumed and 
reached 874 tons that year, nearly twice the 1990 total. New Balangon growing areas 
started to join, with suppliers now coming from 14 areas, including theneighbouring 
Luzon island In 1993 shipments again almost doubled to 1576 tons, to be sold through 
the Japanese consumer co-ops. 

The packing centres had now increased to twelve, each organised in their own way. The 
one in Bacolod city was operated by the urban poor organisation, and handled both 
bananas and Mascobado sugar. In Bago it was the local Balangon and Rice Farmers 
Association. The original centre in La Carlota was managed by the BCC. There, on a 
packing day, 90 people are employed, checking the quality, washing, salting, weighing 



and packing. The work is rotated among all nine BCC zones and distributed between 
some 450 families (teams of 45 people from each zone) providing money income for 
families considered by their communities to have the greatest need 

The project was thus able to play the role of an alternative merchant, and gain the 
advantages of this. Bananas were bought from the fanners at a fixed price of 45 centivos, 
signii5cautly above the market price, and one which was stable rather than fluctuating. 
This secure stream of cash income provided the basis for the introduction of other parts 
of the plan. Trade, in the words of the BGA, played the role of the 'engine' of the 5 year 
plan. 

If trade was the engine, theBGA acted as the drivers of the programme. They provided . 
the core organisational structure. Each of the BGA's 12 chapters, in addition-to a health 
and disaster committee, had committees for education. or~anis in~,  marketing, and - 
agricultural production. The agricultural committees have open$"p abando'ded fields, 
promoted the construction of terraces, fishponds, the growing of beans and vegetables. - - - - . 

and the development of organic methods. 

The BGA has also opened up 'rolling stores' - 'rolling' because their management is 
rotated from family to family -which sells necessities brought in on the formerly empty 
banana lorries on their return trips from town. They could also be called 'direct stores' 
because they cut out the middleman: ATC purchases the goods from the producers, 
transport costs are low, and there is a small mark up which is shared by the rolling store 
keeper (50%), the BOA chapter (40%) and the BGA itself (10%). The BGA chapters 
also receives 2% of the purchase price of bananas from its members, and is therefore able 
to employ full time organisers, as is the BGA itself which receives a 1% conm'bution. 

Taken as a whole what was created in the two years after the hurricane seemed to be 
achieving results that development projects throughout the world often aspire to but only 
too rarely realise. With an assured outlet for the expanded banana production, average 
household income increased from 500-800 pesos to 1500-2000 pesos a month during that 
time. This meant the BGA member farmers no longer had to work as temporary sugar 
labourers, and could spend more time on their own farm and on other 5 Year Plan 
projects. Diet improved dramatically (one of the Plan targets) as did the condition of 
houses, with new rooms being added, walls strengthened and thatched roofs being 
replaced by tin. In addition, by 1993, for the fust time nearly all children were going to 
school, and each BGA chapter had three trained farmer health workers, all of them 
mothers, who had completed a training course where they learnt about nutrition, simple 
diagnosis, herbal medicine and acupressure. 

A second crisis 

But by late 1993 a new threat emerged, potentially more serious than Typhoon Ruping. A 
banana epidemic hit the BGA area. Already by October 1992 there were reports of some 
rotten banana plants with billbugs in the trunks in several sitios. Farmers were advised to 
cut them down and bum them. But within six months it was found that 40-50% of the 



banana plants in 5 of the 12 communities were affected by the disease, and by June 1994, 
the extent of the disease had risen to 75% and upwards in 4 of the sitios, and to 2 0 % - m  
in the other areas. Banana shipments plummeted, and those with the diseased stock saw 
their principal income collapse, leaving only 400-500 pesos a month to be earned through 
the sale of coffee, abaca, charcoal and firewood. Things were made worse. by another 
typhoon i.u December 1993, and a Govenunent ban on charcoal production for 
environmental reasons in January 1994. Once again the area was facing a major crisis. 

But as with Typhoon Ruping, the disease propelled the Negros Alternative forward to a 
new stage. The Negros and Japanese partners each called on organic agricultural experts 
to visit the area They came to similar conclusions: that the root cause of the disease. had 
been the overplanting and repeated cultivation of banana plants, which had destroyed the 
already p r  soil fertility and damaged the local ecological system. For many years 
people in the mountain areas grew corn, sweet potatoes and coffee in spaces created by 
buming bushes of kogan grass, and when those naps had depleted what soil fertility 
there was, the tougher bananas were planted where other crops would no longer grow. 
The 5 year plan had led to a doubling of banana planting and this left the crops open to 
the virus. 

Here was a crisis which was brought on not by natural calamity, but by the very 
programme of which everyone had been so proud. It prompted a wide ranging self 
criticism This is how Hotta Masahiko of AT3 put i t  

"Let us be frank. We committed a mistake by evaluating the banana project 
simply as a project for increasing revenue. We have been engaged in the banana 
import operation to help the banana communities to attain self reliance ('jiuitsu' 
which also means independence) ... But haven't we limited our understanding of 
self reliance to economic self reliance? In fact we have.. . . Self sufficiency does 
not merely mean economic self sufficiency, but should be understood as 
maintenance of regional ecosystems and re-establishment of reproductive 
cycles.. . In other words agriculture should be understood not merely as an 
industry but as a system of reproduction that ensures the continuation of the 
regional life systems." 

The point was made that nutxients and organic elements in the already impoverished soil 
were carried awav to Javan, and not replenished. The natural circularity of materials was 
undermined. As a resulithe banana disease took hold. "What has bee; taken away 
should be returned to where it originated. That is the principle of circularity." 

One conclusion was that the area had become over dependent on bananas. The farmers 
had been selling bananas and corn in order to buy rice. This made temporary economic 
but not environmental sense, and the ensuing disease undercut this economic logic. It was 
suggested therefore that the Plan be amended to place greater emphasis on cornposting 
and the introduction of irrigation systems to restore the fertility of the soil and enable the 
farmers to grow rice for themselves. ATJ offered to establish a compost centre and to run 
it for some time at their own risk before handing it back to the communities, as a gesture 



to return to the BGA what the Japanese consumers had taken away in nutrients from the 
banana area. 

In May 1994 the Self Reliance Fund which had been built up from the consumer co-ops' 
banana premium was released to fund Food for Work in the worst hit areas. Farmers cut 
down the affected plants and buried them. They planted corn, potatoes, ginger and 
vegetables as we11 as some dry field rice. 

At the same time the BGA, which had had regular meetings during the crisis, prodnced 
their own alternative agricultural plan called The Task Force for Alternative Agriculture 
Plan (TFAAP) in July 1994. It was drawn up without the help or indeed knowledge of the 
NGOs, and represented a major step in the 'jiritsu' of the BGA. As the BGA chairperson, 
Tacata, explained: 

"FYDP is basically an NGO programme which we support and participate in. We 
are FYDP beneficiaries. But TFAAP is our programme. That is the difference. 
We made it ourselves and carry it out for ourselves. In TFAAP we are not 
beneficiaries. We are the actors." 

'The people are the actors' had been previously used as a slogan for the Negros project. 
The TFAAP made it a reality. 

The TFAAP was made not merely for the BGA chapter areas, but for the non BGA . 

banana supplying areas as well. The goal was to transform these areas into a multi crop 
agricultural region based on organic farming. It was suggested that farmers rear chickens 
and plant vegetables, corn and peanuts for immediate survival. Then they could diversify 
into ginger, cattle and sugar cane, followed by fmit trees and re-forestation in the longer 
term. The natural cycled based agriculture emerged as the central objective of the Plan, 
based on scientific organic farming methods, and a balance between production for 
household consumption and for the market. 

Each chapter was to consider what mix of these ideas and what organisational structure 
was most appropriate for them. A group of 50 BGA farmers visited Patag, a village in the 
North, which had successfully applied indigenous agricultural methods through the 
traditional Dagyaw mutual aid practice. Some the BGA villages then organised 
themselves around Dagyaw groups. In others sitios the implementing units were families. 

The Negros Alternative 

In less than a decade a new approach to farming and to rural living had been developed 
This was a quite new economy, which came to be called The Negros Alternative. It was 
at the same time local and international, self reliant and yet outward looking, individual 
and co-operative, planned yet engaging directly with the market. It cut across the 
distinctions conv&ntionally drawn in development thinking, proceeding as it did from the 
immediate needs and realities of the farming communities. These needs and realities have - 
been the guiding principle that has governed the developments in Negros, that allowed 
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the farmers to successfully face frequent crises and set backs, and use them as triggers for 
further innovations. 

For those engaged in fair trade, there are four main lessons which can be drawn from the 
achievements in Negros: 

(i) redefining the trading relationship: people-to-people alternative trade 

The Negros bananas are handled through a unique alternative production chain, which 
ATJ describes as an alternative to the conventional chain centred on plantations and 
supermarkets. Each chain represents a quite different model of orga&sation and inter- 
organisational relations. 

The ~lantations and suwrmarkets have similar organisational structures, reflecting the 
prindiples of 20' cent& managerial models: mukayered pyramids with centdied 
planning and control, employing deskilled labour. As such they are complementary, and 
?id it straightforward todo business with each other. The ~ e k o s  chdm'on the other 
hand is based on self organising groups at each stage of the chain, linked together directly 
through mutually planned systems, and adopting technologies appropriate to such 
'bottom up' organisational forms. 

At the primary production level, the quantity, quality, and technical requirements of 
ripening and picking are regulated through the village organisations. Then the grading, 
washing, packing and .transporting of the bananas are handled through the integrated 
merchanting operation set up by the BGA and ATC within the Philippines for shipping to 
Japan. Finally the consumer coops provide a means of side stepping retail shops and 
delivering bananas directly to consumers. The regular newsletters and communications 
through the weekIy box provide a richer and more focussed channel of information about 
the bananas and their producers than is possible when distribution is made through 
supermarkets and general advertising. 

The central characteristic in this chain is that each stage is controlled by the producers or 
consumers. At the production end, the BGA has developed into an organisation which is 
now able to combine planning and implementation, reticulated to the level of the 
individual sitios. This gives it a remarkable resilience to.respnd to the unexpected, and 
to shape the production and distribution system to the peculiarities of a district. It is not a 
question of persuading farmers of the benefits of a plan: they are .themselves responsible 
for making the plan, drawing on their own knowledge, on experience elsewhere and on 
technical advice where required. Similarly, the fact that the handling of the bananas 
between the farm and the port is controlled by the BGA in partnership with ATC, 
removes a range of asymmetries and transaction costs which characterise conventional 
product chains, and allows the setting of stable prices which has been so important a 
factor in village level planning. 



TheBGA's achievements suggest a conclusion, which at this stage can be no more than a 
hypothesis. It is that prcducer control of trade is important not simply in relation to issues 
of equitable distribution, but because it is the most effective way of managing the highly 
diversified supply system of marginal producers. This is a point that echoes the 
experience of Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana. In Negros as in Ghana, producers are scattered and 
differentiated in a way which is the antithesis of the compact, standardised plantation. 
Until now the crucial intermediaries have been private merchants. But their dominanm . 
over small farmers in terms of market knowledge, finance, and even simple technology 
(such as reliable weighing scales) has meant that farmers have not only got a poor deal 
from the transactio&, builack the stability which give them the incenk& to &vest in 
sustainable agronomy and raise the quality of production.2 

Similarlv at the Japanese end of the chain. the fact that the retail network. its vricnities 
and its pricing are~ontrolled by the consumers, (as is the trading company A?J), and that 
the consumers have organic and ethical sources of supply as a primary concern, means 
that the consumers themselves are able to establish stringer long term direct relations 
with suppliers than would be possible if retailing was carried out by supermarkets. The 
discussion within the co-ops about the Negros situation, and the reciprocal visits that 
have taken place between Negros and Japan has led to a level of mutual trust and support 
which has allowed the banana trade to overcome successive difficulties that could have 
led to its collapse under conventional trading regimes. The extent of the price premium 
commanded by Negros bananas in the Japanese market is a sign less of the economic 
disadvantage faced by the small farmers in Negros, than of the strength of the ties 
between consumer and producers that has grown up. 

There is qualitatively different kind of relationship involved here. In conventional trade, 
the economic relations hi^ is established by virtue of the act of exchange. In the Neaos 
chain the inverse is the case. Bananas were traded as a result of an already established 
relationship. The banana was chosen not simply as a product with a particular value in 
consumption, but as a commodity which provided a means through which the two parties 
could extend their relationship in pursuit of common goals -safe and high quality food 
on the one hand, and improved living conditions for producers on the other. In classical 
terms, the commodity is no longer the abstract expression of social relations, which exist 
only through the act of exchange. Rather the relations are direct and not initially 
economic. I n d u c i n g  the economic in the form of the banana provides a means of 
extending the relationship, and widening awareness. As ATJ pointed out, the co-ops 
cannot distribute 'issues' but they can distribute goods which embody issues. They 
described the banana both as a commodity and a message. 

Once the market is embedded within a direct relationship of this sort, it can be used as an 
economic instrument rather than the determining factor in distribution. Producer prices 

' l b e  effectiveness of self mnnaged organisations for non standard agticulhtd pmduction has an extensive 
litetawe, much of it developed in reaction to the standardised planning and otganisation of agriculture 
associated with the green revolution. For an example of self management in relation to irrigation systems in 
Sri La& and its wider policy implications see Norman Uphoff, Learning from Gal Oya: Possibilities for 
Participatory Development and Post Newtonian Social Science. Cornell 1992 



for bananas are set at a level which provides a markedly improved standard of living for 
farmers, with protection against fluctuations. The levels of payment for diibution and 
packing are set in terms of 'a just price' rather than what the (labour) market will bear. In 
Japan, final prices are set at a level which reflects these arrangements. In the end they are 
constrained by what consumers will pay, but the determination is not based on 
pricelquality market comparisons of 'disembodied' commoditib, but on consumer 
assessment of the particular commodity, its use value and its significance for producers. 

The private market forms a frame which has acted as one p in t  of reference for the 
'Alternative'. But within that space, which is ultimately bounded by the market, the 
collaborative chain has developed its own principles of exchange and dishibution. Prices 
include elements for various parts of the system- the grower, the local chapters and the 
BGA as a whole. That is one aspect of distribution. Another is the practise of allocating 
available paid work on a part time basis according to need. Redistribution takes place 
through the allocation of work. 

What follows &m the above is that the principal emphasis in the Negros chain is on 
widening and deepening the organisational n&ationships. If they are strong then there is a 
confidence that thev can withstand the crises that have so regularly occurred. The 
distributional guidelines and practices that have been adoPG havi been governed as 
much by the type of organisations involved in the chain as by disembodied principles of 

In this way the Negros model has moved beyond the split between the economic and the 
social, between the market and welfare. In developing. the economic from the social, it is 
able to pursue equity through the economy rather ?h& in compensation to it. 

(ii) trade and its link to domestic production 

The second major lesson from the Negros experience is that it helps fair trade move 
beyond the debates of trade versus aid, or trade versus domestic production. The Negros 
Alternative combined them all. ATJ refer to a 'Developmental Trinity', self reliance 
programmes, cash crops and first aid. They are not alternatives but complementary, with 
the self reliance programmes being the main driver. Initially and during subsequent 
crises, there was no alternative to first aid, but such support was quickly channelled into 
building up a local productive capacity including the technical training school. Just as the 
former sugar workers needed land, so' as small farmers they needed capital, so aid helped 
start a process which generated its own momentum of accumulation. 

The Negros aid relationship was distinct for two reasons. First it was increasingly people- 
to-people aid, not mediated either by governments, nor in the end by NGOs. Being 
attached to trade as a premium, or as  an emergency supplement, it fed directly back to the 
producers through their own organisations. Secondly, it was always seen as temporary or 
complementary to the emerging alternative economic project. 



Cash crops enabled the project to go a step further. Bananas in particular provided the 
farming communities with an increased regular flow of money income which they could 
use to increase investment in self reliance: the as.qting of new land, investment in new 
crops, in livestock, better buildings, time off for training and so on. The Negros 
Alternative has not pitted export crops against farming for domestic consumption, but 
rather used exports as a way of increasing self reliance. The proper balance between 
subsistence and cash crops was thrown into question by the onset of the banana d b ,  
which led to a cut back in the proportion of land devoted to bananas, and an increase in 
self sufficiency. But the two were still seen as complementary, borh economically and 
environmentally. 

The alternative trade movernent in Europe has recognised the need of small farmers for 
money income and has sought to improve the terms on which cash crops are sold. But it 
is rare for the connection between increased trading income and the expandsion of self 
reliance to be integrated as closely as the Negros Alternative has managed to do. 

Trade, aid and the support of NGOs were all necessary contributors to the establishment 
of a new agriculture controlled by the farmers. The fact that in less than a decade the 
BGA was able to produce and implement their own plan for self reliance is paradoxically 
one of the principal contributions of the success of alternative trade. 

(iii) the organic princip1e. 

The third lesson of Negros for fair trade is the intimate connection it has established 
between alternative economic systems and organic production. Again the impetus came 
from both ends - the consumers with their concern for food safety, and the producers 
with a growing awareness of the need for ecological balance. The success of the 
Balangon bananas was due to the fact that they were both fairly traded and organic. They 
were fairly traded because they were produced and distributed through small farmers' 
organisations, and they were organic because that is the way the small farmers produced 
them. There was a fortunate complementarity between a traditional technique cif 
production and the growing concern in consumption. 

But the link between fair trade and organics goes further than this. As the Negros project 
developed, the plans were increasingly guided by organic principles. It was not just that 
production was organic because farmers couldn't afford the fertilisers. Rather new 
farming systems were established designed on organic principles. The BGA has changed 
the nature of agriculture in their area - moving away from slash and burn techniques, to 
new crops like beans and vegetables, and cornposting to improve soil fertility. It has 
encouraged terracing and tree growing where there had previously been barren slopes 
covered in cogan grass. The TFAAP put a new emphasis on livestock and reforestation, 
and the application of scientific organic fanning methods. 

The model was an agriculture based on natural cycles, and it required a concept of the 
complexity of the interconnections in these cycles combined with an attention to the 
detail and diversity of which the cycles arecomposed. Such attention is the.stock in trade 



of small farmers. What was new in Negros were the systemic innovations, the new crops 
and livestock introduced, the understanding of composting techniques, and the way in 
which the natural cycles could be made to work. 

The alternative chain that carries the Balangon banana to the Japanese market can be seen 
to operate with an economic and organisational ecology similar to the principles of 
&an ecology being developed by the BGA. L i e  *an ecology;the social 
organisation of fair trade recognises the principle of circularity. As ATJ put i t  'What has 
been taken away should be returned to where it originated ... ; It was precisely to 
implement this principle that we have been conmiuting 20 yen per kilogram to the Self 
Reliance Fund" It was also why the organic research centre and training school came to 
be set up, and why ATJ made their offer to establish a BGA Compost Centre. 

There arc ways in which the parallel between social and environmental ecology can be 
taken further: both stari from a respect for their main constituents when they are left to 
themselves -the environment on one hand, direct producers on the other. They share an 
imagery of cdmplex systems, self organisation, and cyclical reproduction. They invoke 
diversity at the same time as recognising the systemic. 

They also have a sense of the sufficiency of the whole, of the dynamic not being 
dependent on extension but of being directed at intensive development. This is reflected 
in the promotion of self ~ ~ c i e n c y ,  the emphasis on bioregions, and the links between 
the two. ATJ adopts the three dimensions of regional self reliance from Hisashi's 'life 
system economics': self sufficiency, the community's right to determine the distribution 
of local resources and products, and independence of existing social systems that placed 
exclusive emphasis on 'economic aspicts'. They see this socio economic goal as going 
hand in hand with the environmental one of the maintenance of regional eco systems and 
the re-establishment of reproductive cycles. 

Although there is an increasing amount of organic produce in European alternative trade, 
the connection between the two has been largely pragmatic, and has not attempted the 
fusion which stands at the heart of the Negros Alternative. 

(iv) from the micro to the macro 

In keeping with this spirit of intensive development, the Negros project has in many ways 
remained remarkably micro. The banana trade supports perhaps 2,000 f d J i e s  within the 
Philippines. It serves at most 65,000 consumers in Japan. It comprises only a tiny fraction 
of total Japanese imports of bananas, let alone of wider commodity trade. 

Yet its impact has gone far beyond its material significance. It has had an extraordinary 
symbolic impact in Japan, extending well beyond the co-ops. By its contrast to 
conventional banana trade it has offered a new way of thinking about North-South 
relations, and about technologies of production and exchange. 



The very success of the consumer co-ops which in many ways share the Negros strain of 
thinking shows how the micro can quickly take on macro significance. The consumera 
ops, connected to  networks of local 'bio-regional' producers andorganised quite 
separately from the conventional food chain, now have 12 million members, and in some 
areas have led to the demise of the supermarkets themselves. The growth of the co-ops 
have also led to the shiking expansion of organic production in Japan, rising from almost 
zero in 1990 to 14% of all food output by 1994. The Balangon bananas were patt of a 
much wider alternative movement in Japan. 

Their significance has been even greater in the Philippines itself, and has been a major 
factor in rethinking alternative strategies of development. Fmt it has shown the 
importance of reconnecting politics and economics. Those who had been involved in the 
resistance to the Marcos regime in Negros since the early 70s, carried with them the split 
between the economic'and the political. They saw their task primarily in political terms, 
arguing that nothing could be expected to change until there had been a demomatisation 
of the state. Economic p;ojects tended to be disparaged as ecouomistic, as diversions 
from the main issue. 

By the 1990s the Negros Alternative had shown by example the limitations of this 
approach. It provided an economic programme for the area which could be seen to have 
immediate effects, even given the contested politics at the level of the central state. It 
posed questions which did not have to wait for a change in political regime to answer, 
even though a new regime could provide many ways to help. 

With the Ramos Government adopting an economic strategy;Philippines 2000'. which 
proposed to turn the country into a new NIC by the end of the century, ah alternative 
national economic strategy was developed inspired by what had been achieved in Negros. 
It was based on four principles: equity, genuine people's power, environmental 
sustainability and economic viabi1ity:The new model emphasised greater food crop 
production for local and regional consumption, rural industrialisation, with small and 
medium scale industries processing primary products for rural, urban and export markets. 
and fiancial institutions which ensured that rural savings were channelled into rural 
rather than urban development. 

Conclusion 

As with the Grameen Bank, and the many other innovations that have'aimed to re- 
structure economic life around the needs of the most marhal ,  the Nemos Alternative 
came about as a result of innovative practices inspired by a common ethic. The origins of 
its alternative trade are to be found in drama exchange rather than the academy. Yet what 
has already been created in Negros poses a challenge to theory and policy andat the same 
time provides the outline for a new approach to both. Fair trade plays a part in this, not in 
isolation, but as part of a wider economic and environmental programme. If the Balangon 
banana is a message as much as a commodity, it is a message about the potential for a 
diierent kind of economy as well as a different kind of trade. 



Part I1 

Expanding Fair Trade 



Chapter 6 

Expanding the Market:, Re-thinking Ethical Marks 

Fair trade can be expanded extensively, by diversifying into new commodities andlor 
new national markets. Or it can be expanded intensively by increasing sales of 
established commodities in existing markets. In the past few years there have been 
major new initiatives in developing fair trade brands in bananas, chocolate and jeans. 
The current challenge, however, is how to expand already established lines, in order to 
test the limits of fair trade within a sector. This is the focus of the present chapter. 

For the bulk of established fair trade products, the principal issue in expansion is one of 
demand not supply. At ProducerfATO meetings in the past year, the producers have 
called for a relaunching of fair trade to expand demand. In coffee and cocoa, the 
capacity of suppliers on the fair trade registers greatly exceeds the volume of the fair 
trade market Of those on the fair trade coffee register for example, more than half have 
never been able to sell into the fair trade market. Among those who have, only part of 
their output goes to fair trade purchasers. As alternative merchants they have pressed 
ATOs in the North not only to re-launch fair trade but to help identify conventional 
markets for their exports. Although the latter would mean that they would receive no 
fair trade premium they would still earn the returns from the pre-FOB trade. 

Some ATOs have given assistance for producer exports into mainstream commodity 
markets, and there is a strong case for expanding this form of international trading 
capacity to provide a more diversified economic base for the producer organisations. 
But it is the expansion of the fair trade market which is the first priority, and presents all 
parties in the chain with the greatest challenge.' 

The largest and most firmly established fair trade product is coffee. Over the past 
decade, dcmand for fair trade coffee in the established markets has followed an S curve. 
It started slowly and then showed explosive growth on the continent during the first 
half of the nineties. Bv 1996 10.900 tons of fair trade coffee were being sold in 
Europe, 80% of it in &many, Holland and Switzerland. Since then sges in these core 
markets have slowed down, and in the case of Germany, to decline. 

Taking sales under the Max Havelaar label in Holland, Switzerland, Belgium, France 
and Denmark, they reached 300 tons in the fmt year of the label in 1988, shot up to 
2,000 tons in 1989, and then built up to 3,000 tons by 1995, amounting t~ 2.5% of 
coffee sales in the case of Holland and 8% in Switzerland. Since then sales have 
remained static. 

Overall volumes in Ewope have continued to rise, however, (to 14,000 tons in 1999) 
principally because of the growth of new demand in Ireland and Denmark, and the 
continued success of fair trade coffee in the UK. But by 1999 UK growth was also 
showing signs of slowing, even though fair trade coffee was still a low proportion of 

1 It should be noted that there is a potential divergence of interest between producers and 
ATOs on this. The AT0 may find it preferable to expand into new products because of 
economies of scope in marketing rather than maximising from existing suppliers. 
A divergence can also arise in product strategy for existing commodities. Taking coffee as an 
example, it may make more CO-mercial se-for an ATO-to develop branded Ggh margin 
niche products rather than entering the mass markets segments like instant granules, even 
though the niche approach sells less coffee. 
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the total coffee market (4% in the case of Roast and Ground in the UK and 2% of 
Instant). 

The central question posed in this chapter is why - if 30% of consumers say they 
would buy fair trade products at a modest premium and 75% would buy if price and 
quality were equal- it has been so =cult to raise market share beyond 5%, and to take 
custom from the major brands. 

The approach to date has been three fold: 

m establishing a fair trade mark 

selling speciality coffee in fair trade shops and alternative distribution networks 

selling branded goods through supermarkets 

Of these, sales through supermarkets of fair trade and commercial brands carrying the 
fair trade mark have accounted for the great majority of the sales. Although the 
supermarket volume sales of fair trade coffee continued to increase, there are signs that 
some stores -under the threat of competition from Walmart- are seeking to rationalise 
their fair trade lines and put downward pressure on margins. The outlook as things 
stand is for only modest increases in market share in a commodity whose total sales are 
static. 

There are four ways in which high rates of growth could be re-established: 

existing brands might adopt fair trade principles. This was the hope when the fair 
trade mark was fist  established, but it has by and large failed to materialise. As in 
Holland and Germany, commercial companies adopting the fair trade mark have 
tended to be small, and to use the mark as a competitive instrument against the 
majors. One possibility would be to encourage supermarkets to develop an own 
label fair trade line, but this would endanger existing fair trade brands. As yet the 
major coffee companies have not adopted the mark in any European market. 

new coffee product lines could be develloped. This strategy has been pursued by 
many ATOs, in line with broader changes in the market, including coffees of origin, 
organic and decaffinated coffees and so on. One of the principal opportunities here 
would be to launch a fair trade instant granule, a large but declining proportion of 
overall coffee sales. 

Expansion could take place into other areas of coffee sales, such as non- 
supermarket outlets and catering 

market share could be increased among those sympathetic to fair trade. Currently 
fair trade accounts for less than 2% of the overall coffee market in the UK. The 
principal reason for this is the difficulties in establishing a new brand. 

For the most part, the fair trade companies have been professional in conventional 
business practice: they have put considerable resources into new product development, 
design, marketing af~d sales. They can be expected to develop along established routes 
- sell in^ fair trade coffees in new outlets, and through new ~roducts. The most 
challeniing issue for the fair trade movement is not &is but how it reaches its potential 
constituency more effectively and what response this provokes from the majors. 



This is the world of symbols and signs. It is'a question of how products are presented 
to consumers, and how consumers react to them. It is how fair trade shaues tastes and 
identities in the era of the post-modem consumer. Fair trade is engaged 61 symbolic 
competition, where it is David to the large brand Goliaths. In 're-launching' itself fair 
&& needs to ask hbw it can be as inventive in connecting to its consume% as it has 
been in developing the connections of producers. 

Social labelling 

The main strategy adopted by ATOs has been branding. This entails the products 
b e d g  a sign which the consumer recognises as standing for something that is not 
apparent. Like organics, fair trade has to project a distinctive idea about what goes on 
beyond what the eye can see. 

Just as paper money is a sign which needs economic power behind it to be accepted at 
face value - whether that power is gold or the guarantee of the state - so brand signs 
need to be promoted and backed by processes that validate them. These include: 

S a system for establishing standards or practices represented by the sign 

S a means of accreditation of qualifying producers 

S a system of continuing quality control 

the promotion of the sign and what it represents 

In the case of fair trade, two types of sign have been used: 

a fair trade mark which registers that all products caqing the mark conform to the 
criteria laid down by the labelling organisation 

fair trade brands, which may or may not also carry the fair trade mark, and are 
promoted in their own right and with their own standards and practices. 

I want to argue that these need to be developed, and that fair trade should explore other 
direct means of comecting consumers and producers 

Fair trade marks 

The creation of the Max Havelaar mark in 1988 was a decisive moment in the 
development of fair trade. Similar marks have been developed in other countries, and 
are brought together at the European level in the Fair Trade Labelling Organisation 
(no). 

There are many similar examples - from industry certificates like the Wool Mark, to 
international standard marks like IS0 SA 8000. Most influential for fair trade are the 
organic marks, which have been central to the growth of organic sales, particularly after 
they were formalised in European law. These are all examples of marks linked to 
standards, and fall therefore within the wider industrial policy discussions on systems 
for standards. 

Standards: regulative versus developmental approaches 

There have been two principal approaches to the establishment of standards over the 
past twenty years. On the one hand there has been a regulative approach, associated 



mainly with North American and UK business practice, on the other a developmental 
approach, which has characterised some European and Japanese management. 

In a remilative a ~ ~ r o a c h ,  the structure has ~ a d e l s  to Weberian models of 
adminkration. %e syst&ns are ruled bas6d with standards established as codes and 
administered by independent bodies. These bodies act as rulemakers and auditors, with 
the authority to register and deregister, where conformity to the standards 'is voluntary. 
If it is compulsory (as in the case of health and safety codes) there is a quasi judicial 
process of judgement and penalties. 

As far as the voluntary systems are concerned the main costs are the establishment and 
circulation of the standards, and then their policing. Because these are independent 
bodies, these costs have to be financed by a levy -usually on those governed by the 
system. 

Standarh of tllis type have played a central role in industrial development and the 
diffusion of good practice. They establish benchmarks for producers and at the same 
time a guarantee fbr users. Theu high point has been in sydtems of mass production 
which invest heavily in fixed equipment and codified production practices. 

The shift to flexible production has raised questions about this traditional system of 
standards. The main criticisms have been that regulative standards are: 

time consuming to establish, with extensive haggling between those who are 
to be affected 

inflexible (since the haggling cannot economically be continuously repeated) 

adulterated ( since it is not the best practice which is usually taken as the 
standard, but some compromise between the best and the worst, with 
economic power having a determining say) 

divisive (since each party to the standard is protecting their own interest in 
the development of the standard) 

expensive (because the establishment of independent regulations, their 
agreement and their monitoring, all have to duplicate the quality systems of 
private producers) 

discriminatory against small producers who lack the resources to participate 
in setting the standards and to fund the monitoring 

non developmental (since the monitoring systems have the prime purpose of 
policing, and have to be kept independent of the p roduc t s l f i  being 
monitored.) 

The above applies whether the standards are public, or part of self regulation. 

A developmental approach 

The shift to flexible production has brought with it a more developmental approach to 
production control and quality assurance. The Japanese pursuit of 'total quality' is not 
based on the setting of detailed standards embodied in manuals. Rather they establish 
some workable standard, create systems of measurement, and then continuously 
improve upon it. What they offer is less a given standard of performance, but a system 
which aims to constantly improve that performance. The standards are flexible 



upwards, and differ by producer. In this sense they are no longer standards but levels 
(the French 'niveaux') or 'crampons' on an upward ascent. 

This is a system which does not stand outside an industry, with an independent 
ins~ectorate. but is inteerated with industrial aualitv svstems. It is based not on 
ou&iders looking in buhsiders looking out, &tabhs6ing information systemsattout 
levels achieved and means of learning from achievements elsewhere. As the Japanese 
have often pointed out, they have sought to turn Taylorism on its head, restohg 
responsibility for quality to the production worker, and changing the role of 
management from work design and policing to the design of information systems and 
technical support. 

From this perspective, regulative standards are an example of Taylorism applied at the 
industry level; flexible benchmarking is a post Taylorist system administered through 
the producers. The first is competitive between only two categories, those achieving or 
not achieving the standard. The second is competitive across the industry as a whole. 

The question for consumer centred marks, is how if at all flexible benchmarking is 
communicated in the market. In part this is through product branding, in part through 
consumer bodies independently evaluating the product or service. 

Food branding in the Third Italy 

I want to look at a European example of developmental benchmarking in practice in a 
sector with parallels to those involved in fair trade - the food industry in the Emilia 
Romagna The Emilian industry has recognised the importance of trade marks in 
marketing - Parmesan cheese, prosciutto hams, wine, even apples and pears are now 
branded. But the trade marks are not handed out by arms length bodies, according to 
static criteria geared to the average. They are only the final stage of an apparatus of 
quality control and product improvement 

Each product has its own technical and testing centre. The staff of the centre work with 
farmers and processors to improve the product. They monitor international technology 
developments, and seek to adapt them to local conditions. They advise the producers on 
how to test their own quality, so that the centre can restrict itself to random 'super- 
testing'. They are always seeking to raise the standards, step by step, providing the 
technical support that allows the producer to go with them. 

In Parmesan cheese, for example, produced by 980 fromageries using local milk, the 
receipt of the mark means that the product reached the highest quality levels (down to 
the type of grass eaten by the cows). These quality benchmarks have been set and 
enforced through an institution owned bv the ~roducers. an institution whose   rime . 
emphasis is oninabling rather than poli&g, i n  re-affirming a culture in which all the 
producers know that it is in their individual and collective self interest to meet the 
quality levels required of the mark. 

Another way of putting this, is that the Parmesan trade mark is used as a instrument of 
production. It is not an unrooted sign contending with other unrooted signs in a 
serniological economy. It is rather a sign to consumers of rigorous standards, which in 
order to remain valid requires a mechanism that reaches positively into the most intricate 
parts of the production process. 2 

Emilian branding is an example of an industry administered scheme which is integrated 
both with brand marketing on the one hand and technical support on the other. It does 

Robin Murray, "Italy - a sectoral approach", in: Howard Rush et a1 (eds), Technological 
Institutes: S'xategies for Best Practice, International Thompson Business Press, 1996 
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not do away with monitoring, but internalises it within the firm's own operations, and 
restricts collective monitorine to sarnole test in^. Much of the cost of the testine -. 

therefore falls to parti~ipatini firms &d is linked closely to process improvem&t. 
Members jointly contribute only to what they cannot do economically on their own. 
Significantly the regime of quality control is brand led: it is because firms have invested 
iniollectivi marke&g and brand promotion that they have come to put such emphasis 
on developmental benchmarking. 

The Fair Trade Mark 

These two approaches to standards are reflected in fair trade through the Fair Trade 
marking organisations on the one hand and the product brands on the other. This has 
led to a tension between them. Some fair trade brands have not carried the fair trade 
mark. Those which have, like Caf6 Direct, have done so out of solidarity with the fair 
trade mark project rather than because it thought it helped it commercially. There has 
been a considerable debate between fair trade marks and brands, which has centred on 
the strategic wisdom of promoting marks. 

There are four criticisms which have been made of the marks: 

(a) Gresham's Law. Given that they seek to involve commercial companies, 
standards of continental marks have been set at levels which are an improvement of 
conventional markets, but are static and not as ambitious as some of the brands. In 
particular a number of the brands provide substantial funds for producer support, and 
three have included producer ownership of the marketing organisations in the North in 
their definition of fair trade. 

The fear of these 'fair trade plus' brands is that the modest levels established for the fair 
trade marks will lead to a version of Gresham's Law as applied to the realm of 
symbols, with the bad trade mark driving out the good. Commercial firms can claim 
that they are fair trade f m  when their relations to producers are little different to the 
conventional market save in price and credit terms. 

There have been cases where certified commercial traders have been responsible for 
large producer losses as a result of sharp practice, and have no responsibility to work 
with marginal producers, nor to support suppliers. They can keep their costs lower than 
direct traders as a result, and yet trade under the fair trade mark on equal footing to the 
ATOs. 

@) Northern control. Producers have complained that their experience of fair 
trade marks is not one based on partnership, but of Northern organisations, often 
staffed by people outside the trading chain, controlling the South in a re-run of a 
colonial relationship. Because of the cost of monitoring and inadequate funds monitors 
tend to spend only a short time yet have considerable power. 

Where suppliers are in internal economic (or political crisis), there is a danger that the 
i n y t o r a t e  deregisters the organisation much as a bank may call in a loan. This has 
ha negatwe effects in cases where there have been AT0 efforts on the ground to work 
with producers on restructuring. There was recently an instance where the European 
certification body threatened to cut off a newly formed association because it did not 
accord with its criteria. It has been left to US ATOs to continue to offer markets in 
support of the farmers trying to create a workable and representative institution. 

Similarly there have been problems between the mark organisations because of the 
inflexible application of rules and those involved in establishing new alternative product 
chains. Kuapa Kokoo, the producer controlled company from Ghana, for example was 
excluded from the initial cocoa register because they were not a formal co-op. 



The smctural problem here is that the insistence by the mark organisations that they 
must be indeuendent from those engaged in the chain and the conseauent refusal to eive 
producers a share in the administrag& of the marks, means that prohucers are once- 
again confronted by an external power over a chain that is intended to empower them. 
Nor has this been helped by the fact that the marks have not been involved in d u c e r  
support, on the grourhs that this is quite separate from issues of certification.- 

c) inadequate promotion of fair trade. There is a view that some of the marks 
have paid too little attention to promoting fair trade. It is argued that most of the mark 
organisations have been predominantly concerned with establishing and monitoring the 
criteria rather than with 'social marketing' of fair trade itself. This is reflected in low 
levels of mark awareness, or clarity about what the mark stands for (a MORI poll in the 
UK found only 11 % of the general public recognised the Fairtrade mark.) 

There are two issues here. Fis t  promotion is needed to increase awareness of the issues 
addressed by fair trade, and increase the potential fair trade market. Although the Fair 
Trade Foundation spends 70% of its resources on awareness raising, they are held to be 
too limited to have the required effect. 

Second, there is a need to distinguish fair trade from other products making ethical 
claims. In the UK the latter has become a pressing issue because paradoxically the 
Government's promotion of ethical trading has meant that major retailers and consumer 
product companies are developing their own codes of ethical or fair trade practice 
without comparison or external monitoring. 

Although a number of supermarkets have been working with fair trade and development 
organisations on their codes, to date none has made commitments to even the miniinurn 
standards laid down by the Fair Trade Foundation. Their collaboration with the FTF 
and Christian Aid prohdes a public impression of support for fair trade without any 
agreement on specifics. 

(d) unsustainable economicaIly. 
The costs of running an independent inspection from the North, and the fact that only a 
small number of companies are covered through the register has led many of the marks 
to be dependent on grant funding, and still to be in tension with the ATOs. Whereas the 
Soil Association for example has an upper limit of less than £6,000 that any 
organisation using its logo has to subscribe, the UK fair trade mark charges 2% of 
turnover, falling to 1% for sales over £1 million, (a reduction which the Fair Trade 
Foundation are seeking to withdraw.) For smaller ATOs, the cost of the subscription to 
the mark may account for 10% of their gross margin. 

The problem is in part one of costs, both of inspection and marketing, and in part one 
of scale. Initially, the marks, in Britain at least, aimed to attract existing large brands to 
join fair trade, but apart from Premier Teas, this has not happened and UK membenhip 
has remained limited. Given that inspection and marketing are both subject to 
economies of scale, the fair trade marks wilI not able to sustain themselves until they cut 
costs and have a much wider company tax base. Further, since there have been few 
resources for promotion, products using fair trade sources will prefer to invest in 
marketing their brands directly rather than through the mark organisations. 

The mark organisations acknowledge that Gresham's Law might in principle hold, but 
that the standards ~rotect fair trade against false claims. The issue of Northern 
dominance is defended on the groun& of the need for independence. The lack of 
resources available for promotion is linked to the economic problem of establishing 
marks in the first place, and is a justification for initial bridge funding. Producer 
support is held to be an issue for the ATOs, and is supported within the fmancial 
constraints. 



The point to note, however, is that these issues are generic to the debate about 
standards. The points for which the fair trade marks have been criticised are similar to 
those used against regulative approaches to standards more generally. The problems of 
levels of standards, the expense of certification, and Northern control are similar to 
those experienced with organic marks. It is an issue about systems not individuals. If 
inspectors can only be funded for brief visits, and the agencies have neither the 
resources nor the raison d'etre to become involved developmentally, then ceMcation 
bodies can appear to be lacking commitment in their relations to suppliers, and are 
forced into the role of police. The Weberian point that regulatory bodies should 
maintain arms length relations with those to be certified, and should feel no 
responsibility towards them necessarily militates against the close partnership relations 
which direct traders have seen as at the heart of the concept of fair trade. 

Further the mainstream brands in their argument with the marks are making a case 
similar to that for develo~mental benchmarkinr! more ~enerallv. Their a~aroach is to 
start with the brand whose substance is ~resenied in aavertisements and h e r  
complementary publicity. They establish an internal set of guidelines for their 
operations including relations with suppliers, and provide funding for producer 
sipport. The support staff arcseen as of a partnership aid not as the 
guardians of a set of rules established in the North. The approach has flexibility, with 
extra finance being made available where the situation demands it. It avoids the ~ -~ 

elaborate compila~oo and negotiation of standards by those not directly connected to 
production, and for separate inspection. The brand is usually linked to a particular 
organisation, but can be shared by others that have a similar approach. - 

If fair trade is to make headway towards the 25% goal, it needs first to move beyond 
this tension. There is general agreement that there is a need for a system of supplier 
registration and certification. There is also a strong case for a joint fair trade brand or 
mark, particularly for smaller ATOs. Both brands and marks have a common interest in 
a clear identity against weaker versions of fair and ethical trade and in iricreasing the 
impact of fair trade in Northern markets. 

The current confusion between marks and brands which is visible in the multiple 
messages on the packets of main stream brands does not help in these aims. Nor do the 
present certification processes which have been the source of many of the difficulties 
between producers and the fair trade marking organisations. 

Working from the points of common agreement, and above all from the need to expand 
fair trade in the North, both marks and brands need to reflect on their strengths and 
weaknesses, and move forward in tandem. 

Alternative strategies. 

1. Certification under producer control. 

A first step would be to reconceptualise fair trade marks as producer marks on the 
Italian or wool mark model. They would need criteria and systems of registration and 
inspection, but these would be established by bodies elected by producer organisations, 
and could be linked to producer support provided by successful producers themselves. 
South-South producer support has been developing in both coffee and cocoa, and 
would provide the basis for such an initiative. A producer controlled body would no 
doubt wish to engage AT0 advice and assistance from the North, but they would set the 
terms. 

2. Collective regulative mark for small volume, niche products. 

A second possibility is to rethink the labelling organisations as providers of collective 
services, particulary marketing, for small and medium ATOs. There are specialised 



producers (organic tea, high quality dark chocolate, chocolate brazils, organic coffee), 
who have adopted the mark. Their products sell at a premium which has allowed them 
to absorb the FlM charge. What such enterprises cannot do is to invest significantly in 
the 'information economy' ( sourcing, price monitoring and forecasting, technological 
know how, marketing). These are the areas around which consortia have been formed 
by small and medium enterprises in the industrial districts of Europe, North America, 
and many third world countries. 

What this would mean in the UK is expanding the marketing and PR functions of the 
labelling organisations, and aiming to recruit ATOs to share the expenses. Rather than 
set up arms length and regulative standards geared to anyone applying, the mZOs 
would work with ATOs on the meaning of fair trade in their particular field, and then 
represent that in the commercial market. They would have a new products panel which 
would judge applicants not against general criteria, but in'terms of their commitment to 
deepening the idea of fair trade in their product The F n O s  would be offering a service 
not setting itself up as the giver of an imprimatur. The FIlM would be collectively 
owned and controlled by the ATOs. 

3. New product development. 

A complementary service that an AT0 collective services organisation could provide is 
advice and field support for those wishing to develop fair traded products. This would 
be similar to the function played the development section of the Mondragon co- 
operative bank in the Basque country in Northern Spain, and could indeed be linked to 
an existing ethical bank, or a new specialist fair trade funding body. 

Like the joint marketing function, a new product development facility would mark a 
shift from the distant, criteria-establishing, and monitoring function to the labelling 
organisations becoming an active partner in developing fair trade. If one of the small 
chocolate producers wanted to develop fair traded chocolate, they would approach the 
fair trade service, who would work with them in a similar way to the Soil Association 
in its support for organic converters. In the latter case it is recognised that it may take 
four years to create the conditions to earn the 'mark'. It requires investment, training, 
and introduction to new networks. The same holds for fair trade. 

The support organisation would be a repository of information, case studies, advice, 
and contacts. It could offer the services of specialised field staff in producer countries 
(initially field staff from member organisations). It would put on seminars and training 
sessions. Once the fair trade supplies were in operation, the centrally contracted field 
staff could act as supports to producers, and as part of an information network between 
the producing and marketing sections of the chain. All would know that the success of a 
joint fair trade brand depended on the quality of the suppliers relations established. 

4. Fair  trade advisory services. 

A further step would be for F n O s  to offer general fair trade services - from production 
to transport, processing and marketing. They would be a one stop advisory service. At 
this point their impact could rapidly increase beyond the ATOs. There is the possibility 
of supermarkets offering fair traded own brands. They would require suppliers who 
could be trusted in terms of product, delivery and so on. An F n O  would be the 
guarantee of the fair traded quality of the good through its support services. 

New directions for certification organisations. 

The core of the proposition being put forward here is that the certification function 
should be transferred to producers and linked. to producer support functions. The 
reasons for this are five fold: 



It is a producer responsibility to provide standardshenchmarks for what they 
supply. Fair trade, and the long term interests of the producers, depends on the 
levels established and the guarantees attached to them. 

m The power of any mark which reflects the fair trade criteria achieved should lie with 
nroducers in the South. not develo~ment organisations in the North. Given the .~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- - U 

economic power of t h i  'gatekeepek.' to the market - particularly marks and b&& 
- in the main fair trade sectors, it is imperative that fair trade does not reproduce the 
final market based power structures wkch characterise conventional trde. 

The cost of administering the system would be covered by a royalty charged by 
Southem producers to northern purchasers for the rights to use the 'mark of origin' 
in their marketing. 

m A fair trade certification system concerns organisational and market practices in the 
South, and therefore most economically administered from the South. It does not 
make sense for high cost Northern inspectors to adrninster standards or benchmarks 
for practices in the South. 

m Cemfication is in essence the basis of a producer cartel based on the way in which 
producers are treated on the market by northern purchasers, and the way the 
producers associations are themselves organised in order to benefit their members. 
The power of the cartel relies not on the restriction of supply but on. the quality of 
trading relationships. The greater the market share achieved by ATOs in the North, 
the greater the pressure on mainstream processors and retailers to turn to the 
certified producer register for their supplies. 

A shift of the certification responsibilities of this kind would leave the FLTOs free to re- 
organise themselves round the strengthening of fair trade in the North, both expanding 
markets for existing products and supporting the development of new ones. It would 
lead them to closer integration with ATOs, who should assume their control and with it 
the responsibility for financing. 

What lies behind this proposal is the proposition that certification and all that is entailed 
in it has come to dominate the collective fair trade institutions in the North, whereas the 
priority should be market expansion. There is a difference in this respect between fair 
trade and organics. The organic movement has grown principally because there has 
been a widespread consumer movement which has run ahead of supply. Demand has 
been created primarily by health fears aroused by the investigations of consumer and 
health groups and the widespread media dissemination. Certification and conversion 
advice services were then developed to meet these fears. 

Fair trade has not hadthat demand pull. It has not worked through specific scares about 
the impact of Cadbury's or Nestles, but rather through a generalised solidarity with 
marginal farmers and the capacity through fair trade of doing something about it. Its 
appeal and its 'standards' are more diffuse than those of organics, and the tasks of 
awareness raising hence all the greater. 

Northern organisations should for these reasons put their emphasis where they have a 
comparative advantage -in awareness raising and marketing -rather than in the 
administration of certification systems. 

In summary the ceM1cation organisations should be restructured by: 

devolving responsibility for certification to producers 



re-orienting their activities to provide collective services for small and 
medium ATOs in expanding fair trade 

concentrating on radical programmes for awareness raising and expanding 
markets in the North, and to the ethical and semi ethical retail network, plus 
selected supermarkets. 

establishing fair trade agents in producing countries who could work with 
first world processors to develop fair traded products 



Chapter 7 

Beyond Mass Branding 

New directions for brands. 

A mark is a form of brand, and its marketing faces similar challenges to those met with 
by the mainstream fair trade brands. Although the latter have, according to consumer 
surveys, been more effective h increasing awareness of fair trade, they too will have to 
significantly increase their effectiveness if fair trade is to play a more central place in the 
market. 

There are five key issues currently facing the fair trade branding companies in the fmal 
market: 

The impact of the message of fair trade 

Other channels linking consumers and producers 

Economies of scale in marketing and alternative low cost systems 

Relations with organics 

A new culture of consumption 

These are covered in turn. 

The impact of the fair trade message 

Ethical distinctions 

To date, the message has been simple and effective. The idea of fair trade is that it gives 
producers a better deal. But it now faces problems. On its own it has not been powerful 
enough to significantly cut into the mainstream brands, and has made less headway in 
this respect than organics. In part this is because the mainstream brands have argued that 
they are as fair as fair trade, that they pay economically sustainable prices to the 
producers and have provided decades of technical support. This has not diminished the 
support for fair trade - in a sense it c o n f m  its propositions -but it has been enough to 
protect the image of the established brands 

As a targetted critical force, fair trade has had less impact on the mainstream brands than 
development campaigns - such as that against Nestle's baby milk. This is because fair 
trade has presented itself as a positive alternative to the palpable problem of the survival 



of small farmers. It has avoided highlighting the inequalities and practices prevalent in 
mainstream trade, and as a result the boundary between the two is blurred. 

From altruism to solidarism 

A second challenge is that the appeal of fair trade is primarily altruistic, in contrast to 
much of the health and environmental movements which are personal and solidaristic. 
Whereas environmentalism speaks in the fmt person to the "I' and 'we" fair trade is 
formulated round the needs of 'they' and 'them'. Social and political movements based 
on the third person plural are at a disadvantage to those that connect to the first person, 
both singular and plural. 

Movements for redistribution have in the past succeeded through making these 
connections. The introduction of income tax and the expansion of welfare a century ago 
was a reflection of the strength of the political movement that threatened the existing 
order. The measures were introduced through the Northern world less out of altruism than 
as a new social settlement. Something similar lay behind some of the international aid 
programmes in the post war period in the face of the strength of socialist movements in 
the South. 

But since 1989 the threat of an alternative has been weaker. The impact of the destructive 
poverty in the South has born in on the North in a different and more diffuse way. Just as 
impoverished rural migrants sidestepped the barriers to movement to Paris in pre- 
revolutionary France so there is a growing pressure of international migration today. It is 
as though the world has taken post 1989 capitalism at its word and accepted its 
dominance by seeking to move towards its centres of prosperity. In the words of Jeremy 
Harding's recent remarkable essay on refugees, "In the least developed countries the 
message of globalisation is fairly constant; stay put at all costs; help is on its way. But 
when the remedy takes longer to work than the doctor anticipated, the urge to get up 
becolnes harder to resist, because globalisation heightens the contradiction between 
promise which is ever-extensive and reality which is much as it was." 1 

In the early 1990s 80 million people - 1.5% of the world's population - were living 
outside the country of their birth. Today the figure is 120 million. From the 1980s most of 
those seeking to move from South to North have lost the lawful means of doing so, and 
this is producing not only a new underground and brutal economy, but threatens a new 
political brutality as well. 

Migration is only one example of theway in which the impoverishment of marginal 
producers cannot be kept at arms length. International poverty cannot be treated as an 
issue of 'they' rather than 'we'. The connecting threads are long and intricate. But 
environmentalists have shown how such complex connections can be made, and fair trade 
needs to locate its work in some such way into the wider political economy of the 
contemporary world. 

1 J.Harding, "The Uninvited", London Review of Books, February 3* 2000 pp 325 



New links between producers and consumers 

Active ethics: beyond the symbolic 

Another possibiity is to deepen the ethical content of consumption. Much fair trade 
consumption is shallow.,It reflects preferences at the margin. One strategy for fair trade 
would be to move semi-ethicals into ethicals by making fair trade a more central part of 
people's lives. Such a strategy would rest on the proposition that semi-ethical consumers 
are not 'less ethical' people than those c1assed.m 'ethical' by the market researchers. 
Rather the altrusitic behaviour of the former is not so strongly projected onto the 
purchasing of particular products. The simple act ofpurchase may be a positive ethical 
act, but by itself it is hard to think of it as significantly self-defining. 

How can a fair trade purchase become a step into a wider network of involvement? Can 
consumers become producers, active in the fair trade chain? Some have already done so, 
selling fair traded products through church groups or volunteering in Oxfam or One 
World shops. Paid work in ATOs in the North tends to be heavily oversubscribed, and 
reflects thd growing interest in 'ethical working'. What other ways could cobsum& 
become more. actively and directly involved in the fair trade economy which is emerging? 

One of ways of thinking about this is to consider how connections between consumers 
and producers can become richer and more direct. At the moment the link between them 
is mediated by the commodity, embellished through marketing by an idea. But young 
people in particular have said they would like to go beyond this. 

In Chapter 5 contains an example of what is possible. Ex sugar workers from the 
Philippines visited Japanese consumer co-ops, and the co-ops in turn nominated members 
to go and stay in the houses of the producers. This had a profound effect on the lives of 
those involved both the visited and the visitors and made real a co~ec t ion  which had 
previously been symbolic. 

There are other such exarn~les. A school exchange between Tanzania and Cumbria led to 
a joint venture between thd schools and their s&ounding commynities in ecological 
tourism. A number of ATOs have run competitions which lead to visits to Southem 
producers. The Divine towns initiative is linking selected towns with cocoa producers in 
Ghana. One AT0 is considering establishing a consumer co-op which would become a 
joint owner of the company along with producers. These are all ways of making links 
more tangible, and more central to the lives of those involved. 

The Net 

The Intemet has opened up a wide range of further possibilities of this kind, both for 
direct connections and as a means of sale. The net is ideally suited for products which 
are sold on the basis of their origins. It allows access to a much richer source of 
information than is available from conventional advertising. Just as organic web sites 





the ATOs. Many of them are able to reach millions of people in ways that are not open to 
private commercial companies. This is a f i t  'alternative' economy. 

From mass marketing to cultwal industry 

A second way of ensuring that 'less is more' is to shift the available marketing resources 
away from advertising to other forms of promotion. Such shifts are already taking place 
in mainstream marketing. Richard Branson has developed Virgin as a collective brand, 
which is largely promoted through his own activities and the character of its services. 
Each Virgin product in a sense provides its own promotion if it can be seen to represent 
the overall 'fair deal' image championing the consumer against the large corporations. 
Branson writes that 'The name Virgin was originally chosen to symbolise my ignorance 
of the business world, but it has come, to a certain extent, to represent the people's 
champion - a company challenging complacent markets and the status quo.'? 

Each twist in the battle of Virgin against British Airways, reinforced the image of the 
little firm against the big. Virgin Cola and Virgin Direct were launched explicitly as 
attempts to break open dominant monopolies. Their choice of new products is determined 
not by profitability, but by the extent to which the product will 'regenerate' the central 
idea of the brand, that of entering into 'virgin' territory controlled by monopolies on 
behalf of the consumer (nine out of ten of the projects they look at are highly profitable 
but don't fit with the brand image). They see themselves as venture capitalists with a 
brand. 

Virgin becomes know therefore through its conflicts and the novelty and distinctiveness 
of what it offers. It is reinforced bv the news coverage of Branson's own activities and bv 
word of mouth. Its advertising budgets are remarkaGy small and in the case of Virgin 

- 
Direct of the same relative order as fair trade to mainstream. Virgin D i t  smnd only 
£2.5 million on advertising as against Barclay's £25 million, because they fillow a 
different strategy of marketing as if the product was a new CD. Branson writes 'When 
we launched Virgin Direct we found word of mouth, fuelled by a small public relations 
campaign, was more than thirty times as effective as the small amount we spend on 
advertising"3 This echoes the finding of a Caf6 Direct survey in 1997, that most of those 
who had heard of it has done so through word of mouth rather than advertising. 

Significantly Branson started in the music business and his style, and organisational 
culture reflect this. The dissonance which is created when such a culture enters an 
established business sector is one of the things which gives Virgin a marketing edge and 
encourages media coverage. 

Anita Roddick at the Body Shop has established a similar presence, again not through 
advertising but through presenting her company as alternative and by campaigning. She 
aims for each of her products to have an alternative edge, so that each is its own form of 

RBmon,  ''Virgin: the V i e s  of a diversified brand" in P.Gilmore (ed) Brand Warriors, 
Harper CO&, 1999 p229 

ibid. p. 238 



marketing. Instead of the mass product, with its message of 'sameness' constantly 
reinforced, Roddick could be seen as an avant garde artist through commodities, 
disturbing the consumer with surprise in a way which reflects values. It fits with a post 
Fordist age when consumers are increasingly concerned not with keeping up with the . 
Jones but being different from the Jones. The Body Shop, like Virgin, grew on difference 
and values, not similarity and hype. 

The significance of both Vigin and the Body Shop is that they have established brands 
through unconventional means. In an era when culture has become part of the 
infrastructure of the economy, with marketing par excellence a cultural industry, Branson 
and Roddick have brought the spirit of artists into the conventional field of branding. If 
Roddick is an avant garde designer of commodities, Branson is not merely from the 
music business but refers to the whole Vigin team as 'corporate artists'. 

Fair trade needs to draw the lessons from these two firms. It needs to reflect their creative 
spirit as well as the values - their culture and difference as well as their iconoclasm. 
Siflcantly the current MD of Cafe Direct is from the Body Shop, while the MD and 
the chair of the Day Chocolate Company comes from the cinema and TV industries 
respectively. 

The first lesson fair trade learnt in the nineties is that you could not sell on ethics alone: 
quality was as important. The new fair trade jeans which are currently being launched in 
Holland are being sold almost entirely on their fashion and quality alone with the fair 
trade message subordinated. 

Its product choice and its marketing have been more conventional. The leading fair trade 
products have beendesigned to mimic the leading mainstream brands. Their marketing 
has consciously avoided challenging the mainstream directly save through the positive 
emphasis on 'fair'. Accordingly greatest awareness is among the ABs, and the middle 
aged. Fair trade, in spite of its radical message, is conventional and safe. 

The need to increase the impact of the fair trade message suggests that the ATOs should 
take a further major step forward, re-launching fair trade as fun as well as fair, as 
alternative in all that it does whether marketing, or product content, or safety, as well as 
in the distribution of the returns that are derived from it. Everything associated with fair 
trade should reinforce this message. Each element of promotion should 're-generate' the 
message in a different way, not 'mass marketing' the concept of 'fair trade', but 
surprising the consumer with a new story on the central theme. 

It needs to emulate the avant garde rather than the Royal Academy or Millbank. If it is 
difficult to get the message to convey the 'us' rather than 'them', the culture represented 
by fair trade should be 'ours' rather than theirs'. It should be as direct and democratic as 
the trade it talks about. There should be value in the medium as well as the message. It 
should be a live cultural force - whether in 'live' events or in its interventions in the 
media. 



For example, the content and style of advertisments should be different and reflect the 
message in their form The symbolic relations of advertisments should be just as 
transforming as the trade relations. The marketing might promote an awareness of the 
inequalities in the cultural sphere between North and South through its choice of artists, 
designers, or events to sponsor. Fair trade should be associated with issues, people and 
sectors reflecting similar values - from organics, to youth culture, or Asian dub. And it 
should be more engaged, judiciously choosing the ground and the issues on which to 
engage the majors. 

The achievement of fair trade in its first decade has been to establish the basis for an 
economic revolution. To extend its impact in the next decade it needs to stimulate a 
cultural revolution. 

Connecting fair trade and organics. 

The benefits of a link between fair trade and the organic movement have been 
increasingly apparent. The two movements share an emphasis on origins, as well as a 
common perspective on sustainable systems - one social, the other environmental - on 
the benefits of diversity and a respect for the margins. 

The organic certification bodies have been putting a growing emphasis on social 
dimensions of production. Fair trade for its part recognises the importance of organic 
prbduction. One reason is the importance of local sustainability for fair trade suppliers. 
Another is the premium commanded and identity derived in the final market from organic 
products. Just as fair trade raises the question about the practices of conventional trade, so 
organic production highlights the nature of conventional farming practises and the 
dangers associated with them. Fair trade and organics taken together provide the basis for 
a double connected critique. Altertrade have posed this most graphically in terms of a fair 
trade-organic alternative to the alliance between plantation farming, mass processing and 
supermarkets. 

Quite apart from shared paradigms, there are many economies of association. Many fair 
trade producers are already producing organically, and can benefit from directly from a 
low cost cemcation system. The direct delivery systems cited above are one example. 
Other joint benefits include the sharing of home delivery services, joint marketing, 
agrarian advice, quality control and systems of certification. 

For all these reasons fair trade would be strengthened by a closer association with the 
organic movement. It would widen its scope, and equally important would provide a 
further link to the 'I' and 'We'. 

A new culture of fair trade consumption 

One of the lessons to be drawn from the success of organic production is that it has been 
led by a consumer movement which has highlighted the dangers of intensive agriculture 
for health and the environment, and argued for organic production as an altemative. In 



the case of fair trade, the links between the general issues of global poverty and fair trade 
products are looser and less precise. Fair trade in the West has been lead by its vroducts. - 
i d  has lacked an intermediary movement in relation to its core activities. 

The success of the Negros banana project was in part because that connection was made. 
Trade was part of a wider campaign, and consumers became acutely aware of the 
conditions of the ex-sugar workers which banana production was intended to address. 
Oxfam Belgium has from the start sought to link fair trade to campaigning, but this has 
been weaker elsewhere. As a result the idea of fair trade has remained somewhat general. 

The focus on fair trade marks and brands has also limited the development of the concept. 
As pointed out above, a mark or brand is information poor. Their purpose is to economise 
on information, to deal in mood rather than factual detail. This needs to change if fair 
trade is to play a more central role in the market. It needs to build up a much richer 
culture of information and judgement. 

Earlier I suggested that fair trade needed to reconceptualise itself as a cultural industry. 
This was in connection to forms of marketing and organisational culture. But it could also 
inform the degree to which and way in which consumers are informed. 

Most cultural industries - whether music, art, cinema, TV, sport, or food and drink - rely 
on consumer connoisseurship. There are specialist magazines and media programmes and 
articles. Consumer tastes in these fields become a central part of personal identity -and 
the basis of a common bond. They focus around particular football teams, or bands, or 
film directors, or authors. They are supported by an apparatus of criticism. A key role is 
played by curators who become guides to taste. There are ratings and tables of popularity. 

This comvlex web of consum~tion centred institutions is found in sectors with non 
standard hoducts that are disGnguished by taste - not just food and cultural products, but 
household goods and items of fashion. This type of consumption has increased in 
significance, and marks the present period from the earlier era of mass consumption. The 
difference between the two can be seen in the points at which they conflict: real ale 
versus the mass brands; organics versus MacDonalds; music versus musak and so on. 
Mass brands like Coca Cola do not have columns written about them each Sunday, nor do 
they have fanzines, or supporters clubs. 

The issue for fair trade is that its substance requires an informed consumer but it is being 
marketed as a mass brand. To change this it needs to develop a depth of critical 
knowledge among consumers. There is scope for the further expansion of supporters 
groups beyond existing volunteers, since they are central for the informal spreading by 
word of mouth or specialist article. Those involved in fair trade should consider how best 
to develop the curatorial and critical function in the media, building on the work of the 
New Internationalist. From this can arise a more flexible means of consumer assurance 
than the current certification system taken on its own. It would be open to have 
qualitative rankings -the fair trade equivalent of the Michelin star system for restaurants, 
annual awards and so on. 



Finally there needs to be a new programme of research on the main fair trade sectors, and 
of writing up experience. These will inter alia provide the content for the net pages and e- 
commerce outlined above. Such qualitative work is a greater priority than the further 
extension of the programmes of quantitative appraisal. 

It is said that the best architects can only build good buildings if they have good.clients. 
Fair traders likewise need 'good' consumers. 

There are five directions of development suggested here: 

The deepening of the idea of fair trade and its distinctiveness.(the message) 

A shift in emphasis in the channels of marketing and its content ( the medium) 

Developing more direct relations of producers and consumers (alternative medium) 

Closer links with organics (synergies) 

m Creating a new culture of fair trade consumption (the consumer as producer) 

As with the recommended changes to the labelling organisations, these changes would 
mark a radical step forward. But some such moves are necessary if fair trade is to 
maintain momentum and to challenge the market share of the majors. 

Until now -in the UK at least - fair trade has expanded at the expense of the medium 
sized brands rather than the majors. If a new marketing impact can make inroads into the 
share of the majors, then fair trade will move to a new level, because it will pose more 
sharply to the majors the question of how to respond. They may do so destructively, in 
the form of a direct public relations attack on fair trade. But equally, one of them could 
decide that it would regain market share by switching its sourcing to fair trade, and this 
would shift fair trade to a new level. 

At this point the strength of the producer register as a quasi cartel would come into play. 
and what will be critical is the capacity of those on the register to provide sufficient 
supplies, and for the certification and development support process itself to be strong 
enough to process new applicants who would need to come forward. At this point the 
focus of the trade movement would switch from demand to supply. 



Chapter 8 

Establishing a chain: Anfani and ground nuts in Benin 

Bert Beekman 

Some preliminary reflections on Fair Trade and Fair Trade Labelhg 

Fairly traded pmlucts are primarily differentiated from conventional products by means 
of one of the seven so-called Fair Trade Marks (which are in the process of being merged 
into one). Since the Max Havelaar Foundation in the Netherlands started the Fair Trade 
Marking in 1988, the movement has expanded over many European and some non 
European countries, totalling 17. Until now, the product range covered by fair trade 
marks has been limited mainly to agricultural commodities like coffee, tea, cocoa and 
bananas. 

The fair trade marking organisations, grouped under the umbrella of FLO - Fair Trade 
Labelling Organisations (Germany) act simultaneously as accreditation body with 
standard setting authority, certification agency and inspector, combining the three roles 
where most accreditation and ce&cation schemes observe meticulously a division of 
roles and powers. 

One of the reasons why the fair trade labelling organisations in the beginning did not 
adout the usual organisation form of neutral and objective certification schemes is 
&isely the fact ;hat fair trade was not intended'to be neutral and objective. The 
structural requirements of a professional accreditation and certification scheme were just 
not given priority, even if the explicitly stated goal of the' Max Havelaar Foundation was 
to promote and enhance the interests of organised small producers in the South, build a 
captive market for their products, enhance their access to credit, capital, networks. 
information and h o w  how and in general to support them in their pursuit of sufficient 
critical mass and capacity to face competition in the harsh reality of the world market. 
Obviously, this is not in conflict with a professional organisation and division of roles of 
the fair trade accreditation and certification scheme, but it simply did not atkact priority 
attention in the beginning. 

Direct and sustained support to the small farmers organisations was justified as small 
farmers faced structural disadvantages in comparison with their private (national and 
transnational) competitors, and had been even the vic& of active policies to keep them 
in their position of disadvantage. From the point of view of legitimacy in the framework 
of development goals, active support of small farmers and their organisations is justified: 
eveIy action that puts a break on migration from the countryside to the city is welcome. 
And this requires the improvement of employment and welfare of the countryside. 

So, the fair trade movement historically has started as a movement to solve problems of 
producer groups. It was supply driven, identifying market opportunities for existing 
produce. Labelling and branding of the products was one of the tools available to reach 
the common goal: enhancing access to markets, information, fmancial resources and 



networks. However, as the fair trade labels and brands proved their marketing success, 
they encouraged an inverse, demand driven approach: how can we maximise the 
economic impact of our successful brands andiibels; which products could be added to 
the product range under the fair trade labels and brands to broaden the financial basis of 

' . the movement and boost the overall economic impact? 

Both dynamics are complementary to each other. The demand driven approach imposes 
the professionalisation of the structure and functioning of the Marking organisations, 
while at the same time, puts pressure on the marking organisations to adapt their 
ceriification standards to main stream ''best practice" and to broaden their dehnition of 
the target group of disadvantaged producers to socially progressive companies. Both 
dynamics require professional branding of the fair'trade products, including the branding 
of the fair trade Marks. 

Without denvine: the imuortance of the demand driven d ~ a m i c  of fair trade. - 
NovoTRADE chooses &e supply driven approach, talc& as its point of deiarhue the 
analysis of interests and needs of the target group: the small producers and their families, - -~ 

as the point of departure of the projects initiatedy her. 0nebf these cases refers to the 
restructuring of the cashew economy in ~ e & ,  (West) Africa. 

Cashew trading and processing in B6nfn: ''Anfani: strength and perseverance". 

In 1995, the Governments of The Netherlands and Benin signed an Agreement for 
Sustainable Development, together with Costa Rica and Buthan. NovoTRADE was 
invited in 1997 to analyse theoptions to develop sustainable trading relationships 
between The Netherlands and Benin. The result of this analysis pointed towards cashew 
nuts for the following reasons: 

The cashew tree plays an important role in maintaining the ecological balance of the 
dry regions of the country, contributing to putting a brake against the greedy desedesert; 
valorisation of the cashew would sidcantly contribute to the willingness of the 
population to preserve this source of income and ecological protection; 

The cashew is multi-functional: apart from exportable cashew nuts, it supplies timber, 
fuewood, medicines, and fodder, 

The country has an urgent need to diversify its exports, being dependent on cotton for 
more than 80% of its foreign exchange earnings; 

The country has an urgent need for technological improvements, intensification and 
processing of its main crops, apart from cotton; agronomic improvements of the 
cashew production and the cracking of raw nuts are technically possible and 
kconomically feasible under the circumstances of Benin, leading potentially to 
significant improvements of employment and foreign exchange earnings; 

m Cashew in West Africa is predominantly being grown by small farmers; 

The world market for cashew is dynamic, with sustained growth rates of rt 10% per 
year; 
Once Benin had, like many other African countries, its own cashew processing 
industry. For the past 13 years, the only factory remains closed, due to 



mismanagement under the direct responsibility of the State, and tough competition by 
Indian traders. The latter are aggressively looking for complementruy sources of raw 
nut supplies to feed into their own cashew processing industry and to maintain their 
position as dominant supplier of the -mrld market; 

a The Netherlands is one of the major importers and re-exporters of cashew nuts in the 
EU. 

So, there were reasons to intervene in the cashew trading chain, aiming at the 
reconstruction of the cashew processing capacity in Benin, in.favour of the strategic 
interests of the small cashew producers as well as of the countrv as such. The main 
problem, however, was the &al lack of producer organisation in the face of the highly 
organised cartel-like Indian organisation of the supply chain of their industry and the lack 
of supporting services, capital resources and risk bearing capacity. 

There are also reasons to be careful. The Indians are tough and very efficient competitors, 
and the role of the Fair Trade marks might be limited, since a major part of the overall 
nuts sales in the European Union are being sold as "no name" products. The role and 
strength of brands in the nuts trade is limited. For that reason, the role of Fair Trade 
Marks (in their capacity of collective brands) may also be limited. This means that, if we 
want to be successful on the European cashew market, we will have to be competitive in 
the first place on quality, reliability and price with the other actors. The fair trade 
dimension of the product comes in second place. 

Another limitation is the lack of accompanying non governmental organisations. 
specialised in promoting nual development. The presence and well functioning of the 
church linked ngo Dedras, who was interested to engage in the reconstruction of the 
cashew economy, was a major argument to start the activities of the Anfani project in the 
sub-regions of Tchaourou and Kilibo, South of Parakou. 

Finally, smallholders in Benin are suspicious, as they are all over the world People with 
apparently attractive proposals never lack, but to the experience of the farmers, promises 
are seldom kept. For that reason, we have opted for a step by step approach. It was 
decided to intervene first in the "simple" raw cashew trading, creating a Beninese, 
professionally managed, company ANFANI GARBI SARL with its equity supplied by 
external actors, including NovoTRADE (25%, indirect shareholding). The first task of 
ANFANI GARBI SARL is offering an efficient alternative to the small cashew producers 
for the Indian buyers network, export the raw nuts to India, Vietnam or other destinations 
and, most importantly, create a feeling of ownership of the company by the producers, 
based on transparency and trust. 

We have passed the first trading year (1999) with reasonable success, collecting and 
exporting 600 tons of raw nuts. For the current crop we aim at a total volume of exported 
raw nuts of 1,250 tonnes, with the participation of a 2.000 small producers. 

From the point of view of the economic interests of the producers themselves, this first 
year operation has been successful, as due to the better prices offered by Anfani, the 
overall market price for raw nuts has increased substantially. However, the trading of raw 
nuts is in itself not sufficient to justify all the efforts. The value added is limited and as 
long as we depend on the same Indian industry to buy our raw nuts, it will be impossible 



as an exporting company to compete with the local networks of Indian buyers and 
exporters, even if the intervention is beneficial for the producers. The interesting phase is 
the local processing of raw cashew nuts and the direct export of shelled nuts to Fh;: 
European market. History has shown, however, that regular supply to the processing 
plants with bigh quality raw nuts is the most vulnerable link of the chain. For that reason, 
Anfani has decided to concentrate fmt on the local buying and export of raw nuts, to 
build lines of trust and ownership with the producers, before engaging in major 
investments in processing facilities. 

If this runs more or less smoothly, we will pass on to the next stages of the programme, 
including the structuring of the representative producer organisation in charge of the 
strategic guidance and supervision of the project, the construction of an own, farmers 
owned processing facility, the development of a credit scheme and the designing of an 
agricultural development plan, while simultaneously and progressively the shares and the 
corresponding decision power will be M e r r e d  to the producers themselves as their 
capacity to guide and control the management grows. We foresee that the new elements 
of the Anfani project will be operational as from the harvest 2001. 

The final stages of the cashew strategy will comprise: 

expanding the scope of the project to other African and maybe Latin American 
countries; 

starting the conversion to organic production, to address the demands of the 
expanding market for organic produce; 

expanding the range of products to other nuts, including groundnuts, to address the 
demands of the dynamic sna'ks market. 

developing a brand with a high quality profile to address the needs of the upper 
segments of the market. 

The role and importance of alliances. 

It is clear that for this type of developments, with a time horizon of at least 7 to 10 years, 
success can only be secured on the basis of stable and sustainable alliances with trading 
partners as well as with funding agencies.,Developing and maintaining this network of 
alliances is one of the main tasks of NovoTRADE. 

Our most immediate and "natural" ally is TWIN Trading as associated company of 
NovoTRADE. Presently TWIN is engaged in the development of a fair trade groundnut 
trading chain from The Gambia. Both product developments will merge eventually into 
one single "nuts strategy" as described above. 

The main partners in this project and process alliance are, apart from NovoTRADE: 

Dedras (NGO linked to the protestant church); Dedras conducts different programs 
like building of local infrastructure like schools, micro-credit, agricultural assistance, 
etc. 



Global Trading & agency b.v. (broker and trader of all types of luxury nuts in the 
Netherlands); Global Trading & agency b.v. guarantees the sales and marketing of all 

. in shell cashew nuts as well as kernels collected and produced by Anfani on an open 
calculation basis. All extra profit is accruing to the benefit of ANFAN1 GARBI 
SARL. Nuts trading beii'g the core business of Global Trading & agency b.v.. the 
company goes beyond its traditional role by supplying substantial amounts of credit 
to cover the working capital needs of ANFANI GARBI SARL and capital to co- 
invest on a joint venture basis in the future cashew nut cracking plant. The 
relationship with Global Trading & agency b.v. is exemplary for what we define as 
the essence of fair trade: based on transparency and trust, but also on a clear 
understanding of mutual business interests. 

SNV (Dutch organisation for technical assistance); SNV plays a crucial role in the 
field of technical assistance and institutional support, thanks to their stable presence 
in the country. 

Icco (Dutch funding agency); Icco has committed itself to fund on a grant basis the 
lions share of non refundable costs like organisational support, consultancy, and 
feasibility studies. 

Triodosbank (Dutch development bank); Triodosbank has agreed to finance part of 
the working capital needs of ANFANI GARBI SARL, complementary to Global 
Trading & agency b.v. With time, the aim is to involve local banks in covering 
progressively the short term and long term financial needs of the farmers 
organisation, permitting Triodosbank to progressively withdraw. 

Ecooperation and CBDD (decentralised agencies, in charge of the implementation of 
the Benino-Netherlands Sustainable Development Agreement in the Netherlands resp. 
Benin). These organisations have funded big part of the identification and start-up 
costs of the project. 

The guiding principle is that we invest in the creation of stable and lasting business 
partnerships, in this case between ANFANI GARBI SARL and Global Trading & agency 
b.v., The continued supportive role of SNV, Icco, CBDD, Ecooperation and even Dedras 
and NovoTRADE is only justified as the project expands into other links of the trading 
chain, involving new groups of small producers. 

Conclusion 

"Anfani" is in its approach a textbook example of fair trade, similar to Kuapa Kokoo in 
Ghana (see elsewhere in this report). We aim at building access to the world market for 
small West African cashew producers. Like Kuapa Kokoo and several of the stronger co- 
operatives of small coffee producers, Anfani depends largely on the world market With 
time, if only a small proportion of the overall production is marketed under a fair trade 
label, the bulk of the output will have to find its way on the conventional market, at world 
prices. 



Chapter 9 

Developing Supply: the Experience of Twin 

Pauline Tiffen 

The Evolution of the TWIN Approach 

. , TWIN was established in 1985.to pursue in theo~y and in practice strategies of 
economic exchange for "mutual benefit". A  articular emuhasis was laid on co- 
operatives and so& or political organisatioAs - those accbuntable and responsible to 
their members. The principal means of working identified at the outset were the 
collection and s h h g  of ihformation and techiology, being the means to decide and to 
act. As the TWIN workers discovered quite quickly, however, "information is power" , 
but it is not always sufficient in and of itself to transform unequal commercial or 
economic relations. For more profound and more permanent transformations you need 
other resources, including the ability to intervene directly between buyer and seller or to 
alter the relative positions of the parties in order to improve the tern on offer. Twin's 
odyssey of the last f i e n  years has been about discovering what other "resources" are 
needed to change conventional terms of trade and to achieve greater mutuality and 
equity in economic relations. As a "third world" oriented or anisation, TWIN - being ! originally an acronym for Third World Information Network -began to experiment 
with a diversity of products and types of suppliers as well as countries of origin. 

Table 1. 
Products: 
leather goods: boots, belts, shoes, wallets, satchels; furniture: beds, doors, chairs, desk 
objects; textiles, cotton prints, cloth, accessories; cultural crafts, decorative ceramics, 
(utilitarian) pottery; fresh fruit, avocado oil, cigars, glycerine, sisal fibres, sisal bath 
products, cocoa, organiclcoffee, organickoney, organiclsesame, organiclcashew, 
groundnuts, herbs 
Suppliers: 
workers co-operatives, family workshops, state-run enterprises, parastatals, farmers' 
associations, farmer co-operatives, Federations, NGOs, National Governments 
Countries: 
Angola, Cameroun, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Eritrea, the 
Gambia, Ghana, Haiti, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mexico, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Peru, 
Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, Vietnam, Western Sahara. 
End markets: 
ATOsL (in England, Scotland, United States, Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, 
Spain); Local Authorities; Retail chains: (Body Shop, Boots, Liberty, Crabtree & 
Evelyn, Nut Stop); Consumer Co-operatives: Japan, Switzerland, Italy, UK; Brokers, 
Wholesalers, Manufacturers, Misc. Independents. 

This experimentation revealed the biases and constraints of different institutions, the 
range of functions inherent in long distance trading and the complexity and risks 

' The decision to "drop" the full wording in 1995 came from a "double discomfoIf'If: the tem ' W d  world" 
was felt to be increasingly inappropriate and the recognition from practical experience that information 
while crucial was not sufficient and no longer epitomised the TWIN offer or approach. The anonym itself, 
TWIN, was kept as quite acceptable a descriptor for the partnerships we were seeking to build: being the 
essence of similarity (commonality) and equality. 

Alternative trading organisations 



attached to operations across a range of products. Within five years the TWIN project 
had anived at a simple and almost surgical focus on the first link in the commercial 
chain. the small-scale grower, the primary producer, the farmer. TFVIN also analyses 
the macro-economic and political environment impacting on traditional and non- 
traditional tropical commodities. These findings have been published elsewhere and are 
shared among our networks in our newsletter and information bulletins3 . 
From Pasdve to Proactive intervention 

This strategic approach led TWIN to design activities and to operate in a proactive and 
c r i t i dv  interventionist manner. for examule in the liberahation ~er iod  in Ghana and 
~~a from late 1992, in post-war ~ritrka from 1993 and mokrecently from late 
1996 Cameroun and northern Peru. TWIN, while not unresponsive to ad hoc requests 
- it receives many - generally opts to concentrate on penetration and intervention 6 
sectors which meet certain criteria: commoditi& which are subiect to varticular 
dynamics or macroeconomic trends that are not advancing orprok&ng the interests of 
the majority of the primary producers within the sector. Notably, but not exclusively, 
these are sectors of quantitative importance, and are traditional tropical commodities on 
which a significant mass of the rural population depends for a w h  income4; they are 
becoming or have traditionally been volatile commodities, experiencing cyclical 
''booms'' and '%uststs', but they are products with long-term or sustained demand Once 
TWIN has "bedded" into a sector however, replication and expansion of networks and 
contacts is rapid. Twin's growth in, for example, small-scale coffee producer support is 
a combination of strong horizontal and "or.ganic" expansion, including word of mouth 
and mutual support among farmers themsefves, and proactive development strategies 
for especially marginalised farmers (e.g. Haiti) or in regions undergoing significant 
change (e.g. Rwanda). 

TWIN has not undertaken planning of new cash crop production or siecant 
diversification projects. AU activities to date have been to support existing producers of 
primary commodities, or producers who are returning to traditional activities e.g. in 
post-war Eritrea. This strategy is based on balancing the short- and medium-term 
options available to small-scale farmers, helping people who often have few 
transferable skills or little other residual knowledge, to build a basic livelihood and 
survival strategy from whence other options may flow or other resources be mobilised. 
The limits of the TWIN producer or small-farmer model, which is implicit in taking a 
narrow focus on this group is clear. TWIN has not yet entered the domain of 
production and economic relations on plantations or private estates, nor large in scale 
farming with structural dependence on hired agricultural labour. Notwithstanding this, 
the m model covers immense socio-ec6nomic group and positions the approach 
and its lessons centrally within efforts to address the impact of external purchasing 
power on rural poverty and sustainable agriculture. Many of the most commonly 
consumed tropical commodities are grown by small-scale farmers: coffee, cocoa, 
bananas, spices, cotton, groundnuts, tropical fruits and vegetables to name just a few. 

Targeting the impacts and benefits of trade 

Trade benefits people in different ways. There are many gradations of relative 
disadvantage and povetty within a commercial chain from farmer to end consumer. As a 

See: Short Changed - Africa and World Trade, B m n  Brown and Tiffen, Pluto 1992 and The Tropical 
Commodities Directory, Robins, Kogan Page, 1994. The Network was published quarterly for ten years and 
distributed free to more than 300 organisations in the Third World and more than 100 alternative trading 
organisations and campaigners in the North until late 1996 and covered commodities. markets, organic 
production and other market developments in depth. The Twiocafe bulletin is produced twice monthly, 
translated into Spanish, and is distributed by fax to farmers' organisations and alternative traders and 
certification bodies in the North. In 1998 TWIN will begin production of a cocoa newsletter. . 
' Coffee is second most valuable commodity traded (after oil) and although statistics vary it is estimated that 
more than half of the annual 7 million bag crop is grown by small-scale tarmen. 



UK registered charity, Twin's remit to assist in the alleviation of poverty has been 
applied carefully in designing its activities and interventions. The goal is to trade 
(&ough the associated iompany Twin Trading) and to develop thi trading capacity of 
farmer owned or~anisations in the develo~ina countries ibv technical assistance and 
accompanirnent)"for determined and decl&-social objeki'ves. Both trading and 
charitable company/NGO have. the same goals. These are set out in our mission 
statement as fouows: 

'The primary aim of the TWIN organisation is to help marginalised producers to 
gain: ' 

1. greater awareness, the ability to plan, to think strategically and to participate 
uroactivelv in the marketulace whether locallv or internationally 

2. beater bGgaining powe; t h l ~ u ~ h  knowledg6, experience a n d e a ~  to 
infrastructure and inputs 

3. greater levels and equitable distniution of resources for the community to 
invest in human capital for the next generation." 

Trading is not an end in itself. While to effect change in the overall trading chain 
interventions may have to occur at multiple entry points, TWIN restricts the locus and 
type of mc "intended change" or the most tangible "social impact" (or benefit) to 
the primary pmducer. The need for an adequate reward for all legitimate parties to the 
trading chain is not in question. The issue for a developmentally motivated commercial 
intervention is: are the returns to the alreadv better off in the chain iustifiable? Is the - - - ~ ~ ~  

intervention increasing returns these undufi? Who are the focus oithe intervention? 
What are the changes or impacts sought for these targeted beneficiaries? 

TWIN partners and target beneficiaries are people who have been or are being knocked 
out and out-competed within the global system. They are extremely vulnerable to 
change, often living on the edge of subsistence and the forces which influence and 
cause this fragility are almost entirely beyond their control. Despite generations of cash 
crop farming, it is alarming how little the circumstances of these small-scale farmers 
have actually changed5, how minimal the levels of accumulation, how persistent the 
problems of family cohesion, economic viability and land security remain, how little 
control over their work and their futures have betn earned in hundreds of years 
intensive labour. 

TWIN has not eschewed even controversial or "odd" products in the pursuit of 
interventions (see Table 1.) which will benefit this kind of target social group. 
However, when TWIN opts to maintain and expand its activities this is underpiied by 
a Iong-tern perspective &out the farmers' situation and future consumption &market - 
demand. For examule. TWIN mav sumort ~roducers where their traditional methods 
are under threat frcim other lower cost: ~ore"'competitive" modes of production e.g. 
shade and inter-cropping versus intensive farming. Similarly, the market often does not 
place sufficient premium on the use of sustainable, biodegradable natural materials 
versus their substitutes, synthetics or nylon. Without proactive defence, some of these 
traditional methods will be lost. Furthermore, where these criteria unite what is already 
within the capacity of farmers to do, and the output is objectively "better" in 
environmental, quality or in other t e m ,  then TWIN will attempt to question and re- 
orient the market signalling that is driving them out of business, off the land or into the 
cities;corning "upstream" to create new market space for such products6. 

' A textual comparison of sections in CLR James* shldy of the Haitian revolution The BlackIacobins, with 
TWIN trip reports to Haiti from 1997 onwards would show a perhaps uncomfortable similarity of problems 
and conditions in places which feature markedly in both such as Dondon, Capois Ialvlort. 

For example, during the 1980s traditional small-scale cocoa production in West m c a  was neglected, even 
while major investments were made in plantations in South East Asia. This new source inrreased supply 
versus demands. depressed prices and gradually reversed the African's position in the market Neveaheless 



 win's strategy: how does TWIN work? 

Twin's approach is to look at the whole commercial chain for exported cash crops and 
the range and roles of all the actors and agencies. In general terms there are three stages: 

primary production and processing and transportation to FOB (free on board)' 
secondary processing and distribution 
fmal processing (packaging, distribution and marketing) to the end-consumer. 

For this reason TWIN aims for a triple impact for farmers: 

1. a greater share of the world market price going to farmers by improving their grip on 
the issues, the forces and the operations up to FOB 

2. an improved world market price or the ability to improve on it by creating market 
conditions for this 

3. opportunities for ownership and participation directly in "upstream" commercial 
activities e.g. shareholdings and policy development rights and roles. 

Twin's operational work in the growing countries, its commercial coalition and 
marketplace work and its research and analytical work all derive from the goals of 

changes and creating understanding and oppommities in these are&. All areas 
are related. In this chauter we will be focusing vrinci~allv on the issues which M v e  . - 
farmers of a full sharebf the FOB value. 

Getting a grip on the FOB price. How do farmers sell their production? 

TWIN'S point of entry into the social and economic problematic of the small-scale rural 
household is through understanding the annual production, harvesting and marketing 
cycle of their principal cash crop. How do farmers sell? To whom? When? This is 
significant because all income and expenditure flows, all resources that farmers can 
muster or those that they lack, influence their ability to cope with the differing seasonal 
or household needs. 

From such a household "cash flow" one can see clearly when and how severe are the 
consequently "fragile" economic and thus political moments for the household. 
Counter-strategies can be developed to improve on, or actually replace the least 
desirable of the existing "norms". The institutional development work will stem from 
the need for new arrangements and more effective options to overcome these moments 
of fragility and vulnerability. The support for capacity building and skills development 
also derives from these needs and institutional or knowledge "gaps". 

What value is added in the chain? 

south Eat Asian cocoa doe8 not have the same intrinsic quality or attributes as African cocoa Twin's strategy 
in Ghana and Cameroun aimed in part to protect small-scale farmers' ability to produce and sell quality cocoa 
at remunerative prices. 
' Free on board - is a standard commercial phmse but with particular significance for this analysis. It 
indicates a generally standardised lots (or quantity)of goods, with quality contml leaching accepted or 
contrachlallv indicated erades. ure-ordained forms of oackagine. (unless otherwise neeotiated) and this lot is - . - - .  - 
placed on doad ship for an indicated destination. By this stage the contracting, prices and paymenb terns 
have been determined irrevocably by the parties. A "bill of lading" is issued and signed b Ule ship's captain 
and the goods are thereafter traded in paper form with the bill as a title deed 



The precise trading route is always significant. In itself it adds or detracts from the 
share of the value FOB that the farmer may receive. So, TWIN scrutinises and 
questions the nature of the farmer's linkagi with the market for his or her product. 

The number or type of intermediaries in the chain - initially from the farm gate to FOB 
(free on Board at the appropriate port) - is significant for the following reasons. Firstly 
they may not be adding value to the product, although there are many activities with 
legitimate costs and overheads involved: transportation, grading, packing etc. There are 
many reasons for this but here are a few examples. The intermediaries are re-selling, or 
selling on and not altering the product in any material way. Graft, in the f o m  of bribes 
or charges or kick-backs, also distorts value distribution (especially where local 
officials have a formal role in the process) as do high-cost or monopoly service 
providers (e.g. owning the only suitable truck in town). Similarly there may be wastage 
and losses from poor quality, poor storage facilities or theft with no recourse to 
conventional insurance. Conventional trading chains which rely on "post-harvest" 
systems of quality checking and control are often wasteful and incur costs. This 
diminishes the overall price traders are prepared to pay to farmers except in times of 
crop scarcity. 

Secondly, information and access to it is critical here. The terms paid by a conventional 
agent or merchant may not reflect the real value for the product, the quality or the 
location at that position in the chain i.e. including packaging and transport . Why does 
this happen? The worth or value of a product can be calculated with reference to the 
prevailing market price and direct costs for a product if this information is collated and 
applied. A farmer seldom has access to the information that would inform him or her of 
how the market values their product specifically. Sometimes there is collective 
conspiracy to defraud, notably buyer cartels who "manage" pricing levels in a region - 
Haitian coffee agents appear to depress prices systematically when farmers most need to 
sell at the harvest peak which coincides with Christmas and New year celebrations. 
Otherwise. farmers mav not know the norms or their riehts e.g. some Ghanaian cocoa 
farmers were unaware h t i l  liberalisation that their stateP~ch&iig clerks bad been 
systematically adding one kilo to the minimum they were obliged to submit per sack - 
aid then skhming ii off for private gain. 

- 

In a different categoq, is the timing of the "deal" between merchant and farmer. This is 
not only a matter of gaining from periodic fluctuations in price. A deal may be 
undertaken at moments of such p a t  household need - say, the "hungry period" 
between cash and subsistence crops experienced by some farmers - that the terms are 
not related to markets at all but are the  rice of desueration. The farmer mav know this 
well but the market information - and ik reality - is worthless nonetheless for want of a 
way to realise i t  In this manner sacks of rice supplied by traders in Sierra Leone are 
later exchanged for sacks of cocoa, weight for weight. - 

Thirdly, there are many inefficiencies, aggravated but not totally explained by 
inadequate infrastructure such as poor roads, difficulties with communication and 
effective operational co-ordination. Landlocked states or geographically and physically 
isolated places (e.g. the jungles zone of the interior of Peru) experience additional 
problems. 

What is Twin's response? 

Reinventing trading chains 

Reinventing trading chains under farmer control can ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  change farmers' 
earnings. If farmers are able to organise differently then there are savings on transaction 
costs and the value that accrucs to others by virtue of their position of power (not their 
function) can be redirected too. How? Short-circuiting the traditional interlocutors and 
rethinking methods of direct communication is a surer way of getting market signals to 



farmers e.g. what is right and what is wrong with their product and exactly how this 
affects its value to the buyer. The strategy is not to cut out all intermediaries but to 
review and recast their roles in ways that support farmers' needs and do not exploit 
their weaknesses for commercial gain. 

The conceptualisation of a "direct linkage" refers above all to control and 
responsiveness of the players not the number of institutions involved. Does the 
information or behaviour of the intermediaries reflect other agendas or priorities? Is it 
or can it be mitigated? Local institutions that can affect the functioning of chain - 
comdtors,  the state, or the banks - cannot be ignored but must be a comwnent of the 
producer support strategy. They can be as potential clients or Gpporters, 
enemies or allies depending on their political susceptibility or specific commercial 
interests. 

TWIN views the linking of farmers, their ways of production and market infotmation 
more directly to market interest and methods of valuation as paramount in its 
methodology. Why is this so important? The principal reason is that there is an inherent 
farmer-merchant conflict of interest. Private companies or individual traders who gain 
economic advantage, and even sometime virtual control, over a nual constituency have 
usually identified actions that, at one level at least, do "address" and "mpnd'' to 
fanners' basic needs. But they do this solely in their own interest and to maximise their 
return. This is activity to ensure their supply on their terms. 

In the operational and practical process of reinventing ''fanner-friendly" trading chains, 
it becomes feasible for farmers to disentangle the legitimate value of the commercial 
function from other abuses of power which this function, and the usually stronger 
social or economic position of the conventional trader vis a vis the farmer, confers. 
While somebody does indeed have to gather, sort, grade, transport, finance the 
commercial operations etc. the high, often unjustifiably high transaction costs of players 
who can operate without checks and balances are apparent in almost every trading chain 
that TWIN has reviewed to date and at almost every stage of it. Farmers - multiple, 
small-scale, atomised - are the weakest in these chains, costs are passed back down the 
chain and so they pay. This, even before an analysis of whether the external market 
price is reasonable or not, is what haemorrhages the earnings of farmers and prevents 
primary accumulation. 

The Imperative to Organise 

Farmers understand the reality of the merchant's control absolutely although they can 
seldom quantify the returns that can accrue h m  this control m a t e l y  as they have no 
way to explain or rationalise price movements in their favour or against them and to 
limit the operational costs of intermediaries. A farmer's production costs do not 
fluctuate in this same way. When there is a negative surplus -the market price is low or 
depressed because of oversupply or other inelasticities of demand - this is beyond the - -  
control of the merchants of course. But, the power of the intermediaries can &ft the 
costs of this deficit onto the farmers, pressing them below subsistence levels. 

The converse is not the case however. When there is a positive surplus - higher prices 
over and beyond the costs of production and collection and primary processing when 
the market is short or tight - while in extreme scarcity competition between multiple 
agents and brokers will raise farm-gate prices, in general this does not occur. The 
monopoly position of the merchant and middleman means that they take the bulk of the 
surpluses. 

The absence of disinterested or reliable information is a deeply disempowering aspect of 
rural life. The "imnetrable" uolitical consciousness sometimes associated with oeasant 
culture and societi'es, has usudly been forged from the painful realisation of their' 
weakness on the one hand and, the resentment at having to succumb in order to 
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survive, to the overt discximinatoy practices that mthlessly exploit their weakness on 
the other. Therefore, despite the failures of co-operatives and other f o m  of farmer 
organisation in recent decades, there is compelling evidence to show that where these 
exishif they are able to offer any tangible services at all, they will be preferred by many 
farmers. Avoiding the local traders where they can is a strong and universal incentive. 

An individual farmer with only a few kilos or bags of product to sell and an urgent need 
for cash cannot negotiate with the trader. When a number of farmers come together to 
form a saleable lot - a four tonne truck load, or a 20 foot container load, the crop is 
transformed into a "commodity". This phenomenon is not merely about scale it is about 
organisation. However organisation, an-d organisational formation, although key, is 
=cult and farmers face manv obstacles. What do farmers lack to achieve this? What 
are the problems that a produck support strategy must address? Why have so many 
farmers' organisations failed? 

It is rather common to attribute organisational failure of farmer's organisations to poor 
internal management and controls. These are indeed challenges faced bv all com~anies 
and organisagons and farmers are no exception. However, Fmt let us &view soke of 
the significant and more specific external influences that impact directly and negatively 
on the ability of farmers to launch and sustain effective and accountable organisations. 

Consciousness 

In the first instance, farmers lack prestige, reputation, confidence. They are looked 
down upon and often discriminated against by the urban elite, even where these too 
have rural antecedents. This is a reaction of the deepest psychological kind and also, 
perhaps, an unwitting product of educational systems and national policies which 
sometimes promote industrial or urban development as the only "real" form of 
progress. 

Another impediment is sometimes fear of co-optation or political interference. "If 
Kuapa ever amounts to anything they (the government) will nationalise us again. .." a 
TWIN staff member was warned in 1994. This fear is not misplaced or irrational. Most 
farmers' organisations have these chapters - some quite violent - in their histories. The 
larger or more effective the organisation the more likely the is political intervention or 
political backlash instigated by vested commercial interests who feel their dominion to 
be threatened. 

The civil and political context 

There are other constraints of a more technical nature however. The legal options - 
models - available to farmers are surprisingly few. They often reflect former political 
fashions and ideologies. It is hard to break from these and the result is a deeply 
prejudicial dynamic between farmers and the "modern" and (usually) rapidly advancing 
commercial and political society around them. 

In one sense farmers become "untouchables" - debts are written off (eventually); more 
support is squeezed into new budgets (eventually) as large ethnic or political 
constituencies are catered to. But conversely farmers become unbankable. Most of the 
conventional methods of evaluating assets exclude them. Where there is no clear 
tradition of title or land-holdings are based on usufruct or other communal use and 
access systems it is yet more complicated to marry these worlds. And this distances 
farmers from entering the active economy and increases their dependence on the more 
bankable intermediaries. 

Race mav also enter the eauation at this uoint: the merchant classes are commonlv from 
settler o<immigrant grouis, white or iestizo or of ruling cast or clan, with pri61eged 
access to resources. The absence of mechanisms or sometimes even the willingness to 



learn to value farmers' track records, their knowledge or their capacity to work leaves 
farmers in a strange legal, economic and political limbo. 

Organisational consequences of facing u p  to the market 

Beyond conventional organisational development theory and practice, which can 
frequently be applied usefully to support farmers' development of their companies and 
orgdsations, &re is specific instiiitional problematic f6r a farmers' organhation 
co-mmitted to market its-members products.'There is a particular org&onal and 
political set of challenges which derives from the way farmers must interact with the 
market which can be described as follows. 

1. Ways of understanding risk 

What is risk and how can farmers deal with it? Time tested local methods of conflict 
resolution and processes for planning at village or community level seldom survive 
translation beyond the remaining cultural spaces or systems of a community group into 
the world of the market. They are not respected by external interlocutors. They are 
seldom based on prevailing laws of the land. But these processes help the collective and 
conscious management and internalisation of risk, the reflection on options and 
dilemmas (scenarios and outcomes of failure). These functions are not easily transferred 
from individual to even mandated third parties or representatives. Many farmers' 
brganisations have been marred or bankrupted by inappropriate mandates, errors of 
commercial judgement or the assumption of too much power by selected leaders, 
sometimes acting in good faith, sometimes not 

So, when seeking to reinvent and short-circuit traditional trading chains, the internal 
organisational processes at household and village or group level are not susceptible to 
major changes without a cost. It is essential to allow for a speed (pace) of process and 
.methods which inspire confidence and which fit culturally . This enables farmers to take 
decisions and live with 'them. Regrettably it is no longer easy to regard these processes 
as "management resources" in the commercial world: generating for example, wisdom, 
caution and the gradual accumulation of certainty about a proposed action. Thus, 
farmers are sometimes commended and described as resilient and endurine but in 
modem and commercial terms these traits are less adequate. Farmers and &eir families 
are "slow", "inefficient" and tend to have few or no means to overcome difficulties or 
live up to their side of the deal. 

2. Selling safely and profitably: procedures and '  trust 

Market information can now reach most growing areas rapidly and influence prices at 
least daily. Decisions must.be made fast - "fax me by close of business today" - as 
computer screens alert the buyer of a falkg/rising market. The timely management and 
application of this information is how production can best be placed for sale in the 
market. This is a skill and it is not easy to gain, but it is not art and it is not mystery. 
Speculation is an approach to selling or placing production in the market it is not a 
necessity. However, a cautious selling strategy which delivers an acceptable income 
requires prior knowledge of costs of production and other financial variables (target net 
profit, quantity on offer, type and delivery period etc.). To deliver reliably requires the 
full trust of the farmers. 

What are the organisational issues attached to this trading reality? Since to contact and 
consult members may be a three day hike and a good period of discussion thereafter, 
what are the prior discussions and policies that can be set in advance? How can a 
farmer mandate somebody else to take a risk on their behalf? The consequences for an 
individual living on the edge of viability can be intolerable if there are insufficient 
checks and balances, or little trust in the systems or the people whoare m h g  them. 
The poor reputation of farmers' organisations often starts here at this operational 



juncture: broken contracts, selling short h s e  of a fragile internal farmer-to export 
office chain of understanding and methodology. 

Even where there are competent technical personnel in place, the non-executive 
management role is seldom well developed in farmer controlled enterprise models. 
Some of these problems are cultural and educational. Professionals do sometimes hide 
behind their literacy, their skills and specialised idioms. They do not stand to lose from 
errors of judgement in the way farmers do. They can easily hi* their errors (if not the 
financial effects). Farmers fear professionals, and often need moral and technical 
assistance in managing them effectively and fairly. Farmers have their prejudices too 
and often require "miracles" of their employees, like non-executives everywhere. A 
long-term aim of many farmers is to have their operations staffed by their own, trained 
and educated children. This is not nepotism per se but another expression of the hope 
and need to exert moral control, of illiterates being able to trust literate. people. 

3. The competitive environment 

Farmers' organisational development cycles - like those of conventional commodity 
broking operations - minor the macro-level influences too. Local peasant organisations 
may suffer when prices are poor and farmers are de-motivated and barely able to cover 
costs of ~roduction or costs of affiliation. In circumstances where farmers' . . . .- - - 

organisations have achieved a critical mass or a permanent presence, the larger local 
traders may adopt pricing strategies deliberately designed to force the farmers' 
organisations o6t 6f the &arket by tempting members away or outcompeting them on 
price per pound . 
In periods of product scarcity this type of counter-strategy can be marked. In the ten 
years of helping coffee farmers' to trade TWIN has experienced both a price boom and 
a price bust. The fortunes of farmers' organisations have waxed and waned, but the 
deep fall in 1989-1992 (to 1930s levels) followed by extremely high prices in 1995 
was a salutary experience for many farmers whose organisations did survive, and who 
want their organisation to be around "for the next crash". 

4. -Commercial Viability and Inherent Advantages 

An effective farmers trading organisation is usually a secondary level institution - a 
company, association or co-operative - with multiple individual members or groupings 
of voluntary adherents. Its structure can be very lean with the key activities and support 
systems operating at primary or farmer level, The organisation must operate on a certain 
minimum viable scale and replicate, with systems that are intelligible and managed as 
far as possible by farmers, the role of the merchant or local traders - collection, sorting, 
primary processing, grading, packing and export selling. 

A farmers' organisation has several advantages over the traditional intermediary. 
Fanners are one-time sellers, and not buyers and re-sellers of product, thus the export 
price less costs will be for their account. A managerial focus on cost control and 
working capital minimisation - the largest single iariable in many operations - will 
auicklv deliver economic benefits and increased ouerational profit. Even relativelv 
&sopksticated farmers' marketing companies c& return 76% of the export to the 
farmers. (lbs compares with a range of no more than 40-50% in liberalised and highly 
competitive internal markets like Cameroun.) 

Fanners can also more'accurately predict volumes and quantities avoiding exposures 
on forward contracts. With training and clear incentive systems, farm gate quality can 
improve significantly. In this way farmers can, with appropriate marketing strategies, 
raise quality premiums and end the collective absorption of the unfavourable 
differentials which may prevail because of market sentiment about the their region. 



What is the TWIN "project"? 

Twin's project is to achieve integrated, functioning trading chains from farmers to end 
market wherein the bargaining process on value distribution and the explicit 
contradictions may be quantified and articulated between unequal parties. While it is 
not unusual to find interventions which aim to "pass back" value down the chain and 
indeed there is significant work undertaken on how the free market does and does not 
deliver this result in and of itself, the TWIN strategy is to internalise this problematic 
within the trading chain but to reinforce farmers' efforts to control their production, 
income and their prospects. This is another kind of "supply push" - emerging from the 
passive "receipt" of income to the taking of value from the chain. 

It is all too easy to illustrate how limited are the means available to farmers to influence 
the external, commercial world. How farmers cannot withdraw their labour because 
they are effectively self-employed. And how they gain nothing from withdrawing their 
crop, but cannot force people to come and buy since a fanner is often one of many - 
atomised and multiple small-scale growers. 

Above all. it is clear that farmers cannot easilv discern the confluence of circumstances - - - - -. - - - - 
and chamkteristics of their product that give their products its price at a given moment 
relative to others (competing supply and combined demand). Many mechanisms for 
assistance do recognise the difficulties, but in line with classic market intervention 
theory, they base tfieir responses on seeking to co-operate with or coerce the stronger 
players in the chain to improve their behaviour or to make up for these problems: 
through regulation or other activities based on enlightened self-interest. 

The TWIN strategy does not ignore these possibilities but considers them insufficient 
on their own, as they deal with onlv one half of the commercial eauation - influencing 
the role of buyers. &her cornponeits of Twin's project in the  up^^ elements of t6e 
trading environment are dealt with in later case studies. 

Twin's fundamental project is to empower the sellers to deal with the buyers, in a 
coalition with aware consumers. TWIN aims to helo farmers gain autonomous 
capacity and knowledge: about the market, the costsbf doing &siness and how to build 
commercial strategies which give a core of a viable - profitable and sustainable - 
business. 

The TWIN strategy has, superficially, something in common with a conventional neo- 
liberal critique of an imperfect market: a reaction to insufficient competition and abuses 
of "monopoly" power, poorly functioning banking systems and market signals (real 
prices) not reaching farmers or being distorted en route and hence the failure of farmers 
to read the signs and switch crops in a timely manner. This is not the case. The TWIN 
project goes beyond this paradigm in: 

a recognising the concept of a free market only as a theoretical reality 

recognising historic accumulated inequalities from colonial era of trade between 
the North and South 

questioning the ability of the market mechanism - free or planned or otherwise 
regulated - to redress these profound imbalances of wealth and opporhmity 

questioning the devaluation of primary production and agriculturaI labour - the 
economic relegation of this activity to a minor component in the cost 



W noting that while farmers lack bargaining power they will not be able to retain 
even the surplus or profit generated from their activities 

noting that farmers have no access to the far greater value added by processing, 
branding and retailing of fdshed products 

W prioritising the accumuIation of capital and assumption of more value from 
*g 

attempting to breakdown the many prejudices against peasants and peasant 
capacities. 

Twin's impact 

Twin's strategy is complex and the impacts consequently are varied. In summary 
Twin's experience has shown: 

I. Farmers' trading organisations that can hold their own and undertake the 
commercial function on their own account, staunch some of the most severe 
losses of income to farmers from sales of their cash crop to intermediaries on 
unfavourable terms 

2. These organisations offer a new type of competition to the local market makers, 
"from below" and influence their behaviour 

3. Farmers' organisations may act as "price regulators" in a growing region 

b. Farmers will invest and alter agronomic practices when given clear market signals 
and cost-benefit analyses on price for quality improvements 

5. Effective farmers organisations receive critical but loyal support from farmers 

6. Trust in people and in the effectiveness of the systems, can unleash aground- 
swell of support and mobilisation 

7. Trust in the systems of the organisation can substantially reduce the need for 
working capital and thus the costs of the organisation increasing profitability 

8. Farmers will invest in their organisation where it meets their needs 

9. Farmers' do respect loan agreements knowingly entered into. 

10. Farmers' organisations can interact competently with the external world and can 
attract professionals of sufficient calibre and moral accountability in most 
instances. 

There are a range of other spin-offs too. Farmers' organisations use their short-circuit 
to the marketplace - to achieve different political and social goals from time to time 
including: 

1. as a defence against local vested interest (including human rights abuses) -they 
are no longer invisible and their members cannot be harassed with impunity 

2. as a means to exert pressuEon other local brokers or intermediaries 
3. as a guarantee of base line income 



4. as a source of knowledge and information about the market 
5. as ameans to show their credibility and future 1i~uiditVIcreditwoahiness to local 

financial institutions to access fmhce. 
A 

The original TWIN concept of trading for mutual benefit implicitly recognised that hade 
is not always conducted for the mutual benefit of the parties. For inequitie-s not to 
prevail there is a need for more robust counterparts &trade. ~edressmg imbalances in 
the primary producers' commercial relationships fulfils this challenge in part But it is 
still one-sided in one respect. What of the reverse accountability? Can fanners really 
come to the market and have a say in TWIN? 

This is not an isolated problem but one that has exercised a significant part of the 
international development NGO sector. TWIN has positioned itself and its work in 
producing countries in a way that overcomes at least some of the many dilemmas 
inherent in this challenge. Namely: 

1. TWIN enters into relationships with farmers and their organisations with a 
trading or trade development perspective. This perspective and the "tools" we 
bring - credit, market development, management advice, "safe" contracts and 
market space etc. - alter irrevocably the perceptions and potentialities of the 
relations between TWIN and the farmers' organisation 

2. The trade generated from joint activities gives force and reality to the 
relationship, it is an evolutionary process - there is always joint learning and a 
common sense of achievement or disappointment. TWIN takes risks and the 
farmers' appreciate this - Twin Trading stands to lose if they fail in their 
commitments and vice versa This gives weight to our interventions and advice, 
and vice versa 

3. The modality of working of necessity is shared and must incorporate buyer and 
seller interests to function. Thus, Credit and Loan funds for farmers, loaned to 
and operated by TWIN, use mechanisms defmed by farmers' representatives and 
are reviewed collectively by them on a biennial bask. 

4. TWIN continually works on new models of complimentary exchange and the 
build up of resources to put at the direct disuosition of farmers. For example, a 
new emergency fund (f& climatic and othetdisasters not covered by conGentional 
insurance policies) was established in 1997. Resources are being generated 
equally by farmers, TWIN and consumers of Caf6dkat, and have been used for 
such things as compensating for problems in organic registration as well as the 
devastation of suppliers' crops and equipment by hunicanes. 

Conclnsion 

Trading viably and safely is a priority for the rural poor, and for all farmers close to 
subsistence. But they cannot avoid the market or the cash economy. When they need to 
or when they will, on what terms can they enter it? Twin's work to support trading 
organisations controlled by and run in the interests of their farmer members is a Wtegy 
to improve the terms of trade that individual farmers within those organisations will get 
for each and every entry they make into the cash economy. Further, Twin's strategy is 
to rethink commercial operations and engage end consumers in a new way of relating to 
primary producers in order to re-value agriculture - economically and politically - 
enabling people to remain on their lands with dignity and prospects for the future. 



Chapter 10 

Partnerships and Networks: Organisational Requirements of 

Alternative Multinationals 

Association 

The starting point of this chapter is a meeting that took place in July 1997. It was low 
key in size and location. Twenty five people sat rbund a table in a room at the Quaker 
International Centre in Byng Place. Sixteen represented associations of co-operatives 
from nine Latin American and East African countries, with a combined membership of 
280,000 coffee farmers, similar in size to the total workForce of General Motors. One 
was from Altertrade who service a network of consumer co-ops in Japan, which have 
12 million members, of whom 1.5 million are active. Another was from Novotrade, a 
Dutch NGO born from the Max Havelaar movement, the remainder from Twin and 
Cafe Direct In the course of discussion, it became apparent that those represented at 
this modest gathering formed in effect an alternative multinational. 

Between them they organise the growing, shipping, processing and selling of 1,000 
tons of coffee per annum. Their association is voluntarv. No-one was com~elled to 
come to the meeting. The meeting had no formal authohty over any of its members, 
even though it passed resolutions which had the force of advice to participating 
organisations. Those present discussed strategy, they exchanged experiences (organic 
growing methods for example) and made bilateral economic and organisational 
ksac6ons  during the m&ting. As an organisational form it felt ;alive as some more 
traditional structures of economic organisation feel sterile. It could be taken as a 
paradigm example of the managerial form of the late twentieth century, the open 
network. 

Open networks. 

Networks have become a central metaphor for Alternative Trade. Twin originally stood 
for the Third World Information Network. Its periodical was called The Network 
IFAT is a network of ATOs. Networking has become a verb, meaning to contact, 
exchange information, form a relationship. It means putting together what has been 
apart, connecting the fragments. 

For a movement which sought to recast the economic relationships within which trade 
took olace. networks offered a horizontal rather than vertical model. Thev stood as a 
post hdus&al mode of organisation which was decentred. The many autonomous poles 
had their own patterns of interconnection. They participated in the network through 
their own interest rather than at the behest of an external authority. The network itself 
was a metaphor for free association. 

In this sense, networks have replaced co-ops as a paradigm structure, at least in the 
North. While the great majority of AT0 suppliers are still organised in networks of co- 



operatives, indeed it is one of the conditions of Fair Trade certification that suppliers are 
so organised, it is rare for ATOs in the North to be structured as co-ops. Rather than the 
formal structures of producer co-operatives, attention has turned to associations of 
producers, inter-firm co-operatives as it were, to partnerships, or even more loosely to 
networks. 

The theory of networks. 

Are networks more than a mctaphor? Can they escape hierarchy and still do the 
organisational job required? Economics has long been interested in this issue. Its 
prhcipal orga&sational question was why there-should be any firms at all, why all 
activities were not organised through market relationships. 

Marshall suggested that the answer lay in increasing returns to scale, that large chemical 
ulant could not be broken down into many comuonent  arts and need an oreanisation of 
^specialists to operate it. ~chum~e te r  argu;?d it w k  the existence of entrepreGeurs ' 

engaged in creative destruction who attracted activity round themselves and led to the 
growth of firms. Williamson said that there were some activities where the 'transaction 
costs' were higher in markets than they were in hierarchical organisations, hence the 
growth of the latter. Edith Penrose saw firms as centres of learning about the services 
that could be garnered from a given set of assets. In each of these cases, there were 
two organisational models in play, the market and the vertically organised firm. 

In the past decade there has been increasing interest in a third model, collaboration. 
Many of the most successful economic regions have been found to have extensive 
structures of co-operation between firms who are formally linked by the market. It m y  
take the form of the multitude of associations found in Japanese industry. I once visited 
a small supplier of Fuji. He was in an association of the four levels of Fuji suppliers. 
He was in his own specialist industry association, in a regional business association, 
and in an industry-finance association. 

In Italy collaboration takes the form of inter firm consortia for marketing, raising 
finance and obtaining market and technological information. Equally important are the 
informal networkinfstructures of the m d u r n  sized Italian tok~s,~through local and 
regional government, through social networks, and above all through the-former 
Christian Democrat and Communist parties. 

Each of these examples yields a distinct theory of networks. In the case of the Japanese 
supply chain, there is an emphasis on the joint solution of problems, and on the co- 
ordination of an industrial sub system. It is a form of decentralised planning on the one 
hand and shared information and problem solving capacity on the other. It operates on 
a similar principle to that which underlies the development of work teams within an 
organisation, structures which link many specialisms around a common task. 

It is also similar to a stakeholder model, where planning is not determined by a central 
authority but by those involved in the activity, who then collaborate in carrying the plan 
out. Within these various arrangements there are, of course, sets of power relations. 

There is an excellent discussion of the organisational theory of the firm in M. Best, 
Thew new Competition, P o l i  Press, 1990, Chapter 4. 

F.Pyke, G.Becatini and W. Sengenberger, (eds) Industrial Districts and Inter-firm w- 
operation in Italy, International lnstitute for Labour Studies, 1990; for a similar 
phenomena in Spain see F.Pyke, Srnali firms, technical services and inter-firm co- 
operation, lnternational lnstitute for Labour Studies, 1994 



Fuji is stronger than any of its suppliers. Some players have bigger stakes than others. 
At the same time there is an element of association rather than hierarchy.1° 

The material basis for the success of these associations therefore has three aspects: 

a) complementary activities may benefit from joint planning and problem solving while 
still remaining formally independent 

b) there are issues about the s'tructure and operation of industrial systems in which 
competitors may have a common interest, such as standards, or the training of labour. 

c) there is a necessary economy of co-operation in the process of learning which 
conflicts with the proprietary boundaries of a firm. 

To this the Italian and Spanish consortia would add a fourth: 

d) there are activities which are subject to economies of scale that small and medium 
f m  cannot afford on their own. They would include buying and selling, raising 
finance, scanning and procuring economic information, or operatixig a trade mark. 
These can be delivered in a Marshallian way by the growth of the firm ( multinationals 
are distinguished above all by their economies of information) or by inter-firm 
collaboration on those specific issues. 

The advantage of collaborafion is that it preserves the benefits of small scale 
(innovation, incentives, flexibility), although recent research suggests that successful 
large firms can also achieve these benefits by organising themselves as if they were a 
network of small firms. That is to say the principle of networks is being internalised 
within hierarchies, and not merely between them. 

The Italian and Spanish cases are rooted in light industry and pre-industrial solidarities. 
What was once regarded as archaic, has more recently been embraced as 
organisationally post modern. 

At the other end of the industnial spectrum, the high modem industries have also been 
re-inventing themselves around the principles of networks, in this case constructed 
rather than inherited, and centred above all round information technology. 

The cvbernetic theorv of the network economv has recentlv been summarised bv Kevin 
~~ -, 

~ e l l <  editor of the j k a l  of the US West c k t  electronics habitus, Wired Magazine. 
l' Kelly sees the Schumpeterian dynamics of the modern economy coming from 
innovation as much as optimising operations, from connections raiher tha6 
computations, from the substitution of knowledge for processing of materials. 

The principles of his network economy derive from this: 

the need to have devolution in order to achieve diversity - re-creating the conditions 
for economic Darwinism 

the primacy of the web, as the link between the distributed intelligences; the value of 
the web will determine the values possible for those connected by the web, so that 
"a company's primary focus in a networked world shifts from maximising the 
firm's value to maximising the value of the infrastructure whole". 

10 For a good summary. of cybernetic concepts of organisation, see G.Morgan, Images of 
Organisation, Sage 1986. 
"K. Kelly, New Rules for the New Economy, Wred, September 1997 
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the need for standards (the equivalent of a common language) as a condition for an 
effective web: "organisations must make the common standard their first allegiance'' 

increasing returns to the size of a network in that "value explodes with membership, 
and the value explosion sucks in more members, compounding the result'' (the law 
of plenitude) . 
a consequent principle of steeply falling unit costs, (the law of inverse pricing) and 
of generosity since free things increase the value of the whole) 

the problem of start up leading to a 'tipping point' when the virtuous circles 
generate their own momentum 

the dissolution of boundaries, since in a network there is no clear centre and no 
clear outer frontier. 

perpetual disequilibrium (the law of chum) ; 'The sustained vitality of a complex 
network requires that the net keep provoking itself out of balance. If the system 
settles into harmony and e.quilibrium, it will eventually stagnate an die.. Chum 
topples the incumbent and creates a platform ideal for more inn ovation and birth. It 
is 'compounded rebirth' ". 

This is a Californian vision, centred round technology and its organisational 
requirements. "The Network Economy is fed by the deep resonance of two stellar 
bangs: the collapsing microcosm of chips and the exploding telecosm of connections". 
In such an economy the market as an organisation gets no more space than the 
hierarchical fm. Each are replaced by networks of information whose free flow, 
openness and complexity are prime.'' 

These principles are a special case of two of those identified above: the communicative 
conditions for learning, and the importance of a strong system for the individual 
producer ("unless their web thrives, they die''). Under the pressure for innovation, the 
organisational walls of the firm implode, and theoretical emphasis shifts to the 
architecture of the system. 

The problem for Kelly is that the necessary social character of howledge and 
innovation conflicts with the principles of private property and of the inequalities of 
power that follows from it. The attractive "law of generosity" is no more than the 
modem version of the Gillette give-away razor or the cheap Polaroid. It locks the user 
into a system. "Microsoft gives away its web browser, Internet Explorer. Qualcomm 
which produces Eudora, the standard e-mail programme, is given away as &ware in 
order to sell upgraded versions." This is not generosity, but profit maximising practice 
with a longer view. In Kelly's system, the greatest prizes go to those who can lock the 
system into a proprietary standard (privatising the language, like Bill Gates). 

Yet his model does contribute to the concept of collaboration in the following ways: 

it highlights the barriers to the flow of information and innovation caused by closed 
systems, by the organisational walls of haditional vertical hierarchies 

it offers a model of system connectedness based on "open architecture" information 
systems 

12 A technologically based discussion of networks, as their relate to corporate 
organisation can be found in: Tapscott. D and Caston, A, Paradigm Shift, McGraw Hill, 
1993 
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it posits such systems as the key structures of the modem economy, and in doing so 
suggests a new theory of protection: "A network is like a country. In both the surest 
route to raising one's own prosperity is raising the systems prosperity" 

it defines power (via economic success) in terms of relations of communication as 
much as relations of property 

it recognises the centrality of a common language 

it underlines the need or any organisational structure to be geared round innovation 
and "the law of chum". 

it poses the question as to the value of networks 

it brings out - albeit incompletely - the benefits of generosity ('free goods") in the 
economics of information. 

Alternative trade networks. 

How does the above bear on the question of the organisation of alternative trade? In 
many respects the material character of the production of coffee, cocoa, nuts or bananas 
is very different from the world of Californian churn. On the face of it they are not 
required to constantly innovate, indeed in as much as they do not innovate (though the 
application of genetic engineering for example) they may enhance the perceived value of 
the product. 

The links in the chain represented at the Byng Place meeting are complementary. They 
do not require nano second co-ordination as coffee flows from the High Andes through 
to the roasting plant in Dartford. There are modest economies of scale along the way ( 
gathering together enough coffee to f i i  a container for example), but the relative low 
level of scale economy is reflected in the fact that so many small coffee farmers survive. 

Scale economies are at the marketing end - through the economy of branding - and 
although those who own the dominant brands may have close links with supplier 
merchbts, they do not for the most part integratebackwards to the ownersh?~ of the 
farmers. In this case the market is an adequate mechanism for these fums to procure 
supplies at low prices. Little would be gained from owning the farms as well. 

Alternative trade - in seeking to establish a different form of relationship between the 
final market and the suppliers - needs organisational forms which invert the current . 
power relations of the mainstream coffee trade. The goal is to increase the farmers' 
power over their own product - from field to table. The first stage is the network of 
producer associations in the supplying region. The second stage is to establish a 
relationship between these associations and those managing the importing, processing 
and marketing of the coffee in the final market. 

What unifies this system is neither the market, nor hierarchy, nor a network of 
information flows, but a shared project. This common project depends above all on a 
shared moral economy, which is the basis for the conduct of economic transactions. 

At the heart of such an economv is trust. To generate trust reauires - - ~  ~ - - ~  - -  -~ 

mutual care in the initial choicLof &d then reinforcdrnent through experience. 
This has marked the experience of direct supply chains in all the main commodities of 
alternative trade - coffee, cocoa, nuts and b-G&as. 

The loose organisational relations based on trust have permitted marginal producers to 
enter the trading chain on sharply improved terms, they have allowed flows of cheap 
fiance to farmers who would normally not qualify for bank credit, they haveseen 



reliable flows of high quality commodities moving from remote areas to supermarket 
shelves. In twelve years of coffee importing, shipping some 350 containers, Twin has 
only once been let down on deliveq, even though it has advanced substantial quantities 
of credit on trust. 

The same is true of the best supplier organisations. Kuapa Kokoo for example, 
advances cash without securitv to 40.000 coffee farmers. Its failure rate is trivial. a tinv . . 
proportion of that of most commercid trading companies, and much better than &my 6f 
the formal coffee co-ops which have from time to time lost substantial sums from 
unrepaid credit 

One of the reasons for low failure rates in coffee supplies is that suppliers will notify 
Twin if they find they cannot get together the order, and will return the cash advances 
even though there is no external discipline to force them to do so. The suppliers often 
talk of a sense of solidarity as being the basis of the fair trade relationship, and this is 
one of the principles of AT0 support. It is also one of the potential economies of 
alternative trade as against mainstream trade. 

When trust enters economics it yields its own economies. In the language of economics 
it lowers transaction costs. "My word is my bond" has been a principle of many 
successful trading communities, from the City of London in its heyday, to Quaker 
bankers, or Chinese, Jewish, and South Asian merchants. It reduces risk. It cuts down 
the administration costs of guarantees, of lengthy negotiation, of deals that never take 
place because of a breakdown of trust. 

One of the potential advantages of alternative trade is that trust should in principle be 
easier to create if each party is not out to maximise profit at the expense of the other. If 
an ATO's purpose is to support farmers, it goes against their raison d'etre to swindle 
them. 

But trust by itself cannot explain the success of the direct supply chains. The 
achievements of Kuapa Kokoo areunlikely to be solely because its cocoa fanners &E 
more or less trusting than Nicaraguan coffee farmers. The analysis needs to go further 
into the nature of the economic relations established within the organisations. 

Kuapa Kokoo's experience helps to illuminate issues throughout the supply chain. The 
secret of its success is a system known as pick up and pay. Farmers will be advanced 
credit sufficient for two weeks supply of cocoa beans. If the beans are not delivered the 
farmers receive no further credit nor further orders. A similar principle operates 
between different levels of the association. Given that the price offered through K u a ~ a  
is better than alternative systems, there is an incentive to repay the credit on tike 
through the supply of  the necessary cocoa 

The system also has the virtue of detecting rapidly any mismanagement or appropriation 
of funds. As a system it is not that it prevents 'untrustworthy acts', but that it deals with 
them promptly. It provides a system which rewards trust. 

The same applies to the international sales. ATOs may advance credit without 
enforceable collateral, but the suppliers know that if they fail to deliver the coffee they 
will be cut out of the supply chain, as would say Twin Trading if it did not deliver to 
the roaster. The difficulties that have occurred at any point in the chain have been the 
result of inadequate systems of financial and operational control. Kuapa's pick up and 
pay depends on effective management information systems. 

What the above suggests is that the advantages offered to suppliers at each point of the 
chain are critical to the loose organisational structure of the chain. The challenge will 
come if there are competitive chains which allows those at any point to switch chains. 
For most of the primary suppliers this point has not yet come. They may sell 50%-80% 



of their output on the alternative market, to as many as half a dozen ATOs, but this still 
does not require them to chose between the ATOs when the general terms offered by 
ATOs is better than those of the mainstream market. 

At the point when alternative trade has grown sufficiently to provide 100% of the 
market, the issue will then be posed of competition between ATOs. Here a common 
standard (such as laid down by K O )  would restrict competition, but brands with 
higher levels of return would have the effect of raising the floor price competitively. 
The advantage from the suppliers point of view is that there would be an incentive for 
ATO's to increase front end surplus distribution and their level of support to the 
farmers. 

In the short term this is not likely to happen. What is already taking place is an attempt 
to undermine co-ops and alterndve Gde by 'predatoly' pncing by private merchants 
and international brands. In these cases, the lone standing relationshi~s of trust built 
between farmers and other parts of the chain a m-mure of &ation against 
such practices. 

In a sense what is being constructed through the vertical chains are economic spaces 
protected against the economic power relations of the mainstream market. It is not that 
there are not potential points of dominance within the change (notably the ownership of 
the brand), but that the AT0 principles work against the use of that dominance against 
the less powerful (more substitutable) links. 

It is here that Kelly's idea of thesystem being like a nation is suggestive. For what 
alternative trade seeks to do is establish an economy in which the prosperity of each 
member of the system benefits from the system's prosperity, as the result of an 
alternative principle of distribution. One organisational task is to protect this system 
against the political and economic attacks coming from the mainstream. The project is 
similar to that of the national mercantilists from the 17th century onwards. 

A third organisational principle of the alternative trade network is what might be termed 
the organisational Ocham's razor. Each part of the chain should limit what it does to 
those ktivities for which direct organisa6on is necessary. This is important to limit the 
tendency to organisational accumulation. For the larger a hierarchically structure 
grows, the more will relationships move from the horizontal to the vertical, from the 
associative to those of power. 

Twin Trading for example has remained small for a decade (never more than 16 
people). It has followed the principle of partnering around specific tasks, whether it be 
for designing a brand, supporting a particular group of co-ops, or selling a product. 
Twin has consciously not set up country offices in the South, and has been externally 
criticised for this, bui it is a poky  s t e h g  from the same principle that it is prefe&le 
to partner than to institute long chains of control. This policy has meant that relations 
with partners are in principle as important as relations with employees, each of them 
posing particular problems. 

What Twin has learnt from this also echoes one of Kelly's points, that the old 
organisational distinction of insidetoutside, us and them, breaks down into a 
continuum. There are some partners with whom Twin has sustained, close relations, 
others where the relationship is temporary and less demanding. What is posed is the 
necessary structures needed to sustain relations with close partners which are 
customarily given much less attention than internal. company structum. Thus there is 
a long tradition of discussion of employee control, share ownership, co-operative work 
groups, much less about how each of these issues applies directly to close partners. 

The organisational principle of retaining small hierarchical units, within large 
associative networks applies also to the structuring of growth. One successful Japanese 



experience is suggestive. A white goods manufacturer, Kuniyasu Sakai, developed the 
so called Bunsha system. Whenever his fum grew to the size of forty employees, he 
identified one person to start a new fum, taking with him upto four of the original staff 
receiving financial backing from the firm, and being linked in to its management 
information systems. The new firm could compete with the original one, it could 
develop new products at the core firm's expense, and use the core firm's overheads 
until it was established. When it grew to forty, it two would then divide In this way the 
firm has become the leading group in its sector. 

The guiding principles suggested here can be summarised as follows: 

(i) the synthesising organisational principle is the shared mission and common 
principles. At a concrete level it is the development of the 'alternative chain'. 

(ii) within the chain, the key organisational challenge is to build relationships of trust. 
This is the foundation of alternative trade and can onlv come about through the 
establishment of egalitarian relations and mutual responsibility between &ose directly 
involved in the chain. 

(iii) organisational components within the chain need to limit their spheres of 'vertical' 
organisation and maximise their relations of partnershio. giving as such attention to the 

A ,..- 
re$oduction of the latter as the former. 

(iv) chains need to be structured so that system enhancing behaviour is encouraged 
rather than free riding or anti system actions. The shared outlook is one part of this. 
Another is systems of rapid feedback which highlight difficulties rapidly, and provide 
mechanisms of immediate correction. 

The organisational needs of alternative trade. 

What follows from the above is that priority should be given to the following: 

(i) the establishment of institutions which serve to develop a common culture of those 
within the chain, and at the same provide the skills for managing production in the 
chain. Discussions have begun to set up a College of the South, which would be a 
virtual university - modelled on network principles - with distributed centres close to 
each point of the chain, shared material and instruction, and the conditions for mutual 
learning which have been a theme of network theory. 

(ii) the development of structures to give strength to partnerships, through the 
develo~ment of common strategic uers~ectives, mechanisms of mutual SUDLWIT and the 

A .  . . 
avoidice of damaging compe&ion. 

(iii) the creation of mechanisms which allow consumers to become active partners in 
altemative trade, beyond the activity of purchase, through share ownership, access to 
information networks, twinning, collective consumer pressure. 

(iv) the development of formal ownership structures a s  a guarantee of the principles of 
partnership and distribution rather than a determinant of them. 

Of these the last poses the most immediate challenge. The principle points of economic 
power in alternative trade chains - brand names and marks - are currently owned and 
controlled in the North. How can producers share in decision making, including 
decisions on the distribution of the surplus? Producer shares in ownership are one 
mechanism which has been successful in many expected and unexpected ways in the 
case of the Day Chocolate Company. A producer trust with holdings in the major 
marks is another but less favoured by producers because it establishes yet another layer 
of organisation for co-ops, in this case at an international level. The institutions 



established through a College of the South, l i e d  to fonnal holdings, would be a third 
but would also be open to the objection of an increase in the number of tiers. 

Conclusions 

There is no doubt that the networks that have develoued around vertical uroduct chains ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

have to date constituted remarkable organisational adhievernents. They have operated in 
a quite different material economy to networks of advanced technology firms, and are in 
principle not constrained by the major limitations of private networksnamely the 
contradiction between the need to share knowledge freely and the tendency to privatise - .  
the results of that knowledge. 

The alternative trade networks are constructed on different principles. But their 
organisational and ownership structures need to be developed to ensure that these 
p&ciples are carried through in the day to day relationships and processes within the 
chain. It remains one of the ~ r i n c i ~ a l  tasks for the ex~ansion of fair trade to develo~ the 
number, the size and the scdpe of ihese networks as & organisational and technicai 
condition for market expansion. 



Chapter 11 

The political economy of information in fair trade: 
certification, auditing, and the direction of acconntabilitg 

Power and information 

The control of information has always been intimately Wed to the exercise of power. 
But it has taken the transformation of the technolow of information and communication - 
for it to be adequately recognised as such. On the &e hand there has been a rich re- 
reading of institutions, whether despotic empires or contempomy institutions - in terms 
of the control of information and communication, on the other a recognition of the 
limitations of processes of democratisation which did not adequately address the 
relations of communication. 

One influentual school of thought with respect to power and wmmunications has been 
that associated with the French philosopher Michel Foucault. Much of his work was on 
language and ideology, but he also undertook a critique of everyday institutions - 
clinics, mental hospitals, prisons, and public adminiitration from this p m p d v e .  His 
work on govemmeht is ofparticular inierest for the issue of fair hade &a& it deal 
with the relations of information in administration, both public and private. 

Foucault looked at the development of mid-nineteenth century government inEurope in 
terms of changes in systems of surveillance. This included the development of statistics 
(literally statektics, the numbers of the state), censuses, inspectors, commissions, 
reports,-the re-arrangement of geographical space (including ihitutional architecbxes) 
to facilitate surveillance (or as he would term it "the gaze" of the state). Put another 
way, he problematised &e issue of information and control in in&al ~ociety.'~ 

The techniques W@ simultaneously developed in the private sector, both in terms of 
changes in accounting (and the introduction of balance sheets in the late 19th Century to 
ensure the proper husbandry of fixed assets in joint stock companies) and in corporate 
administration centred round innovations in management control and information 
systems. The work on industrial management by F.W.Taylor, Alfred Sloane and the 
historian of these changes, Alfred Chandler, parallel the ideas being developed in the 
public sector (and above all the military), by the Scientific Management school of public 
administration (in the US) and the Weberian theories of bureaucracy (in Europe). Both 
centre round the question of who has information about whom. 

Certification and social auditing. 

It is important to keep these ideas in mind, when considering the relations of 
information in alternative trade. For what is in a danger of hamning with the rise of 
certification and social auditing is a re-imposition of ihe powGbf t h e ~ o r t h  over the 
South through systems of surveillance. This is not the intention. The growth of quasi 
Foucauldian inspectorates monitoring the associations of suppliers is prompted by the 
need to guarantee ethical consumers in the North that products are indeed coming from 
democratic farmers organisations, and that some re-disfribution is taking place. But in 
spite of this purpose, &e impact of certification is to introduce inhefently inequal 
relations of information between North and South, in the form of an asymmetric 'gaze'. 

Information and  associative networks. 

l3 G. Burchell, C. Gordon and P. Miller (eds) The Foucault Effect: Studies in 
Governmentality, H a ~ e S t e r  Wheatsheaf 1991 
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In as much as alternative trade seeks new types of relationships and organisational 
f o m  between those engaged in trade, then this requires the development of new 
relations of information and communication. Put more formally, the elaboration of a 
theory of associative networks requires a theory of associative information. This will 
be distinct from the informational dimension of market relations on the one hand 
(centred round price and product quality) and hierarchical relations on the other (centred 
on management control systems). 

There are four types of information which are needed in a production network: 

technical knowledge about production (techniques, quality. timing) 

control information about performance in the chain 

information about the quality of relationships within the chain 

marketing information to consumers 

The first two of these are subsumed as a ~roblem in a conventional market moces~. A .--. -. 
party to a transaction is not concerned abbut the management control syste& of the 
other party, nor the details of the party's technical capacity, only about the product it& 
and the price. 

- 

Modem forms of supplier relations go beyond this. They recognise that their own 
performance depends on the capacity of the chain, and therefore have an interest in the 
knowledge and management of others in the chain. Learning and innovation, quite apart 
from culrent performance, will both benefit from co-operation across the chain. 

In this respect there is scope for substantial developments within existing alternative 
trade supply chains. Many farmers associations (and some ATOs) have weak 
management information systems. Financial accounting can be rndimentary, and 
presented in a f o m  which it is difficult for a farmer to understand or challenge. This 
weakens formally democratic structures. Kuapa Kokoo's 'pick up and pay' system is 
from this perspective a significant innovation. In cybernetic terms it serves as a strong 
'negative feedback' mechanism. 

Similarly there are as yet few inter-chain mechanisms for technical learning. Farmers 
have good access to international coffee prices, but few associations in Latin America 
have the resources to generate their own technical support systems, nor are the technical 
capacities of developmental sections of NGO's closely linked in to the trading partners 
of the ATOs. 

One method commonly found in mainstream chains is for the purchasers to operate 
specialist technical support departments. Marks and Spencer were well known for the 
technical help given to its suppliers in the 1960s and 1970s. The British grocery 
supermarkets are examples of this practice today. 

Another model is the consortia institutes established in Italy, part paid for and controlled 
by the suppliers.'4 

'4 A review of various forms of industrial technical institutes is contained in: H. Rush et 
al (eds) Technology Institutes: Strategies for Best Practice, International Thompson, 
1996. There has been a problematic experience of state financed institutes in Latin 
America over the past thirty years, but industly funded and controlled institutes have 
been ,more effective. 



It would be useful for fair trade chains to consider what technical support if any would 
be useful at each stage of the chain (including social marketing), and what would be the 
appropriate fom of delivery (local, national, international). 

One proposal that has been put forward is a network of producer controlled coffee 
support institutes operating in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and funded from some 
of the premia from alternative trade. But it may well be that technical support (for 
example in the development of organics) is &t provided through localgh&tx&ons. 

Twin has recently strengthened its producer support programme through the 
appointment of an organic agronomist, a programme which is directed at institutional as 
well as technical support for farmer associations. 

Another possibity is to develop web sites to link farmer organisations, and provide 
some technical capacity linked to a proposed College of the South. 

Monitoring fair trade. 

The more difficult issues arise with respect to the relations with consumers and the 
monitoring of fair trade. Part of the problem is how to audit social rather than W c a l  
practices. In this sense fair trade is different from organic production. The criteria of 
organic production can be specified more precisely than those for fair trade. For social 
and organisational monitoring the tendency is to aim for quantitative measures, but we 
know from the massive expansion of organisational monitoring that has taken place in 
Britain over the past decade that quantification can distort performance. 

Currentlv fair trade is limited in its criteria to certain auantitative measures. and a 
quali&ve assessment of producer structures. How &m we move beyondthis to assess 
qualitative relationships, and do we need to? 

One model is the old British school inspectorate, whose task was as much to advise as 
to monitor. In the 19th century it was composed.of lay people policing the ideological 
character of education, but from the turn of the century it was staffed by experienced 
teachers who would provide an outside view of the school as part of a textured process 
of institutional learning. A by-product of such visits would be to alert all wncemed 
(school governors, education authorities, parents) to major problems, but these tend to 
have been known anyway, and an external inspectorate galvanised action rather than 
provided the critical information. 

The Body Shop has been trying to tackle these issues in its approach to Ethical 
Auditing." Its performance indicators for community trade ig 1995/7 are as follows: 

number of community trade suppliers 

number of cosmetics and toiletries containing community trade ingredients 

number of cosmetics and toiletries new product launches 

examples of pricing arrangements 

total spend and ratio of community trade spend of total purchasing 

The concern behiid these indicators is how to expand the quantity of alternatively 
traded products or raw.materials in total inputs (currently 8%). 

"The Body Shop, The Body Shop Approach to Ethical Auditing, January 1998 



But it is also concerned with the qualitative relations of alternative trade itself, and has 
experimented'with various participatgt methods of assessing this. They have found 
this useful because it is two way, and gives both parties the opportunity to reflect on 
what the relationship has done for each of them. Yet because of the different 
circumstances of each supplier, it has been difficult to generate useful comparable 
performance data between them. What they have succeeded in doing is to establish 
systems based on assessing outcomes, involving each party on atwo way basis, 
instead of the usual one way systems based on experts seeking to measure outpurs. 

One set of questions therefore concern what is monitored and how. Another is the 
smctural relations of monitoring. There are a number of alternatives to the current 
North-dominated systems of ce&cation: 

(a) the control of certification organisations could be &@ to the South (as 
suggested in Chapter 6 above) 

(b) the certification of producers should be transformed into a certification of 
chains with the practices at each point of the chain subject to criteria and audit. 
This would particularly apply to ATOs and the monitoring of the distribution of 
the economic surplus within the chain. 

(c) the extension of farmer control to ATOs would pre-empt the need for more 
detailed auditing of the front end of the chain 

A further possibility would be to link the different parts of this discussion and constitute 
a small body of international advisers to each chain (the equivalent of 'elders', respected 
and experienced) who would make periodic visits to each section of the chain and write 
regular public reports. They would be drawn from each of the stakeholders (farmers. 
ATOs and consumers) and report to a stakeholder controlled central certification body. 

Conclusion. 

The wider issue posed in this chapter is how widely scattered members of an 
associative network, speaking different languages, coming from different life worlds, 
connect to each other. A fair trade mark (or brand) is a minimal connection. It stands 
for an economy of information, not a substantive connection. It needs to be seen as an 
enby point into relationships not an end in itself. 

The challenge to the fair trade movement is how to go beyond marks - however 
democratically controlled - to closer f o m  of association. The richness of alternative 
trade has come from the direct relationships established between fanners and ATOs and 
to the recipmcities developed from them. 

Twinning is one fruitful avenue. There is a very good example of twinning between a 
Malian and a Quebecois village, which was in the news some years ago when the 
Malians learnt from the radio of the ice stom that had crippled Quebec and raised a 
collection of E45 from their village to help their Quebecois friends. They did not 
require an audit trail because the gift was based on relations of trust. This should be the 
goal of alternative trade. 

One direction this suggests is the organisation of consumers. The Japanese co-ops are 
one example, the Traidcraft sales moups are another. Whatever the form, the possibiity 
for direct connections between consumer and ~roducer. or rather between ci& of tde 
North and South brought together initially by beit roles as producers and consumers, 
would take the issue of the validation of the fair trade relationship well beyond that of 
certification. 



In the end the question can be posed in the spirit of Theodore %Idin and his work on 
the history of conversation. Zeldin deals with the way in which conversation has 
developed historically, who has been allowed to speak to whom, how, in what 
languages, with what grammar, with what forms of address. He traces how 
conversational ghettoes form, based on class, profession, gender, ethnicity, and nation, 
and how gradually ways have been found to converse reciprocally beyond frontiers. 
In alternative trade, there is one language of economics - how goods are produced, 
when they need to be delivered, how much they cost. But there is another language to 
which it aspires - a language of joint enterprise and social reciprocity. 



Chapter 12 

Finance and Fair Trade: the double helix. 

Merchant credit dependence 

At the meeting of Cafe Direct's coffee supplier associations in May 1997 the principal 
issue for delegates from Central and South . b e r i ~  and East African was the need for 
finance. Commercial financial structures were seen as one of the main factors in 
reinforcing the market power of merchants and the weakness of small farmers. The 
large private merchants sought to undercut the co-ops by providing p-season loans to 
farmers (for such things as school uniforms and subsistence) and up front finance for 
coffee purchases. They could do this because they not only had substantial capital of 
their own, they also had access to the banks. 

For small producers on the other hand their lack of capital and the nature. of financial 
institutions puts them at a structural disadvantage. The very mar+ality of many small 
fanners means that their land is of low value. The poorest farm land is inaccessible. 
high in the Andes where coffee is subject to frost (just as other fair traded commodities 
like Body Scrubs came from infertile, semi desert areas). ' 

Another common issue is land ownership. The land of small coffee farmers is often 
difficult to buy and sell. In some areas it is collectively owned in Mexico, most of the 
producer organisations supplying Cafe D i c t  are called 'unions des ejidos', which 
refers to the system of ejidos, established as the result of the Mexican land reform, that 
gives residents in a village the right to farm collective land. It is therefore impossible to 
borrow against it. Forms of ownership which were designed to provide access and a 
measure of economic security to all, are as a result unsuited to the demands by banks 
for financial security. 

The main marketable asset which small farmers own is one representing value in the 
future, next season's crop. Put another way, with secure access to land, they have the 
capacity to produce a marketable crop. But the market value of this asset depends on the 
structure of trade. With imperfect markets, the potential realisable value of a crop is less ' 
for a bank than it is for a merchant. It is also subject to the uncertainties of production. 
For this reason finance advanced to small peasant farmers has tended to come from 
merchants rather than banks. 

For farmers dependent on merchants for their markets, trade related finance comes at 
high interest rates and low prices. The control of finance re-inforcm the market power 
of those who control markets. For producer organisations to develop a trading chain 
which is independent of merchants, they need access to independent sources of capital. 
Fair trade requires fair finance. 

Approaches to primary producer finance 

The question is the best form through which such finance can be provided. The 
dominant policy responses have been of two kinds: 

(a) to im~rove  the o~erat ions of the credit market. This is a~~roached  . 
principally by increasing the marketable value of small farmer asi<ts through the 
cornmodification of land. There have been programmes to establish individual and 
alienable land titles by breaking up collective forms of land holding. In the Mexican 
case, the Government provided a wide range of incentives for peasants to transfer 
their communal land holdings to Sociedads de Solidarid Sociale. These Scciedads 



take over land titles, provide banking services and appropriate the land if loans are 
not repaid. Both in Mexico and elsewhere the cornmodification of land has led to 
widespread bankruptcy and the concentration of land ownership. 

(b) to provide cheap forms of finance through farmer oriented banks. The 
Sandinistas in Nicaragua, for example, established a network of nual banks, with 
low cost fmance geared to the needs of small fanners. In P m  fanners and their 
organisations, with counterpart government finance, contributed money to existing 
rural banks for lending to small farmers. This followed the move in World Bank 
policy during the 1980s, away from retail development banking to wholesale 
development finance, providing subsidised funds through existing financial 
institutions. 

The problem with a l l  such policies is that they failed to change the central banking 
relationshio. In Nicaragua the Sandinista banks soon found themselves actine like 
any privag bank. In P& the rural banks operated according to such rigid 
procedures and criteria that it proved almost impossible for co-ops to borrow, and 
this has been the problem with wholesale development banking more generally. 

Just as in trade, we have argued that it is changes in the relationships and the control of 
trade which should be the starting point for the development of new structures, since 
the goals of improving exchange and redistributing the gains from trade are by 
themselves not enough. So a similar argument applies to finance. 

The argument of this chapter is that the most effective form of small farmer finance is that 
which builds on the social knowledge within farmers organisations and between the 
many participants in the chain. This entails close links between the provision of finance 
and the operation of trade. 

Merchants have historically been the primary channel of working capital. They have a 
better knowledge of primary borrowers and their productive capacity than the banks. 
They control the access to markets on which the indebted producers are dependent, and 
can enforce contractual rights over the commodities produced. 'Alternative finance' 
needs to use the autonomous rnerchanting stmctures~developed for trade as reverse 
channels for trade finance and for the generation of surpluses which can form the basis 
for the producers own sources of capid finance. 

Meeting the fmancial needs of producer chains: reducing turnover time 

The working capital needs of producer chains vary according to the length of time it 
takes from field to table (the turnover time). The cycle of bananas from primary 
purchase to fmal sale, for example, is six weeks. For orange juice it may be 3 
months. Finance has to be found to pay primary and intermediate producers prior to 
the time when the consumer pays for the fmal product. 

The first approach to meeting these working capital needs is to minimise turnover time. 
This is one of the lessons from Just in Time innovations in production organisation. 
Firms with inflexible methods of production found themselves with large stocks held 
'just in case'. Re-organising production so that a chain responded to final demand 
(making to order ) allowed for stock reductions and savings in working capital 
requited. 

In coffee the problem is particul&ly acute in that the cycle time from producer to retailer 
is between 11 and 12 months. This means that working capital needs for the chain as a 
whole are close to the value of final sales. 

The main scope for reducing the cycle time is not through delaying the initial harvest 
(coffee has to be picked when it is ready) nor through storage prior to processing on 



demand (coffee loses quality over time), but through the maximisation of flow of coffee 
through each stage of production and transportation (minimisation of down time) until it 
reach& the consumer: 

In the early stages of production, Twin found that it was possible to reduce cycle time 
by 2-4 weeks by the introduction of procedures for prompt w m t i o n  of orders, and 
clearance of documentation. At the UK end green coffee is delivered to the Roast and 
Ground processor, who roasts daily according to demand. Given the need for different 
types of coffee in the blend, and some uncertainty in shipping times, stocks remain 
unopened in the roaster's warehouse for an average of 3 weeks. 

In the case of instant coffee, however, where economies of scale mean that Cafe Direct 
volumes require only 4 roasts a year, stocks of green beans are built up over three 
months, with an average period in the warehouse of 6 weeks. Processed coffee is then 
shipped in bulk to the packaging factory where it is held on average for another 6 weeks 
,until it is put into jars, and shipped to the UK. In Britain it is warehoused for a further 
2 weeks, since retailers require orders to be met within 5 to 21 days. Overall, stocks of 
coffee are either processed or transported for less than a fifth of total cycle time. 

Strategies to minimise cycle time will vary, product by product. What is important for 
the discussion of finance, is that working capital needs can be substantially reduced by 
'co-ordination of the product chain and its parallel cycle of market tmnsasitiom. 

Trade credit via the ATOs. 

The second issue is the availability of funds for purchases at each stage of the chain. 
The stages of the alternative coffee chain are shown in Figure 1: 

Figure 1 Trade and finance in the alternative coffee 
chain 

Coffee beans (Cl) are sold by farmers to the 1st level co-op for M1. The 1st level co-op 
then sells its coffee (C2) to the second level co-ops for M2. The second level may 
process the coffee (C3) and sell it to an AT0 for M3, which in turn arranges shipping 
and processing (C4) before selling to supermarkets for M4. The supermarket then sells 
coffee C5 to consumers for M5. 

The central problem is that only one section of the chain has access to adequate credit - 
the supermarkets -but their market power means that far from giving credit they 
demand it, settling their accounts 30-60 days after delivery. Were the supermarkets in 
the UK to pay with order, they would contribute more than f l million to fmancing the 
alternative coffee chain at current levels of sales. 
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In the absence of such support, the main entry point of credit has been through the 
ATOs. As part of the primary fair trade arrangements, altemative traders are reqnimi to 
pre-pay 60% of the value of the contract (M3). This is then intended to finance 
purchases M2 and M1 to supply the order. 

The May 1997 coffee producers meeting identified three problems with this system: 

(i) Credit period and the coffee price. The fair trade credit regulations while 
specifying the 60% prepayment level are vague with respect to time and pdce. Twin 
Trading for example makes the payment at the start of the month prior to the month of 
shipment, either at the contract price as fixed by the exporter, or in terms of the 
minimum price of $1.26 per tonne. For a second level co-op, however, it make take 
three months to buy the wffee to filI a container, so that there is a shortfall between 
working capital required and receipt of the pre-payment. 

One proposal by the producers was to extend the credit period. The problem then is to 
settle a price in terms of which the advance is calculated Producer organisations are 
properly reluctant to set a contract price until they have bought the coffee, but without a 
price there is the problem of getting sufficient credit to buy from farmers. Basing the 
credit on the minimum price is fine with low markets, but it leaves the coops squeezed 
when prices are high. Working capital shortage was particularly acute for this reason in 
mid 1997, and producers suggested that in fhese circumstances prepayments should be 
made on the basis of a stop loss price at which the coffee would be automatically sold. 

These are not insuperable difficulties. In response to producer requests Twin and Cafe 
Direct are seeking to raise sufficient capital for the time period of pre-payment to be 
extended from one to two months, and the fair trade regulations clearly need to be 
tightened to ensure that some such period becomes standard. 

(ii) Shortfall. Even a longer termed 60% pre payment still leaves 40% of the price to 
finance, and leaves co-opsat a disadvantage reiative to merchants capable of p*g 
100% plus the provision of pre-season credit to the coffee farmers. 

A number of strategies have been adopted to cope with this shortfall. The n o d  practice 
of co-ops is a two stage payment: an initial payment on the basis of current market 
prices, and a second end of season payment which takes into account prices received, 
plus an element of the fair trade premium. 

One Tanzanian co-op makes three payments: one at the start of the season; a second 
when 40% of the crop has been sold and a third at the end of the season when the 
accounts are completed. A Costa Rican co-op also makes 3 payments, with the third 
payment being made at the end of the season on the basis of the average price 
throughout the season. The goal of most co-ops remains 100% up front, and this means 
a continuing need for other sources of working capital. 

(iii) Trust. The inherent nature of pre-finance is that it depends on trust. A contract 
between an AT0 and a second level co-op is a contract for the supply of coffee which 
the co-op may not possess. They in turn, in advancing credit to the first level, are also 
relying on the fmt level to use the money to buy from the farmers. If any level fail to 
deliver, there is little that the credit givercan do about it. The coffee is not there, and the 
advances are unsecured against the limited realisable &sets of the producers. It is a 
fragde chain, with a single failure to deliver a container as contracted capable of 
severely damaging an ATO. 

Yet in spite of its fragility, the alternative chain has two advantages over the 
conventional one. First, there is a sense of mutuality between segments of the chain. 
Contracts between ATOs and second level suppliers are concluded on the basis of trust 
and a shared interest in the success of the altemative chain as a whole, and this 



underlies the minimal failure rate that UK ATOs have experienced to date. Measures to 
strengthen the bonds within the chain are more important than reliance on collated. 

Second, it is important to have a system which maximises a collective interest in 
contract Mtilhnent, w d  minimises the impact of problems which could lead to 
breakdowns in delivery. Short, revolving credit periods, such as those operated under 
the Pay and Pick Up system used by Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana, fulfill both these 
conditions. Farmers who fail to deliver cocoa in line with the credit received risk bejg 
shut out of a premium market, whiie the Kuapa organisers have early warning of 
problems when performance targets are not fulfilled. Similar considerations apply at 
each level of the coffee chain. The shorter the credit term, the less is at risk and the 
sooner problems are identified. Credit becomes an important instrument for effective 
management within the chain. 

Sources of trade credit. 

ATOs have been one important channel of trade credit for alternative trade, but they 
themse1ves rarely have sufficient capital to provide the credit themselves. There are a 
variety of possible sources for an expansion of credit for coffee: 

reduced retailer credit terms. If UK retailers paid with order, rather than within 30- 
60 days, this would inject upto El million into the alternative coffee chain. 

consumers could be asked to prepay their coffee, for example by joining a coffee 
club, which gives pre-paid tokens or a smart card with credits for a given quantity 
of coffee. 

a number of state financed funds have been established to provide trade credit, 
particularly for Latin America, but have had difficulty in identifying the channels for 
disbursement 

ethical funds have been the major providers of tmde credit for coffee -g to date. 
Terms vary. In one case the fund lends on the following basis 

funds are advanced against firm orders with stated prices, so that the coffee 
acts as collateral 

they are advanced through coffee traders, with the traders normally bearing 
the risk. 

Other funds have gone further and provided guarantees for pre-fmance that is 
advanced by commercial banks and administered by the ATOs in the course of their 
day to day purchasing. One such scheme has used-a revolving fund of £400,000 to 
lend more than E10 million as trade credit to producers, with the only one failure in 
seven years. 

Producer funds. 

A further source of funds is from the farmers themselves. These have the advantage that 
as they grow they can be used not only for any shortfall in trade Fiance, but to provide 
pre-season finance as well as investment lending. 

Some associations have already undertaken initiatives of this kind. One Tanzanian co- 
op has established a trust fund, financed by a fraction of the coffee price. Another has 
set up a bank, with help of Dutch bank, that has been going for over four years. 
Farmers apply through their primary co-ops who are asked to endorse and guarantee the 
loan before submission to the second level co-op. All primary co-ops put their funds in 
the bank, which also takes farmers savings. The 96 primary organisations have shares 



in the bank (along with farmers, and second level co-ops). They also act as the 
branches of the bank. Finance of the initial capital of $850,000 has come from a 5 cents 
a kilo contribution by farmers (recently raised to 20 cents a kilo). Loans are given for 
trade finance and investment, with interest rates significantly lower than the private 
banks. 

The question for any producer bank is how to avoid becoming like a conventional bank 
on the one hand while at the same maintaining its loan discipline. 

New models of producer finance 

The producer organisations involved in the alternative trading chain can build on the 
divergent experiences in development banking over the past twenty years. Side by side 
with the move to wholesaling of development funds through existing banks, there has 
been a growing number of alternative banking models. These base their lending not on 
the collateral offered by individual borrowers, but on what has been called the social 
capital of producer organisations. The fact that producers know each other, already 
engage in activities involving mutual obligation, and have specialist knowledge in a 
particular crop or industry gives them an advantage over arms length banks without 
industrial expertise. 

One example are the fmancial consortia of the manufacturiug co-ops in Italy, where a 
borrower's industrial colleagues review proposds and'gnamntie loans 

which are advanced by commercial banks. The consortia in effect undertake the loan 
screening process in ways which are more effective than conventional banks, as well as 
entail a social obligation by the borrower to repay. As a result the consortia backed 
loans have had a very small failure rate compared to commercial banks, with a 
consequent cut in interest rates because of the reduction in risk that consortia finance 
entails. 

A second model is that of the Mondragon co-operatives, where the co-operative bank 
has two sections: a development department appoints a 'mentor' to work on projects 
with prospective borrowers (mostly lacking any collateral), the other which advances 
loans on the basis of recommendations by the developmental 'mentors'. As with the 
Italian co-ops, the failure rate has been far below that of the cornrnerciaJ banking 
network. 

In the South many of the most successful initiatives for small loan finance have been 
based on mutual guarantees and social kn~wledge.'~ The alternative model of 
development finance that emerged in the late 1980's emphasised. 

the importance of long term relations between banker and client, and of local 
knowledge 

a decentralised branch structure (the Coupedes bank in Indonesia had 2,700 
branches which provided short and medium term small loans) 

the need for general banking functions 

the gearing of loans to the ability to repay, thus limiting the initial size and duration 
of loans, but growing larger over time. 

the effectiveness of mutual guarantees 

'' A useful recent survey of micro finance issues and institutions in the South is 
contained in J.Ledgerwood: Sustainable Banking with the Poor: Microfinance 
Handbook, World Bank, 1999 



Producer organisations which have developed tradiig functions also have the advantage 
of providing a market which allows borrowers to repay through the supply of 
commodities. 

The Tanzanian producer bank has incorporated a number of these featurw: into its 
design, not least the use of its coffee collection structure to handle loans, the 
engagement of those close to the borrowers to provide evaluation and guarantees, and 
the incornration of banking functions for the CO-ouerative network and its members to 
expand t6e finance availablg. 

Regional banking networks 

Given the expanding network of producer organisation.4 engaged in alternative trade, 
there is an opportunity to establish a network of financial institutions attached to second 
level co-ops, which could be supported by specialist advisers, and financed by a 
deduction from the fair trade premia The credit they generated would not replace trade 
credit through NGOs but would complement and extend it, as well as providing finance 
for investment projects. 

In West Africa, the felt need extends further, to the provision of efficient banking 
senices. Cameroom cocoa producers have had major cliflidties in getting their foreign - 
exchange transfers processed by the cornmemid banks, and their day to day banking 
needs met ~rornptly and economically. In Ghana the problem of bank charges and hieh 
interest rat& is &&that they constit& half the total &erhead expenditureif Kuapa 
Kokoo. In both cases the producer organisations are particularly vulnerable to adelay 
in payment or a blocking of accounts. 

In the face of these problems a proposal has been put forward by the producers to 
establish a s~ecialist cocoa bank which would provide a full range of banking and 
investment iervices for West African cocoa.fabers, and structukd to benefij from the 
industry and borrower knowledge as discussed above. 

Conclusions. 

One view of producer organisations is that by and large they are not bankable, and that 
what is required is specialist financial advice so that they can 'graduate' to become 
bankable within the existing commercial system. 

This chapter has put forward an alternative proposition. It is that commercial banking as 
constituted in Africa and Latin America is not structured to meet the requirements of 
small ~roducers. and that what is needed is less a change in the ba&ab&tv of 
produ;ers, as inthe nature of banks. In particular new types of financial htitution are 
necessary which build on the existing strengths of producer organisations and their 
wider networks. 

- . 

One of these strengths is the role that producer organisations play as alternative 
merchants, which makes them an appropriate vehicle for the advance of trade credit, 
either generated internally or supplied through the ATOs andlor the alternative f m c e  
network. 

Related to this is the social knowledge that exists within a CO-ope~ative network, which 
both reduces risk, and provides the foundation for mutual obligation. Neither of these 
strengths are realised where producer organisations are dependent on commercial 
merchants or private banks for trade credit This is why producers need to develop 
their own financial capacity in parallel with their role as merchants. Each activity 
complements the other. The finance and tradiig functions need to be linked like a 
double helix, separate yet intertwined. 



Just as there have been costs in the sharp separation of banking and production in many 
Westem economies, there is also a danger of separating financial w m e n t s  from the 
mmagement of production. Finance is a window into production not external to it. A 
World Bank study of 103 small enterprises in Colombia found that apparent financial 
needs were a proxy for other problems, principally planning, marketing, design and 
quality, and that only 20% of the finns in the sample were judged to be in actual need of 
finance. 

This conclusion applies to the organisation of alternative production chains. The 
finance function needs to be seen as part of a more general process of improving the 
flow of primary commodities through the veous stages pf processing and 
transportation to the final market, and not merely as a source of funds. 

The challenge for the fair trade movement therefore is two fold: 

how to expand the sources of trade credit through ATOs as a means of 
strengthening producer organisations and the expansion of alternative tmde 

the promotion of autonomous financial organisations controlled by producers and 
integrated with the trading functions. 

The first of these follows a more established path, which - in banking terms - has been 
remarkably successful because of the particular nature of the financial relationships 
involved 

The second has already been embarked upon in East Africa, is currently proposed for 
cocoa in West Africa., and is urgently required by many of the coffee supply 
organisations in Latin America if they are to be sustained in the cment climate of 
hostility to producer co-ops. 



Chapter 13 

Fair Trade and Government Policy. 

The fair trade approach based on commodity chains controlled by farmers requires a ' 
different policy approach to that of traditional policy towards development and trade. In 
the latter-case ihCEey instruments are in the &troiof nation states -the levels of 
protection or the agreement of international stabiiation schemes for example. In fair 
trade this is not the case. The primary respomility lies with fanners organisations and 
ATOs. The proposals outlined in earlier chapters are directed first and foremost to the 
actors in the fair trade movement 

Fair trade requires not trade policy but industrial policy geared to a particular type of 
develo~ment in commoditv chains. What we know about industrial mlicv is that it is a 
delica& flower. ~lmost  eqerywhere industrial minishies face the s d e  p6blem. State 
officials are put in charge of resources for the development of an industry from which 
they are far femoved. In recent years, however, new-approaches to induitrial policy 
have been developed some of whose principles may be appropriate for fair trade. In 
these, the state i s i  facilitator, contributi~~io sys& &d start up costs, and 
ensuring that an adequate service infrastructure is in place. 

Below we identify ten areas where UK government policy could help in the expansion 
of fair trade. Many of these require assistance in the North, since the argument of this 
report is that it is fair trade markets which are the current principal constraint for the 
expansion of fair trade, and this is closely linked to the level of consumer awareness. 

(i) capacity development for primary producer organisations. The issue is 
how to avoid reproducing the aid relationship with respect to these organisations. One 
approach is to look at from the viewpoint of the alternative rnulthational-. that every 
supplier has to have certain skills and systems, and that their acquisition is a condition 
of being recognised as a full scale supplier. The systems and skills required would he 
financial and management information systems, organisational skills, particularly in co- 
operative organisation. This proposal has been discussed in terms of a College of the 
South, using distance learning systems, with centres in the main producing areas, 
serviced by material and skills from a number of central hubs. 

(ii) fair finance. The credit requirements of suppliers may be supplied by pre-finance 
- i.e. through the ethical institutions, banks, funds, fair trade purchasers and so on. But 
there is also a need for the working and fmd capital required for conventional trade by 
the producer organisations. This is where the farmers bank or credit union comes into 
play. There needs to be a model of banking similar to that for trade. There are already 
pilots on the ground run by producer organisations. These should be extended, using 
the lessons of micro credit institutions learnt over the past decade. 

(iii) sustainable rural livelihoods. Much fair trade has focussed on improving the 
terms on which farmers sell their export crops. Less work has been done on using the 
increased proceeds to increase local food production and the sustainability of farming 
systems. The development of organic farming is not just a question of getting a higher 
price in overseas markets, but of the conditions of production and the state of the soil 
for the producers. It would be an appropriate time to launch a small number of pilots 
linked to fair trade suppliers which seek to encourage sustainable food systems financed 
in part through the fair trade premia 

(iv) development of branded products in the South. The FMCG products in 
the South have tended to be dominated by hternational brands. Fair trade is now 
sufficiently developed for the knowhow from fair trade branding and consumer 



connections in the North to open up the Southern markets to fair trade brands controUed 
by the farmers. 

(V) widening fair trade markets in the North. Governments are limited in the 
direct help they can give to the formation of new brands. The initiative to establish new 
brands has to come from those active in the chain. The Minister's encouragement of 
large firms and departments of state to use fair trade products has been helpful, but she 
is of course politically constrained in how far she can extend such support, particularly 
if fair trade cuts into the market share of the major brands. 

Ivil establishine a fair trade venture eaoital fund which would take stakes in 
new brand vent&&, and provide guarantees,-as well as building up an e m  in new 
brand formation. The fund should also promote alternative distribution systems, such 
as fair trade catering or e-commerce projects. Both offer particular opportunities for 
increasing consumer awareness, and providing an indewndent route to the market for - - 
fair tradeprducts. 

- 

(vli) encouraging the conventional market to adopt some of the 
principles of fair trade using the ethical space opened up by the fair trade 
initiatives. Like the ETI, this approach could have a major impact if handled well. 
Currently ETI has concentrated on labour conditions and has let small farmer 
production to fair trade. But the question is now raised as to how an ET1 could widen 
the field of operations for the small farmers as well. What it requires is a set of 
proposals by the fair traders for action by the mainstream, for example: 

that mainstream producers should buy from registered f m e r s  organisations. This 
would encourage the expansion of fair trade suppliers, and allow existing registered 
ones to seU more of their output on the fair trade market 

that supermarketslmain catering chains cany a certain percentage of their stock as 
fair trade products (protecting space on the shelves) 

(viii) FT certigcation. An expansion of fair trade into the mainstream branded 
products would call for a more differentiated certification system, similar to the 
Michelin star system for example. One star would be assigned for purchasing 
commodities on fair trade terms. Two stars would be given for those ATOs processing 
and branding fair trade imports for sale in the North. Three stars would be given for 
joint ownership of the final branding and distribution function. Such a system would 
provide incentives to improve the levels of fair trade, and would increase consumer 
information. It would also give considerable control to the certifying organisations. 
These should be transferred to producer control, to allow the current labelling 
organisations to switch their focus to the expansion of fair trade awareness and joint 
marketing in the North. 

(m) organic certification. The fair trade and organic movements are both 
considering the benefits of closer links between them. One immediately critical area is 
organic certification. These were developed for farmers in the North, and are expensive 
to administer for small farmers in the South. In addition, there is is still no international 
standard for organics, so that some small coffee farmers in Latin America have invested 
in organic registration, only to find that this certification is only recognised in certain 
markets. There is an urgent need to establish standard recognised certification with low 
costs for the producers. 

(X) a fair trade thinks tank. The fair trade movement has accomplished much 
more in practice than has been digested academically, and there has been only limited 
writing up of the many fair trade initiatives which now exist. Both these are important 



to inform strategy for those involved in ATOs and supporting organisations, and also as 
the basis for widening awareness of fair trade. There is a space for one or more think 
tanks, which are linked both to appropriate academic institution and to ATOs in the 
North, and to similar institutions in the South. 

Conclnsion 

The point about all of these is that existing aid and industrial budgets can probably 
accommodate most of the suppoa that is needed if effective 'joined up' decision making 
is in place within Government Three points are particularly relevant for aid agencies: 

a capacity to give loans and guarantees and not just grants 

. programmes which reflect the aspirations of fair nade and do not make fair trade 
mimic straight markets. 

widening of the impact of fair trade through some form of Fair Trade EIZ 
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1. Introduction 
The name Cafgirect has become a byword for the movement of marginal solidarity or 
charity trading into the mainstream market. It is perhaps l l ~  exemplar of mainstr- 
fair trade in the UK to date. Caf6direct is profitable, can h a n c e  from its trading 
margin a significant ongoing technical support for all of its farmer suppliers, and has 
achieved considerable brand recognition with nothing like the conventional levels of 
investment in new product development or marketing spend. The products are high 
quality and have gained a useful market share in a mature market dominated by only 
few transnational players. The tale behind the set up of Caf&ect is, perhaps not 
surprisingly, quite long and complex. Efforts to support small-scale coffee farmers to 
prosper and gain dignity and autonomy were the driving motor. This study aims to tell 
this tale and reflect on the lessons and consequences, including some of the emerging 
conbadictions. Preparing this study, it has been difficult not just to identify, but 
sometimes to separate the various strands. There are a number of stories as it were, 
within the story. Frequently the interplay between them is obvious. But, it is hard to 
assess confidently what was cause, and what effect, or whether there was simply a 
fortuitous, perhaps never-to-be repeated convergence of forces and institutions and 
individuals. There are however, three main strands to the coffee story : 

a) small-scale coffee farmers and the fight against economic and political 
marginalisation 
This is the story of small-scale coffee farmers and the creation and struggles of their 
co-operative or self-managed organisations, which were able to enter the export 
economy, to resist or by-pass the power of the state, the merchants and their agents 
and become independent traders in their own right. Thus they have improved their 
bargaining power and been able to improve the survival rate, viabiiity and quality 
reputation of small-scale coffee growing communities. 

b) Concerned Consumers and Their Purchasing Power 
The emergence, after several decades of development education and environmental 
campaigning, of a new group of conscious or "ethical" consumers, who were prepared, 
or even actively determined, to incorporate environmental andlor social issues into 
their purchasing choices. This move of social or political activism into the economic 
domain, a process which is accelerating and expanding, is being channelled into 
support for "pioneering" and "fair trade" products and contributes thus to the strong 
commercial pressure on corporations to review (and be seen to review) their own 
supply chain practices. 

c) A New Form of Market Intervention and Levelling the Playing Field 
The foundation of Third World Information Network (TWIN) and Twin Trading, with 
a start-up endowment from the Greater London Council, bought time for 
experimentation and innovation in forms of trade development and exchange of goods 
and services as a means to achieve internationalism and "mutual benefit". Although a 
tiny organisation with very limited finance, Twin became, through entrepreneurial 
flair, practical intervention in a "failing" market and political alliance-building across 
the whole chain of commercialisation, a prime mover for lasting change in the world 
coffee market, dominated by giant, transnational companies and rigid, zero-sum game 
thinking. 



There are several other factors which need to be born in mind. F i i l y  the context The 
study covers approximately one decade from the mid-1980s during which privatisation 
and liberalisation were the watchwords, the Berlin Wall fell and the desirability of 
free-ing up markets was virtually unquestioned Secondly, the conventional wisdom 
of the coffee market gave no credence to ethics, organics$ or would-be newwmm. 
When Twin entered the e t r e a m  (green) coffee market in 1988 the following were 
typical views: "that there are many ways to trade coffee, none more ethical than any 
other"., "all coffee is organic"; 'Vhe only way to gain market share in coffee is to buy 
it" (i.e. acquire an existing brand or buy consumer recognition through veIy large 
advertising spends)'. 

Perhaps the biggest external ''trigger'' for action was the collapse of the coffee price in 
mid 1989. This continued and by mid-1992 prices fell to 1930s levels, as little as 50 
cents per pound (lb.). In the come of the decade studied here however this bust was 
followed by a boom. Both very high and very low prices impact on small-scale farmers 
and coffee growing communities extremely adversely. 

A SNAPSHOT OF A COFFEE MARKET BOOM and BUST 

1989 International Coffee Agreement (ICA) reaches renewal date with nothing in 
place to regulate supply and demand. Prices crash. Bust sets in. 

1992 Prices fall to a low of 50 cents per pound (lb.) - 1930s levels. 
Producing countries meet and aim for a coffee 'retention plan' 

1993 Coffee retention plan gaining wider support, including essential participation 
of Central Americans and verbal support by Brazil. Coffee prices begin to 
rise on prospect of producer country pact. 

1994 Spring - market waits for new central American crop. Retention plan kicks in; 
price rises from 60 to 140 centdlb. Stocks held in consumer countries 
beginning to dwindle. Frost hits once: price rises to 180 cents 

1995 Frost hits a second time: price rises to 273 cents - mini-peak. Prices fall back to 
240 cents, 180 cents to arrive at 90 centdb. end of 1995. 

1996 Prices rally to 90-130 cents band. Low consuming country stocks, except 
Brazil the producing countries have no stocks. Market remains sensitive and 
volatile. 

Source: Zadek and Tiffen, 1998 - 

The 1989 "bust" had an immediate and profound impact on existing.coffee trading 
institutions and their operations. It meant, for example, the prompt departure of many 
of the traditional trading intermediaries and agents ftom the sector. Coffee trading was 
suddenly less commercially attractive to them. As revenues fell the final stages of 
privatisation and the dismantling of state institutions were speeded up as budgets were 
cut or departments closed. Many co-operative organisations, especially, but not only in 

Customer Circular issued by NestlC (9.3.1 995); interviews with London-based coffee traders in 1988. 



Africa, while outwardly democratic in form and not owned by the state, suffered from 
the same sclerosis and bureaucratic tendencies of state departments having been 
managed and manipulated as such, sometimes directly, by the state authorities. Slow 
decision making structures and physical isolation left farmers ill-equipped for rapid 
change and, given their indebtedness, vulnerable to take-over and asset stripping from 
new commercial entrants to the sector. In many cases, farmers simply stopped working 
their farms and, where already close to the brink, headed for the towns. 

Coffee is at the heart of this study. But coffee is, arguably, just one commodity of 
possible illustration of the potential for fair trade chains to respond to real needs and to 
influence the market 2. The evolution of this "coffee project" also points to a number 
issues of interest for those wanting to understand the meaning of fair trade more 
generally including: the commercial value of better relationships with growers, the role 
of info~~ned consumers, the human as well as economic value of innovative and 
co-operative structures, the impact of non-traditional marketing, ways to overcome the 
considerable barriers to entry into mature markets for new products or by new 
suppliers. 

Twin's story is not only about learning to import coffee more equitably and directly 
from small-scale and marginal farmers' organisations, but, points to the importance 
and difficulty of forming and financing appropriate institutions to implement such 
forms of economic exchange effectively: whether production, merchanting or 
marketing bodies3. Coffee had long-standing political associations for a small segment 
of consumers and thiq plus its risiig popularity (roast and ground or "proper" coffee), 
made it ~II easier product with which to "go mainstream" 4. But predominance of 
small-scale, peasant coffee farmers in the global system and the plight of these farmers 
in a turbulent and uncaring markef stripped in the liberalisation process of real support 
policies and mechanisms, demanded an institutional and political not an emotional 
response. The impacts and consequences of articulating one practical "response" and 
building a successful, alternative model of coffee trading - a functioning chain from 
farmer-to-consumer - are perhaps only just becoming apparent They are quite diverse, 
going far beyond the confines of the performance of one marketing company. This 
study attempts to at least articulate these, while not being able to reach firm 
conclusions on many as yet. 

2. Coffee 

A Short Profile of Coffee and Coffee Producing Countries 
Coffee is a extensively and well documented commodity and this profile is short, 
aiming only to point out aspects of the coffee production and trading process which 

* Twin has gone on to innovate in other product areas - the cocoa/chocolate story is covered elsewhere 
withii the "Understanding and Expanding Fair Trade" report 

A separate paper produced for this series covers some of the specific challenges and sodo-political 
problems facing producer organisations in detail; this case study looks primarily at the expon and 
upstream organisational challenges of alternative trading institutions. 

Just as in Japan, the "pesticide free banana" became a symbok od public awareness and debate about 
North-South trading in the 1981)s - See a companion case study by Robin Mumy in this report. 



impact on incomes to farmers and producing countries. Coffee originated in tropical 
Afiica and is now grown, having been taken there by colonial traders or investors, in 
80 countries across four continents. Not d coffee is the same. There are two 
distinctive species - coffea arabica and coffea canephora (robusta) - with different 
characteristics and applications in the end market (finished products). Each species 
requires different conditions to grow well: arabicas are high altitude plants growing in 
temperate conditions up to 2000m above sea level. Robustas thrive in lower, tropical 
rainforest areas. Bean quality or perceptions of quality (there are objective indicators 
which, l i e  wine, are isolated by comparative tasting) are determined by soil, climate 
and the height above sea level of the growing area. 

There is not much a peasant fanner can do to influence these basic characteristics - i.e. 
where they are living and working - and they do confer significant difference in value 
to the traded commodity. Coffee is traded "green". This means primary processing has 
already been undertaken in the producing country, usual on or near the farm. The 
coffee bean that consumers know is a kernel in a larger "cherry". It is significant that 
notwithstanding the natural (and "unalterable") advantages mentioned, discernible 
differences in quality, and thus added value and income at farm level, can be achieved 
by the coffee farmers themselves by careful harvesting, processing and the manual or 
mechanised elimination of defective beans. Traditionally, few fanners have been 
informed of these subtleties, how the market perceives them and the pricing 
implications or differentials (incentives). Pricing signals seldom reach farmers 
undistorted and there are significant asymmetries of information within the market 

Coffee and The Peasant Economy 
Coffee is significant in the export earnings of many developing country economies. 
Yet a more nuanced picture of the importance of coffee farming for low per capita 
income countries emerges if we ask, who, within low income economies, actually 
grows coffee? As many as ten million farmers produce coffee and there are an 

5 estimated seven million small-scale or peasant farmers among these . The social, 
political and economic importance of coffee as a crop rises considerably when all three 

6 are taken into account . Coffee, a source of cash revenue, forms the bedrock of 
household incomes in many marginal nual communities. A typical small-scale coffee 
farm is a plot of less than 10 hectares (approx. 24 acres), situated in relatively isolated 
and unseniced regions - for example without all-weather roads and electricity. 

The behaviour of buyers or their agents, coffee price fluctuations, market busts and 
booms and long-term consumer trends and fashions impact - i.e. they are -.directly 
on coffee growing communities and their social and economic stability. For example, 
when prices go down farmers' children do not attend school, or have poor attention 

7 spans through deteriorating diet . The downward pressure on coffee prices means that 

Source: The Fairtrade Foundation. 
For example, in Chiapas Mexico, indienous lndian communities, indigenm, are mongly represented 

in small-scale coffee grower groups. Race and class factors enter into the cash crop buying relationships. 
The merchant classes are commonly fmm settler or immigrant groups, white or mestizo or of ruling cast 
or clan, with privileged access to resources. ' See "Dealing with and in the Global Economy" by Pauline Tiffen and Simon Zadek in Mediating 
Sustainability. Growing Policy from the Grassroots, Kurnarian Prw,  1998 



the demographic profile has been changing, farmers themselves profess and lament, 
are either getting older, or very much younger (i.e. children) and more female. 
Younger men are moving away for casual labour or urban-based jobs. In some area 
narcotic crops offer a more lucrative alternative. This is socially disruptive, of come, 
and emigration spawns another set of problems in urban areas and of relations between 
urban-rural settings. Coffee is and has remained nevertheless one of the most valuable 
traded commodities for many developing countries. This is shown in brief form in 
Table 1. below. 

-- - .- 
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The Coffee Market and Commodity Agreements 
Why did the market go "bust" in 1989? The Intemational Coffee Agreement a 
multilaterally agreed "control" mechanism, introduced in the 1960s to stabilise 
commodity prices and to stave off the problems of persistent low prices. The main aim 
was to offer some means to keep production in line with consumption and in so doing 
to maintain prices between a band of 120-140 cents/lb. This band was considered by 
the International Coffee Organisation - the gathering of "producers" (i.e. producing 
countries) and "consumers" (i.e. consuming countries) to be "fair" and remunerative to 
both sides. One reason for the pressure on the Agreement - which was up for renewal 
in 1989 - was a serious misalignment of coffee supply with coffee demand, of 
production and consumption. The Agreement subjected producing countries to export 
quotas to control the supply of coffee released onto the market. Coffee kept back 
(stockpiled) in the producing countries represented a constant "pressure" on the system 
or "temptation". A two tier market had been developing of Western and Comecon 
(Soviet Bloc) markets, so-called "ICA and non ICA" countries. Some estimates put the 
world coffee stocks at 66'million sacks at the end of 1988, the equivalent of 
approaching one year's consumption. 

World consumption was growing in this period however, rising fiom 71.95 million 
bags in 1989 to 74.20 million in 1993. Income elasticity of demand for coffee was 
positive overall8, despite emerging competition ftom soft drinks and shifts within the 
range of coffees consumed. Consumer interest in origins and milder, higher quality 
coffees was rising. 

Elasticity of Demand: Coffee 1990 
EECIEU 0.722 
USA 0.0 * 
Scandinavia 0.208 
Southern Europe 0.723 
Japan 1.611 
CPE 1.00 

I* Zero, but statistically insignificant 
Shifts in consumution patterns and c6nsumer tastes - awav from Robustas and 

towards mild arabicas, especially fiom Colombia, Kenya A d  CentraI America 
however provoked new rivalries between coffee producing countries on the one hand 
a ~ d  growing resentment by the importers to the "controls" on them by the quotas 
which determined the origins available to them to purchase. It was perhaps this 
broadly positive backdrop - most especially the push for higher qualities and speciality 
or distinctive flavours which actually represented an "opportunity" - that made some 
observers conclude that the breakdown of the agreement was more of a political choice 
than an economic necessity or a real supplyldemand imperative. 

"The United States with the tacit support of EC hard-liners such as 
Britain and Holland has been blamed for engineering the collapse of the 
International Coffee Agreement in pursuit of free market ideology and 
other foreign policy goals, particularly in Central America and Brazil." 
The Independent, March 10,1990 

Henk Cox in Short Changed. Pluto Press 1990 

10 



Considering the fundamental shift towards higher qualities and grades and the need for 
continuous care and intensive farm management to achieve these and the expansion of 
coffee drinking - including in new markets such as Japan where coffee drinking W% 

becoming fashionable - it is, in retrospect, hard to see how a total collapse was in the 
interests of any p&. of the coffee market and it is not hard to see why, with prices 
driving farmers' revenues well below the costs of production, this triggered a period 
of supply problems, market volatility and general uncertainty for all. 

The Social and Solidarity Dimensions of Coffee 
Coffee has long been a beverage with social and political connotations. Coffee 
drinking started in Europe in the 1600s. It caught on East. At first sold by street 
vendors or from shops run by Armenians, "retreats merely shops reeking of tobacco 
smoke ..." by 1673 there were three thousand coffee houses in London. The "cafes" 
were quite different: "spacious, luxurious but not overbearing ...in short a worthy 

9 meeting place for respec'iable people ." Some, such as Lloyds Coffee house, became 
important business houses. Jonathan's in Change Alley became the stock exchange. 
The 'coffee houses were also places which fostered freedom of speech and thought - 
sedition for those to whom they were opposed. Women were also welcomed. The 
social elite could sit with merchants, poets and tinkers and exchange opinions over a 
cup of coffee costing lp. For this reason they were sometimes known as "Penny 
Universities" 10 

The Rise of Alternative Trading Organisations in Europe 
Why in the late 1980s did the idea of fair trade coffee take hold in such a measure in 
the UK mainstream market? To a considerable extent, but virtually unnoticed, 
something comparable to the 17th century coffee "boomn had been taking place. But 
this time not through coffee houses - d 6 s  - but church lobbies, town halls and 
schools. A large number of social organisations throughout Europe had begun to 
trade, but not for a profit Coffee was commonly part of the range. 

The size and scale of these unusual companies varied greatly: husband and wife 
partnerships, small-scale worker co-operatives, church groups. What unites them, at 
least loosely, is that their goals and missions explicitly include social, environmental 
and human-centred results and objectives. The International Federation for 
Alternative Trade, (IFAT) which is the biggest and most representative, international 
grouping of these companies was founded in 1989 after almost ten years of "getting 
together" internationally in an informal way. Organisations that join IFAT identif4t 
themselves as having a shared vision which is as follows: 

<'to work with the poor and oppressed particularly in 
the struggle of Third World producers, to raise living 
standards and create their own means of development 
through establishing more equal trading relations". 

Most conventional companies do not see political or historic dimensions as relevant 
to their core business or mission; nor would they like to be judged as successful or not 

Tobacco in History: The Cultures of Dependence. Jordan Goodman, Routledge 1993 p82 
The East India Company Book of Coffee, Antony Wild, p46. The East India Company was the 

largest imponer of coffee at the time ofthe coffee house "boom" in the late 17th Century. 



by this factor or "output". The IFAT statement and political language reflect clearly 
the roots of the principal founders of the alternative trading movement, from which 
the mainstream version of "fair trade" has stemmed. An underlying problem 
connected with unequal economic relations is assumed, one result being uneven 
power relations and, usually, some measure of exploitation. Inequality is in this way 
self-perpetuating - the poor remain or are "kept" poor - and this is unjust or unfair. 
Alternative traders, therefore, question the notion of a level playing field and are 
intent on "righting wrongs". Whether labelled fair or alternative, this form of trading 
aims to show that trade can be undertaken to different effect - for more equality and to 
end the systemic or inherent injustices in uneven economic relationships, particularly 
North-South relationships. This definition becomes important when fair trade is 
contrasted to the scope and rational for "ethical" trade. 

CMI Society - The Source 
Some alternative trading organisations (ATOs) started their trading activities in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s. Many of the original ATOs were offshoots of existing: 
* "third world" development aid and ilorthem charities 
* solidarity, "anti-colonial" or "liberation" movements 
* political boycott or campaign organisations 
* church and (proselytising) missionary institutions 
* or, more broadly, institutions involved in awareness raising, for example: 
schools, women's groups, cultural or musical clubs, church groups. 

Despite great diversity in origins, there are common threads and antecedents. 

i The Social and Cultoral Base 
ATOs built on existing or earlier social movements or they stemmed f?om the work of 
activists coming f o m d  with a particular passion, cause, or desire to change the 
world They are "non-govemmental"or fiom the "voluntary" sector. 

ii Trading Combined with Other Activities 
All had specific and traditional "constituencies" - their classrooms, workplaces, church 
congregations or their financial sponsors or donors. They spent literally decades 
learning to communicate complex ideas about the world and its challenges and to 
interact with these "supporters". The relationship was a dialogue: two way. It included 
all kinds of activities: conferences, cultural events, exhibitions, publishing postcards, 
greetings cards, educational books and booklets, holding fairs and bazaars, printing 
and distributing catalogues, selling calendars, undertaking membership drives, rallies 
and demonstrations, letter writing campaigns. These activities accompanied the selling 
of products imported from specific groups of farmers or artisans in the "Third World". 
The activities were not designed only to sell products. This feature is critical. 

Over time the selling methods have got more "professional", borrowing fiom the 
mainstream. After two decades, arguably much of the original c h m  and simplicity - 
home produced, photocopied sheets of paper - has gone. Brochures have got more 
colourll and better designed. Messages about the world and its complexities have 
become "simpler" - sometimes mere sound bites - for people to understand more easily 
and more quickly! New media - music, CD ROM, video, websites on the Internet, TV 
advertising and even children's games and national competitions - have joined the 



"tool kit$' of the alternative traders in their attempts to reach people's hearts and 
minds. The primacy of selling sometimes usurps other aspects and benefits of 
"contact" between shoppers and sellers now as a purpose. 

iii Colonial Response 
European ATOs share a specific historical context for their activities: most developing 
countries were former colonies1 l. Trading links are. frequently framed within the 
context of this "past" colonial relationship. The Max Havelaar Foundation in the 
Netherlands (described in more detail below) is a perfect illusmttion of this. Recent 
UK debates over fair trade bananas f?om the Caribbean is another. The grant funds 
available, "levels of comfort'' and even selection of the type of links and products are 
often also related to this historic framework, not objective indicators of poverty or 
relative need. For example, there is still a tendency for European alternative traders to 
work most where there is ongoing cultural exchange, through settler or immigrant 
populations, where legal and administrative systems are "similar", or there is a 
''shared'' language (French, English). So, many British people may know about Ghana 
and where it is, but may not even know of the existence of Guinea Bissau or be able, 
say, to situate Guatemala accurately on a map. 

iv Informality and "Sweat Equity" 
Some ATOs developed significantly in the 1970s and 1980s. They became relatively 
large: with hundreds of employees and sales representatives; sales turnover in the US$ 
15 - 25 million range, with a growing number of retail outlets (mostly craft or gift 
shops) and large scale catalogue sales. This growth was built on alot of "sweat equity": 
volunteers, passion and scant regard for management systems and business "know 
how". This form of working contributed to the movement's "popular authenticity'' and 
built loyalty and a sense of deep commitment h m  the thousands of volunteers and 
helpers who participated. Some of this remains today. However, some of the larger 
organisations have faced severe problems and, perhaps one can even say, some 
'emotional shocks" in adjusting in management and technological terms (e.g. 
computerised stock systems etc.) to operating at a bigger scale or, put simply, 
becoming "real businesses". Again, like the marketing tools, some of the original 
ethos and charm has perhaps been lost in the transition. 

Solidarity Coffee and boycotts in Europe 
The tale of 20th century alternative coffee drinking begins not with the start-up in 
1989 of Cafddirect but in the 1970s. A minority of vocal people in a number of 
industrialised countries thought that boycotting products and companies - such as 
Nest16 Baby Milk, Shell and South African items more generally - might provoke 
political change or force a stop to activities considered unhealthy or immoral. The 
assumed "connection" between boycott and change was: that pressure on companies is 
generated from increased public awareness and public disapproval. Others thought that 
this could be further underlined by acting positively, showing solidarity and supporting 
proactively specific nation states and people in need. Subjects of international Cold 

l I North American organisations, of cdune, have more recent Cold War policies and foreign policy 
strategies as a back drop for North South relations. Japanese ATOs have a another context again, 
particularly in South East Asia. 



War boycotts, like Nicaragua, became the objects of "buycotts"12. This combination 
acts as a slow but sure "pincer" movement within the market which corporations 
ignore at their peril. 

The Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign and other Human Rights organisations with high 
profile work and strong grassroots level activities contributed to the significant 
politicisation of "consumers" (not their word for themselves at that stage) in the 1970s 
and early 1980s. These organisations provided a countervailing stoty to the official 
"cold war" versions of civil wars, and informed people imaginatively and sensitively 
not only about Central America and the abuses of human rights there, but also about 
the meaning of war and the daily sufferings and persecution of ordinary people at the 
hands of politically oppressive, military and non-democratic regimes. These 
campaigns were often embodied by the act of purchasiig and drinking coffee supplied 
by alternative traders. The more di ict  connection between political consciousness and 
economic development was not yet explicit for solidarity coffee-consumers at this 
stage. While many of these campaigns were passionate, moral and "involvingg', with 
strong grassroots and church-based take-up, social activism did not initially have an 
economic rationale undeminnina it. The coffee was a symbol only of places in need, at 

A - - - 
war or facing great oppression. Its commercialisation did not change anything in the 
social order in the producing countries themselves directly. 

Structural adjustment was however also experienced widely in the developed world as 
well as the developing one. Industrial nations faced restructuring, cut backs, 
privatisation and dismantling of state ownership, mass unemployment, an end to state 
support for key industries. There were profound changes to the vew notion of 
"entitlement" and changes in the provision and range of social support services and 
health care. Many working men and women experienced job losses and fewer 
employment opportunities. Educated or not young people and manual workers lived 
with much more generalised levels of job insecurity, and falling working terms and 
conditions at the hands of large companies, who were by now operating in many sites 
and forcing people into direct competition for jobs with each other. The political 
lessons of these experiences have gradually translated into a widespread, almost 
intuitive understand'ig of the growing economic power of the large international 
companies. With this realisation comes a desire to be able to call TNCs to account 
and popular demands for means to broker fairer terms of trade and conditions of work. 
Significant levels of awareness about North-South issues have also been achieved in 
Europe through other significant social and political processes which have been 
fostered directly and indirectly by Government. In brief these include: 

The Education System 
National levels: gradual changes in primary and secondary school national curricula l S 

and the more balanced and informative treatment of issues of colonialism, 
imperialism, and explicit policies seeking to foster tolerance, more openly 
multi-cultuml societies, an end to racism, and respect for comparative religions have 

IZ  Martin Newman coined this term. 
l 3  The National Curriculum: this currently includes work on global citizenship, fair trade, and specific 
counny and product case studies. The work of alternative trading organisations, and the stories behind 
specific products. like Cafedirect and Divine chocolate, have been taken up very actively by teachers. 



undoubtedly helped to open young people's minds and offer a fairer view of history 
and the consequences of colonialism and globalisation. 
European Level: "development education" activities have been substantially funded 
over the last decade from the European Union. One outcome has been many, widely 
available informational leaflets, pamphlets and other visual materials (posters, videos, 
games for children) to inform and raise awareness on core development issues: debt, 
poverty, human rights, war, racism etc. 

This formal education work has meshed together with the long-term and often - 
politically uncompromising campaigning and educational work of organisations like 
Christian Aid, the World Development Movement and Oxfam. These NGOs have all 
focused on the causes and consequences of poverty and inequality between the North 
and the South. (See the Breakdown of a Jar of Coffee developed by Christian Aid, 
with Twin's inputs.) Another excellent example of such literature is "The good life: 
your guide to everyday actions which ensure a fairer deal for the world's poor" 
produced by World Development ~ o v e m e n t ' ~ .  

Breakdown of a iar of instant coffee 

From: Christian Aid leaflet circa 1992. Background Notes: Advertising figures refer to 
1989 spending, cited MMC Report p70 ;Ratio green coffee: soluble finished product = 

2.6:l. Based on International Coffee Organisation figures for 1992 

Consumer Power 
Globalisation heightens direct competition between companies, nationally and 
internationally. Smaller companies find it hard to compete with larger ones, which 
gradually increase their presence in all markets. Greater market share means greater 

l4 The World Development Movement can be reached at 25 Beehive Place London SW9 7QR 



purchasing power for raw materials. Liberalisation has often dismantled traditional 
safety nets for farmers, workers and consumers- where these existed at all. Consumers 
are more "atomised" - seen as "lone" actors, responsible for their own health, 
pensions, (often) education and well being. The direct responsibility of the state and 
other agencies for society's wider well-being and common needs is in this way being 
"lessened". Consumerism is, at one level, a justification of selfish-ness. Turning 
individuals into the most important "unit" of society and "protagonists" may well be a 
mixed blessing however, especially when in anger or suspicion they unite and express 
their concerns or needs, and do this in large or apparently large numbers. ln&easingly, 
public and campaigners focus on turning the power of individuals as 
consumen into "social" and "political" acts. The WDM guide mentioned above cites 
the popular and visionary author Ursula Le Guin to describe this challenge and 
potential: 

"An act is not like a rock that one picks up and throws, and it h i  o r  it 
misses, and that's the end of it. When that rock is lifted the earth is 
tighter, the hand that bears it is heavier. When it is thrown the circuits of 
the starts respond, and where it strikes or  falls the universe is changed. 
On every act the balance of the whole depends." 

While, eventually, their respective struggles have brought coffee farmers and coffee 
drinkers to the same table, the paths taken and some of the concerns and aspirations 
have not been quite the same. 

Coffee and social movements in North America 
There are a number of similar and several different elements in the evolution of 
alternative coffee trading in North America This is significant because, cause related 
marketing and other variants of ethical trading in coffee have also developed rapidly in 
this period in the United States of America, and have begun to enter the UK alongside 
and in competition with the home-grown "variant" of alternative and fair trade 
products. These phenomena and the political and commercial distinctions are dealt 
with in a later section. 

i Solidarity with Nicaragua 
There were many Americans who did not ,approve of the US Govemment foreign 
policy approach to Central America. A tradition of protest to US military intervention 
dates from the Viet Narn war. Importing Nicaraguan coffee to the USA "Made in 
Canada" was a symbol of protest against the economic boycott and punishment of the 
ordinary people by these sanctions, a s  well as actually technically "breaking" and 
challenging the economic embargo. People, especially young people, travelled to 
Central America and Nicaragua as volunteer labourers on coffee picking brigades 
("coffee for peace") and to help on rural projects. 

ii Independent traders, Co-operative movement supporters 
Within and outside the coffee sector many organisations identified with co-operative 
forms of organisation. Equal Exchange, a workers co-operative in Boston was a 
pioneer of quality (now called speciality) coffees sourced directly from co-operatives 
in Latin America Some "independent minded" coffee traders also disapproved of the 



Government embargo or controls on their activities, ,These companies "opted" to trade 
with Niwraguan co-operatives and, over time, other states of the hemisphere in 
distress, for example, El Salvador. 

iii USA-European Networks and Linkages 
Many North American alternative trading organisations were directly backed by social 
justice movements, independent foundations and the many Christian churches. These 
not-for-profits (social businesses) imported crafts from overseas church bodies and 
missionaries and food stuffs including coffee, initially from European ATOs, 
particularly Stichting Ideele Import (SII). SII, a Dutch ATO, and its charismatic 
Director, &l Grasveld, was the principle pioneer of the import and re-didbution of 
foodstuffs and large numbers of alternative organisations throughout Europe and North 
America bought from S11 until reasonable levels of scale were achieved. The range 
offered was wide and made %can varieties and other products more accessible to the 
North American alternative consumers. 

So, in common with Europe, coffee was important because of the embargo against 
Nicaragua and the US government action in Nicaragua Neighbour to Neighbour later 
followed on fiom these origins against the policies and US tacit acceptance of the 
behaviour of the military regime El Salvador and promoted a boycott and series of 
actions against the Folgers coffee range. Folgers is a leading US coffee brand. Like 
Europe, coffee retained an easy symbolism for political protest, becoming "more than 
just coffee". 

The Stepping Stone for Fair trade coffee in the Mainstream 
While it is difficult to estimate the exact numbers of people who have become angered 
or concerned about social and environmental issues, to an extent that their actions 
reflect their thinking - whether lobbying, letter writing or purchasing decisions - there 
can be no doubt that these processes of campaign, development education and 
mobilisation have, over more than a decade, built a latent constituency and customer 
base. This was the stepping stone for fair trade to reach and remain in the mainstream. 
This grouping, when the coffee market collapsed, clearly understood that there was a 
"crisis" for millions of people in the Third World - something "unfair" going on which 
needed a response. Tesco reported to CafHuect's first Sales Director Loma Young, 
that second only to written complaints about the length of queues at check outs (a 
buming issue at the time), were letters from customers demanding that they stock 
Cafedirect. Even as recently as 1997 50% of women interviewed who had recently 
become aware of Cafedirect stated that this was through networks and word of mouth: 
church based groups like Christian Aid and Traidcraft, Oxfam, through friends or at a 
ftiend's house. Only 9% saw or remembered seeing the advertising. 

This phenomenon is not just consumption oriented however. Campaigners later 
mobilised and won a halt to implementation of the Multi-lateral Investment Agreement 
(MAD, and an even more diverse and intemational civil coalition, called Jubilee 2000, 
united and forced, debt forgiveness onto the intemational agenda, rejecting the 
immiseration caused by the continued net transfer of resources from the poorest 
countries to the richest. This civil constituency has developed a scepticism and 



concern about the unaccountability and profit motive of large companies. Many 
consumers now easily and readily connect the profit motive and corporate behaviour 
g e n d y  to their own experiences of competition for jobs and lack of employment 
security, declining working conditions, degrading of the environment and endangering 
of wildlife, whether this is occurring near to home or overseas. It surprises 
no-one that the poorest and most vulnerable in the Third World are exploited. 

3. From States to the Free Market 

SAPS and the paradox of opportunity 
In the 1980s the policies that were promoted to achieve higher levels of social and 
economic development were based on a model of export led-growth. Exports were to 
be expanded through the clean-up measures contained within Structural Adjustment 
Programmes (SAPS), sometimes caricatured as "export or die". SAPS usually involved 
dismantling the institutions of state control over the production and commercialisation 
of commodities and the de facto encouragement of the private sector to assume these 
roles. The neo-liberal project was justified, not lea* as being necessary to overcome 
problems of inefficiency, bureaucracy and corruption in these organisations. 
Agricultural supports and protection measures were discredited for developing 
countries. Comparisons with protective and supportive regimes in the "north", for 
example the Common Agricultural Policy, were not made. 

Warnings about possible negative consequences were not much heeded. These 
included fears for a decline in production, deterioration of quality, increased 
vulnerability or exclusion of small-farmers, less income security generally, migration 
from villages to urban areas, and greater proportions of the economic benefits resulting 
fiom the production being concentrated in just a few hands, and often overseas. Many 
Third World governments, even where they wished to do so, could not financially or 
politically sustain agricultural support services, rural banking, rural lending or local 
production subsidies (for example, for staples such as rice or corn). This has been 
amply written about elsewhere. In short, though, Governments could not support their 
agricultural sectors because there had been a red decline in commodity prices between 
1970 -1986 and a deterioration in the terms of trade and volumes of exports. 
Dependence on commodities as a proportion of many developing countries' export 

15 earnings was still significant . 

Market Liberalisation as an Opportuni 
The paradox of the co£fee experiencerB is that without the forceful drive by 
multi-lateral lending institutions like the World Bank, International Monetary Fund 
and even G7 Governments for market liberalisation, the search for new models of 
trade development might have been less urgent or focused. The vev harshness of 
SAPS and their impacts forced a new form of popular mobilisation against the reforms 
and the economic priorities they represented. Traditional social protest or civilian 

Sources: OD1 Briefing Paper, March 1988, Fraser Report 1990, Table 2 pp103-113. See Table 2. in 
Section 4.2 below showing Production and exports for the main coffee producing counhies. 
l6 Twin's work in Cocoa and chocolate. described in a separate case study, also rested on a response to 
the 'Wueat" and "opportunity" of struchual adjustment and market liberalisation. 



organisations transformed into economic or environmental resistance movements. The 
outpouring of examples of environmental destruction, human displacement and 
poverty, fiom community ' organisations, non-governmental organisations, 
international relief agencies and academics world-wide, provided a constant and tragic 
counterpoint to the certainty and absolutism of the public and private sector 
proponents of SAPS and the free market system. 

The paradox exists because, in some measure, the genesis of many of the grassroots 
and civil society alliances - new organisations - actually depended on the openings and 
"spaces" offered by structural adjustment programmes. Privatisation brought an end 
to monopolies, "totalitarian thinking"; better telephone systems meant better (and 
eventually cheaper) communications and an expansion of "space in which to act" and 

17 opportunity . Economic reforms were implemented in many developing country with 
considerable speed and without much internal process or discussion. The reforms 
gave a "jolt" - sometimes not unhelpful - to many parts of society and the economy. 
Most commodity marketing arrangements and institutions utiderwent wholesale 
change. This was probably for the better. Many were bureaucratic, expensive and 
disconnected ffom markets and farmers. Government revenues were cut. But many 
developing country governments were levying disproportionate levels of tax or rent for 
the national budget fiom rural farmers producing cash crops, simply because of their 
control over the export mechanism had made this possible. ,Qt is in this sense if not 
others, that agricultural commodity producers have "built" their countries' 
post-independ- infrastructure and development programmes, paying for large 
proportions of it directly on behalf of the nation) 

The opportunities were not obvious however. With liberalisation, farmers' p r i m  
fluctuated in a newly freed market making formerly poorly paid but "reliable" cash 
crops suddenly an uncertain source of basic household income for small fanners. Yet, 
these more rigid and regulated systems had rendered farmers "passive" and 
encouraged poor and wastell agricultural practices and husbandry. For most 
businesses, including farming, the cost of working capital rose, rendering most 
longer-term investment or productive investments unviable. Short-term or faster 
tumaround businesses like importing, merchanting or wholesaling were more suited to 
the fmancial conditions. Perennial tree crops like coffee and cocoa are, par excellence, 
"long-term" investments, taking up to five years to mature although, with care, they 
can then be productive for most of the working life of the farmer-owner. 

4. The Case of Mexico 
In many countries undergoing structural adjustment, civil society organisations could 
not turn to the state for assistance for defining alternatives or defending their rights in 
the face of the economic adjustment, price increases, the onslaught on local business 
wrought by the entry of large companies and policies of the multi-lateral financial 
institutions. Most states participated actively in the globalisation/economic 
liberalisation project, whether voluntarily through a deliberate embrace of the free 

A treatise could perhaps be written about the role of international direct dial and the fax machine in 
global social movements, predating the intemet by ten years. 



market or because they were forced to accept their lenders' conditionalities due to 
indebtedness and balance of payments problems . 

The Mexican dimension 
The small-scale coffee farmers of Mexico were faced similar problems to other 
farmers. In the area of commercialisation the principal problems were defined, by 
farmers themselves as being: 
Q in most of coffee producing countries there are no commercialisation structures 

which belong to producers 
e coffee farmers face an international market where prices and terms are set by 

mechanisms based on speculation 
* with the breakdown of the International Coffee Agreement, governments have left 

commeicialisation in the hands of the large exporters, marginalising small and 
medium producers of coffee 

e falling prices for coffee are coinciding with rising internal costs of production, 
living costs and inflation 

Q lack of knowledge of the channels of commercialisation 

widespread extortion by buyers through pre-crop purchasing of coffee 
18 in some countries, exporting is bureaucratic and legally complex . 

The Mexican state had long been a foe of particularly marginal peasants (campesims) 
and minority ethnic groups showing independence from or resistance to the apparatus 
of the state. Coffee farmers' struggles in Mexico revolved around their right to 
determine their own destiny. The perceived enemies were myriad: the middle-class 
glites, the middlemen and merchants, the banks, the state. The coffee buyers in 
consuming countries were mostly invisible, the names not recognised and the 
influence of market mechanisms - price signalling, supply and demand, recessions - 
not felt per se. Campesims in Mexico often express their actions in terms of a stnggle 
for "autonomy" and "space". In an oppressive state and with an unrelenting private 
sector at odds with poor communities and indigenous people, a new commercial chain, 
new source of finance and need to build independent farmers' coops and export arms 
represented a material and political response to their problems. 

Coffee mattered not just to the private sector and the government, but to these 
small-scale marginal coffee farmers too. Coffee w a ~  of crucial political and economic 
importance for carnpesino organisations. It was a focus of massive divisions and 
conflict - often worsened by divide and rule tactics of the state and merchants - and for 
their fights against these "oppressors" or "coyotes". By the mid 1980s coffee was the 
focus of a political challenge because the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) was 
still regulating the international trade in coffee. Nobody could trade or export without 
a "quota stamp" which was issued by the paraistatal institution IMECAFE (Institute 
Mexicano de Cafe). In a "one-party-state" the requirement for an export license or 
"stamp" turned coffee as a commodity sector into a political fiefdom. Unlike, say, 

l 8  Conclusions of a farmers' gathering in Mexico City' in 1990 with representatives 6om co-ops k0m 
Latin America and the Caribbean 



Tanzania, where the processes of coffee management were nationalised in order to 
capture and retain the power of the state over the sector, in Mexico the response was 
different. An oligarchy of the rich and powerful competed for licences to export 
coffee. So on top of what we now commonly have come to see as a classic 
merchanting chain, where farmers get the least of all, in Mexico there was a political 
dimension, which required one to be in cahoots with a very powerful centrist state in 
order to be in the coffee trade. Atomised and independent minded groupings of 
peasants did not feature in this hierarchy. 

However, there was yet another institutional "'complication" or an extra dimension in 
the Mexico coffee hierarchy. Mexico did experience a social and political revolution 
earlier in the 20th century. One result of this was strong, state-backed peasant 
organisations, such as the Confederacih Nacional Campesina (CNC), which had 
formal power within the state system and significant levels of inhstructure: 
warehouses, processing plants and factories. Technically and institutionally the 
peasantry achieved power and representation. Campesino representatives had a seat 
on the board of INECAFE, on most large national institutions, and the Mexican state 
was built on the foundations of a social revolution which involved significant scale of 
agrarian reform. (The name of the ruling party, the PRI, stands for Permanent 
Revolutionary Party). Practically, many peasant organisations within this framework 
were working in the interests of the government. This made the politics of the export 
and trading of coffee more complex than that of a straightforward contest between 
"private companies" and "poor farmers". The political set up in Mexico means that 
within the "awkward class"19 of rural campesino communities, there were also 
peasants who were still seeking to transform their position without becoming part of 
the state apparatus, the "real revolutionaries". These farmers were always fighting 
several battles at once : 
* village level and larger scale ''middlemen" and merchants 

the state, fearful of organisations beyond its control and o h  crushing attempts to 
show political autonomy 

* co-opted organisations and more passive peasants 
generally "ground-down" and politically indifferent peasants. 

The first Mexican partners of Twin were a Coalicion (coalition) de Ejidos, in the state 
of Guerrero - which means "warrior" - which is a less well-known area of Mexico than 
Chiapas, but with many long-standing and similar conflicts between the state working 
with the ruling blites, peasant communities or ejidos and the military put there to "keep 
the peace". The ejido is a particularly Mexican organisational construct. An ejido is a 
piece of identifiable and communally owned land, parcels which were defined in the 
agrarian reforms. Loosely speaking a co-operative, a group of ejiditmios may work the 
land individually but try to put .their coffee and other crops together to trade. The 
response to this history and the long experience of abuse of campesinos in this part of 
Mexico was therefore to offer a new kind of practical solidarity to the campesinos 
caught in this cross-fire. The Coalicion in Guerrero had choices but none were 
appealing. They could trade with the "acaparadores" or merchants, or a local trader or 

l9 A reference to: "The Awkward Class: Political Sociology of Peasantry in a Developing Society", 
Clarendon Press, 1972 and "Peasants and Peasant Societies", Penguin, 1971 by Teodor Shanin. 



individual (a "coyote") who would sell on. They wuld also sell to the CNC. And 
credit from state banks was often tied to sales to the CNC.   heir motive to avoid 
selling to the CNC was usually to put pressure on the CNC, to radicalise it and to find 
their own voice, autonomy and space to operate. 

Direct Producer Access to the Export market 
The challenge was to construct a sales channel to the market for the fanners in 
Guerrero, and other Mexican states, beyond the reach of the state backed institutions 
which they feared. But the challenge defined was not just to sell their coffee, not all 
and not even a majority of the harvest in this way. In fact since the work was credit 
driven and there were potentially many thousands of sacks of coffee involved, this 
would not have been feasible - the response was driven more by the political dynamic 
of the farmers' situation: the need to improve their bargaining power with any one of 
these "traditional" players by giving them the opportunity to "say no" and to r e h e  to 
work with - i.e. sell to - them if the tern  were poor. 

The opportunity to access the market is totally related to farmers' abilily to access 
credit or working capital. Local commercial interest rates are nonnally far higher than 
international rates. Traders l i e d  to European buyers may be able to borrow at a 
quoted market rate, plus a few percent, and the local organisations and companies 
cannot compete with that wst structure. Most official responses to the need for 
internal liquidity have been highly bureaucratic, hard and slow to access - for example 
the remaining commodity support funds for cotton (called STABEX) - often 
materialising too late into the season when the competitors have already begun to trade 
and purchase on or near the farm. To tmde at all farmers require credit because of a 
very simple reality: to refuse to sell you have to be able to wait (or sell elsewhere). 
After liberalisation most credit comes not fiom rural banks - many of which were 
struggling with unpaid and unpayabIe debt - but fiom coffee buyers. The first 
pre-finance fiom Twin went to the Coalicion in advance of a contract with an end 
buyer (in Europe) and prior to receiving the official export license or quota (although a 
M1 lobbying process was underway). This was done so that the organisation could 
alert members, buy and receive members' coffee in a timely way and to prepare it for 
export for the first time: contracting and overseeing the milling, grading, bagging and 
transporting the sacks to the port. 

When in 1988 Twin Trading brought two containers or 500 bags (approx. 35 tonnes) 
into the UK market from the Coalicion in Mexico the coffee was sold anonymously 
with no fair trade or direct message at all and at commercial prices. But the coffee 
came from an identifiable group, the Coalicion, made up of 50 ejidos of small-scale 
farmers and the modest quantity was exported only after a very special experience of 
joint struggle, planning, lobbying and co-operation against the odds. (Aspects of this 
are presented and analysed below in more detail.) This was unlike the "solidarity" or 
"campaign" coffees being traded by groups in the UK at that time where the coffee 
was bought through state marketing boards and could not easily have been traced back 
to individual fanners and their co-ops. This was the i ~ o v a t i o n  that later became the 
basic system for putting the coffee into Cafidirect and "empowering" specific groups 
of farmers to trade directly with external players on terms they could thrash out and 
forge together. 



5. Origins of Twin and its Philosophical Foundation 
Twin Trading was formed in 1985 by the Greater London Council. It was a tiny 
organisation with a massive and radical ambition : to facilitate and undertake the equal 
exchange of technologies, goods, services, information and resources between the 
people of London and progressive institutions and people of the South. Twin had 
resources including a start-up grant More than money however, Twin counted on 
several other forms of resource: intellectual and academic.supporf political coherence 
and practical people with v k  records in political activism. The cornbination of these 
three types resources set Twin off, not merely on a path to seek its own organisational 
developmenf but a political and commercial odyssey in search of ways and means to 
tmde for mutual benefit. If there was a sense of a desired ultimate destination, there 
were, however, no maps provided. 

The founders of Twin were economists and other technical and political advisers to the 
Greater London Council (GLC), working in economic and industry policy, 
employment, international relations and related divisions. Others came with 
experience of labour organisation, technology and development networks. A natural 

. point of deparhue was to assess and debate, whether at micro, meso or m m  levels, 
the best role and function of the state within the market - and what kind of market - 
with respect to the poor and disadvantaged. From the experiences of the founders, it 
was clear that national and local governments could positively intervene to assist 
progressive institutions or develop regimes to aid local economic initiatives, 
preferential treaiments and taxation or even wealth redistribution. W~th respect to the 
South and the developing world, it was feasible to argue for the same processes and 
ways to redress historic inequities through a range of post-war, Bretton Woods and 
other institutional mechanisms, for example Lom6 and GATT. Support could be 
mobilised and offered to newly independent states developing their economies in the 
post-colonial formative periods. 

The importance of the role of the state in securing social transformation and economic 
development for its people was not questioned. Perhaps not surprisingly specific 
govemments and states were not assumed to be "on the side" of the poor. This 
included the British Government of the day. This reasoning influenced the choice of 
countries and early forms of co-operation. And it led Twin, in its initial period, to 
identify itself as a technology and trading service provider for institutions - mostly 
parastatals or local authority departments - from progressive Third World states. 
Discussions and project preparation work began promptly after Twin's formation with 
counterparts from Vietnam, Cape Verde, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Cuba Twin 
Trading actively engaged with all these countries and explored arrangements for 
marketing a variety of semi-industrialised products and undertaking large-scale 
technology procurement - often for barter or countertrade - in the first few years of its 
operations. Special emphasis was placed on trade with local authorities, community 
and educational institutions and co-operative or community businesses in the UK. 
Co-operative promotion organisations were strongly represented at the founding 
conference. 
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Fable 2. Principles Adopted For The Development ~ndhract iee  Of Twin ~ r a d i n ~ ]  

11. This statement of principles applies equally to South-South and North-North relations as well 

I 
. - 

those between ~ ~ r t h  &d SO$, although it must apply most particularly to the hltx?r, since these 
principles have'been most frequently disregarded in their case. 

p -1 
2. The basic principle of all exchanges between wuntrier, whether of goods or services or technological 

equipment, patents and know-how, should be the mutual benefit of the peoples of those countries and 
not the profit of private q i t a l .  

3. All projects and exchanges should be directed towards abolishing inequalities of income and wealth 
and towards overcoming the results of existing unequal exchange and underdevelopment in the past 

4. Every effort should be made to prevent the es tabl i ient  of monopolistic or monopsonistic positions 
in the market whereby prices of exports to the Third World are raised and prices of Thii World 
products held down or rendered unstable. 

5. AI1 development projects, products, machines, tools, seeds etc. and technology made available to the 
Third World should always be subject to the h e  and independent choice of the Third World parties. 

6. Financial arrangements - credits, loans, grants etc. - should be more easily available and freed of 
conditions, whether political or other and should be designed to ameliorate rather than exacerbate 
T h i i  World indebtedness. 

7. All restrictions on b-ade imposed by F i  World governments, whether tarif& or non-tariff barriers, 
especially on linished products, should be lifted so that Third World countries can enter a fair world 
division of labour. 

8. Joint projects of First and Third World producers should be established to work out alternative 
technologies in appropriate fields to meet the real needs of their peoples and to conserve scarce 
energy and natural resources. 

9. Third World producers should receive positive assistance to diversify their range of products and to 
increase their participation in the processing, refiniig and marketing of their natural resources, 
possibly through joint agreements with First World producers. 

10. Planned agreements for trade and technology exchange should be enco~uaged, including forms of 
barter and wuntertrade, not only between nation state governments, but between regions, cities and 
other localities, and between communities. 

I I. Training in the necessary skills for developing new technology and the opening up of professional 
posts to Third World candidates should be a major element wherever appropriate in development 
projects and technology agreements. 

12. Corrupt practices, bribery and backhanders of any sort must be eschewed and prevented in all trade 
relations and technology agreements. 

13. Trade unions in F i t  and Thud World countries should seek opportunities for meeting together to 
draw up a code of labour for manufacturing industries in order to univemlii best practices, such as 
the ILO Code. 

14. Workers, whether in cooperatives or in other forms of economic organisation, should be 
encouraged to develop their own decision-making arrangements and methods of work 

15. Equal opportunities for women, for all races and faiths and for disabled persons should be 
gumteed in all trade agreements and development projects. 

16. The international boycott of trade and other economic relations with the apartheid regime of South 
A6ica should be maintained andstrengthened 

Source: Statement of Principles adopted at the closing plenary of the Third World 
Trade And Technology Conference, 22 February 1985, County Hall, London 



Twin first visited non-governmental and peasants or campesino organisations in 
Mexico in 1987. This was a turning point as it gave Twin a new kind of counterpart 
with whom to work As soon as Twin started to work in Mexico the state-oriented 
paradigm began to look different. It did not look worth defending. The point of entry 
into Mexican society was, through associates of the Twin Board, to activists 
supporting the struggles for autonomy of campesinos. There were many networks 
defending campesino rights. For Twin the question was simple: what could be done to 
help campesino organisations in their struggles? At the outset it is probably accurate 
to say Twin did not choose coffee. Coffee chose Twin because of what was happening 
in the market and its importance to these organisations2'. However, Twin brought a 
distinct dimension to alternative trading because it wanted to be able to distinguish 
between the "merely" rich and poor, those groupings aiming and capable of resistance 
and social transformation, the socially oppressed/oppressors. This became particularly 
significant when Twin later turned its attention to East and West African farmers' and 
their challenges. This meant " l i n g  up with" people politically who were trying to 
improve the lot of campesinos in systems that were "not working" for them, then 
proceeding to "take their side" in the commercial diiension of this struggle. This 
approach was not neutral. And it often meant a double opposition. An opposition to 
the traditional merchants and conventional middlemen and an opposition to the 
state-manipulated peasant institutions. 

6. Twin's Coffee responses Part 1. The Trading Chain 
il 

Alternative Coffee Marketing - New Mechanisms 
The early trading experiences produced mixed results but word spread quickly about 
the experiments, pilot exports, pre-finance lending and terminal market brokerage that 
had been undertaken. There was a significant number of farmers' organisations in 
Mexico, and beyond, who starting to request assistance and to "join" the 
"programme". Farmers' organisations from many countries wrote, even fkom Asia 
The need for access and support was exacerbated by the market conditions and price 
crash. There was, of course, insufficient credit to assist and expand immediately. 

Other capacity shortages and problems were revealed by the practical activities 
undertaken, on "both sides" - Twin and the producers - namely: 
for producers - dealing with political adversity, lack of credit worthiness in the local 
banking systems, little local (business oriented) technical support, weak administrative 
systems and a lack of confidence to negotiate for basic commercial services (e.g. 
shipping and freight forwarding services) from institutions that could not, from 
prejudice and scorn, see peasants, especially indigenous Indian peasants, as business 
men and women i.e. clients! 
for Twin - coffee expertise, entry points to the market, options to avoid the 
vulnerability of trading "spot" and a strategy to use the market and its mechanisms to 
protect the farmers and Twin (i.e. not to speculate or become exposed to market 
movements, even inadvertently). 

20 This contrasts with the later. deliberate strategy to enter the cocoa/chocolate market, a reflection of a 
rviser and more "experienced" and "strategic" thinking Twin. 
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These realisations or early lessons were converted to a two part strategy: 
a) a trade development support process for farmers' organisations - offering credit, 
political, moral and narrow organisation-oriented technical support with the aim of 
helping them to improve the functioning of their organisations and learn toltrade their 
products 
b) the development of competency and more interventions in the market with 
mechanisms or "responses" designed to address the worse aspects of the way the 
market works against small-farmers. When a farmer has the ability to say "no" and 
trade elsewhere it introducescompetition - or price regulation - where there is often 
none, and increases bargaining power of the traditionally weaker party to the deal. 

Specific Challenges and Problems 
There were sweral assumed benefits to be earned from cutting out the middlemen 
fiom the trading chain. The psychological benefits, while not calculable can be 
considerable: a sense of liberation fiom a particularly cruel or manipulative local 
merchant or perhaps literally more bargaining power over price. Other specific, 
calculable improvements are possible too in a chain where farmers depend less on 
traditional intermediaries. Some functions are necessary, but just like governments and 
parastatals, intermediaries may extract excessive "rent" for the function fiom their 
position in the chain, merely because the primary producers are we&, atomised or 
with few other options. Excess commission or "unearned" margin also goes to 
middlemen and brokers who can extract value not in proportion to their function but 
because of a monopsonistic position relative to their access to the market (external 
buyers). Buyers are part and parcel of this tendency, preferring to deal with established 
agents and, similarly, unable to "see" farmers as their ultimate suppliers or clients. As 
such they are indeed complicit in the poor terms that the 'real" producers get for the 
crop they hand over. 

There were also opportunities for some lower transaction costs. For example, Twin 
Trading offered lower cost credit than conventional sources the farmers used, where 
credit was available at all. This is categorically not the same as  saying "affordable" 
credit or "subsidised" credit. But, reasonably priced - i.e. with some relationship to the 
prevailing market rates for "ordinary" companies - and timely credit provision stops 
the earnings of farmers haemorrhaging at the point of production and first "sale". 

For example: 
Q If fanners cannor get credit at all they must sell ahead at miserable prices 

unrelated to any prevailing market conditions, good or bad, because the farmer 
usually has no choice and cannot w e  about the market price trends (futures). 

* A trader or merchant who is offering pre-finance may "hedge" and offer low or 
conservative prices to protect his market position (even in a rising market). He 
would seldom offer a compensatory mechanism to split the difference if the market 
did indeed rise at the time of the delivery and sale, but would pocket that as  his 
"pay off', even though the gamble was only technically on non-delivery and not 
the coffee price. 



c3 If farmers can only borrow money from informal sources or the loan shark at 
inflated rates, then lending at rates closer to the prevailing local market means that 
the fatmer will not lose so much of their earnings in "finance costs". 

i Credit and Borrowing - Risk Management 
So for farmers to trade credit is needed, but most farmers' organisations and individual 
fanners are heavily and variously indebted (i.e. to many parties). Often such debt is 
informally contracted and thus not even visible. Both private traders and state 
institutions lend to farmers. Repayment tmck records are usually poor. Is it more risky 
for a small orgauisation or AT0 to offer credit to farmers than the state (via an 
agricultural or rural bank) or a private trader? No, actually it would appear to be less 
risky. Why? Because of trust and commonality of purpose. While trust is usually hard 
to describe and substantiate, perhaps results of the lending activities of Twin/Twin 
Trading during the period of this study show something of this risk management 
achievement. In the first ten years of lending Twin Tradiig suffered only one unrepaid 
coffee debt (of less than US$50,000) against millions of dollars loaned in this way to 
small-scale farmers' co-ops and tens of millions of coffee trade sales turnover 
generated from this lending. 

What reasons can we offer for this? Perhaps some kinds of credit are doomed. If credit 
comes h m  the state and the borrower hates the state - for good or bad reasons - then, 
although contracts matter, some matter more than others. If contracts are coercively 
negotiated, then terms of fulfilment will always be resisted. A rational economic 
question would be: was there more incentive for the fanners to repay and fulfil the first 
(and subsequent) contracts with Twin Trading because the deal was better relative to 
others? Were there clear price or other identifiable payoffs and interests for the 
longer-term? This time the answer is yes. Twin Trading was offering the Coalicion 
farmers a "better deal" or "fairer trade". There are a number of reasons why this type 
of trading relationship appears different, and contrasts with the relations farmers 
would have with conventional players. 

F i l y ,  the making and form of the Agreement. Namely: 
e the contract between Twin Trading and Coalicion was simple 
e the contract was knowingly entered into and made face to face 

the farmers understood the terms and 
farmers seldom break a contract where the terms are clear and can be fathomed. 

Secondly, the external circumstances 
Twin Trading identified with their struggles - we were more than "buyers". 

0 There was a circular problem - no quota stamp meant no export license for 
small-scale farmers, no pre-finance or external client meant no lobbying power. 
Twin Trading joined in and "broke" this "Catch 22" 
A mutual interest was created: Twin Trading needed their campaigning to work (to 
get our money back) and demonstrated through a direct investment (a dependency 
on their actions) a serious intention to try and help overcome the problem. The 
farmers wanted to sell their coffee21. 

The meaning of such "relationship" dilemmas have made a transition t?om policital science to 



ii Export Market Access - Expectations 
Twin Trading did not start coffee trading in 1987 with the intention of "defyingg' the 
market or international market price-setting mechanisms. At least not initially. Twin 
Trading offered the Coalicion farmers a better deal but not to a technical formula - e.g. 
the terms and criteria now used by fair traders - and certainly not in terms of a 
guaranteed better price. Prices were not the most significant barrier in 1988. Rather, 
the challenge was to see how fanners could gain access to the physical operations of 
the market - the buying, selling and shipping of their own coffee. The aim was for 
farmers to do this "on their own account" and in direct competition with other local 
traders engaged in the coffee business. The other traders were usually operating 
without any empathy for the farmers' needs, aspirations and conditions and. o h  
overtly hostile towards them for c1ass;ethnic or political reasons. The better deal 
involved a chance to improve their standing, their position in their market - i.e. the 
locality - and their revenue stream. 

iii Learning by Doing 
For farmers who have not left their village or region, or for whom schooling may have 
been erratic or non-existenf there are few options or institutions available to help to 
educate yourself about the market, the economy and what happens to you  coffee 
beyond the farm gate. Intermediaries distort market information and pricing signals to 
their own ends. Since trading coffee means vital cash livelihoods and learning from 
scratch sometimes means mBking mistakes, a further challenge was to l- byldoing, 
but to avoid disastrous and discouraging mistakes. A rule of thumb was developed: the - 
financial outcomes for a farmer from a planned "pilot" should be as good & those 
obtainable from a conventional middleman. If the offer is close, most farmers will 
always prefer working through their co-operative. (At the beginning it was not clear 
that in time some traders would act in an economically "irrational" way and 
deliberately offer artificially high prices to undermine farmers' organisations.) 

Cost savings were also possible. Behind every apparently high transaction cost in a 
production-to-port trading chain there is a story of unequal power relations, poor cash 
flow, inability to pay for or negotiate for the provision of required services in a tiinely 
way. High transaction costs F e  lost revenue. In this respect it is quite easy to pin 
down possible changes to operating systems so that scarce resources are applied 
optimally and conscientiously to reduce costs during the operations and increase 
margin that can be earned from the existing operations. The opportunities are often 
hard to explain to f m e r s  in abstract terms - it looks too theoretical. Or because of 
previous broken promises the proposal is not believable. But it may be easier to 
demonstrate in practice in a pilot exercise. Up to the 1980s, few farmers had been 
involved in off-farm activities related to the preparation and sale of their crop as a 
commodity. There was much to learn and doing the work was a good way to 
experience the issues of "choice" and to witness the real costs and d5culties of these 
upstream activities. To do this required farmer-pioneers and visionaries to lead the 

economic and behavioural analysis in recent years with gwd reasons: see works by Richard Dawkins 
and Matt Ridley and for one of the originators of the expanded application of the so-called Prisoners' 
Dilemma to other contexts, "The Origins of Co-operation" by Roben Axelrod (NY 1984). The author 
confesses to have studied under Axelrod in 1983. 



way. The typical grassroots coffee leaders were often the sons of fanners "re+aming99 
after having other working experiences, sometimes in the cities, or those who had 
been able to complete their education. 

iv Building organisations and human capital 
Twin's relationships with Mexican farmers - and others subsequently - was not based 
on an offer of a "better" price (for the coffee beans) relative to the world market (New 
York price), or direct financial subsidy or gmnts. The assistance and co-operation 
represented an explicit intention to help peasant leaders build their organisations and 
reward farmers for co-operation, courage and active membership through more 
effective comrnerciakation. This is a %der organisational challenge which a pricing 
mechanism alone could not resolve, but participation and acquired knowledge could. 
The assumption was that better earnings for farmers can best be derived from creating 
better ovemll trading opportunities in the marketplace, locally or internationally, and 
through the more thorough management by farmers of all aspects of their transaction 
costs and deals. This included a political dimension because of absence of political 
defenders of small-scale farmers' interests externally and in order for farmers to feel 
less exploited because of their ignorance and alienation from the physical trading 
process itself. 

New Institutions 
As part of the push to respond to circumstances a number of new-institutions were 
developed the early 1990s to deliver services and support 

The Rise of Small-Farmer Coffee Networks 
Although after the breakdown of the ICA, talks continued for a further three years, at a 

. less macro-level there was another form of mobilisation and international networking 
from 1989. Farmers rapidly initiated south-south link-ups between their 
representatives, peasant activists and supportive NGOs. This was unprecedented. 
Farmers who had never met, now obtained passports, lobbied for funds, travelled, 
organised conferences and meetings and exchanged views. They were "greatly 
appreciative of and encouraged by the efforts of the Enropean companeros and the 
consequent feeling of not being alone at this crucial and difficult Several US 
foundations also supported research, meetings and other costs of these linking 
processes. At one large meeting in 1990, farmers' organisations from seven Latin 
American and Caribbean countries found they faced common problems in many areas 
including: production, trading (or commercialisation), processing, financing, 
organisation, transport, contract and payments administration and social relations23. 

Twin formed a working alliance at this point with two Dutch organisations actively 
involved in support for small-scale coffee farmers: Solidaridad and The Max Havelaar 
Foundation. A small, informal consultative group was fonned and co-ordinated from 
The Netherlands. The group worked behind the scenes. Its first task was to canvas the 
views of scale-scale coffee famers' organisations and their leaders in thirteen 

22 Quoted in YSrnall Farmers Trade Agency - Consultations August 1990" - Report on on Visits and 
Findings. Pauline Tiffen 
23 Held in Mexim City', April 1990, supported by the inter-America Foundation 
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countries on their assessment of the crisis for their members, the specific challenges 
and problems being faced and their proposals for action on farmer networks and coffee 
commercialisation. Farmers' organisations and their representatives were consulted in 
Honduras, Guatemala, Zaire, Peru, Mexico, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Venezuela, 
Bolivia, Tanzania, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua and Uganda. The main proposition 
discussed was the establishment of a small farmers' coffee M e  agency to operate for 
them in the end market. 

Farmers consulted in Haiti, Dominican Republic and Peru, for example, saw this 
proposition as: 

"a natural extension of their efforts to end the role and power over producers of 
intermediaries at every level 

* a way to achieve the involvement of consumers and more direct channels to 
consumers for example by sales to small roasters 

e a way to create an institution that would serve the interests of the producers and be 
legally bound to do so 
a challenge to farmers to show that they too could sacrifice and build up the capital 
of the agency and to thereby express their responsibility as primary owners 
a means to develop a strategy to avoid farmers undercutting and engaging 
in price wars with each other"- 

At this stage there were three groupings in Europe engaged in coffee trading support 
projects of .which two had a ''mainstream" or wider political and commercial context, 
The Max Havelaar Foundation and Twin Trading. G E P A ~ ~  and other like-minded 
ATOs lobbied and campaigned in order to raise public awareness of the plight of small 
farmers as prices dropped. They were not equipped - in terms of experience, staff 
capacity and legal structure or, perhaps, intellectually - at this stage, to face up to the 
wider challenges of the collapse. Alternative outlets could not offer a solution to the 
problems faced. Less than half a dozen organisations could count on regular purchases 
h m  solidarity buyers. The liberalisation process provided something of an intellectual 
"clean sheet" for anyone that did not want to accept the fke market logic and outlook, 
which was very bleak. On this "clean sheet" the small working group began to draw up 
a number of experimental projects in consultation with farmers, supportive NGOs and 
ethical financing organisations. By 1990 Twin was actively involved in and pushing 
ahead with four new small-farmer coffee initiatives, all based on new international and 
organisational alliances : 

1. The Small Farmers Co-operative SocietJ! 
A producer owned and initiated financial and policy body for the promotion of 
small-scale coffee farmers' interests with participation from Northern agencies and 
individuals. Direct beneficiaries: a reported one million producers in Latin America 
and Acca.  

24 The third, GEPA, an AT0 in Germany had developed a close and fruitful -peration with a 
co-operative in southern Mexico (UCCIRI) and had developed a self-contained fanner-to-consumer 
supply chain selling into the church-based and community or third world shop networks in different 
European countries. 



2. Twincafe -Agency. Credit and hhmxition Services 
The European based working company of the Small Farmers Co-operative Society 
with the task of building and managing a credit h d ,  provision of market information, 
sample and grading services, product promotion, arbibation and dispute resolution, 
support and agency sales in Europe. 

3. Max H a v e h  F o m m F a i r b a d e  Foundation etc. 
These initiatives aimed, by introducing and monitoring a consumer mark to promote 
consumer awareness of the impact of trade on the conditions of suppliers, and to 
encourage companies to take up the scheme and stock products to take advantage of 
this emerging consumer concern and preference. As market-based institution, Twin 
assisted NGOs in UK with initial presentations to supermarkets, gave technical 
support for farmers' organisations on the "coffee register" and advice on coffee market 
conditions and commodity and futures tmding for the less technically experienced 
NGO coalitions forming new marking institutions across ~ u r o ~ e ~ ~ .  

4.Them-retail brand man-ment c o r n g m  
A collaborative initiative bringing together four UK ATOs: Equal Exchange, Oxfam 
Tmding, Traidcraft and Twin Tradimg. The new consortium aimed to bring distinctive, 
high quality coffee products under a common brand name to the supermarket shelves, 
thereby highlighting the importance of fair trade to farmers in the Third World and 
making the concept more %earnn. 

W e  it can be shown that some of these initiatives worked - in that they have 
survived and have creditable tmck records - and others did not, they need to be seen in 

. .. - . .  the context of the farmer "push" for solutions and the need to fill an institutional and 
theoretical "vacuum" created by the liberalisation of the coffee market and the end of a 
fimctioning macm-level regulatory body for this conimodity. 

The formation of the Small Farmers Co-operative Soeiety (SFCS) 
One outcome of the consul~tions and discussions was the formation in 1992 of a new 
organisation called The Small Fanners Co-operative Society - bringing together many 
of the small and medium scale farmers' organisations that had been so active in the 
wake of the coffee price collapse and a membership of more than one million wffee 
farmers from two continents. The inaugural address to the founding. congress by 
Arturo Garcia of Mexico conveys clearly the context of the efforts and the sense of a 
political "moment" felt by many present: 

"With the internationalisation of the economy, the division of the 
world into trading blocks and the monetarist policies that sustain our 
governments, the problems and dilemmas of rural areas have become 
a common denominator. Given this framework, and as the large 
multi-nationals prepare to leave no stone standing and the 
governments (with their hands tied by their creditors) worry about 

From 1995 this role was formalised with Twin coffee trader, Richard Hide, becoming a formal 
adviser to the FLO-International coffee register committee. 



increasing and perpetuating their power, small-scale producers, who 
are the majority in our countries, have no alternative but to work 
towards real integration between our peoples. The formation of the 
Small Farmers' Co-operative Society has created a new area of 
convergence world-wide whose central objective is to encourage more 
just commercial practices as a wunterweight to the free market" 
Axturo Garcia - Inaugural Address 

To see this moment in its commercial context, it is worth recalling once more, that the 
coffee price was still falling at the time of the formation of the SFCS, and had not yet 
reached ifs lowest point . This came in mid-1992 when it reached 1930s levels of 
approx. 50 cents per lb. 

The SFCS grouping elected a small body of representatives which it determined would 
develop policies and watch over the activities of the projects that were implemented 
The first ''project'' was the creation of a working capital fund and pre-finance credit 
line. The policies, terms and procedures were discussed and finalised during the 
Congress. The model was based on the previous three years' experimentation b Twin 
using its own funds, with several farmers7 organisations in Mexicor6 and 
subsequently with FEDECARES in Dominican Republic. 

The opening capital funds were US$100,000 placed with Twin as a donation for use 
by the farmers for such purposes as decreed by them. "Twincaf6" became the name of 
the organisational face of the Fund and other activities undertaken by Twin on behalf 
of the Co-operative Society. One general task set was to lobby ethical and 
other financial institutions to become engaged with small farmers' initiatives through 
the provision of working capital to the Fund, in order to stimulate the commercial and 
financial development of the w i g  operations of members of the Co-operative 
Society. 

The TwinISFCS Revolving Fund for Export Pre-Fiance 
The Fund's principles and operating me'chanism benefited from being very simple. 
The principles of the Revolving Fund: 
1. No producer should lose the opportunity to deliver coffee and make a sale for lack 
of working capital or bridging finance for the period between production and the point 
of delivery in Europe 28 
2. The Fund, by charging interest, does not diminish in overall value. And part of this 
income will go towards product liability insurance for cases of arbitration or legal 

26~ee!2&t& -laiq : c Cmdernos desanollo de base 3, 1991 for a 
description ofthis period 6om the farmers' perspectives and also see Chapter 6 Dealing with and in the 
Global Economy. Fairer Trade in Latin America by Pauline Tifkn and Simon Zadek In Mediating 
ustainabila op cit. 

Shared Interest a newly formed UK ethical investment body was present at this Inaugural; Congress 
and subsequently worked actively with Twin Ttadiig to develop support mechanisms for lending to 
coffee farmers, which resulted in a new line of credit to farmers becoming operational in 1993-4. 
2g Subsequently the Fund's scope was extended to conhacts with US importers although credit 
checking procedures were altered for these sales. 



disputes, defaults and problems that may arise from time to time between sellers (the 
producers) and the buyers (traders) 
3. A sense of fiscal discipline and efficiency is developed by the charging of higher 
rates of interest (market rates) after 45 days has elapsed after the initial transfer unless 
there are exceptional circumstances 
4. While up to 90% of the contract value of the coffee may be advanced, particularly to 
the most disadvantaged organisations, producer organisations will be encouraged to 
receive not more than 50% thereby doubling the scope of the Fund. Efforts will be 
made to find longer-term parallel and complimentary financing support for those 
members currently without access to local or internal credit. 
5. A spirit of solidarity between members is promoted through the joint elaboration of 
the annual loan schedule, and through the knowledge that the failure to deliver coffee 
promptly denies access to the resources to other members. 

The Operating Mechanism 
1. The producing organisation (seller) or TwincafC (representative) makes the sales 
agreement for the lot of coffee to be sold 
2. The seller (member of the Co-operative Society) sends a copy of the sales contract 
to Twincafe 
3. Against the sales contract Twincafe transfers up to 90% of the value of the sales 
contract and the export value of the lot to the producing organisation 
4. At the moment of export the sellers send the documentation (legal title, shipping 
documents) to Twincafe5 
5. Twincafe receives the payment from the purchaser, deducts the pre-financing, 
interest payment and operational costs h m  the sales income 
6. Twincafe reinstates the capital and interest payment to the Fund and transfers the 

.S balance of the sales receipt to the seller. 

The transfer and terms were covered in a one page agreement between the seller and 
Twincafe per each loan. The capital could be rotated every 45 days. In 1992 this 
meant: five revolutions per year, approximately 5,000 sacks of coffee and about 20% 
of the Co-operative Society' initial target 

The advantage that the requirements for SFCS membership and the commercial 
relationship (with Twincafe) gave were that it made information gathering and support 
services easier to offer, enabling the Fund to be accessible to organisations which 
generally: 
1) find it hard to obtain credit for reasons of isolation, lack of material assets or 

discrimination (ethnic, gender, literacy etc.) 
2) fail to fulfil some conventional legal, property or organisational requirements 

attached to formal loans by local financial institutions but which nevertheless : 
3) have a commodity to sell 
4) show evidence of fiscal awareness, responsibility and internal management capacity 

within the organisation whatever the precise form 
5) have organisational structures that ensure delegated or collective responsibility for 

the repayment of the loan. 
A long-term soft loan of a further one million Dutch guilders (approx. US$200,000) 
was added subsequently to the opening fund of US$100,000. When the performance .of 
Twin's Revolving Funds were reviewed five years later in 1997, the analysis showed 



that this export credit and bridge finance facility had cumulatively unde~pinned ten 
million dollars worth of export trade. 

The Twincafh Bulletin and Sales Agency 
Two subsequent "projects" or activities were devised and implemented for the SFCS 
by Twin: an information service and Sales Agency operation. 

The Twincaf6 Bulletin 
Most organisations can gain access to some market information on coffee - particularly 
with the widespread use of fax and increasingly now ~nteket  services - so the bulletin 
aimed not to-be comprehensive in this Fekd, but rather to arm fanners with 
background or contextual information, including market "differentials" and 
explanations of market movements. The bulletin aimed to provide farmers and their 
export divisions with ways to answer such questions as: What is the reason for the 
price difference? It is possible to see from a wire service or commodities bureau that 
the price has risen by 10 cents per pound in three days but not to be able to ask: what 
are the probable or possible reasons for this? What are the chances of this reversing 
itself, and how quickly? These are arguably more subjective judgements, which can 
only be based on other kind of "trader" information, not normally available to farmers 
thousands of miles away ftom the source of such insights or "market sentiment" (or 

, gossip depending on your point of view). 

When farmers encountered John Brown, the Twin coffee trader, at the March 1992 
SFCS Congress, leading an introductory session on grading and classification of 
coffee, for many it was the first time they had gained an insight on to how coffee 
buyers look at their coffee and negotiate a price. It is to be noted that the TwincafC 
bulletin has been produced twice a month in Spanish and English since 1992 with 
vktually no In addition to supporting farmers in their sales and 
contracting decisions, the bulletin proved a useN source of information to most of the 
ATOs and NGOs beginning to engage in coffee lobbying and campaigning. Twincafi 
also began a "sampling service", offering objective written and scored grading reports 
on samples of coffee which farmers wanted to offer for sale. These are two critical 
tools in  any negotiating process enabling farmers to: know their product, know 
something of the up-to-date market situation. 

Twincafh Sales Agency 
The Twincaf6 sales agency was designed to operate within the market and achieve a 
conduit for coffee into Europe. The agency would not assume commercial risk i.e. 
trade as a principal or hold any coffee stocks. The agency's function was to act as 
reception centre for samples, to grade and classify these and to establish relations with 
companies that could be interested in the volumes, grades and coffees offered. Advice 
on negotiating contracts, price movements, liaison and facilitation, especially in the 

29 This h a  been a labour of love over the years of John Brown, Richard Hide and later John Weaver in 
the compilation and of Caelia Pereira, Clare Haski ,  Ingrid Caceres and Nabs Suma in the translation 
and lengthy process of transmission (especially in the days before fax machines had automated"send" 
buttons!). The costs were financed variously over the years by: Twin. farmers' subscriptions, small grant 
for new organisations from Christian Aid and Caf6diiect's producer support and development 
contribution to Twin. 



case of disagreements was highlighted as needed by farmers. This service was 
particularly needed by farmers' offering larger volumes of less distinctive types and 
grades of wffees or without confident export departments of their own. Twincaf. was 
responsible for facilitating volume trade between farmers in Peru and Tanzania and 
clients in Europe and the USA on this basis. The model proved less widely usefid than 
predicted, as many organisations wanted and were increasingly able to make contracts 
bi-laterally and buyers needed considerable reassurance -something not offered in the - - - 

agency model - for direct imports fiom unknown small-farmer organisations with no 
track records. 

The Max Havelaar Foundation and Fair Trade Marking Organisations -0s) 
The "quality seal", or "keurmark" in Dutch, of The Max Havelair Foundation was 
introduced into The Netherlands coffee market in November 1988, the first of a 
number of national marking or labelling bodies throughout Europe and now in the 
USA and Canada. Max Havelam was the eponymous hero of a book about the 
activities of the colonial Government in a district of the Dutch East Indies, now 
Indonesia The colonial administration's harsh forced labour policies on the coffee 
plantations led to neglect of food cultivation and famine. A Dutch history classic, the 
book is studied by most Dutch people in secondary school, and so the symbolism of 
the reference to Max Havelaar - who "exposed" the exploitation to people in Europe - 
was clear to the general public, much as a reference to a mythical character such as 
"Robin Hood", who stole -from the rich to assist the poor, might be in the UK. 

- Any coffee roaster that complied with the Foundation's terms and conditions could 
apply for the right to sell coffee under the Max Havelaar seal. The conditions were 
[author's emphasis added] that: 
1. All green coffee processed to be sold under the Max Havelaar Seal of Approval . 
must be purchased directly -from orgamsahons of small W& mowers inscribed in 
the Register of Producers of the Foundation 
2. The price to be paid for the coffee is related (not equal) to the world market price. 
The fixing of the price will be done on the 15th of the month preceding the month of 
shipment or according to any other current procedure, according to the preference of 
the seller (i.e. the producer) 
3. On top of the current world market price as determined according to the above 
stated procedure, the roaster will have to pay an extra premium that may vary from 
10% when prices are low to 0% when prices are high. However, the price will never 
be lower than USS1.26 ex dock New York for Asabicas and US $ I U b  ex dock. 

n/Rotterdarn for Robustas. This is the absolute minimum price level of Max 
Havelaar. 
4. The roaster is obliged to facilitate the coffee producers' access to credit facilities at 
the beginning of the harvest season, up to 60% of the value of the contracted coffee at 
Max Havelaar conditions, at regular international interest rates. The credit will be 
cancelled on shipment of the coffee. The access to credit is one of the a oblems 
for nearlv all CO-oueratives of small ~r oducers in the d World. 
S. Producers md roasters depend on reliability and continuity. For that reason 
relations between both should be based on long term contracts (1-10 years). 
6. Finally, the c o f f e p t  e and facilitate external a t r o l  on the 
compliance with these conditions to protect the credibility of the Max Havelaar 
Foundation and the interests of the small coffee growers. 



Within three years of launch in 1988, coffee products with the Mm Havelaar quality 
seal were available in 90% of all Dutch supermarkets and with an average of around 
2.25% (at December 1990) of total coffee consumption in The Netherlands, 
equivalent to approximately 2,000 tomes of green coffee per year. In 1990, when 
coffee prices were falling and the "minimum, pricing system" came into effect, this 
minimum set level or "floor price" provided additional income to coffee farmer 
exporters of DlX 5,272,000 (about £2 million). Sales of "marked" coffee - a totally 
new concept breaking into a very mature market - were not apparently affec'ted by the 
growing discrepancy between the market rates and the floor price with sales growing 
between 1990 and 1992 to gain a market share of over 3% 3b. There is now an 
international network of FTMOs grouped together under an umbrella organisation 
called FLO-International - Fairtrade labelling Organisations - which provides 
common services - such as the administration of the producer registers - and which 
co-ordinates the activities of national members. 

After more than ten years, one hundred commercial companies in 12 European 
countries offer coffee products with a fair trade mark or consumer guarantee. Coffee 
purchases reached 14,000 t0nnes.b~ the end of 1990s. In a little over a decade, fair 
trade marking and verification systems are at the heart of the Northern "fair" or 
"ethical" debates, even falliig within the remit of income stabiisation study of the 
World Bank in late 1999. It is, therefore, in retrospect, quite dBicult to convey the 
quite unprecedented nature of this intervention and resistance to an unfettered fiee 
market mechanism. The components of the Max Havelaar "ideal deal" underlined 
above aim to stress these aspects. Yet this is what the initiative represented with its 
specified terms of trade for exporters and importers, ensuring "fair and remunerative 
terms7', comparable to the ICO "bands", for at least a proportion of the coffee beiig 
exported by small-farmers. The centrality of the role and rights of small-scale coffee 
farmer organisations in the commercial chain was also a critical departure fiom norms 
- managed or free market The emerging market opportunity stimulated action and 
awareness at the level of producers (the farmers) and consumers (individual 
purchasers) which has been, perhaps, irrevocable in shifting attitudes and 
relationships in producing counties as well as the marketplace. In 1994 a Peruvian 
farmer told the author: 

"A few years ago before initiatives l i e  Caf6direct and Max Havelaar, it 
seemed like farmers were only good for walking long distances with coffee on 
their backs. I think that the comerciantes (local traders) just couldn't ever 
imagine that one day we'd be working directly with people from 
outside ... They certainly never thought we'd learn to trade ourselves. most of 
the coops are run by members, or the [farmers'] children who've learned to 
manage business, keep the books and even do the exports. The comerciantes 
don't like it. Indeed they're angry. The only thing they have now that we don't 
is money!" 

30 In the UK, Cafedirect trades about 1000 tonnes per year. Thii reflects the respective sizes and 
make up of the different coffee markets in Europe. Tea is the UK drink of preference. Nine out of ten 
cups of coffee drunk are instant. 



From these experiences by 1996 Twin had derived its working statement of purpose. 

To build better livelihoods for the poorest and weakest in the trading chain and to levemge~ 
developmental change and longer-term political shifts in their political add economic environment. 
Trade is the means for achieving these ends so signs of success might be manifested in a farmer or 
artisan's organisation as any or all of the following: 

greater awareness, the abiiity to plan and t h ' i  st~ategically and to participate proactively m the 
marketplace whether locally or internationally 

m greater bargaining power through knowledge, experience and access to infimmm and inputs in 
the trading chain (via direct ownership or ability to negotiate terms b m  a third party) 

m greater levels and equitable distribution of resources at the community level to invest in human 
capital forthe future, the next generation. . 

This version of a "better" or "fairer deal" is not "static" and is a rounded concept. It 
accepts specificity of context and circumstances. Incremental improvements and 
changes in conditions are part of a process of learning and are seen as "progress" 
especially where the farmers themselves have advanced their cause. This kind of 
change is harder to overturn, as the change is experiential, and thus irrevocable. There 
can be literally violent and political backlash, of course, from those who "lose" their 
former sinecures or from direct competitors. And all organisations face internal change 
processes, especially in periods of growth and development. Learning can be both 
derived h m  and applied to organisations which are facing constant evolution 
internally and a constantly changing and hostile external environment. 



7. Twin's Coffee Responses Part 2 - Reaching Consumers Directly 
In early 1990 in the UK there was no public mechanism to "connect" Mexican coffee 
farmers to mainstream consumers. (The Fairtrade Foundation or UK version of the 
Max Havelaar Foundation did not launch until the mid-1990s). "Fair trade" was not a 
concept that even active church go-ers and campaign supporters of Christian Aid or 
Oxfam had heard of let alone the wider coffee- consuming public. Where were 
improvements and better earnings going to come from if not from the end consumers? 
In general an operating or trading chain is "linear" and the product passes h m  one 
"agency" to another without any feedback or information "loops" such as in the typical 
chain represented below. 

Table 3. A typical farmer to end consumer chain 

Individual farmer or grower (farm or plot) 

I 
farmer, grower or primary processor/packer (household) 

I 
f m e r  organisation or local trader (village) 

l 
broker or merchant (town) 

I 
commodity marketing board, merchant or merchant's agent 

I 
exporter or broker 

I 
" PRODUCERS " 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - - - - - - 

" CONSUMERS " 
I 

importer 

I 
manufacturer, processor, packer 

I 
wholesaler or holding/merchanting company 

I 
retailer 

I 
consumer 

A fimdamental achievement of the fair trade conceptualisation is the new clarity it 
brings about the vocabulary and differentiation needed for the different players in the 
trading chain for coffee (and most other similar commodities). In the past, for example 
taking definitions of governmental and private sector representatives in the ICO, 



"producer" and "producing" or "consumer" and "consuming" could be applied to 
anyone operating, respectively, above or below the dotted line shown in the Table 
above3'. The unequal power relations between the respective players in the trading 
chain are hard to detect if all are labelled indiicrimiately Third World "producers". 
Fair trade is about targeting the weakest and most discriminated against in these 
chains. 

The Farmers' Appeal for Support 

In March 1990 a representative of Twin Trading was invited to 
attend a meeting of coffee farmer representatives from all over Latin 
America and the Caribbean held in Mexico City. Twin Trading was 
invited because it had been helping coffee farmers and their 
co-operatives in Mexico to export their green beans directly since 
1987, avoiding both the traditional private and the cormpt state 
intermediaries. The Mexico gathering was organised by farmers' 
organisations from the whole continent, Peru to Mexico, to discuss 
the grave threat to their livelihoods and way of life caused by the 
permanent break-down of the International Coffee Agreement the 
previous July - 1989. The regime, while favouring state institutions 
and well-placed private companies, had supported more stable 
pricing of coffee and the resultant crash in ~rices to below 
produ&on costs was putting many coffee o;ganisations and 
companies promptly out of business. From their perspective there - - 
we; few places to turn to. In response to a request to "do 
something* at "our end" I returned to Britain determined indeed to 
"do something! m 32 

The farmers threw down the gauntlet Nevertheless, in retrospect their request was 
quite conventional: it was a political request for solidarity and an appeal to start a 
campaign to tell consumers that things were going wrong and they were in trouble. 
The farmers crafted a letter for Twin to bring back to Europe, pleading for coffee 
drinkers not to abandon them- when their livelihoods and land were at stake. As 
traditional activists with track records in mobilising and expressing solidarity, perhaps 
a typical response would have been to recognise the representativeness and msroo t s  
validity of the appeal and to have considered how to libby the government, who with 
other consuming country governments were still locked in negotiations at the ICO. 
Arguably, if a representative of Oxfam, WDM or Christian Aid had been there they 
would have come back and done precisely this. Posters, a campaign of lobbying and 
letter writing, direct visits and discussions with the MAFF representative of the British 
Government in the ICO. Possibly, sales of solidarity coffees would have been 
encouraged as an "alternative". 

3 1  An African farmers' representative on a visit to the UK in late 1998, reviewing claims by large 
companies in the press to be assisting Third World"producers" stated, suprised: "When they say 
roducers they don't mean us!" 

P2 Quoted from "Outline Facts and Figures of the Set-Up Period of Cafedirect Limited 1990-1995" 
(Internal Document) by Pauline Tiffen, July 1996 



The Twin response was different because, after a thorough exposure to the problems at 
grassroots level and several years of coffee trading "practice", it was clear that this 
would not help much. At least not enough. Returning from Mexico, after discussions, 
Twin did a round-robin letter to eight organisations divided into two groups - opinion 
formers and alternative traders. ATOs had been selling "solidarity" coffee for years in 
support of the Southern &can "fiontline" states and Nicaragua, but political changes 
alone were sufficient to merit a review of this and to try for "something greater" and 
for more direct trading avoiding the state handling companies and para-statal agencies. 
Twin Trading invited its three closest alternative trading partners - Equal Exchange, 
Oxfam Trading and Traidcraft - to a preliminary meeting, coaxed and cajoled and 
prepared a draft business plan based on our ideas to launch a new brand. 

The proposal to launch a "new coffee brand" was a deliberate departure for Twin. It 
came fiom a conscious rejection of the fair trade marking route since in our view, this 
left unchanged the purchasing power of existing players in the market. To date the 
Twincaf6 sales strategy had been negotiating and selling to these existing "others", as 
agent. This method of selling had no negotiating leverage in the market. Twin was 
simply unable to influence the market, its sentiments and prejudices and pricing 
mechanisms at all. Green beans were sold directly into the mainstream market, 
anonymously and at market prices often with unfavourable differentials. There was a 
build up of h t r a t i o n  with this mechanism. The assumption was that a brand would 
give Twin more control and o p p o h t y  to manage the process - more autonomy and 
identitj - not just on the supply-side of coffee commercialisation up to "FOB" (the 
port) but on the demand-side also. At the outset we did not propose branding coffee a s  
a means to add margin or value to coffee per se, but rather to give Twin scope to place 
coffee in the market from specific farmers' organisations in volumes and on terms that 
we were ableto influence. It was on1 a subsequently that we discovered the highly 3 advantageous economics of branding3 . 

Brands are about messages and values and there was a strong story to tell. The profde 
of a brand would also give farmers a new platform of their own to state their problems 
and needs to the public. h n  was ambitious, practically oriented but not constrained 
conceptually. The GLC project which launched Twin had pretensions from .the outset 
to be a "global" project, a mainstream project From Twin's exposure to the coffee 
market and fanners' problems it looked obvious that a "massive" sectoral crisis 
involving 50 low-income developing countries and tens of millions of rural families 
could not be solved through minor although well-meaning commercial responses. 
There was not desire to be "big" for the sake of it but to find a "response" with at least 
the longer-term potential to match the scale of the problem. As such an unprecedented 
North-South, consumer-producer co-operation was born. 

The Formation of Cafhdirect 
Operationally it took only one year from the first meeting to launch our new roast and 
ground product marketed under the collectively owned name of Caf6direct. As noted 
and indicated in the introduction there were a number of triggers to act and there was a 

33 This issue is covered in a dedicated Topic Paper by Robin Mumy, produced for the Understanding 
and Expanding Fair Trade Project. 



real momentum to push f o m d  and change the way "solidarity" coffees were being 
traded. 

The Tn~vers Behmd the Farmation of Cafairea 
a) the coffee producers were fighting for survival as coffee prices plummeted 
b) the political rationale for the solidarity coffees then on sale was evaporating: the 
Sandinistas' had lost power at the polls; Mandela's release fiom prison was due 
destroying the arguments further for buycotts 
C) the scale of alternative traded coffee was small, the volumes and pricing was 
uneconomic and the marketing fragmented (multiple brands and unsystematic 
distribution), although the income generated Eom these coffee sales was already 
significant for many small groups and ATOs 
d) product quality was variable and there was little real "coffee know-how" in the 
alternative sector 
e) the packaging standards were poor contributing to a low quality product and, in 
general, alternative coffees had acquired a reputation that made them the butt of 
'tjokes" and public satire 
f) political opposition closed down openings for such products into local authority and 
public body outlets under new "compulsory tendering" regimes 
g) the lack of market opportunity for green bean sales Eom Mexican and other 
co-operatives in Latin America which had formed an alliance and whose beans were 
being brokered by Twin Trading (later Twincaft). 

The Institntional Framework - A Consortium 
Twin Trading was part of a network of many organisations in the UK actively 
involved in third world development education, campaigns and alternative trading . 
This network had been built up fiom a number of events organised since Twin's 
foundation including a Twin Conference in 1989 which asked: Who Cares About Fair 
Trade? to which more than 80 organisations, large and small, fkom all over Britain 
came to discuss the subject and the challenges at Conway Hall - a central London 
venue, owned and made available to countless c'marginal" (and some would jest 
"hopeless") causes over the years, by the humanist South Place Ethical Society. 

Cafhdirect Founding Partner Profiles 
Equal Exchange 
Equal Exchange began life more than ten years ago as Tampaign Coffee Scotland". A workers' 
co-operative which aims to provide the independents and the wholefood retail market with high quality, 
organic and fair trade foods and beverages sourced from small-scale farmers. 
Oxfam Trading 
Apart from its overseas aid and development work. Oxfam, which is based in Oxford, sells fairly traded 
handicrafts and foods through 340 Oxfam shops and its mail-order catalogue. Oxfam also campaigns in 
the LJl< on trade issues and has active local groups throughout Britain 
Traidcraft Plc 
Traidcrafl is based in Gateshead and sells products 60m food, clothing and craft suppliers through a 
mail-order catalogue and a network of committed volunteer fair traders around the all country, active in 
schools, churches and their communities. Traidcraft has an associated development charity called 
Traidcraft Exchange. 

Equal Exchange, Oxfm Triding and Traidcraft were then all clients for Twin's 
imported food products e.g. honey, sesame, peanuts etc. Each company brought a 
range of attributes and potentialities to the new coffee brand project. There was a 



natural synergy and a wide potential consumer constituency represented by the four 
companies. There was also some level of competition between the three retailers in the 
niche alternative marketplace as each had "rival" coffees, and two of the three 
retders competed quite strongly in sales of handicrafts. Oxfam, for example, had 
experienced strong growth in craft sales in the 1980s but this was checked because of 
the recession and new competition in the mainstream retailing chains with ethnic crafts 
becoming commonplace. Many ATOs which had formerly traded mainly crafts, began 
to look for growth fiom food sales at this time and campaign and education 
departments found food stories more conducive to wider political and awFeness 
raising communication strategies. The sales outlets and some experience of marketing 
coffee in an alternative way underpinned the decision to make and trial the first batch 
of the product Twin had coffee trading expertise to create the new product, direct 
experience of bulk coffee M m g  and contact with farmers to be able to source and 
manage the coffee production and del ivq systems. In the initial stages the four 
became known as and worked informally as the CafFdkect consortium. 

The Caf6diict consortium worked through an organisational development plan: 
progress was careful and unhasty in order to build good will and confidence among the 
parties. Meetings, research and inputs were co-ordinated by Twin. The process had a 
minimum objective and a maximum objective: 

minimum: to improve sourcing arrangements of green coffee for all parties; raising 
quality and enabling each alternative trader to source diiectly fiom farmers 
co-operatives in a safe and economic way, possibly combining shipments and 
ending, wherever possible, unnecessary competition between potential allies in the 
margins of the coffee market 
maximum: to combine marketing efforts and strive to bring fair trade to the 
attention of a wider group of consumers in Britain than then current and to try and 
set the consumer agenda for the 1990s through the launch of a new (collective) 
brand. 



Running Cafedirect 
The formative period of the Caf6diect initiative involved three basic activities which 
laid the foundations of the venture, that is: 
1. the development of relationships and m d e  support services for the farmers' 

network ensuring the enthusiasm and co-operation of the farmers 
2. the work to develop and form the original consortium of marketers -the 

conceptualisation of Cafidiiect Ltd as a brand management 
company and raising the basic finance for the venture 

, 

3. the Goduct d=velopment (roast and ground and soluble), logistics, 
launch and gaining national distribution for the products - defining the 

CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIVITIES & KEY DATES IN CAFEDIREm LTD 
SET UP PROCESS 
From 1987-1988 
Twin Trading helps Mexican coffee farmers to obtam export license (quota) and to export on their ovvn 
for the first time. 
March 1990 
Twin Trading attends Mexico meeting of farmers 6om Latin America and the Cariibean to di- the 
coffee market crisis. Farmers make their appeal to consumers. 
From Autumn 1990 
Active preparing of wider support shategy with Max Havelaar Foundation (The Netherlands) for 
producers in crisis: includmg the set up of the Small Farmers Co-operative Society and the development 
of a revolving credit fund 
1990 - 1991 
Set up deal witb first roaster (m Holland). Visits by Twin staff to farmers in: Mexico, Peru, Tanzania, 
Costa Rica and Nicamgua. Caf6duect consortium liaison, development and formation. Identifying and 
commissioning designers and copywriters. Production of packaging. Business plan development Loma 
Young of Equal Exchange begins working as Cafedirect Sales Director. Blend development and first 
orders. September 1991 Production first packet of G f t d i i t  
March 1992 - 
Safeways Scotland list C a f M i t  Setting up of Small Fanners Cc-operative Society and revolving loan 
fund for export credit Media Nahna join working team. Producer Conference and planning session. 
Start work on 6 e e b e d  production search and planning. Tender for UK production and transfer 
production to UK. 
1993 
Continued freeze-dried product development work and Third World production site visits. Design and 
product specification development Inclusion of African coffees and robusta coffee for first time in 
proposed instant version of CafHuect. National advercismg and PR work begins in earnest Caf6diect 
"goes national" with presence in all main multiples. NOPfCbristian Aid poll 86% consumers welcomed 
fair trade produets and agreed " fair trade is a better way to help pwr countries than aid". 68% 
consumer questioned agreed they "Would pay more for fair trade products'' .Raising h c e  for 
CafWict; tint approach to Triodos Bank. Work to help first exports by Tanzanian African coop 
unions reaches h i ion .  
October 1994 
Freeze Dried instant coffee launched at Press Conference Central London. RRP £2.39 per IOOgm. 
NestlC go on record about Cafedirect for the first time. (We know we exist!) Producer Conference and 
planning session. Cafdduect starts to become operational as a separate company. 
Spring 1995 New Caf6diiect Ltd company commences business. C a f t d i i  has first direct employees. - 

marketing strategy and methods. 
- 

Undertaking this last part -the nub of the project - epitomised the "evolutionary" 
development of the consortium. It was a highly interactive process of learning by 
doing. 



The New Coffee Brand or "NCBn 
The project to reach mainstream consumers with a new fair trade coffee product 
gained a working title of "the new coffee brand" or "NCBn. Although two of the four 
UK consortium members had in-house design departments, the first decision which 
impacted on the project was a decision to go outside the immediate "'gmup" for first 
the design and product concept work, and then later for inputs on an appropriate 
communications strategy. As noted, there was a desire to overcome perceptions of 
poor quality - to achieve good taste and high quality and to put alternative trade on a 
new, better footing in the market place. A formal concept note and briefing was 
developed for a designer, copywriter and product team of three people. w e  were 
aiming for something "new" but "right". The team were keen to take on the brief and 
as they worked for a prestigious PR and marketing agency it was proposed that, albeit 
for a far smaller amount of money than for conventional clients, that we try to take the 
project within the agency to give them more space to work on the brief and the 
branding. The agency was Imagination. 

Robina Bartaby and Martin Newman took responsibility for the development of a 
range of options for the consortium and presented four possible visual concepts and 
four brand names. The four brand names were: equicafC; Caftkkect, caft consort; caf6 
finca. The point of mentioning these now is not to discuss the relative merits, but 
merely to show that while, in retrospect, the choice of CafHuect may appear 
"obvious" and it has undoubtedly contributed to its success, it was not inevitable as 
such Nevertheless, Cafi5diuect as the brand name for the initiative was selected by the 
group, unanimously, for its clear sound and meaning, epitomising the desire to close 
the gap between consumers and producers of coffee. (It should also be noted that the 
proliferation of "direct" business appellations - First direct banking, Virgin direct et al 
- post-dates the launch of Cafkdkect by at least three years.) The look was new "more 
like a pregnancy testing kit than a coffee brand" reported a branding and packaging 
expert tartly on BBC Radio 4 Food programme shortly after launch. And the 
French-souuding usage of "caft" gave the coffee a quality ring to set the tone for and 
ensure the quality credentials of the product 

Cafhdirect Operating Policies 
Caftdiiect was conceived of as a direct response to an apparent market failure and the 
"fall out" of the neo-liberal project in the peasant communities producing coffee. 
Many of the operating policies were quite literally a "reaction" to the way the 
conventional market works and its impacts. Namely policies governing: 
- the counq origins and choice of suppliers 
- the pricing and terms of trade 
- the marketing messages. 

Counw of O w n s  an 
. . d Choice of Su-ppliers 

The three sources of arabica coffee for the first product - medium roast, roast and 
ground - were selected to cover the whole continent : Mexico, Costa Rica and Peru. 
Each of the founding supplier organisations were visited prior to the project 
commencing as part of a consultative process. The blending of the coffees mean that 
green beans could be purchased from large or small, more experienced and weaker 
organisations, even those "just starting". Some origins were judged poorly by the 



market for no objective reasons e.g. Peru. The list of supplier organisations below 
shows which had had prior export experience. Even suppliers such as Union de la 
Selva, were at a very early stage of their trade and commercial development, having 
exported once or twice only at the point of entry to the Cafidirect group. The original 
products developed for Cafidirect deliberately set out to be made Erom multiple 

' origins to provide safe outlets and "access opportunitiesn as part of apprenticeship 
processes. Only more recently has Cafidiict expanded its range of blended coffees 
into some single origin products ' ' f eahg"  specific and, for the consumer, "exotic" 
places, such as Kilimanjaro or Machu Picchu. 

Lit of supplier organisations to C a f M i t  by year of entry 

Name of Country Prior Export Approx. no. Period selling 
Organisation Experience growersl to Cafedirect 

Y d o  members 
1. COOCAFE Costa Rim Yes 2,250 1991- 
2. PRODECOOP Nicamgua Yes 11,500 1994- 
3. CECOAC-NOR Peru Yes 4,000 1990-1 997* 
4. RENACER Peru No 2,000 1997-1998*' 
5. CECOVASA Peru No 3,000 1994- 
6. COCLA Pent Yes 500 1996- 
7. UCAFlCSA Mexico No 2,000 1993- 
8. MAJOMUT Mexico No 1,053 1995- 
9. SAN FERNANDO Mexiw No 1995- 
10. U. DE LA SELVA Mexico Yes 1,291 1991- 
l I .FEDECARES Dominican Rep.Yes 5,6M) 1995- 
12. BUGISUNNEX Uganda Yes 1995- 
13. KARAGWE Tanzania No 100,000 1995-1996'*+ 
14. KAGERA Tanzania No 16,000 1994- 
IS. KILIMANJARO Tanzania No 135,000 1994- 
16. COOP DU NORD Haiti No 1997- 
17. MACEFECOOP Cameroun Yes 516 1999- 

* Ceased trading actively due to insolvency in 1997 
" Under review 
*** Temporarily ceased lmding due to difficulties - wntact resumed in 1998. 

. . 
clnp Policv and Terms of Trade 

Pricing policy began as a challenge - and has remained one. In the UK there was no 
precedent for buying at a minimum or floor price and "ignoring" the market. There 
was no Max Havelaar equivalent in operation. Nevertheless Cghdirect did take the 
basic Max Havelaat Foundation framework, together with Twin's trade development 
support processes and services as the initial purchasing policy for the brand. In short: 
1. to purchase all green coffee directly ftom organisations of sniall coffee growers. 
2. for price fixing to be done giving preference of the seller (i.e. the producer). 
3. for the price paid for green beans never to fall lower than USs1.26 ex dock New 
York for Arabicas and US $ 1.12nb ex dock London/Rotterdam for Robustas. 
4. to pay on top of the current world market price an extra 10%. 
5. to facilitate access to credit facilities. 
6. to work on the basis of long-term mutual interest. 



When market prices moved towards 120 cents in 1994, Cafidiiect faced a dilemma: to 
stick with its policy of paying a 10% premium over the market rate or to move, in line 
with the fair trade marks and commercial fair trade companies to a flat rate - set at 5 
cents per lb. See Table 4. New York Futures and Fair Trade Coffee prices 
1991-1997.~~ Cafidirect's response was to consult f o d y  with suppliers in the 
Producer Meeting scheduled in 1995. The options and possible market implications 
were discussed f iddy:  

Lower premiums might not increase volumes or maintain market share 
m At higher prices consumers do usually switch to cheaper products 

Cafkdirect could not sustain a lower price and growth, a niche sbtegy might be 
better - lower sales, higher unit valuedpremiunis 
A small premium may damage sales because of public perceptions that it is 
"inadequate" and not fulIy ''fail'. 

Reference to other coffee companies was not much guide to developing an alternative 
pricing strategy and no guide to consumer reaction to this. For example, the charts 
(below) show the NescafC (a Nest16 product) wholesale list price and the green bean 
price lagged and udagged, for the period up to the price crash35. The MMC report 
notes only that Nest16 prefers to take a long view of coffee prices and to offer the 
consumer a stable price rather than a succession ~ f ' ~ r i c e  changes. Again, there was 
new ground to be broken. 

The decision of CafCdirect in July 1995 to retain its initial policy of paying a 10% 
premium for its suppliers raised the stakes. The principle test for Cafklkect was 
establishing the basis for the perceived premium diierential for a fair trade but 
"mainstream" coffee product. The instant product was launched into the market with 
an approximate 5% differential price over its (assumed) closest competitors. This 
contrasted with the 10% differential for roast and ground coffee products. At this level 
of differential Cafhdirect was acknowledging the strength of the mainstream brand 
rivals and aiming to taking a long-term view: to keep the recommend retail price as 
low as possible, squeezing margin, in order to build satisfactory volume over time. 
The basic question faced was therefore: how elastic is the market for Caf6direct 
coffees? A further assumption was also cleac if demand is inelastic, then the consumer 

36 must also know what is going on as much as the producers . 

34 Source: Cafediiecflwincaf6 
35 Source: MMC Study, Figure 2.6, p29. Note: the Figure shows out-tum. 
36 Letter €ram Robin Murray Director of Cafidiiect and Chairman of Twin Tradiig to the Director and 
Operations ManagerofTwin Trading 11' October 1995. 



The Nescaf6 wholesale list price and the green bean price lagged and unlagged 
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Green coffee prices showed tumultuous ups and downs in this period: with highs of 
nearly $2.50 cents per lb. in May 1994 and May 1997 and lows of around $1 in April 
1996. See Table 4 below. This gave all coffee traders and retailers significant pricing 
problems. Jn particular, the volatility and uncertainty about consumer response to price 
rises, posed particular challenges to-Cafedirect in the positioning of the freeze-dried 
instant, a product with greater direct market competition and price sensitivity than 
roast and ground. No product can afford to be too out of step with the brand leaders; 
waiting to follow the leader can cost a company large amounts of money. Caf6direct 
and Twin Trading weathered the storms and Cafidirect freeze dried performed well in 
the period. Sales growth overall was sustained even when promotional activity 
experienced a periodic falloff within the general financial squeeze. However, the 
strains of price hikes and falls placed considerable pressures on coffee farmer 
organisations, Cafedirect suppliers included. Tmding coffee in times of high prices 
requires more working capital, stretching both CafSdirect and Twin Trading's as well 
as producers limited capital resources and accelerated the ongoing negotiations with 
the organisation's ethical financial backers in Britain and The f ether lands^^. 

Price volatility also brings speculators into the marketplace - locally and globally - 
"playing" the market and its ups and downs, which offer potential short-term gains. 
Co-operatives and farmers are faced with the complex management dilliculties of 
finance and riswexposure in a way that even conventional and professionally staffed 
companies can get wrong and for which even the best "policies" do not guide or set 
sufficient parameters for well-meaning managers. In recent times there have been 
some spectacular cases of companies losing control of front-line trading or account 
managers. In the period 1995-1998, there have been a number of fatmer-organisations 
that have inadvertenly or deliberately gambled and "lost" - to the point of 
bankruptc?8. Some have been ill-equipped to cope with rising but often unachievable 
price expectations of h e r s ,  thereby losing contracts completely or having to deliver 
coffee to external clients at below the local market rates, selling under to fulfil 
contracts. Competitors have taken the "opportunity" to sustain aggressive pricing and 
marketing policies to weaken farmers' co-ops where their local hegemony had been 
eroded. Some farmers' organisations have survived this period only at considerable 
cost to the organisation or the draining of hard-won working capital and savings. 

37 CafLdiiect's bankers are National Westminster Bank, Triodos (formerly Mercury Provident) and 
Shared Interest 
38 Cecoac-Nor - one of the original and reliable suppliers to Cafedirect reached technical insolvency in 
late 1996 because of number of general factors, but also including problems derived directly 6.om the 
surges in pricing, contracting problems and the local impact of this: just one of which wiped out more 
than $250.000 from the co-operative's balance sheet, and gradually lack of Iiquidity and local credibility 
forced it to an operational halt. 
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Table 4. New York Futores and Fair Trade Coffee prices 1991-1997 
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The product development process 
The first Cafklkct product was intended for a mainstream, non-niche market 
position: the project opted for the production of a Roast & Ground coffee with a 
medium roast, being the style and type of coffee with the largest segment. In general 
Roast and Ground coffees are characterised as a less rigid and also much smaller 
sector (one tenth of instant coffee). Roast and Ground was growing, there are fewer 
dominant brands (with a third of the market occupied by supermarket "own brands"), 
and less brand loyalty ergo more swapping and trying out of new blends. The motives 
for the blend containing three arabica wffees was a combination of technical 
requirement and political symbolism. The initial Cafddirect product was developed by 
Twin's coffee trader, John Brown, and modelled precisely to achieve comparability of 
flavour and taste against the private brand and supermarket own-brand leaders. 

The first packet of Cafddiiect Medium Roast was produced and launched in September 
1991' against a backdrop of a continuing downward slide in market conditions. The 
background to the public launch in March 1992 - with producers not only from the 
three founding suppliers but a further 16 representatives of small-scale coffee fanners 
organisations present, including Afiican co-operatives was a final descent of coffee 
prices to their lowest since 1930s. By November 1993 market prices were still only 
60% of the Caf6direct floor price. Despite this, in early 1992 work commenced on the 
sourcing and logistics for the manufacture of a heze-dried instant coffee to 
accompany the medium roast. It took more than two years to bring the kze-dried 
product to market but has proven a durable and more widely appealing fair trade 
product than the more "niche" roast.and ground sector in the UK. Freeze dried has 
also proven an expandiig segment of the market, 

Conventional Wisdom 
The conventional wisdom available at the consultative phase of the project was that 
the only way to take market share in coffee is to buy it. Vis either taking over (by 
acquisition tactics) an existing brand with existing marketshare or "buyingn 
marketshare by heavy investment, in advertising. This challenge would already have 
been considered "bad"- or "foolhardy enough" by most competitors. Few perhaps 
realised at the time the additional "competitive disadvantage" which Caf6direct 
voluntarily opted into when it commenced operations in a falling market by paying a 
floor price of USs1.26 per lb. for the farmers. This policy alone raised the cost of the 
basic product 'far over all other competitors throughout the first three years of 
operations. 

Re-Defining the market - ethical5 and semi-ethicals 
The consortium made a significant decision when it agreed to bring in an external 
agency to work with it on the communications strategy. Media Natura was then an 
unusual creature - a not-for profit communications agency with media professionals 
aiming to bring together expert teams to give the voluntary sector the right 
communication "weapons". Two people from Media Natura, Bruce MacKinnon and 
Charmian Gooch, took the project on with considerable gusto and relish, but without 
the benefit of much scientific data or empirical research at that time. Relying rather on 
experience and "gut" feelings, we developed our new vocabulary and communications 



concepts for Caf6diuect We divided our proposed Cafddirect coffee "universe" (a 
marketing tern for the whole set of potential consumers of your product) into three 
types of consume~s. 

Namely: 
"Ethicals" 
People with firm and articulate religious beliefs, political copsciousness, an 
internationalist, cooperative and social outlook, anti-racist or humanist; people who 
had already expressed their views through their purchasing power, probably via 
conscious boycotts (of Chilean wine or South African oranges), or miniature and 
somewhat self-sacrificing purchases "buycotts*' (charity catalogues or Oxfam shops). 
People prepared to make considerable efforts to locatehuy and drink Nicaraguan 
coffee et aL , 

"Semi-Ethicals" 
People aware of wider issues (e.g. ivory trade, free-range eggs, pollution and CFCs) 
but not acting on this knowledge in a systematic way; people for the precise linkage of 
an act of purchasing as a protest or other proactive choice or action was not yet made. 
Considered a more fickle group but of a significant potential size overall. The profile 
of concerns were: fashion awareness, minor selfish concerns (health and safety), 
minor altruistic concerns, desire to be seen to stand for something, radical chic. An 
ABCl profile was assumed Further, it was assumed for practical purposes that women 
(of pretty much all age groups but with a core range of 20-55 year olds) were the 

. primary target consumer because they do the most shopping. 

There was fairly abundant consumer survey/Mintel reporting of such "political" or 
"ethical" interests already available (although no explicit referencing per se of fair 
trade). The early assumption of a likely wperficialiQ of the interest level (the "radical 
chicn or "wanting to be seen to be right-on" factor) has been borne out over the period 
since launch. Many subsequent s w e y s  show figures that do not tally with the sales 
levels: i.e. people saying they buy fair trade products more than they actually do. This 
represents a strong desire to be "ethical", but also indicates that there are barriers such 
as prohibitive pricing, inappropriate or non-availability of product e.g. if you do not 
like coffee, Cafidirect will not be of interest regardless of the depth of your take up or 
understanding of the issue. 

"The Rest" 
This group was assumed to be beyond reach because of immovable brand loyalties, 
innate prejudices ("black people are lazy"), countewailing views ("the free market 
works") or with overt hostility to altruism, charitable or other forms of social venture, 
regardless of their merit. It was resolved not to waste scarce resources on trying to 
convince such sceptics of anyhng. 

While it was relatively easy to obtain sufficient data to understand the overall profile 
and breakdown of the coffee markets (roast and ground and soluble) there was no 
indication and no way to test - on low budgets - the hypothesis about expanding the 
"alternative" market for coffee from "ethicals" to include also "semi-ethicals". Thus, 
an assumption was made about the potential market share that these trpes of 
consumers represented for Cafedirect. 



We could not attach firm values or units to these markets or market shares. A 1% 
figure for the "ethicals" used was based on experience of campaigns and existing 
solidarity sales. The visualisation of this became the shape of an eye. 

Ethical or solidarity consumers 

Semi-ethical consumers 

The rest 

Total UK 
Coffee drinkers 
or potential 
coffee 
"universe" 

This assumption, rudimentary as it was, was a guiding fiamework and the V Q C ~ ~ U ~ Y  

remains in use even now, notwithstanding the addition of other useful phrases (e.g. 
"hard-headed altruist"). .e initial communications plan and targeted spending was 
based on a decision to: 

"ignore" the ethicals - they will know what we are talking about and find out about 
us quickly and hunt down the product wherever it is on sale 
&et and find the best message to engage the semi-ethicals - this being new market 
temtory, the size of which was unknown but assumed to be large and possibly 
expanding in and of itself 
"ignore" the sceptics and leave the assumed hostile remainder ("the rest" ) of the 
coffee drinking universe. 

The Table below (Table 5.) summarises the situation of Cafediiect and its products at 
the time of preparing the study. The remainder of the study aims, rather than recapping 
this commercial trajectory, to reflect on some of the lessons from this experience, and 
the future replicability. 



Table 5. Cafkdirect Product Profile 

Cafidirect is a registered trade mark and brand of coffee 
Cafidirect products are on sale in more than 1600 outlets in the UK. 
Cafedirect stockists include: Asda, Budgens, Momsons, Out of 
this World, some Oxfam shops, Planet Organic, Safeway, Sainsbury's, 
Somerfield, Tesco, The Co-op, Traidcraft representatives, 
Waitrose and selected wholefood and independent outlets 
Cafidirect sells in roast and ground and soluble forms 
Caf6direct coffee sales totalled over E6 million in 1998-1999 
Cafidirect roast and ground has 4% market share -more than 
1.5 million packs 
Cafiduect freeze dried soluble ha .  more than 2% of its segment - more 
than 2 million jars 

The coffee beans in Caf6direct products are sourced by Twin 
Trading from 18 small-scale fanners' organisations and associations 
in nine tropical counhies of the East Afiica, Central and South 
America and the Caribbean. 

Cafedirect coffee is traded with a purchas'mg price and 
supplier selection strategy which defies conventional market logic 
and purchasing practices: small and large, experienced or 
new to exporting. Relationships once formed are for the long -term. 

Cafidirect's green coffee beans come only fkom named and 
targeted associations of farmers and the price paid does not fall 
below a level which is deemed a minimum necessary to produce 
quality coffee and ensure a livelihood for the small-scale 
farmers and their families. 

8. The Lessons and Consequences 

i David and Gob& 
The barriers to market entry which new or small companies and new products face are 
significant, especially in mature, dominated FMCG markets. One lesson from the 
coffee story is nevertheless that small players can take on the very large when 
a) they combine scarce resources and act co-operatively 
b) the project is recognised for what it is - a challenge, a learning experience, where 

the means are part and parcel of the ends because progress on its own terms (i.e. not 
in comparison to other disimilar companies) is valid and keeps the organisation 
buoyant 

c) they are innovative and creative with the resources that they have 



d) they are really adding value or something to the product proposition 
e) they prefigure or get the politics of the time - zeitgeist - right. 

As indicated earlier the institutional h e w o r k  of Cafidirect - m e g ,  the 
"constellation" of direct and indirect supporters - was complex. There was a company 
"constitution" but for many years there was no actual company. The Memorandum of 
Association (22/9/92) stated the goals and objects for which the company, Cafairect 
Ltd., was established were: 
a) to promote justice in international trade 
b) to promote and engage in direct trade with small farmers'organisatio~s, 

manufkcturers and suppliers of all kinds of goods and services in developing 
countries 

c) to carry on business as a general commercial company. 
However, Cafidirect was for many years a "virtual" company. Up to the Spring of 
1995 when Cafidirect took on its first employees, the fimctions of CafGuect were 
developed and identified in tandem with the evolution of the business and were being 
undertaken by third parties contracted and supplying s e ~ c e s  as and when required .. . ~ 

The chart bellow shows in outline form the functions and allocation of work 
Icafkdirect Functions and Implementing Parties and Lndividoals to 1995 I - 

Function 
I. Sales Director - Product saleddiiiution 
2. General CafM'irect consumer promotions 

3. C a f t W i  Public Relations and marketing 
campaigns 

4. CaftWirect accounts and management reports 
5. Coffea forecasting, stock management 

purchas i  market cover 
6. Fiicial planning 
7. Shipping, commercial administration 

warehousing and stock management 
8. Credit and pre-finance loans 

9. Production and quality control of blends 
10. Producer liaison and trade development 

programmes, information support senices 
12. New product development and research i 

Implementers(s~rsonnel 
Loma Young of Equal Exchange 
Board Directors and the sales and campaign 
teams of Equal Exchange, Oxfam Trading 
and Traidcraft 
Media Natura, Charmian Gocch, Bruce 
MacKinnon; Loma Yomg (EE) and Paulie 
TiRen (Twin) 
Ian Lepper, Patricia Choiral (Twin) 
Ian Lepper and Richard Hide (Twin) 

Ian Lepper and Pauline Tiffen flwin) 
Caelia Pereira (Twin) 

Pauline Tiffen, Richard Hide, Caelia Pereira 
(Twin) 
(John Brown), Richard Hide (Twin) 
Paulie Tiffen, Dick Day, Richard Hide 
Caeli  Pereim (Twin) 
dafbdiict BoardfTwin Trading 

This organisational form grew "organically" and was built pragmatically, to achieve a 
"hub-and-spoke" structure for the new company. This was a low cost way to begin a 
new enterprise. Every penny was used for promotions. It also meant it did not replicate 
available competencies and used these external resources Mly. Therefore Cafidiiect 
had no significant on- or off balance sheet liabilities or assets as a result. It was not 
obliged to make either employment or other financial commitments (such as lease of 
premises, equipment or other rentals). The sales work was charged for on a time and 
cost plus basis by Equal Exchange. Twin Trading's role fpr the first period was 
charged on a percentage basis, (only subsequently moving to a mechanism based on 
"time and cost plus"). Consortium members' also sold the Caf6di i t  product and their 



promotions and targeted campaigns were part- financed in the price of the product. It is 
estimated that Cafidirect was thus able to offer as much as £245,000 in volume-related 
financial support for promotional activities undertaken and organiskd by the 

39 consortium members to spread the word to their respective constituencies . 

This volume and activity-related charging basis was critical for Caf&lii 's start-up. It 
contributed to the low costlcapital requirement of the venture at the outset. 
Specifically, this "compact" between the parties: 
a) kept payments h m  Cafidiiect to Twin, as a supplier of goods and services 

related to actual earnings f?om sales of coffee products and not to actual costs 
or outlay 

b) it effectively deferred payment, building up a liability to Twin Trading to repay 
the sunk costs but de facto made repayment conditional upon and only feasible 
within the context of the success of the business 

C) this mechanism increased the incentive of Twin Trading and its staff to 
produce results and make Cafidirect a success 

d) Twin Trading (and its associated charity TWIN) took the primary risk on 
pre-finance to the small-farmers organisation (and apart from initial equity and 
small early loans) also took the predominant risk for financing the business for 
the first three years 

e) the risk was considerably reduced by the three retail and wholesaler members' 
commitment to stock and promote C a f S i  through their own networks, 
shops and catalogues ensured the project an income stream regardless of the 
take-up and sales levels in the mainstream marketplace, although not 
necessarily profitability (due to the cost of the finance and potentially long 
stock-holding times44. 

Another approach would have probably placed considerable strain on the CafGdirect 
founders. Twin was relatively cash rich Other founders were either too small, facing 
some organisational or financial diiculties or had no obvious precedent for 
engagement in such a project Thus, other operational forms for the start-* period 
would have altered the financing package required and added to the challenge i.e. it 
would have requGed greater levels of start up capital and investment from members - 
possibly beyond their reach or ambit. 

ji The Benefits andEconomies of  Trust 
The activities of Twin in support of farmers' organisational development - credit, 
information, management support etc. - contributed to building trust, enthusiasm and 
co-operation of the farmers in the Cafidirect venture. The farmers have willingly 
supported promotions: their images and endorsements have, although not "valued" 
economically, undoubtedly given the brand credibility. Farmers express pride in the 
association unprompted - most especially in Cafbdirect's case they are proud to see 
their coffee marketed consistently as "Excellent Coffee". Cafidirect posters adorn 
co-op meeting rooms and homes in very out of the way places. In this sense they bring 
meaning and brand equity. However, trust has also played an integral role in making 

39 Internal paper prepared by.Pauline Tiffen "Outline Facts and Figures of the Set-Up Period of 
Cafedirect Ltd 1990-1 995, July 1996 
40 Note: Correctly stored, coffee beans before roasting may have a two year shelf life. 
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the project work operationally despite, or perhaps because of, its lack of conventional 
resources. This good will and its practical expressions are interesting because they 
represent contributions of real economic value and as such provide provisional 
illustrations of an economics of trust. Here are some examples. 
a) Planning 
Stock planning and forecasting processes are never perfect. Caf&rect suppliers can 
and will change or alter shipment schedules without prejudice or resorting to 
commercial or legal means to prevent contract alteration or change. 
b) Attention to detail 
The marketing messages are accurate: Caf6direct suppliers do send Cafdirect their 
best coffee available. Quality claims and problems - green beans not meeting or living 
up to their expected grade on arrival - have been rare. Attempts to cheat on the 
weights or grades being shipped have not occured. Different grades of coffee shipped 
are because as the supplying organisations have different terrain, processing facilities 
and means at their disposal. 

c) Communications 
Communications are mostly good despite idiwtmcture limitations. If things are going 
wrong Twin will know and forewarning is a key factor in avoiding "out of stocks" or 
being able to take remedial &ion4' 
d) Solidarity - Better, not Beggar my Neighbour 
One supplier's misfortune does not become another's gain. Twin Tradiig and 
Caf6direct will not play one supplier off against another. There is no counterbidding. 
Yet if one supplier has problems another can step in to replace or compensate if able. 

... . * d 
Raising external financing was an uphill process in the early stages of Caf6dkct's 
history when the nature and potential of the venture was still "unproved". The factors 
behind this are set out below. Some of these show that Caf6direct was not immune to 
most of the conventional barriers to starting new ventures, but some also show its 
distinctive nature as an organisation and the barrier to investment that this ideal 
represented. 
a) The consortium itself represented an unprecedented co-operation between four 

traditionally "niche competitors" . 
b) The four founders were unequal (m size and resources) and highly differing 

institutions in outlook and culture, yet intent on forming a new joint venture. 
c) There was a low initial investment by each of the four members (£7,500 each) 

which could have been taken for a lack of confidence but rather reflected the 
resource constraints of the parties and the low-cost approach being taken. 

d) The low level "down payment" approach also reflected a commitment to 
retain equality of ownership between the founders on a "co-operative" 
principle. This meant the "wealthier" organisations were precluded from 
making additional equity investments at a rate greater than the other three, 
thereby increasing their share of ownership and thus "say" in the 

41 Communication is of course a two way thing: see The New Internationalist 'Coffee Issue" featuring a 
Cafidirect supplier, CECOVASA in Peru for the best recent portrayal of the physical sense of distance 
and the "ethereal" but real linkages on market information behveen Twin and the isolated farmers that 
has been achieved. 



business (the same was not true of loans to the business). 
e) The ethical or green or social investors in the UK were not (at that time) 

advanced in their lending to such projects. They had few or no higher risk or 
other specific funds to be applied with the approval of their investors. 
Increasing levels of fair trade awareness and the profile of products like 
CafMiiect have perhaps given more possibilities for later corners. 

f) Although interested, there were no ethical finance institutions "brave" 
enough to invest outright in an untested proposition. 

g) Caf6direct had no track record and no dedicated staff - the Oxfam name and 
Twin Trading's commercial track record assisted somewhat. 

' h) The concept itself of a mainstream fair trade brand was new - it represented a 
notable divergence from the rest of the alternative trading movement of the 
time, namely, the fair trade rm&hg initiatives starting up across Europe and 
including in the UK. The proponents of the marks tended to dismiss the idea of 
the Cafedirect brand. 

i) Some banks would lend to finance stock and marketing but p r e - h c i n g  
coffee purchases (i.e. monies for the farmers before the coffee is actually 
shippei) caused some headaches in the securities and cover departmen< of 
even ethical banks. 

brand management company struetnre - professional and economic iv 
While in 1988-1990 coffee trading was undertaken by general traders in the Twin 
Trading staff, from late 1990 an experienced coffee trader whose company (a former 
client of Twin's) had recently folded was engaged. The growth of CafCdi t  helped to 
make the employment of expert staff more cost effective. Twin has maintained and 
expanded the in-house expert capacity since that time, including, recently, traineeships 
intended for UK-based overseas students and farmer representatives fiom Twin's 
partners. The ongoing trading - planning for and making the purchases of lots of coffee 
for inclusion into Cafedirect blends - is a linchpin in each farmer relationship. The 
annual planning cycle and purchasiing process is the axis of the relationship with each 
supplier organisation. Visits are regular. Operations reviews reveal progress and 
problems quickly, as well as the changing local situations - especially economic 
dislocation (high inflation or currency fluctuations) or political problems such as in 
Chiapas, Mexico, in the last few years. All organisations have suffered and been tested 
by the period of volatile prices. 

Cafedirect as a Brand Management Company 
The role of Cafedirect Ltd as a brand management company evolved from its modest 
starting point and the gradual belief that specialisation and professional focus would 
ultimately reap dividends for the Cafkdirect brand. By late 1995 the mission statement 
and the broad aim for the company had been discussed and was collectively agreed 
(Cumbria 1995) as : 

"Cafdirect is a brand management company which will pioneer and 
develop the leading quality food brands, fairly traded, at affordable 
prices in the mainstream market" 

The notion of a low-cost "hub-and-spoke" company structure retained its attraction 
for the founders. Thus if we revisit the earlier "Functions" chart we can note that while 
CafMict  began to develop its capacity and a process for governing its own strategic 



development, the transition of operational roles to its first employees was in only WO 

areas: its own commercial administration and management,, and marketing and 
s e l l i i  the products. 

CAFEDIRECT FUNCTIONS & IMPLEMENTING PARTlES 
FROM 1995 ONWARDS 

Function 
1. Strategic Planning 
2. Managing Director 
3. Sales D i o r  
4. Marketing Manager 
5. Product sales/distribution 
6. Financial planning 
7. W d i i e a  promotion and 

public relations campaigns 
8. Caf6diiect Sales forecasting 

and (finished) stock cone01 
9. Gifkiiirect Managernest 

Reports 
10. C a f W i  Management 

accountSmAWAdmim. etc. 
1I.CafWheer Operations 

Reports 
12. Packaging design and 

production of materials 
13. Coffee contract cover 
14. Coffee planning and 

sales pmjections 
15. Other Wdirect  promotions 

Implementers(s~personnel 
Board of CafMiEct Ltd 
CafMiEct Ltd 
Loma Young of Equal Exchange (until 1996) 
C a f H i  Ltd 
CafMkect Ltd 
Board and CafHiect Ltd 
Cafddirect M, externally contracted consultants e.g. 
Handel Communications/MS&L, Leo Bumett 

C a f W  Ltd 

C a f w i  Ltd 

Twin Trading (Until July 1996) 

Twio Trading 

CafWiect Ltd 
CafMirect Ltd and Twin Trading 

CafMirectLtd and Twin Trading 
Board D i m  + their in-house sales/campaign teams 

y Semi-ethieals and the Mission 
The company began to hold "away-day" annual strategy meetings b m  1995, the first 
Wig in Cumbria, where targeting and priority-setting featured and the agenda was set 
for Caf6direct to branch into other FMCG areas. The period 1995-1998 is marked by 
the following features in financial and marketing terms : 
c gradual but consistent sales expansion in terms of the number of outlets per retail 

chain with Caf6direct on shelf 
year on year growth in volume of units traded 

m fiuther diversification in product range 
upgrading of the packaging 
growing brand' recognition reaching: 30% in 1995 ' (Gallup) and 39% among .roast 
a d  ground coffee drinkers; 53% among roast and ground coffee W e n  by 1997 
the company is profitable. 

New professional marketing and PR staff needed ways to develop a wider 
understand'ig of Cafidiiect's values, in order for appropriate claims and messages to 
be conveyed, and for there to be a common understanding of the meaning and 
aspirations of Cafedirect's "direct" trade for farmers and their communities. Initially 
Twin took the view that Cafedirect was part of a strategy to help farmers overcome 



their many political and commercial problems. One synthesis was developed to set out 
the "meaningg' of the initiative as follows: 

What Does Cafedirect Stand For? 
m a focal point for an intemational community of farmers organisations in all 

continents 
m a robust commercial relationship where there is trust, honour and long-term 

commitment to the success of the brand 
commercial practices which are responsive to and never exacerbate the many 
difficulties face by the producer export companies that supply coffee to Caf6direct 
direct, strong fkquent two-way communications and strong personal relationships 
between parties, exchange of news from the farms and news from the markets 
co&ctive and non-punitive operational systems to cope with normal and ad hoc 
faiIures without being soft on avoidable error 

m a progressive and flexible purchasing policy that enables a wide range of farmers' 
organisations - large and small - to be suppliers 

m a producer support service that gives the co-ops wniidence in all their commercial 
activities and ensures that each Cafedirect partner has the very minimm "tools of 
the trade" (market information, QC systems, fax or e-mail, functioning banking 
arrangements and financial controls) in place 
an emergency service for unforeseen crises as CafMirect's suppliers operate in 
very unstable political and economic environments 
management &d investment advisory support as required 
an idonnation source and service that enables Cafidii&t to respond rapidly to 
consumer enquiries about the products and ther back und and for producers to 

4 F  ask questions about other matters of concern to them . 

If anything, the gradual build up of market share and consumer recognition, and the 
success of communicating the values and the product benefits, put the issue of 
Caf6direct's .coffee producer relationships and the mission back onto the agenda. 
Profits generated from coffee were being invested into other products, like tea, but 
coffee producer representatives had not been invited to the strategic planning sessions 
or cohsulted. In 1996 Cafedirect began a more formal process to articulate its 
"standards". This continues. There is a desire for a "Gold Standard" for coffee trading. 

. . vi Farmers' Orran~sahons: Survival and harming 
In many producing countries small coffee farmers' organisations have faced a constant 
struggle over the last decade just to survive, keep hold of their land from the state or 
private landowners and to develop their own independently managed structures. In 
volatile markets they quickly needed to learn a new trade - i.e. trading - and to cope 
with damaging swings in the market price. They have also had to face the retaliation of 
the hated intermediaries, some of who have deliberately sought to undermine the 
confidence of leaders and the loyalty of members to regain their local hegemony. In 
this same period the agriculture sector in most developing countries has lost its 
traditional, state-backed support systems: extension, special credit facilities, seed 

42 Source: What Does Cafedirect Stand For? Draft Producer Charter, March 14th 1996 prepared for the 
Staff and Board of Cafedirect Ltd., by Pauline Tiffen on behalf of Twin's Coffee Group 



banks and marketing boards. Their departure from the scene left farmers "expose$ to 
markets and the major players or their agents within th&e as never before. 

Perhaps the most remarkable achievement then is in the survival rate of many these 
h e r s '  organisations and the sense of "presence" they have managed to create across 
large distances and international boundaries. They travelled widely, learned languages, 
welcomed journalists, researchers and visitors, lobbied, argued for credit, gained 
external adhere& and supporters in the solidarity markets, found clients, bought and 
sold their production, borrowed and repaid credit and earned a track record. 
Furthermore, in a period when many conventional traders and businessmen avoided 
coffee, farmers by contrast invested: in production facilities, commercial 
idbstructnre, faxes, computers, trucks and in h e  production, many starting their 
own coffee nurseries and new planting schemes. Most have started learning new 
methods of less intensive Euming, particularly those suited for organic certification. 

The problems that have occurred and been part of the challenge of achieving 
continuity of operation, learning and, of course, supply of product to customers, 
including Cafedirect, have been many and diverse. Here is a summary list of problems 
experienced, identified and tackled, more or less effectively. 

Lack of funds to complete investments in equipment 
Failure in project design 
Poorly selected equipment 
Lack of working capital 
Lack of foreign currency or discriminatory rates of exchange 
Withdrawal of credit 
Government tries to close organisation or project 
War, political upheaval 
Military threats 
Total crop loss due to insect plagues - reduced quality, quantity and value 
Partial crop loss - reduced quality, quantity and value 
Changes in demand - specification, size of market, prices fall 
Alternative crops more profitable 
Bureaucratic delays 
Bureaucratic sabotage 
Corruption 
Failure of quality control 
Failure of Equipment 
Bans on importation 
Political boycott 
Failure of communication 
Failure of transport 
Over-optimistic expectations 
Human error 
Failure to observe procedures 
Failure of packaging - contamination, losses 
Failure to know and understand procedures 



Snapshot on Mexico 
In Mexico there were a number of spin off effects from the modest beginnings in 1988. 
The early pilots were part of national level process that unleashed a wave of coffee 
farmer activity and by 199411 995: 

second-level farmers organisations began to achieve international trading norms 
and were exporting via a farmer owned and run export vehicle (Promotora de Cafes 
Suaves de Mexico) and shipping to coffee markets world-wide; 

the grassroots constituents of the 11 primary level coffee producer organisations 
then exporting numbered at least 60, with an estimated 45,000 farmer members; 

all eleven organisations had made contact with and 'broken into' the alternative or 
fair trade market adding to the returns and sense of contact and achievement; 

m Aztec Harvest - the direct promotional sales initiative set up in 1992 to access the 
USA gourmet and specialist organic coffee market grew to incorporate coffee from 
nearly 1000 farmers in 42 villages; 

during the 1994 harvest period, the farmers traded 51,354 bags of green coffee to 
US and European markets with an approximate value of USlF6.5 million F.O.B. 

the Uni6n de Ejidos de la Selva (chiapas) opened a coffee shop in a fashionable 
part of Mexico City to promote the consumption of high quality coffee and hcrease 
the Mexican public awareness of environmental and social issues in Chiapas. 

Subsequently these and many similar structures which h e r s  created have continued 
to face severe problems, including physical destruction of property and premises and 
intimidation in the case of Chiapas, adverse c l i i t e  and agronomic conditions, 
management and financial crises and some have disbanded or ceased operations. 

vii Knowledce and learning 
Changes in technology - its lower costs, speed and the global potential of infbrmation 
exchange - and market circumstances put increasing value on the capacity of 
institutions to achieve "adaptability". Traditional views of knowledge and competence 
are becoming more able to distinguish between transferable and non-transferable 
skills. Some academics have identified a new "strand" of competence which they 
name "tacit knowledge". They describe this as "specific" to circumstances and, 
sometimes geographic locations, but for this to be more widely accessible it requires 
another form of organisational context: a shared social and cultural environment, and 
regular interaction from which common routines, norms and standards which depend 
on trust and the willingness to co-operate can develop. Amin and Wilkinson writing 
in a special issue of the Cambridge Journal of Economics (see References) on the 
relationship between learning and performance set the ability to think, learn and adapt 
at another, distinct level and actually see it as "irreducible" from that of organisational 
learning. "Adaptation is different from learning but is probably as important an 
influence on organisational innovation and survival." 

The protagonists in this coffee story, North and South, were fundamentally ideas-led. 
They were not easily put off a desired course. And a feature is a "mix" of strong 
interdependencies - mostly of political and philosophical goals and sense of greater 
possibilities glimpsed through a division of labour on the one hand, and the constant 



need to challenge existing methodology and prevailing practice in search of the means 
to operate at all. Co-operation, sweat equity and a joint venture may not have been a 
natural choice. But organisations with few material resources relative to their 
competitors and moral or social purposes which extend beyond themselves, -ot 
meaningfdly and authentically "go it done". In the case of the Caf6duect marketing 
consortium and the coffee trading partnerships between Twin Trading and each 
farmer-supplier, trust and co-operation became redefined. They became innovations - 
despite the long-standing rhetoric of. development "co-operation" and the fact that 
most traditional NGO beneficiaries - i.e. grant recipients - are usually somewhat 
hopefidly denominated as "partners". As such the farmers were an intrinsic part of the 
work, putting the activities at different stages of the chain - including the marketing 
proposition - at the "cutting edge" of the coffee trade and beyond easy imitation. 

... -renticeship 
For a number of farmers' organisations, Cafkdirect has played an important role as 
"first client" and allowed a process of "apprenticeship" and learning. For some 
organisations, the Cafkdirect orders are "bedrock" in their annual planning process, 
and constitute one of the very few "knowns" or "givens" in what is generally a very 
uncertain commercial world to be faced each agricultural cycle. Therefore, while this 
coffee trading system is not designed to absorb small-scale suppliers' coffee, it 

- gives existing groups a basis on which to plan. Most importantly it gives new h e r s '  
groups learned a chance to learn without untenable risk; to get onto the first rung of 
the ladder. Eight of the current Caf6dhct supplier organisations had had no real 
experience of their own export operations prior to their first contract and work with 
Twin. Some had previously only worked selling their coffee to agents operating in the 
national market, at the farm gate or local town. The work with the Afiican 
co-operative organisations was a specially funded three-year aimed at 
assisting the farmers to take advantage of the liberalisation process which gave the 
co-ops and private sector companies the "right" to export for the first time. 

Where relevant and with sustained demand by farmers, the various mechanisms tested ' over the years and described in this study - credit, information etc. - have been 
consolidated or built o n  The original revolving h d s  developed were expanded to 
finance Cafedirect purchases with further resources supplied by Shared Interest and 
other ethical banks. Above all, the services and support strategies are designed and 
constantly reviewed by and with farmers - first at the formation of the SFCS and at 
subsequent producer meetings (held in 1995, 1997 and 1999). At modest, but if 
targeted, effective levels, and without grant financing these supports can be maintained 
from the trading margin. A major point of learning is that this is evidently feasible 
within the pricing structure of a branded f ~ s h e d  product. 

43 This Twin producer support programme was funded by the (then) Overseas Development 
Administration Small Enterprise Development Fund and Comic Relief. 



9. Indirect Effects and Reflections 

j Fairtrade Marked C& ees, ETI and c aase related marketin2 
In Britain around 31,000 million cups of coffee are now each year44. Cafedirect 
was'the first fairly traded fast-moving consumer good (FMCG) or branded product to 
reach the mainstream shopping outlets in the United Kingdom and to achieve national 
distribution and recognition. More than 5% of the roast and ground coffee sold in 
Britain is now fa$ trade coffee 45. However the concept of fair trade and the profile of 
these products is 'mder some pressure fiom other values-based concepts and messages. 
This is reflected in the slowing down of sales growth overall in most European 
markets and the switch of producers hopes and expectations for opportunities away 
h m  Europe to North American markets even though the "producer-focused" concept 
is less likely to take hold widely there46. 
A US innovation in coffee marketing has recently been transferred to the UK market. 
While not fair trade at all, "Coffee Kids" is also not a straight charity levy either. A 
straight charitable levy approach is one where "lp" or undetermined "proceeds" of the 
sale from every package goes to a determined good cause or activity. The US Coffee 
Kids programme follows a traditional model of coffee trading, where the coffee is 
purchased in the n o d  ways (for example by brokerage) at a normal and prevailing 
market price. But Coffee Kids has promoted a new notion that everybody along the 
chain has a responsibility and could contribute to improving lives of the "kids" living 
in the coffee growing regions. These are portrayed as  poor and deserving. Collections 
and donations rallies, special collection tins placed by the coffee shop cash register and 
special community events to raise funds are the Coffee Kid methods. As a voluntarily 
scheme it depends on raising awareness by providing information, but the initiative is 
based on pure altruism. The Coffee Kids programme does not aim to offer a sustained 
response to poverty. Its impact is not directly structural, and so while it may transform 
individual lives, it does not develop or foster processes which are socially 
empowering. The money granted helps but cannot empower as it is at the discretion of 
the giver. This, perhaps points to one of the ''tests" of a fair trade arrangement: who is 
gaining the right to claim or demand. In the words of a Twin partner, Mazide Ndiaye, 
of RADI in Senegal: 

"With the money earned from trade you can buy what you w a n t  You 
cannot demand what you need from people who a r e  helping you47" 

However, Coffee Kids fits in style with a far more widespread and ingmined notion of 
charitable giving, and at a community level in the US has allowed many small 

"Spilling the Beans: What's wrong with the coffee trade?" The Faimade Foundation, November 
1997. 
45 Sources: Cafbdirect Ltd. Annual Audited accounts (1998); industry fact sheet 1998. John Vidal, 
"First Among Equals", The Guardian, March 3 1999. Note: Just two companies - Nestle and KtaR 
General foodflhilip Moms - account for more than 70% of all retail soluble coffee sales. 
46 In correspondence with the author, Bob Thomson commented on the tensions between enviromental 
versus "social" messages as follows: While one can fume at the seemingly greater U.S. interest in birds 
over farmers, it is a reality that lots of U.S. companies are pushing [this]: some to pull at consumer 
heart shings without having to subject themselves to m-cter (and they think more expensive) fair trade 
and organic criteriq and others because they really like environmental issues over economidpolitical 
issues and find them easier to explain to U.S. consumers, many (most?) of whom are, &er all, more 
isolated from the realities of the world outside their borders than almost any other country in the world." 
47 Quoted in Twin's "Fair Trade: A Rough Guide for Business" 1990 



companies to be part of something bigger and "noble" locally, encouraging people to 
participate, to organise events and thereby gaining a new credibility and access to 
communities and customers. 

ii Professionalism and Depoliticisation 
As fair trade and social or environment messages become more common for 
mainstream coffee products, they appear to be getting less acute in their meaning and 
scope. One conclusion might be that "professionals" depoliticise and simplify 
marketing messages to make more sales. Cdidiiect advertising and public relations 
began in earnest in late 1992 and appears to have followed this pattern. Caftdirect had 
a number of challenges to face in developing its marketing message. Founders like 
Oxfam had a strongly "charitable" image and there was a fear this might easily be 
associated with poor quality. However, awareness of unfair trade needs to be assumed 
before a positive message of fiir trade can be seen as a "solution" hence the continuing 
importance of public education in this regard . Cd6diuect has passed through a number 
of stages in its public advertising from its rather unpolished early versions. 
Stage 1. @/W) Charity with a Difference - "hard K i n g "  
The first campaign took stark black and white posters with colourful overlaid positive 
messages and the product onto railway stations fiation-wide, as well as quality press 
and women's magazines. "You get excellent coffee," they declaimed. "They get 
vaccines." Another states: "You discover excellent coffee. They discover school." 
They caught attention but were easily mistaken for charity posters because of the black 
and white photography. 
Stage 2. (full colour, in sitn photography) Real people, Real stories 
The core "semi-ethical message" and female target group remained unchanged, the 
underpinning strapline for all communications balanced emphasis on coffee 
credentials and producer impact: "Excellent coffee. A better deal for coffee growers". 
Changes to the profiling and the upgrading of techniques used to assess strategy and 
the Caftdiuect consumer message took Caf&ct closer to the mainstream "coffee 
language" and ethos - luxury, deep colours and greater quality reassurance. 

Use of People's Images 
Caftdirect was not alone in thinking carefully about the use of people and their 
images. This has been a topic of some considerable thinking among media watchers, 
NGOs and alternative traders generally. In the foreword to "Coffee with a Cause", Eric 
St Pierre writes of the mentality which this perpetuates: 

"Media images of third world nations often depict violence, natural catastrophes 
and poverty, yet many of these countries are rich in natural resources, human 
resources and creativity. Is it possible that poverty is largely the result of 
inequalities which have accumulated over time, as part of a wider international 
orde r?... Our relations with many Southern counhies suffer 6om both a history 
of imperial colonialism and the economic dogma of supply and demand. In order 
to remedy this situation we have to question the values which underlie this 
market mentality (Laure Waridel, 1997)." 

In Cd6directys case it was decided relatively quickly that "real" farmers, and named 
and identifiable people would be used, with their direct consent. In one version this 
provided the campaign with the quip: we pay the farmers not the actress (in a 
tongue-in-cheek reference to another coffee advertising campaign running.) 



Nevertheless, a significant step was taken with the new style and series, in that 
advertisements from 1996 feature portraits of identifiable Cafedirect producers, with 
or without their names incorporated, their active engagement and support having been 
obtained for the visual executions. The portrayals of the farmers are explicitly based 
and build on notions of dignity, natural beauty and indigenous glamour. They stxive for 
a direct connection with the consumer, tinged with humour, and variously taking the 
form of "help" with making coffee, giving "directions" on how to get to h41 and Mrs 
Gomez's farm in the "wilds of P e d  to buy a bit of their coffee and so on. The 
photography was high calibre and transferred easily to other formats, such as the proud 
farmer who also appeared on the h n t  cover of The New Internationalist September 
1995 issue dedicated to coffee (see over). 

Stage 3. Exotic locations and allusions 
More recently Caf6diect has moved closer again to mainstream coffee language and 
messages, with no farmers but exotic and alluring geographic locations. It is 
interesting to note the deliberate and selective use of ethnic and cultural context by 
Cafedirect and other competitors: Kenco's humorous portrayal of plantation owners 
and Nestli's glimpses of glamour, fun and foreign beauties. 

... nv D e v e m e n t  not Coffee 
Assessments of the impact of fair trade give particular signifimuce to the "premium" 
prices paid for coffee and "social premiums" passed to producers as part of fair trade 
sales coffee contracts. Premiums are easily associated with ''speciality", "quality" and 
"rewardn which lends added weight and validity to the concept in the minds of 
consumers. Where the C a f e e c t  premium price is identified with the brand's added 
value (or meaning), it is proof of the consumer's concern and connection with the 
concept and with the farmers via the product. It is not difficult to calculate the value 
of premiums over and above the prevailing market prices for coffee and the relative 
grades h m  each Caf&t supplier. Between 1991-1997 the total additional funds 
paid to farmers' organisations for coffee purchased were US$1,334,949. Additional 
here means, then, the extra dollars and cents paid per pound (lb.) as a measure of 
compensation when the world market price has dropped below US$1.26 per lb. plus 
the CafHirect 10% social premium offered on top of this. 

Focus on the premiums and prices paid are easy "short-hand" for' professional 
communications and marketing agencies also. Marketing strategies have been 
developed to convey to customers the full "meaning" in a Third World context of such 
funds, or even their "developmental value". Generally the use and applications of these 
funds will vary from organisation to organisation as they are not project-type grants 
which come with conditionalities but earnings. However using a measurement 
designed to reflect the value of the premium money paid in terms of "teachers salary 
equivalents", Cafbdirect staff calculated that between 1991-1 997 the US$1.3 million 
or £834,343 paid to T h i i  World organisations had the equivalent impact of £ 16.2 
million spent in the UK. The methodology used for this illustration of benefit and 
impact was to take the purchasing power in local currency and local teachers' salaries 
compared to UK equivalent salaries (Scale 9). Two examples are cited below. 



Theoretical- Purchasing Impact of Cafkdirect Premiums 

Country 
Period 
Total Premiums in US $ 

Total Premiums in UK £ 
Local Currency 
Monthly Salary-Local Currency 
Annual Salary-Local currency 
Annual Salary in US $ 

Annual salary in UK 5 
LocalNSS Exchange rate 
UK Teachers Salary pa (Scale 9) 
Conversion Factor 
FT Premiums Factored 
\source: Humphrey F'ring, Cafedirect 

COOCAFE 
Costa Rica 
1991-1997 
228,849 
143,031 
Colones 
105,897 
1,270,764 
5,189 
3,243 
244.88 
21,591 

6.77 
952,162 

PRODECOOP 
Nicaragua 
1994-1997 
80,030 
50,019 
Cordobas 

360 
4,320 

502 
3 14 

8.6 
21,591 

68.77 
3,439,868 

There is clearly a need to know what a "successful" trading relationship between 
CaftXirect and the coffee CO-op/supplier delivers to the farmer and families and to 
communicate this to consumers to reinforce the value of their purchase. This exercise 
represents a fascinating attempt to show "real" value and developmental potentiality in 
different cultural contexts. Neverthe1ess there are, overlaid, in this kind of 
presentation, many issues of consumers' expectations and assumptions which often 
reflect Northem development priorities and the right, by implication, to determine the 
application of these voluntarily given ''funds". There are a number of problems with 
reducing fair trade messages to simplifications of this type, for example: 

1. Premiums are not Profit distribution 
The Caf6dhxt premiums are only one of a number of potential mechanisms for 
sharing with the farmers who grow the beans, the value added by processing and 
branding raw green coffee and selling it in the packet or jar. We will look more closely 
at producer participation and ownership issues below. 

2. Misstating the Overall Impact 
Most coffee farmers on the FLO-International Coffee register - more than 250 
operating organisations - make a very small proportion of their ovemll sales at the fair 
trade minimum or premium rates. As fair trade products become mainstream, 
communications strategists have sought increasingly to convey fair trade contracts as 
purchasing "development" not "coffee". In fact, the difference that fair trade contracts 
make to small-scale farmer co-operatives is often crucial and makes the difference 
between survival and bankruptcy of their organisations. This is of commercial or 
economic relevance but does not offer impacts gn the scale or of the type provided by 
a conventional development project. 



For example, in 199 1 one organisation reported. 
UAlthough a very small proportion of the overall sales [we made] were at 
solidarity prices i.e. 1,500 sacks it is extremely important [their er~lphmb] 
to note that these few preferential sales made a crucial ovepll difference 
to our economic results, bringing the lowest average NY related price for 
prime washed to NY -7 centsnb." m s  compares to a European average 
price for Mexican prime washed of -9 to -12.1 48 

In turn the impact on the lives of farmers of retained autonomy through a dedicated 
and membership or community controlled organisation is real and tangible as we have 
described earlier: senices, choice and means to avoid unscnrpulous traders, offer real 
local competition, foment solidarity and support, international connection and dignity. 

3. Development priorities and Responsibilities 
Education is frequently considered a "positive subject" with which to "sell" the 
benefits of fair trade products. But for some rural communities in Dominican Republic 
education is now seen as a threat to the fabric of the community: once finishing school, 
young people leave for work more suited to "'educated people" and villages are 
depopulated and left to decline. But, of course, these types of contradictions 
notwithstanding, there is an almost universally expressed wish by all parents for their 
children's to "go M e t "  than they did and education is usually identified by parents 
as the means. 

However, this is indicative of some of the downsides to a reliance on the very simple 
"fair trade = development" message. Fair trade = a "commercial transaction with 
attitude" and not an aid project For this reason, fair trade transactions do not generally 
"buy" development outputs in the same way that donations for projects do (the outputs 
being: wells, clinics, "sight" etc.). Furthermore, if expectations are raised that this 
conventional kind of "development" is an automatic consequence of fair trade and 
these claims are not generalisable, this may in the future provoke a reaction of 
disappointment or even rejection of the idea and the products. In this context, the 
heightened interest in monitoring and evaluation procedures and the focus on criteria 
and checklists is reinforcing the connection of fair trade (and its rather specific 
situations and personalised and proportionate direct impacts) with charity and 
development projects in an unjustified way. 

What is the "real" message? The simpler messages confuse issues of responsibility and 
instnunentality. Some might argue that the provision of healthcare and teacher's 
salaries is a national not just an individual or community obligation. Historically, 
commodity growers in developing countries have disproportionately contributed to 
their national economies because of government rent taking and disadvantageous 
internal exchange rates for foreign currency prior to liberalisation. But, even if basic 
social provision is now not the sole responsibility of a government, and alternative 
traders and consumers are pointing out how trading can play its part, then is it possible 
to generalise the scope of the obligation "to play a part" to include all companies 
whose purchases impact on marginal communities? Conventional companies purchase 

48 Cited in Mexico Trip Report 12-21 October 19991, Pauline Tiffen 



far greater volumes of raw materials than alternative or fair trade, arguably, although 
quite anonymously, from the same communities. Large companies cannot say from 
whence, precisely, their raw materials come and are under no burden of proof to 
demonstrate neutral, good or bad impact from these purchases. Nor apparently do they 
need they strive to pay remunerative or 'fair" prices to these "invisible" suppliers of 
raw materials or insist that their representative agents do. Their very size becomes 
their defence against combating disadvantage even while perpetuating it. As 
alternative traders aspire to and even can show some identifiable qualitative and 
quantitative "development deliverables" and "empowerment" phenomena in 
marginalised and long-impoverished communities, albeit modest ones for modest 
levels of trade, it certainly points to the potential for greater social progress if rural, 
commodity farmers' terms of trade - what they get in their pocket - were substantively 
raised. 

Producers of raw materials are at a special disadvantage in the economic order now 
compared with those of manufactures, so if there were to be a connection between 
responsibility, terms of trade and impact, it makes particular sense to strive for this 
integration first and foremost in those settings where small-scale production of 
agricultural commodities is so crucial to people's livelihoods. There has been a 
continued deterioration in the terms of trade between those who farm or have only 
their labour to sell, and those who "commission" production (have purchasing power), 
own intellectual property and have or can access finance. It means in practice that 
being a raw material or agricultural commodity producer is now to be virtually 
destined to powerlessness and poor, with greatly fluctuating levels of remuneration. 
The business of commodity trading has become one of exchange between two totally 
unequal parties. Necessity and poverty adds to the weakness of the sellers. The 
asymmetry means the outcome can seldom be fair. In conclusion, fair trade impacts are 
not usefully isolated eom their context and their interplay with and reaction to the 
behaviour of other parties in the market Helping farmers survive as community 
organisations against the odds and impacts of the majority trade and the poor terms 
they achieve for most of their commercial and economic interface with the market is 
thus a significant achievement This is (commercial) institution building not social 
welfare provision. 

power: price simals in the local market 
In many of rural communities where a farmers' trading company has taken hold, the 
local traders cannot any longer pay what they choose. Where there is a functioning and 
effective farmers' company there is real competition. As such the existence of farmers' 
organisations with an ability to access the market acts a s  the kind of price "regulator" 
once operated only at a macro economic level through the International 'coffee 
Organisation, but whose impacts were seldom felt, or at least not with the degree of 
accurate "market signalling" at village and farmer level which this new type of 
commercialisation chain is providing. 

The knock-on effects of this may be of considerable significance in the longer term. 
The effects are both quantitative and qualitative. In Tanzania, for example, a 
co-operative union that formed its own export department after liberalisation coild bid 
for their own coffee in the coffee auctions alongside the conventional exporters. With 
Caf6direct or other fair trade forward contracts in hand, other buyers were forced to 



This increases returns for farmers on all their crops where there is demand, well 
beyond the more strictly quantifiable contracts and premiums paid for fair trade coffee 
products. The value of this knock on benefit - even at a few cents per lb. - from 
increased bargaining power has not been calculated. 

v Market Confusion and TNC Resistance to the Amments of Ineanitv 
The last decade has seen a rise in the number and scope of claims being made for their 
goods by the companies that sell them, beyond the product specification, its purpose 
and performance. This is undoubtedly good because it propels externalities into the 
process of purchasiig where this was long considered taboo. The "extra" product 
propositions have become diverse. The choice of externalities has moved a long way 
from "Lifeboat Tea" (an exemplar of the "lp per pack goes to...") and simple acts of 
associative charity, which were, nevertheless disconnected from the product. Within 
the coffee sector, two companies are well advanced in this form of promotion and 
activity: Percol and  tarb bucks^^. They have targeted recognisable wolrhy causes - 
respectively "kids" and "literacy" - including situating these charitable programmes in 
coffee producing countries. In fact, many confusing variants of social business are 
taking hold in the wider business community. These are not even straight forward 
charity- They represent the meshing of complex business interests, stemming 
sometimes fiom a defensive strategy (vis the desire to avoid "bad headlimes") and 

, sometimes the more proactive desire to achieve a new public positioning with 
customers or relative to rival companies. These initiatives are more commonly termed 
Cause Related Marketing projects. Some simple or political "litmus tests" 
about these kinds of projects remain. For example: 

Is it ever "sustainable" to trade commodities at below the cost of 
production where these are produced by marginal or low-income peasants 
who cannot "argue back" ? 
What should be done when the h e  market, a "neutral" mechanism appears 
to allow this, but offers no corrective approaches to deal with the impact? 

What is the developmental meaning of projects which support one farmer if 
theprojects are fmanced from surpluses derived, possibly, from.the "sweat" 
or unpaid equity of another? 

What issues 6f redistribution between the poor, let alone between the rich 
and poor does this "national lottery" model raise? 

Does not this form of charitable giving perpetuate power in the hands the 
North and even add an element of fashion, mood or whim to the process? 

Fair trade in its "best form" does or should be able to answer these questions. Fair 
trade does not respond or claim to respond to all kinds of poverty alleviation 
challenges of course. But direct poverty alleviation is achieved within and by the act of 
purchase where purchasing chains are constructed to link the buyer with the rural poor 
not in an Pbstract but a ktsd sense. This is the achievement of fair trade trading 

49 See for example: BBC Vegetarian Good Food Magazine March 1999 for Percol full page 
advertisements; see also Pour Your heart into It How Starbuck Built a Company One Cup at a Time, 
by Hoivard Schultz and Dori Jones Yang. Hyperion, 1997.p~ 296-300 



chains. When the commercial exchange reinforces popular, local institutions, they, in 
turn, can better further the interests and promote the often changing needs of members, 
their families and the wider community. This might mean f~nding the wnjidence after 
years of oppression to unite to tackle hostile or exploitative local institutions or 
individuals. This is empowerment of the poor because it concerns "process" and 
"action" taking place within structures which are situated and accountable to local 
forces but not ignorant of the international context In keeping with the particularly 
English motto, the taking part is important and not only winning as in a constantly 
altering and competitive economic environment, gains may regrettably be transitory. 

Cause Related Marketing has been receiving increasing attention and has some 
significant institutional supporters within the business c~xnmuni$~ but it is clearly 
not related to systemic change and developmental impact in a Third World context at 
all. It is.sometimes defined as: "the activity by which a company with an image, 
product or service to market builds a relationship or partnership with a "cause" or a 
number of "causes" for mutual benefit". Business in the Community has found that 
consumers have a "high expectation that large businesses and corporations should 
demonstrate an active social responsibility" and that "the 90s consumer is making 
sophisticated purchase decisions based on ethical as well as monetary and functional 
factors. Their large Access Omnibus Survey results revealed that: 

86% of consumers agree that they have a more positive image of a company if they 
see it is doing something to make the world a better place 

* 86% of consumers are more likely to buy a product that is associated with a 
"cause" or issue 
64% of consumers feel that Cause Related marketing should be a standard part of a 
company's business practices. 

Causes considered important reported on include: medical, health, schools, education 
and training as well as environmental issues. Businesses are advised to identify the 
target audience for the cause they espouse as related research revealed that businesses 
can also adoot issues with which the consumer does not feel much The logical 
conclusion perhaps from this is that causes which do not match your target market 
are "wasted" investment. There is an expanding literature on this dimension of 
product and company promotion. It is not hard to argue as a result that these variants 
of Third World oriented ' b d e  and aid" projects attached to a particular brand 
actually "muddy the water", whatever the overall intentions. They do not even attempt 
to address objective need or extreme poverty - either the causes or consequences. 

As fair trade products encroach on the commercial territory and marketshare of large 
corporations, however, there seem to be two responses emerging: 

1. Moves to do more cause related marketing and high profile eco-development 
projects by companies who will also deliberately and ever more closely echo 
the fair trade language and try to "touch" on the semi-ethical consumer 

50 Business in the Community (BITC) surveyed 1053 UK consumers, published a full length report on 
Cause Related marketing and has taken on the role of promoting it to a wider audience. The work W 

part funded by its members including Tesco and Cadbury. 
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concerns - notably health and environment - or appeal to the humane, 
charitable impulses of targeted consumers 
2. More vocal critique and resistance by TNCs to the notion tbat the f& 
market might have impacts of an "unfaiI" or environmentally damaging nature 
at all; insistence that the fair trade products do not deliver very much "benefit" 
at all; strong competitive and aggressive pricing in the market to stunt the 
growth of fair trade products is also to be expected. 

Nest16 is an undisputed leader in the coffee industry. In the UK it has leading brands in 
all segments and categories, 59% of the soluble market and earns and estimated 32% 
of its profits (£530 million) from sales of its coffee products. Nestli overtly denies the 
logic of altemativdfair trade and its stated goal of redressing inequalities and 
responding to market failures. Nestle rather claims: 

1. that its own activities in the market have a more beneficial effect on small 
coffee producers than 'charity' coffees and their buying policies offer coffee 
producers a fair deal 

2. that the price set for commodities by the free market is fair 
3.for itself a 70 year track record of working in partnership with Developing 

World Producers 

3 4. that they are "too big" to operate policies for premium price buying from 
farmers. They need intermediaries or "dealers" 

This kind of TNC response to products like C a f f i e c t  would at first sight indicate that 
the definition of fair trade does matter. Why? 
1. There are increasing numbers of companies in the marketplace all saying their 
products are fairly traded but in fact are telling different stories about what they are 
doing and achieving - there is more of difference between C a f W c t  and Nestle 
products than scale. The respective defmitions of the term 'W are different 
2. Consumers might become confused and perhaps disillusioned or disappointed about 
these diierent stories. 
3. Bigger companies who are sometimes criticised for behaving "unfairlyYY may want 
to change their behaviour and try and adopt fair trade practices they need to know what 
this means 'brecisely" in management or logistical terms. For example, why can't a 
large coffee company insist that its agents or dealers report back on how much of the 
market price goes back to farmers in the way that clothing companies are increasingly 
auditing the conditions in which factory workers must labour? 
4. If Governments want to support fair trade companies they need more "scientific" 
proof that its political, social or environmental impacts are beneficial. But which 
variant of "fair" trade and social impacts is to be tested? The free market definition of 
"fair price" or the solidarity traders' "fair deal"? Should there not be a comprehensive 
look at both? Are some types of trade to be driectly discouraged if some are to be 
directly encouraged? 
5. If the public are to have trust and confidence in the messages and stories told about 
products these need to be checked to ensure that they are not "marketing lies" told 

See for example: Customer Circular issued by Nestle UK 9.3.1995 



them simply to sell the product . Nobody can monopolise the meaning of "air" it is 
undoubtedly a relative and subjective term. But perhaps where this word is used, the 
meaning of it for the speaker should be increasingly teased out The acceptable 
meanings for the terms "fair" and "unfair" need to be narrowed by public and 
academic debate. 

10. Final Observations 

The streneths and weaknesses of Alternative Tradin -The 
rect Consortium 

An important feature of fair trade is that the means are part and parcel of the ends. 
Experience and participation counts: for farmers, for consumers, for activists and 
intermediate traders. Twin's organisational ethos gave it a preference for co-operative 
working methods and alliances, and made it politically progressive and practical in its 
"bent". The Board of Trustees exerted a strong pressure on the executive to analyse 
and learn fiom the diverse practical experiments and experiences. There was a clear 
moral and political focus: a willingness to take sides with people seeking their own 
liberation or emancipation, to be unambiguously "in the market but against it". Twin 
and Twin Trading were effective organisationally and in entrepreneurial terms. Twin 
was covering its operating costs by 1990 and generating resources to add to the set up 
endowment to invest in new ideas and projects. This ethos and financial capacity 
influenced the way the Cafairect consortium was set up. Specifically Twin 
= was able to undertake the set up work, product development and consortium 

co-ordination costs prior to raising finance iiom the partners or externally 
was able to underwrite the balance of financing needed over and above consortium 
members' loans through to the first external loan facilities in 1994 
wanted to include a slightly unusual set of clauses in an otherwise conventional 
company memorandum and articles of association which provided for 
"co-operative-style" consensus for decisions on matters specified as "key" by all 
the owners. 

Twin Trading has perhaps made the most inroads in areas and relationships which 
relied on "high trust" and when taking an accepted leadership role - based on 
knowledge, experience or availability of resources and a willingness to commit them, 
particularly to take the first risk. Willingness to share and make partnership 
arrangements stemmed from a desire to remain focused on areas of strength and to 
combine and unite with others where their strengths could also be developed. One 
helpful way of thinking about this model and the directions that it can take is provided 
by an industrial relationship handbook. 



In a rather populist gesture, the Cafddirect company was constructed one of four 
equals with equity distributed into four equal shares. Yet there were significant 
inequalities and differences between the four founding organisations: of size, history, 
formation, political bias and ability to contribute. In some ways, the consortium was 
formed in order to create a space where these differences did not matter, but a common 
cause and new "aesthetic" could be fostered, in which no individual organisation 
would lose and size did not matter, only purpose did. No individual organisation 

. would by virtue of the fact that it could invest more money at the outset - which Twin 
both could and did - gain more power over the others or the project as a whole. The 
project W& a practical attempt at a rebuttal of a typical zero-sum game mentality. 

High Trust 

This idea was echoed in the deliberate selection of the coffee beans fiom co-operatives 
throughout Latin America, and not just the "best" or "safest" origins, as an attempt to 
resist the conventional "divide and rule" of the market and the self-perpetuating 
Northern prejudices about certain origins. The UK participants were invited and 
became "members" not "investors". The differences of financial scope of each were 
embraced. The company's loan stock only grew as  fast as the "poorest" 
membernender. This was setting precedents for future entry of fanners too. 

ADAPTIVE COOPERATION 

Low formalisation 

UNINHIBmD ANTAGONISM 

industrial relations 

Free trade in the fair trade market 
The CafGdirect consortium experience has been illustrative of both the strengths and 
weaknesses of this approach. Cafedirect could not have been launched without the 
enthusiastic and adaptive co-operation of three retail oriented ATOs and, specifically 
the broader experience and tenacious selling techniques of Lorna Young of Equal 
Exchange. These three organisations, with grassroots activists and church based 
campaigners behind them, were well positioned to bring the "coffee issues" and the 
Cafedirect products to the attentions of hard core ethical consumers. The new initiative 
quickly generated wealth and resources (as mentioned, around £250,000) to build on 
this network. Further, the members'dialogues with their constituencies had two 

COOPERATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 

High formalisation 

ANTAGONlSTlC CONSTITUTIONALISM 

LW Trust 



important attributes over and above - and totally inaccessible to - those of conventional 
marketing companies, namely: 
a) lower costs than "conventional" mainstream PR or marketing agencieg and 
b) an "authentic voice" built from a dialogue and an ongoing "relationship" 

with their constituencies of many years and across many subjects. 

The four organisations were diverse in terms of culture, and while this initially proved 
an enormous strength, affording the initiative the opporhmity to take a message to 
divergent audiences, it later proved to be the source of divisive fault l i e s  between the 
owners. This, put simply, has resulted iiom the rise of strong differences of 
organisational style and differing interpretations of fair trade. Regrettably, differences 
emerged, perhaps not an uncommon occurrence, precisely at the moment that 
"success" in financial and market terms became apparent At this stage those with a 
stronger inclination for position or power than for common cause and solidarity found 
it hard not to assert control of the aims and purposes of the company. The success of 
Caftkiirect as a "co-operative project" seems to have become a cause of cbncern for 
two of the founders. Perhaps there was some resentment over the growth and 
profitability of the new institution and its rising brand equity - CafCd ' i t  ~ t d .  and 
perhaps even of Twin Trading' Ltd. - which contrasted starkly with financial 
difficulties,operational problems and significant decline in sales of crafts. 

The study points fairly conclusively to the fact that a vast public and collective effort - 
beyond the four organisations and across boundaries to many individuals and parts of 
the developing world - underpinned both the overall coffee project's effectiveness and 
its raison d'8tre. Yet it would appeat that a project l i e  Caf6direct would not receive 
the same levels of support from two of the CaftMirwt founders were it to be mooted 
now as it did in 1990. The fact that four organisations had come together despite their 
differences for the purposes of this special "project*' has lost resonance. The wider 
"meaning" of the original project was suddenly contested or lost fium view and some 
efforts have been made to move the project to a more traditional 
corporate/philanthropic model. For the author, the project was unique, arguably, 
because of its efforts and successes in building an alternative model by : 

building on a collection of skills and networks and thereby becoming greater than 
the sum of the respective "parts" 
offering real competition in the marketplace to the dominance of the large coffee 
companies withno interest in fairer trading terms rather that to each other and 
assisting farmers in gaining economic and political autonomy and to participate in 
marketing and commerce in a proactive way. 

Yet ATOs aiming for retail presence themselves have found pooling their own brand 
identity and resources ultimately unacceptable. Despite the success of Cafidirect they 
did not see the collective aesthetic as intrinsic to the company's core proposition. The 
earlier co-operative organisational premise was resisted by members who did not in 
the end share these goals per se or believe in the efficacy of this way of working. This 
contrasts profoundly - and inconsistently one might argue - with the common Northern 
NGO and AT0 requirement for small farmers and poor artisans to operate 
collectively and in social solidarity to "qualify" for (fair trade) assistance at all. 
However, abandoning the goals co-ordination and co-operation means that effectively 
free trade prevails within the emerging fair trade coffee market in the North. 



In specific terms, though, what did this political dissolution mean within the context of 
the Cafedirect consortium? 

1. None of the retailers gave up their own branded products even though 
Cafedirect gave members preferential terms for many years 
2. All the retailing owners of Cafedirect have relaunched their coffee brands 
since the launch of Cafbdirect and continue to trade these directly against 
Cafairect product range, including in mainsbeam distribution channels; 
Cafedirect's growth has slowed 
3. When Caf6direct experienced cash flow squeezes in 1995-6 when coffee 
prices soared, one member of the consortium attempted, in return for short 
term hancial support, to gain more shares in the company relative to the 
others who were unable to offer assistance to the company at that time. 
4. The proposition of farmers' participation - as owners and on the Board of 

. Directors - was shelved and disputed as even being desirable despite having 
been a sine qua non for Twin and Equal Exchange of the original roposition 

?2 and accepted by the earlier representatives of Oxfam and Traidcraft . 
5. The clauses of the Memorandum requiring full consensus on key policy 
issues - the "co-operative" clauses - were eliminated by extraordinary 
resolution as being inimidle to the effective running of a fast-moving 
consumer good (FMCG) company. 

Producer Participation 
The founding ideal included a vision of direct producer participation. Initially 
p 

" delayed the debate on this in order to focus on the concrete challenges of 
getting up and running. The assumed value of the ''offer" was tempered with an acute 
realism that ownership of a 'Ylop" would be in nobody's interest - least of all 
producers. At the March 1992 Producer meeting the proposition was discussed for the 
k t  time in earnest. 

"Producer participation in Cafedirect is an important issue because it . - - 
relates to payments to producer, control of coffee inputs into CafGdirect 
and participation of producers in first world marketing organisations. 539, - - 

At the secoid producer ~ e e &  in June 1995 a special session was raised the issues 
more systematically, starting 4 t h  a discussion of the meaning of participation. The 
producers articulated their view of participation in the Caf&t venture as follows: . 

• proof of having common interests and objectives 
• having access to common information services 

accepting a shared task and making united effor& 
D .  being part of the decision making process 
S accepting financial obligations and responsibilities . knowing that they must share in success and failure 
• taking responsibility for delivering the best quality coffee 
m 54 furthering the notion of a partnership of producers and consumers . 

52 Although late in 1999 a 3:l decision to explore producer and consumer ownership again was 
approved by the Board of Directors, perhaps influenced by the positive reception of l e  Day Chocolate 
Company launched in 1998 which has fanners as co-owners. 
53 Opening paragraph of a Twin Trading Memo to Cafidirect members on 31-1-92 to raise the options 
and rationale for returning to the subject. 



As Caf6diiect is a company that has generated surpluses, this gives it a unique 
opportunity to break new ground again, by structumlly positioning the raw materials 
suppliers - farmers - through ownership and participation as a critical and powefi 
part of a wealth creating and distributing system. C a f a e c t  is a not for profit company 
in the sense that it is not a profit maximising company. It is not an aid agency, but an 
empowerment agency. Making money and distributing this voluntarily or "at will" is, 
we have been arguing, not really fair trade because it does not build an alternative to a 
market or, even the voluntary sector, where power and the right to dispose resources 
rests with the few - people or companies - fortunate to have these. Structure matters. 

Educatioa. Values andMarketinc 
As shown, initial marketing of C a f W c t  coffee relied on "development agency" style 
black and white pictures. The copy writers and public relations work faced a struggle 
to get from the notion of "charity coffee" to a vision of what something more "equal" 
and dignified could be. Hence the phraseology adopted - "You get. ..they get.. ." - was 
m$. charitable even if the concepts of "benefit" and executions were. Even as the 
company moved into proper "coffee language" and "colours" conceptually, the nahue 
of the company - who owns it? is it for profit or not for profit? can producers run a 
branding company? - was a clear stumbling block for not just the owners but many of 
the marketing advisers. It was just so much simpler to convey "fair" as "basically 
charitable". This has resulted in a process of conceptual and also product 
self-marginalisation. Ironically, large companies like Nestle find it convepient to 
position companys l i e  Caf6direct thus: "The charities are to be applauded for their 
efforts to help some co-operatives...". 

Unfortunately, meanwhile, the "real" battle against the dominant coffee brands, 
brands that have no intention of matching the specialist coffees on either their price or 
any of these "externalities" is unaddressed The potential to scale up and build an 
alternative coffee market in the "mass" market may be at stake At present it is still 
possible to see the arrival of "wmpetitors" to Cafi3irect in the UK market as a sign of 
the success of the underlying strategy for the initiative: to &om the market. 
Nevertheless, it is hard not to have doubts. Why? Firstly, to repeat charitable projects 
to assist buds or children do not empower the poor or help to achieve political change 
for the more oppressed parts of society in developing countries. Secondly, the 
companies whose goals and structures are not thus "dedicatedn to social values will de 
facto be offering consumers a dissimilar, although demonstrable, proposition behind 
their use of a fair trade mark. (This structural fact is actually masked by the fair trade 
labelling system.) Such differentiations in approaches to trading may become 
indistinguishable in the mind of the consumer. Cafedirect bears a Fairtrade mark to 
prove its credentials relative to other similar products. This turns the fair trade and 
eco-coffee brands into an up-market, specialist grouping which must compete head to 
head against each other for market share. This pits conventional charity and ecology 
projects against the fair trade human-centred alternative consumer "offers" in a straight 
fight for the supremacy of particular causes. 

54 Quoted in CAfidirect A product Case Shldy for GNVQ Business Studies produced by Traidcd 
Exchange. 1995-6. 



In some supermarkets these specialist coffee products - notably where they combine 
organic certification with fair trade certification - are no longer on the main coffee 
shelves and thus beg no questions even "in passing" about the difference between 
them and coffee market players who are not "joining in" at all. In this context it may 
become harder for Cafbdirect, or any fair trade coffee company, to achieve sustained 
growth and from this, a position to influence the dominant brands who occupy more 
than 90% of the market. The "pincer" movement described at the beginning of this 
case (vis awareness + purchasing shifts = pressure on large corporations to rethink and 
reform) is beiig "contained" by mutual cannibalisation within the sector and a 
conceptual divorce from the conventional coffee market and its impacts on growing 
communities. 

What of avdertising? Can innovative displays of colours and choices of images 
generate solidarity and connection? What is the difference between education and 
marketing? In the end this will be perhaps the most critical test of the overall fair trade 
project It is literally quite vital that in due course consumers are able to differentiate 
between the behaviour of companies and the messages or images of themselves that 
they promote (at great cost). The points of departure for education and values versus 
marketing are clearly different, although they are increasingly revolving around the 
same axis: the relationship of individuals, whether as producers or consumers, to each 

- other, with production and purchase - supply and demand as the common threab 
While the axis is the same the values'are starkly different as the model below aims to 
convey- 



FAIR TRADE: BRINGING THE MARKET HOME 

Generating "Needs" 
INDIVIDUALISED & Conspicuous consumption 
LOCAL STARTING 
POINTS 

Profd rnaximisal 

Issue Knowledge 

Lifestyle choices 

GLOBAL BRAND5 
Responsible investment GLOBAL REACH 

Regulation 

Can marketing be purposeful - sell products - but impart real information? While the 
harmonious tunes and notion of international community used are appealing and 
memorable, can we really say that Coca Cola - the product or the company -has 
contributed to world peace? Does anyone think that it does! Hardy likely. 
Interestingly, the answer will probably not lie in the brands and messages done, but 
the public perceptions of the companies that deliver the products and their 
relationships with their suppliers and the wider community. 

"In the end it will come down to trust. Consumers will seek out 
the brands that not only express the attributes they desire but 
allow them to buy without fear. To that extent the most 
important attribute of any brand will be the sense of honesty, 
reliability and authenticity it conveys - much as it was a century 
ago. 1, 55 

All companies will have to answer the basic questions - what did you do to make the 
world a better place - and then, the longer the track record and the more recent the 
conversion to ethical policies, if at all, the harder it will be for them to adequately 
explain their impact (good or bad) and retain trust. Initial work would suggest that 
Caf6diiect's direct competitor brands its competitive "set" - i.e. the brands with which 

Bmds Shaping the psychology of Choice , by Richard Todins,  Financial Ties, December 6th 
1999. 



Cafkdirect actually interacts in the purchaser's mind when making a choice between 
Cafairect and another brand - are spread around the price point for the coffee. ~t first 
sight this would indicate people buy Cafidiuect for a number of reasons: price (relative 
to other brands), the coffee quality or the message. If, as a volume-b~-~rice brand 
analysis shows, there are at least three sectors for instant coffee in Britain - "cheap", 
mainstream, expensive or speciality - then it is surprising that Cafedirect sits astride 
two of these - mainstream and expensive. This makes the choice of the appropriate 
marketing tools and incentives - especially the use of price promotions - to gain new 
CafMirect customers less than obvious. There is still a lack of objective, corroborative 
research at this stage to say much defitively, but these findings are interesting 
pointers to the level and value of trust-built b m d  equity wllere this is achieved 
through education and people-to-people promotion rather than conventional forms and 
levels of s&ding. 

Moreover, large companies apparently feel themselves to be implicitly under criticism 
by the claims of companies like Cafedirect Yet, they have communications bud~ets - 
&d marketing capacities which put smaller, low-budget alternative traders at a great 
disadvantage in sustaining a dialogue with consumers' about the problems farmers 
face and the positive features of an alternatively traded product. The notion of 
trust-built brand equity becomes a critcal assumption for fair trade in the longer-tern if 
alternative traders' are to rely on the long-term and cumulative educational approach 
to win customers' hearts and minds - and their shopping loyalty. It is likely that 

.sustained and unchecked criticism of the solidarity based fair trade concept, d i ic t  
denigration, and aggressive pricing policies against fair trade products by large 
companies will threaten even "the ethicals' " loyalty to fair trade brands and limit the 
sector to customers with high levels of disposable income or for infrequent purchases. 

Nevertheless, the movement is advacned and new institutions exist to promote fair 
trade, argue for it in the public domain, endorse and guarantee fair trade companies' 
claims to retain consumer faith and to fight scepticism. It has become easier to finance 
and start up such initiatives. Large companies which undermine the basic ideas or act 
publicly against the initiatives can be more effectively tackled - in ideological and 
institutional terms. They now risk the coalescing of an adverse reaction towards them 
and their products fTom consumers - a backlad - especially where their activities or 
attitudes have been the subject of other forms of scrutiny or campaigns. This is a 
feature of any "David and Goliath" story and a particular British inclination to support 
the "underdog" in any outright competition. 

Liberalisation: unpredictedconsequence~ 
The desire of government development agencies to support "fair trade" is placing 
pressure on the fair trade sector to demonstrate conventional development impacts: 
schools, hospitals, education, roads and so on and it is difficult to allow for local 
autonomy and priorities to be retained and respected. Similarly, fair trade customers in 
the North have a variety of motives for their support and purchases: a genuine concern 
about environmental degradation, fear of too much immigration, proactive concern 
about women's lowly status in many developing countries and so on. These too can 
clash with local aspiration and priorities, including basic dreams for increased personal 
wealth and opportunities to consume what the modem world has to offer e.g. to own a 
car or a television set. 



The difficulties in engaging consumer interest and the preference for cmnmunicating 
simple and fundamentally feel good. stories risks d e l i g  the notion of fair trade as 
an activity within the wider market at all. In general, when liberalisation has taken 
place, permitting multiple exporters to buy and sell commodities into external markets 
without supervision by governments, the preoccupations of the new traders are simple 
and focused on short-term results: volume purchases and disregard for quality or the 
maintenance 'of product standards. The dismantling of marketing boards, licensing 
authorities and supports has tended to mean the end of any control or monitoring of 
product quality. This affects all exporters and jeopardises all players in the coffee 
chain. In time, even the very largest companies have expressed concerns over the 
long-term continuity of supply, decreasing quality assurance, and reliability, and 
increasing financial risks involved in trading. Some have b e m  to turn their attention - - 
to systems and sectoml support programmes in conjunction with 
commodity bodies, like the International Coffee Organisation and International Cocoa 
Organisation, as well as national governments and non-governmental development 

56 organisations . 

Co-operation in producing countries 
This study argues that liberalisation represented - and still represents - an opportunity, 
but some consequences were not predicted, for example, the impacts on coffee quality, 
neglible promotion of more sustainable forms of production, fluctuating and generally 
lower farmer incomes (because of still declining terms of trade for mw materials). The 
main players -the few major coffee TNCs and brokerage firms - in the market have yet 
to face up to this and continue to eschew any direct role or responsibility for the deep 
levels of poverty experienced in so many coffee producing communities. The 
multi-lateral agencies are s t h g  to consider responses to the social and economic 
consequences of price instability and volatile markets on the rural poor. If this has 
been slow in coming, it is, perhaps, in part because of an ideological reluctance on the 
part of proponents of free trade to admit the negative impacts of the reforms. There are 
a range of views on whether farmers were better or worse off under the state marketing 
boards before liberalisation. Yet even The Economist concedes that isolated and 
particularly marginal farmers are probably worse off at the hands of private (localised) 
monopolies which have replaced the state monopolies. Here is an example from 
Zambia 

"In the past, a monopoly board bought up the crop, from 
all farmers, a t  a fned nation-wide price. This, plus a 
subsidy, helped keep food prices low in the swelling 
cities. Peasant farmers did not do very well but at least 
they sold all they wanted at a guaranteed price. Now the 
market rules. 

56 See for example off-the record commodity traders' comments recorded in Short Changed (Pluto 
1990). Most ofthe dominant TNCs operating in coffee and cocoa are quick to defend, in public, their 
interest and hack records of direct support for producing countries, research and sushlinable 
cultivation: see for example Nestld: A Pamership in Fair Trade (1996) or Cadbury's statements on 
more than a century's support for Ghanaian cocoa farmers in the British press from October 1998. 



Big farmers and those near the cities have prospered, as 
merchants compete to buy, paying better prices than 
before. But in remote parts, away from the roads, small 
farmers find that, as before, only one buyer turns up, 
but now a middleman, offering a pittance." 

The Economist November 23rd 1996 

Many farmers' organisations have learned and started to adapt to the changed 
conditions. Traditional co-operative structures are sometimes costly or too inflexible. 
Some co-ops have learned only the very hard way about the risks of commodity 
trading and the perils of "speculative" dealing where exposure of a few cents per 
pound can subject the organisation to millions of dollars of losses. In general, 
financial management capacities have improved but farmers' organisations remain at 
high risk from adverse foreign exchange and price movements and the fact that with 
survival has come growth. There is however, still very little emphasis on the 
development of farmers groups as small or medium businesses, despite this being the 
principal motive for many farmers for uniting in an organisation, with the social 
benefits beiig desirable but secondary outcomes. For a commercial operation there is 
always an added tension too: informal (verbal) and participatory systems really are 
needed by fanners, who may speak only indigenous languages and have no d i g  
skills, to have faith in the operation and the technical helpers employed to manage the 
business aspects in their namee Co-operatives or similar farmer-owner structures face 
challenges like all businesses of balancing representation, democracy and participation 
with theoretical or optimum economic efficiency. However, it is through such 
organisations that learning, bargaining power, 'boice" and identity and thereby 
empowerment in the market can accrue to poor communities. Conventional trading 
methods, with their reliance on opporhmistic agents and intermediaries, systematically 
undermine these representative, rooted and socially supportive structures. Thus it is 
these autonomous structures that fair trade systems and markets must continue to 
nurture and to defend, in order for them to stand as equal and responsible partners in 
farmer-toansumer trading chains and to earn their due from the wealth created by 
quality coffee trading. 



Abbreviations and Acronyms 

AT0 alternative trading organisation 
CEPCO Coordinadora Estatal de Producto~es de Cafe' de Orrraca 
CNC Confederacidn Nacional Campesina 
CNOC Coordinadora Nacional de Organizaciones Cafetderas 
EFTA European Fair Trade Association 
FOB Free on board 
KO Fair Trade labelling organisation - international 
FMCG Fast Moving Consumer Good 
FTMO fair trade marketing organisation 
GATT General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs 
GLC Greater London Council 
ICA International Coffee Agreement 
ICCO International Cocoa Organisation 
ICO International Coffee Organisation 
IFAT International Federation for Alternative Trade 
INMECAFE Mexican coffee parastatal 
MHF Max Havelaar Foundation 
NGO non-governmental organisation 
SAP Structural Adjustment Programme 
SCFS Small Farmers Co-operative Society 
TANICA Tanzanian coffee parastatal 
TWIN Third World Information Network 
UCIRI Unidn de Campesinos Indkenas de la Regi6n del Istmo 
UPROCAFE Unidn de Pequefios y Medianos Productores de Cafi de 

Centro Amirica, Mixico y del Caribe 
W O  World Trade Organisation 
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THE STORY OF KUAPA KOKOO 

l. Ghana and Cocoa 

Evolution of the Cocoa Industry 
Historical development, introduction of cocoa. 
It is easy to become lost in the legend of cocoa - theobroma cacao - and its main end product, 
chocolate, because it is so rich and alluring. The tree is ample and leafy and provides great shade; 
it mysteriously bears its h i t s  - something l i e  a yellow rugby ball - directly from the trunk rather 
than the branches; spawns tens of thousands of tiny white-pink flowers. Cocoa featured in alien 
(to the Europeans) and fascinating rituals and social systems throughout the "New World". It was 
exotic. Cocoa was currency: you could buy a slave for 100 nibs or almond-sized cocoa beans or a 
rabbit for four nibs, or the favours of a women for ten nibs. Cocoa was from its origins both tax 
and gift. Cocoa and chocolate still retain something of this aura. 

Yet cocoa was only one of a large range of flora that, on their discovery in the "New World", 
Europeans struggled to understand and find applications for. It seems less than romantic but 
necessary none the less, to underline the fact that the European interest, the "quest" for botanical 
and other samples and the frantic cataloguing, analysing and testing had a primarily economic 
motive. Some of the motive was purely competitive, the Spanish desire to reduce Portuguese 
dominance in commodity trading and replace these by their own merchants. Other drivers were a 
slight interest in edible plants, but particularly resources to support the evolution of medicine, 
curiosity about scientific method (of gaaering information) and the direct association of 
medicinal plants with economic value. 

It took almost 150 years for cocoa, alongside other soft drugs and beverages - tobacco, snuff, 
coffee, tea for example - to begin to find a respectable place in European'culture and derive its 
own rituals of consumption and use - in the wealthy "cafe society" of the 17th and early 18th 
Century. By 1824, however, cocoa was standard issue to sailors: one ounce a day, together with 
nun and limes, for nutrition and "comfort and stimulation". Throughout the 19th century 
innovation in production technology and the efforts of the enterprising Quakers to turn poorer, 
working class people away from "Dutch" gin to the "more nourishing and healthy alternative" of 
chocolate makes, cocoa and its derivatives, in current parlance, a mass product. In so doing these 
companies became very large and well endowed. 

This expansion in consumption provides one crucial part of the backdrop for the gradual 
expansion of production, through the Caribbean and the transfer of the crop to mainland Afica in 
1879. The other part is less attractive. After a boom in cocoa exports from Para, the heart of 
Brazil's cocoa growing areas, in the early 1740s, the production and shipping became more 
irregular despite high prices in the European markets. Labour shortages could not be 
compensated for by the continuous importation of slaves; epidemics and mistreatment 
exacerbated the decline and reduction of indigenous populations. 

Cocoa cultivation began in Ghana, according to the legend, fostered by a blacksmith called 
Tetteh Quarshie, who returned to his farm in the Eastern Region of Ghana with cocoa beans "in 
his pocket" from Femando PO where there was already intensive plantation production of 
"slave-grown" cocoa. While the chocolate companies engaged in ever more complex social 
experiments with their workforces and promoted free speech, movement and trade at home, even 



as early as 1906 there were critics of these double standards. An article in the Standard in 1908 
by H.A. Gwynne highlighted the irreconcilable differences between press-ganged haves with a 
life expectancy of about one year versus say, Bournville, a model town where labourers got 
minimum wages, clean water, landscaped surroundings and gardens. Cadburys won the libel case 
which ensued, but the award was one farthing. Plantation systems were thereafter under some 
scrutiny and this reinforced somewhat the prospects of small-scale forms of production, for 
example share cropping, plots and parcels and, later, co-operatives. 

Cocoa Production in Ghana 
Cocoa came to be cultivated in six out of the ten regions of Ghana: Western, Central, Brong 

Ahafo, Eastern, Ashanti and the Volta regions. Plantation style production did not take hold. 
Cultivation of cocoa has been and is mainly by small-holding peasant farmers grouped in three 
categories: 

1) indigenous land owners 
2) immigrant land owners 
3) rented land owners or share cropping farmers some of whom 

* operate on an equal share basis between the owner and 
the "caretaker" (abuna) and others who 

* split the produce into three parts (abusa) with two-thirds 
going to the owner and one third to the caretaker. 

The mode of cultivation and production management and incentives will become significant 
factors in the story of liberalisation, quality cocoa production and the establishment of a 
farmer-owned company in Ghana which this case study aims to tell. 

The position of Afiica as a producing entity has been stabilising and increasing overall at the 
expense of Latin American origins. Malaysia, a recent and influential volume producer, has 
1-ed from being a large cocoa exporting country into a net importer of cocoa In Ghana 
production has rallied and even expanded recently, but output ismarked by its low yields 
compared to Do@ d'Ivoire which now is demonstrating a structurally higher yield, having passed 
to 1,100,000 tonne levels for three consecutive years. 

Ghana's production has fluctuated but rose to a peak in 1964-1965 season of 560,000 tonnes. 
The lowest recorded level of 154,000 was in the 1983-1984 season. This coincides precisely with 
the lowest producer price levels paid to farmers. The producer price was 24.43% of the FOB 
price in this season. The production volumes may, then, reflect the unwillingness of farmers to 
trade with the Ghana produce buying company rather than actual volumes of cocoa produced. 
Cocoa smuggling is not unheard of and the border is porous. 
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In 1998 the issue of "profitability" for farmers was acknowledged by as a factor in addressing 
declining yields and interest in adoption of more environmentally sound production methods: 
" There is substantial scope for increasing Ghana's cocoa production ...... This is because it has 
been shown that a high positive correlation exists between producer price and output of cocoa in 
Ghana" 'cocoa yields in Ghana are considered low. They are 30% below Cote d'Ivoire and 13% 
below the average in Afiica and this is mainly considered to be a result of the methods and 

-2 technologies employed by farmers and the ageing tree stock in Ghana Growth appears to have 
been achieved at the price of expansion into forest areas and this is formally recognised as 
mustainable. 

Policies 
The cocoa industry has evolved over time. Since assuming a significant role in Ghana's economy 
fiom the period pre-dating independence, policy making has rested with the government. This 
trend is justified by the significant contribution cocoa makes to the Government of Ghana (GoG) 
revenue and also of cocoa as a source of employment for a large proportion of the population. 
Overall, policies on cocoa are made by GoG with COCOBOD acting as a catalyst. Through its 
Board of Directors, COCOBOD develops policies subject to Government approval. There are, 
however, some policies which are initiated or developed by GoG within the h e w o r k  of 
macro-economic policies. This was the case in the liberalisation of cocoa marketing on which 
this study focuses. GoG agreed with the World Bank on cocoa liberalisation within the 
framework of a S t r u d  Adjustment Programme (SAP) which was initiated in 1983. Taxes on 
cocoa, producer prices, payment mechanisms for purchasing cocoa from farmers and extension 
services are the areas for which policies have been formulated by GoG. This trend is likely to 
continue, albeit in a modified form, even when the marketing of cocoa is fully liberated. 

Institutions 

Cocoa Marketing in the Colonial and Independence Periods 

"If we ever amount to anything, they'll nationalise us and steal c?verything ... again" 
Interview with Kuapa Kokoo pioneer farmer in 1993. 

Task Force Report December 1998 - P4. 



Prior to independence and nationalisation, the British Administrators in effect, although 
presumably not deliberately, encouraged strong farmers' organisations which could operate in the 
hinterland. Their existence facilitated the production and preparation of cocoa for export, since it 
meant that these activities did not have to be managed or supenised by them at greater cost. 
Companies did however recruit "agents". These cocoa company agents were often the only white 
people with whom remote villagers - right up until today - would come in direct contact. Cocoa 
f m e r  organisations also played several other roles in recent history and the functions of cocoa 
harvesting, collection and dispatch to the port have taken on overt political significance. The 
United Ghana Farmers' Co-operative Council - known as The Farmers' Council - was an active 
focal point for the anti-colonial nationalist movement. One purpose of the grouping which began 
to come together in the mid 1940s, was to try and by-pass the European cocoa trading firms 
which were dominant. Political organisation for the nationalist movement and cocoa trading went 
hand in hand -the Farmers' Council linking with the Cocoa Purchasing Company founded in 
1952 to capture the market from foreign firms. A significant weapon was the Cocoa Purchasing 
Company Loans Scheme (1953) which aimed to relieve indebtedness of cocoa farmers and help 
them gain some independence from the firms and their agents. 

SUMMARY OF STAGES IN COCOA MARKETING IN GHANA 

Jp to 1947 Colonial period: mostly foreign exporters, multiple independent competitors, 
no co-ordinating bodies 

947 - l961 Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board (GCMB) established to co-ordinate export 
trade, operating through three separate Licensed Buying Agents : The United 
Ghana Farmers' Co-operative Council, the Ashanti, Brong Ahafo and Sefwi 
Cc-operative Organisation (ABASCO) and the Ghana Cwperative Marketing 
Association (GCMA). 

961 - 1966 Monopoly buying agency role granted to The United Ghana Fanners' 
Co-operative Council (UGFCC) by the GCMB. 

966 - 1993 UGFCC dissolved by the military. GCMB resume role with &all number 
of licensed buying agenrs (LBAs) initially then a monopoly purchasing system with a 
subsidiary company of the GCMB, The Produce Buying Company Ltd. (PBC). 

993 - The Committee for the lniroduction of Competition into the Intemal marketing of 
cocoa (CICIMCO) begins to grant license applications from private companies 
to trade cocoa (Licensed Buying companies or LBCs) limited liberalisation 
measures announced. 

Differences &er independence emerged quickly, with the Farmers' Council identified strongly 
with the Cocoa Purchasing Company and governmental power and the more decentralised 
co-operatives, including the Ghana Co-operative Marketing Association, more representative still 
of farmers' interests and concerns vis a vis both foreign f m s  and the new activities of 
price-setting and the policy roles of government. In 1960-1961, in the season just prior to 
'Lmonopolisation", the farmers' co-operatives had 30% of the market. In 1993 when licensed 
buying companies materialised in the wake of the internal liberalisation, the Ghana Co-operative 
Marketing Association revived and received an upswell of support and interest from farmers who 
"remembered" what had been, and the spirit of the earlier venture. They were to be disappointed 
as the GCMA has failed to take off again, and within one year had almost coIIapsed. 

The marketing policy of the GCMB in 1957 needs to be looked at quite closely because it has 
impacted directly on the way that internal liberalisation has played out in Ghana As we have 
pointed out, local agents, Ghanaian traders, were undertaking most of the operations for the 



foreign exporters, providing capital, haulage and transport, local knowledge and networks. They 
did not, significantly, have much of the cocoa or brokering knowledge. At the point of 
monopolisation or nationalisation, these independent traders, like the more recent farmers'coops, 
"may have been regarded as the natural heirs of the foreign firms for which they were doing most 
of the actual buying". But this did not happen. The policy set discriminated directly against small 
and medium players in the internal market and snuffed out their evolutionary process. Beckman 
conjectures that this might to some extent have "served to placate the foreign fnms in seeking 
their co-operation with the new marketing system". Whatever the precise motives, as a policy it 
set in chain an unhealthy competition between the financial and vested interests of a (state) 
monopoly on one side and cocoa farmers' needs and interests on the other. These contradictions 
and their blatant injustices - for example, price cuts for cocoa beans and substantial wage 
increases for Farmers' Council workers - became immediately visible and were mostly ignored as 
the state system evolved. 

The Cocoa Marketing Board and "Conglomeraten structure 
BY the mid-1 970s cocoa had its own minister - the minister for cocoa affairs - who. in ~olitical . . 
terms worked alongside the ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Trade but also, for the 
first time, occupied a seat in cabinet with direct reporting to the President and Mis t e r  of - 
Finance. It was a short step to argue for an institution to bring cocoa production, including plant 
research, extension and other services "under the same roof' as trade and related finance. The 
raison d'etre then for the formation of the Cocoa Marketing Board was to achieve a better 
co-ordination of the activities relating to cocoa, to bring issues together and directly under 
government control of the office of the President and the M i s t e r  of Finance. The final 
formation and the legal enactment from 1984 provided for a new fully integrated cocoa 
institution. At this stage the "M" in CMB was dropped as being a misnomer in an integrated 
institution in favour of The Ghana Cocoa Board or COCOBOD. 

The third phase of the Economic Recovery Programme - Ghana's SAP - included important 
components of the cocoa industry within the liberalisation arnbit and s t r u c W  adjustment 
programmes. At this time, the State, through COCOBOD, by now a developed and specialised 
set of state-owned subsidiaries and institutions, provided all semces necessary for cocoa 
production and commercialisation and the buying up of cocoa directly from the farmers. In 
Ghana cocoa growing is primarily undertaken by small farmers, with the cocoa growing estates 
or plantations owned by the state and accounting, even at their peak, for less than 1% of Ghana's 
production. This means, in the absence of farmers' organisations or other intermediaries in the 
cocoa selling role, that the state operated a buying system directly interfacing with millions of 
cocoa farmers. The methods used in cocoa growing and harvesting and propagated by the Cocoa 
Services Division (CSD), were combined with very strict quality control systems enforced by a 
Quality Control Division (QCD) and backed by considerable research and development by the 
Cocoa Research Institute of Ghana (CRIG). They have contributed to Ghana's international 
reputatioli in the world markets for high quality and premium priced cocoa. In addition to 
exporting raw cocoa beans via the Cocoa marketing Company (CMC), there also were factories 
within the state sector (Cocoa Processing Company) turning cocoa into butter, cocoa liquor, 
chocolate and other confectionew. Other com~anies managed s u ~ ~ l i e s  of basic inuuts to the . . 
sector, sacks, pesticides, spraying and other farm equipment and so on. The state institutions 
connected to cocoa all came within the management remit of COCOBOD. The state supervisory 
structure and grouping of cocoa-oriented companies formed, effectively, a species of 
"conglomerate". 



Chart 1. The COCOBOD Conglomerate 

CMC sells to registered 
external buyers. M i u m  
contract: 50 metric tonnes 

lnduseial use 
cocoa products 

Reshiga P CMC sells to limited number 
users of cocoa in Ghana 

( Receiving centres or "olkeover" ports throughout Ghana 

PBC Regional centres and buying ' 
Points 

Non-Export grade cocoa purchased by special license 
by an approved company, Reshiga, otherwise all institutions in the chain from are COCOBOD 
afIiliates or within an institutional framework developed and devised by COCOBOD e.g. the 
Buyers Association. 

Source: Pauline Tiffen 

Overview of Roles Assumed by the "Conglomeraten Institutions 

Quality Control Division 
The Quality Control Division (QCD) is one of the oldest cocoa institutions in Ghana, pre-dating 
the formation of the COCOBOD. The QCD in theory is semi-contained and to a large extent 
independent, because it offers a required service for which it receives revenue. It is currentIy the 
sole body formally responsible for grading. The work of the QCD covers all stages of production 
and handling through to export. The QCD's integrity has remained intact: graders who cheat can 
be precisely identified through a tamper proof system of cross checks that extends through to the 
final purchasers: graders who cheat are sacked. The QCD is also respected by farmers. The QCD 
officers are often knowledgeable. The work of the QCD begins at the first purchasing or delivery 
point in the countryside. The QCD also provides pre-harvest support to farmers, at storage or 
delivery sheds, on -farm at the mats and drying stages. The QCD grades and seals the cocoa in 
sacks at the village level. The seal is literally this - an unbreakable metal fixing. Further checks 
occur within the buying system (at bulkiig stage, deIivery stage at the port, pre-shipment etc.). 



If the cocoa does not meet the required grade it does not enter the purchasing system and will be 
rejected. Traditionally, QCD did not formally train farmers, but Cocoa Services Division 
workers. It should be noted however, that quality is secured on the farm itself and in post harvest 
handling and storage. This is seldom valued openly but according to an analysis reported in the 
1998 Ghana Cocoa Sector Development Strategy Task Force Report, "that the farmer 
contributes about 80% to the quality premium, which has traditionally averaged about US$60 per 
tonne over other origin cocoa". 

Produce Buying Company (National and Regional Levels) 
The Produce Buying Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Cocoa Marketing Board 
responsible for internal purchasing of cocoa from farmers and delivery to the Cocoa Marketing 
Company. The PBC structure is regional, with a network of local collection points throughout the 
growing region, and a presence in almost every village. Prior to the intemal market liberalisation 
p,mcess, PBC had an unquestioned monopoly on the right to purchase: 

"By Ghana Cocoa board Law 1984 PNDC 81, the Ghana Cocoa board is 
authorised to purchase,'market and export cocoa produced in Ghana 
which is graded under Cocoa Industry (Regulation) Consolidation Decree 
1968 (NLC 278) or any other enactment as suitable for export. 

Ender Section 4 (1) of the said PNDCL 81: No person shall purchase 
cocoa except COCOBOD through its wholly-owned subsidiary buying 
company or a person or organisation authorised in writing by the Board to 
purchase cocoa for sale to the COCOBOD. By virtue of the power 
conferred on it by Section 34 PNDCL 81, it is only the COCOBOD which 
can set out regulations under which private participation in the internal 
marketing and exportation of cocoa can be effected in Ghana" 

Cocoa Marketing Company 
The Cocoa Marketing Company (CMC) is the exclusive marketing and export sales arm of the 
COCOBOD. The CMC has a strict set of requirements for would-be importers (external buyers) 
of Ghana cocoa beans, cocoa butter and liquor, including minimum order quantities, 
demonstration of financial liquidity, membership of the Cocoa Buyers Association of London. 
The CMC has no remit to work at the production or farming, or intemal marketing parts of the 
chain. It has proven an effective body : . achieving and maintaining premium for Ghana's cocoa (based on its 

higher fat content, lower levels of defects and foreign material and preferred 
flavour) . working in a cost efficient way (with operational costs of less than 
3% of the F.O.B. price in 1997). . selling forward at better prices than available for other contractual 
terms e.g. spot sales. 

This track record has assisted CMC and COCOBOD in fixing transparent sales policies and in 
planning, including each year fixing, announcing and holding to realisable minimum floor prices 
to be paid to farmers for their cocoa beans. 



Cocoa Processing Company 
The Cocoa Processing Company based in Tema, one of the two main ports, is a large and 
processing plant capable of producing block chocolate, coverture, chocolate bars, drinking 
chocolate, butter and liquor owned by the GoG. This and a second facility were offered as part of 
the liberalisation process for sale. A plant in Takoradi has been partially privatised with the result 
that a joint venture company has been formed, the West Africa Mills Co. Ltd.(WAMCO) 
between external investors and the GoG. 

Cocoa Research Institute (New Tafo) 
The Cocoa Research Institute operates at many levels and sites within the cocoa production and 
processing sector, with a main site near tkie capital in pleasant surroundings. CRIG has received 
significant support and funding, and received many international visitors over the years working 
on plant breeding, diversification projects, cocoa by-products, pest control and so on. 

COCOBOD Services and Other Related Companies 
COCOBOD contains a number of "service" providing centres. Six of these are significant: 
Research, Human Resources, Finance, Legal, Properties and Procurement. 
COCOBOD also has ownership in two inputs provision companies: Abuakwa Formulation Plant 
Ltd. (Kumasi) a joint venture between Bayer and COCOBOD; Tema Chemicals Industry Ltd. 
formerly LC.1 of Ghana. 

Procurement Department 
This department operated solely for the Produce Buying Company, with no formal procurement 
remit for other companies entering the cocoa sector but in need of the basic Yools of the trade" 
for cocoa, most of which it imported in bulk and economic volumes: jute sacks, tarpaulins, 
cutlasses, boots, chemicals, weighing scales. 

The Cocoa, Coffee and Shea Nut Farmers' Association 
This association, COCOSHE, was for an extended period the only permitted formal grouping of 
farmers growing the three export crops handled by the CMC. Nominally a democratic association 
of farmers, the leaders have a place on the Board and decision-making fora of COCOBOD. 
COCOSHE concepts of membership and accountability had declined to a degree that elections 
were not preceded by any notifications, and no upto date membership information or data was 
available. In practice, the COCOSHE have taken the Government's positions and propositions 
and then informed farmers of the outcome e.g. required new production or handling methods, 
targets etc. One example, a particularly unpopular one, was the "kilo kilo" deductions policy. 
There were automatic deductions at the point of delivery. The money deducted was not levied for 
the government per se, but theoretically for farmer-oriented projects. The deductions were 
"optional" but frequently resisted because of the unaccountable style of COCOSHE and the . 
mis-use of the funds. 

The coffee and shea nut production and marketing systems were fully liberalised prior to the 
cocoa reforms and thus the body was not needed or supported further by those farmers. It is 
relatively easy to see the role of COCOSHE in the context of cocoa marketing structures since 
1961, from which point onwards, independent organisations within the cocoa buying regime 
which might have expressed farmers' views and discontents, had been taken over or 
disemuowered. Activities which could be construed as attem~tine to offer a counterbalance to . " 
the state conglomerate were discouraged or prevented. For example, village level ownership of 
weighing scales to check sacks of cocoa was actively (and sometimes physically) prevented, 



leaving the PBC as the only implementers and arbiters of cocoa buying transactions at farmer 
level, and farmers as the subjects of a monolithic structure without redress. 

"A purchasing clerk would arrive in our village and take up 
residence in the PBC quarters. He would be poor and own nothing, 
not even a brief case. Within two years he would load up hi car with 
his television set and drive away, wealthy from our cocoa, to a new 
life.* 

Brong Ahafo Farmer in interview with author, June 1993. 

This sense of accumulated m a t i o n  and grievance was widespread among farmers as 
liberalisation reforms were being mooted. The idea of change was welcomed. The likely impact 
of the proposed changes on fanners were not clear. 

Institutional Arrangements 

World Bank and the external agencies -The Pressures For Cocoa Reforms 
In 1983 Ghana signed an agreement with the IMF whereby in return for new loans'the 
government agreed to launch Africa's first Structural Adjustment Programme, cutting public 
spending and liberalising trade and exchange controls. Rapid growth followed, but in 1988-9 
agr icu lm output fell by over 10 percent and prices for nearly all primary products dropped 
sharply. Internally, Ghana's economy was opened to imports of all kinds: cheap goods and 
clothing flooded a product-starved market, rice and food was suddenly plentiful but many NGOs 
and critics of the programme have pointed out that as the cost of living rose sharply, so did 
unemployment and wage settlements fell behind food price increases. The design and 
implementation of the economic Recovery Programme for Ghana was heavily focused on the 
internal fiscal and political obstacles to trade. The concentration on internal constraints, despite 
the assumptions of these reform programmes for expanded exports and export-led development 
was especially telling in the case of Ghana and cocoa. Ghana has been highly dependent on cocoa 
revenues. In the period 1970s as much as 70% of export earnings came fiom cocoa, in 1982-1986 
cocoa still accounted for 59% of Ghana's total exports. This has been falling as other export 
sectors have grown, noticeably non-traditional exports, timber and mining, but cocoa was still 
around 33% of total exports in 1997. 

Ghana has remained the preferred origin of most tmders of cocoa over both other African origins 
as well as cocoa from Asia, particularly low cost Malaysian cocoa. Malaysia was aggressively 
expanding production of low cost cocoa and by 1989 accounted for 10 percent of world 
production, although this dropped to 6 percent by 1993. The timing and impact of Malaysia's 
growth and entry into the world market were particularly significant. Ghana's percentage of 
world production was slumping - reaching 8.5% in 1988. In 1988-1989 prices were reaching 
new lows - ICCO cocoa price averages show prices in the £ 6 0 0 ~  per tonne fiom 1989 through 
1993. 

"Without Malaysia we wouldn't have a low price now" 
Cocoa Trader interviewed in 1991 cited in Short Changed. 

Yet the World Bank remained consistently optimistic about trends in terms of trade for 
agricultural commodities. As other West and Central African producers dismantled their 
marketing boards and liberalised their cocoa exports the results were alarming - dramatic swings 



Table 1. GHANA COCOA PRICES - FOB AND PRODUCER PRICE - NATIONAL IMPACT 1993 - 1997 

Per tonne 
World Market 
Ghana Premium £/tonne 

Ghana Cocoa ProducUonltonnes 254,653 309,456 403,850 320.000 
World Productionltonnes 2,436,000 2,349,000 2,900,000 2,622,000 
Ghana's Cocoa as % of World 10.45 13.17 73-93 12.20 

In Cedls 
Producer Prlceltonne 308,000 700,000 840,000 1,200,000 1,800,000 
F.O.B. Valueltonne 1,012,327 1,466,769 1,675,277 2,362,500 
Producer Priceltonne 
as % of F.O.B. 30.42 47.72 50.14 50.79 54.00 

In billions of Cedis 
Total Revenue 672.96 1,261.30 1,784.60 2,268.52 
Cocoa Duty 537.48 133.20 157.21 277.70 
Cocoa as % of Total Revenue 7.99 10.56 8.81 12.24 

Ghana Premium: Average Ghana Sales Premiums (Ail Positions) Over London Terminal Prices 



and significant discounts on prices earned. In all countries undertaking liberalisation, tax 
revenues fell. A comparison of three month running average differentials relative to the world's 
leader cocoa producing Ivory Coast, shows what reform and market sentiment did to earnings in 
liberalising competitors to Ghana . The periods after liberalisation and reforms are shown in 
bold. It is not hard to see why 111 liberalisation was resisted. 

Figure 1. Three month running average differentials for Ghana Cocoa relative to Cote 
d'Ivoire 
l 

-. 

Cocoa Finance 
Two main streams of finance are required in cocoa operations. On the one hand finance is needed 
to acquire operations facilities and logistical inputs - for example sacks, gratings, vehicles, 
storage facilities, fumigants, tarpaulins etc. - and to meet other operational overheads including 
personnel costs. Finance requirements of the above items are not as massive as finance needed to 
pay for the beans produced and delivered by farmers. The relative scale of finance needed is 
evidenced by COCOBOD costs before the partial liberalisation of cocoa trading and is 
summarised below. 



. . . . . . . . - - . . - . . . . . . - . - . - - -. . . - 
COCOBOD . Costs : 1986-97 to 1992-93, . .  . ... . - ! 
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~otal! 291 ,l 61,311 1 45.39~4 350,309,435 1 54.61 Y.i 641,470,746 ' 100% 
! -- ! 7 

In the monopoly situation, the fiance needed was provided by COCOBODIGoG. Fiance for the 
operational requirements of the COCOBOD was provided from the GoG budgeting resources 
through a negotiating process. Funds for payments to cocoa farmers for their beans were raised 
maihly from the domestic borrowing sector through the Government finance scheme. Cocoa bills 
with short-term maturities were floated by the Bank of Ghana for purchase by commercial banks 
and other corporate bodes. These bills resulted in massive financial costs to COCOBOD. One 
reason for this was the associated high costs of the bills, particularly, their roll over features. The 
lack of synchronisation of the bills to the timing of COCOBOD inflows and payment of cocoa 
taxes to GOG also contributed to their high cost The high costs of the cocoa bills was criticised 
by cocoa management and served as an impetus for searching for new financial instruments. At 
the end the commercial banks were happy to purchase the cocoa bills which were fully 
underwritten by GoG. By underwriting fully the bills issues by the Bank of Ghana, the 
commercial banks were guaranteed a risk free asset which promised a seemingly "abnormal" 
return on investment. Consequently, the commercial banks were comfortable and happy in 
making massive investments in cocoa bills, perhaps to the detriment of credit provision to the 
other sectors in Ghana's economy. It was therefore, not surprising when the managing directors 
of some commercial banks and key Bank of Ghana personnel covertly strived to undermine 
COCOBOD sourcing of structured commodity finance from offshore for its operations. The 
search for new sources of finance for cocoa purchase by COCOBOD reached its zenith in 1993, 
the time when steps had been taken by GoG to liberalise domestic cocoa trading. Recognising the 
tremendous cost savings in offshore trade finance, COCOBOD, with GoG approval, but amidst 
Bank of Ghana scepticism, arranged the first syndicated loan of US140 million from London in 
October 1993 with the Chemical Bank as the arranger. Since then offshore financial borrowing 
has become an annual affair. The amounts borrowed so far are: 

1994 - US$150 million 
1995 - US$ 175 million 
1996 - US$250 million 
1997 -US$275 million 
1998 - US$320 million 
1999 -US$350 million 

Local Financial Institutions and Instruments 
For newcomers to the sector there are few options for financing cocoa trading. Rural Banks in 
Ghana do some minor on-lending to farmers in the Cedi 500,000 to 2 million range. [In 1993 
US$] = approx. 2,000 Cedis.] There is a network of rural banks. There is however. a lack of 



instruments for operating finance apart from the Akuafo Cheque system and SSB Sika Card 
(introduced in 1998). Cash payments to farmers are discouraged. There are no structured banking 
"products" or facilities especially for cocoa and few formal proceduies for using, say, title to land 
as security or collateral. In fact there are restrictions that make it unlawful for banks to make 
collaterised loans of more than 25% of their net worth. This lack of scope is a significant 
constraint to entrants. These are among many factors which push financing into the informal 
sector. Money lenders operating outside the banking system may charge as much as 100% for 
three months credit. Sometimes the terms are even more punitive. 

"After my divorce [my] cocoa crop fell into the hands of moneylenders: for 
the next 45 years it will not be mine." 
[Moussa's story, told in "The Cocoa Chain: The Village" in The New Internationalist, 
August 1998.1 

2. Private Sector Response to Liberalisation of the Internal Marketing of Cocoa 

Ghana Cocoa Board Licensing Arrangements 
The Committee for the Introduction of Competition into the Internal Marketing of Cocoa 
(CICIMCO) considered all applications for a license to buy and sell cocoa in the new "multiple 
buyer" system that was envisaged as the way to end of the PBC monopoly. All companies 
seeking a license had to satisfy the requirements set out in a special manual: "Regulations and 

' Guidelines for the Privatisation of Internal Marketing of Cocoa". Additionally, the COCOBOD 
', provided a document on "Take-over prices" to applicants. This provided the framework for all 

companies including a requirement : 
Q to set up ready to operate in at least three cocoa growing regions 
Q to show the method and cost of proposed operations and locations 
G to show financing and sources of finance 
Q to give target volumes of cocoa to be purchased 
G to demonstrate basic viability and business strategy 

to explain other particulars about the structure and ownership of the company. 
The CICIMCO was made UD of COCOBOD officials. ~rivate sector and indeuendent 

.A . 
consultants. This multi-disciplii committee reviewed each company's application and 
informed it in writing of the -first results. The committee also inteniewed and even - 
cross-questioned company executives. Once through this round, a successll company was 
granted a Provisional License. This license did not yet qualify the company to begin operations. 
However, the company's facilities and place of operations were then subject to inspection by 
officers of COCOBOD for quality systems, the proposed procedures and conditions. All of the - - 
LBCs proposed sites had to pass &H inspection and gain certification as being suited for the 
storage of cocoa, within COCOBOD prevailing standards. References fiom bankers and cited 
finan&I backers were also sought to "establish financial viability" of the applicants and the 
business plans. Licenses to Commence Business were granted to companies who were in 
compliance with all the regulations and guidelines and passed inspection. These notices were 
reported widely in the national and also international financial press and commodity wire 
services informing the business and commodity trading community more broadly. 

Private Sector Takeup of Licenses 
Company Profiles 
A number of private companies took up the opportunity to form a company and begin to buy and 
sell cocoa in the new lierblised internal market. These were mostly private initiatives fmanced by 
private capital. 



Chart 3. Licensed Buying Companies Joining the Sector 
1993 Cashew & Spices Products (Cashpro), Ghana Co-operative Marketing Association, 

Kuapa Kokoo, Universal Crop Protection (Unicrop) 
1994 Geamco Senices, Goldcrest Commodities, Premus Trading 
1995 Agrotrade Company 
1996 Adwumapa Buyers 
1997 Aboafo Buying Company, Akuafo Adamfo Marketing Company, Kiku'Produce Marketing 
1998 Federated Commodities (FEDCO), Cocoa Merchants Ghana, Olam Ghana, Tmnsroyal 

Ghana 
1999 Bowuhuso, United Farmers Marketing Company 

Provisional license or applications under consideration: Seel Ghana, Royal Commodities 

Motives for Entry 
When the reforms were announced and it became clear that the oligopoly export position of the 
CMC was not to be changed, at least in the short-term, a number of foreign companies appeared 
to have lost interest in making any intend intervention in the marketing chain. The monopoly 
position of the PBC was to end, however, and that represented a new commercial opening for 
Ghanaian companies. Given the previous prohibition of cocoa tradiig from other commodity 
tradiig companies' portfolios, there were few companies immediately in a position to enter the 
market from a position of knowledge and specialist cocoa trading facilities. However, there were 
a number of existing merchanting operations with a competitive advantage and level of 
competency suited to trading cocoa, namely: 

a) companies already involved in cash crop merchanting and exports 
b) companies with significant bmsport and haulage networks and storage infrastructure in 

place 
c) companies involved in the importation and distribution (to farmers) of agricultural 

inputs such as chemicals. 

Several other considerations have bearing on the decision of new private sector entrepreneurs to 
enter the sector after the announcement of the reforms in 1991 - 1992. 
i) Cocoa has been, and remains, fundamentaI to the Ghanaian economy - 33% of 

export earnings in 1997 
ii) Cocoa is the largest single agricultural export commodity 
iii) Cocoa is an internationally traded commodity, traded for dollars 
iv) Although cocoa prices had halved - from105 to 47 cents per lb. - between 1984 

and 1990, in 1992-1993 prices were apparently rallying and set to rise. 
While the numbers of people involved in cocoa have been falling, with gradual migration away 
from cocoa activities into the towns or into the production of other cash crops, cocoa is still an 
economic "ballast" for many rural areas and for village life. Large numbers of people, living in 
more than half of Ghana and in the most populated areas, are directly or indirectly involved or 
reliant on cash earnings from cocoa. This makes cocoa not just an economically but a politically 
important crop for any party in government in Ghana These factors also would guarantee cocoa 
sector companies influence and access to resources and, potentially, protection from 
unfavourable external market forces were these to threaten or prevail. Ghana, compared to other 
West African producing countries, has retained its reputation for quality and reliability in the 
marketplace, giving companies looking to medium-term commercial activities, including export, 
a promising advantage. In general, private sector companies viewed the change in the internal 
marketing regime as a commercial opportunity to make short-term profit. 



Independent-minded cocoa farmers also began to discuss the reforms and consider their options 
in late 1992 and early 1993. Profit was certainly part of the motive for farmers. The new pricing 
and extra "buyer's margin" offered by COCOBOD appeared to offer farmers an opportunity to 
increase their earnings and becoming "sellers" (of cocoa) to enter the market now as new 
licensed "buyers". But deeper reasons for the farmers' interest can also be identified which did 
not apply to the other private sector players assessing the feasibility and prospects for the cocoa 
trade. Namely : 

1. the deep seated grievances against the PBC and its employees 
2. frustrations with cheating and delays in payments made farmers' 

eager for new options for credit and payment procedures; 
3. the idea that setting up their own company could give them a better 

sense of identity and political status as farmers and that this would 
once again be "permitted". 

The "switch" from being a "seller" of cocoa to becoming a "buyer" was a leap of thinking for 
farmers after many years of disempowerment. Visiting a farmer community in 1993, a person 
would be shown immediately the path or routes to the surroundmg cocoa farms. A visitor 
expressing a wish to sit and to talk, and actually to meet the families of cocoa h e r s ,  would be 
met with plain astonishment. In the shocking words of a pioneer Kuapa Kokoo farmer, 
interviewed in 1993: 

"No-one comes to visit m. We are not even farmers. 
We are just tree minders." 

If this leap from 'bee-minder" to seller, to buyer was large for farmers, it was yet greater for the 
state bodies a d  other cocoa-sector institutions overseeing the liberalisation and we will cover 

. this in more detail in discussing prejudicial views helpd by urban elites towards farmers generally 
and the specific obstacles to the formation of Kuapa Kokoo. 

Operational Performance 
The COCOBOD constantly measured the performance of the new licensed buying companies 
(LBCs) after granting them a license to trade. The "interfaces" between COCOBOD and each 
licensed buying company were complex and many as: 

a) the buyer of cocoa delivered to so-called "take-over" points 
b) the seller of necessary and specialist cocoa inputs e.g: regulation quality jute sacks 
c) the provider (via the banking system) of working capital to LBCs (a special 

line-of credit for cocoa trading called the "Seed Fund"). 
These interfaces gave COCOBOD the direct opportunity to observe the performance and 
limitations of each new LBC. Nevertheless the COCOBOD openly defined the criteria it used to 
judge the performance of the LBCs as follows: 

6 how many times the seed fund - working capital - is turned around each season 
4 the percentage of substandard cocoa delivered and rejected 
6 the proportion of cocoa purchased from farmers but not evacuated (transported from 

the hinterland to a take-over point (i.e. "realised stock") 
6 the extent of repayment of the seed fund and interest due 
G the timeliness of repayment 
G full or partial retirement of other borrowings. 



These criteria were not subiective and could be based on actual measurements of com~anv 
--E --J 

performance. This increased the confidence companies could have in the ongoing review process 
and its objectivity. Wider measures and indicators also were reviewed by COCOBOD uersonnel. - - 
including conventional financial and accounting performance ratios on profitability, efficiency, 
return on capital and so on. 

Other criteria began to take on some importance after the fust two seasons of LBCs operations 
(from 1994 onwards) as evidenced by the views expressed by senior COCOBOD representatives. 
Namely, timely payments to farmers, honouring of cheques and other forms of good practice. 
This was as the result of some early operational failures of new LBCs such as the Ghana 
Co-operative Marketing Association and Universal Crop Protection (UNICROP) which left 
farmers' unpaid or with accounts pending. There was no explicit social and environmental 
impact dimension to the operational requirements made of new kBCs. Nor were there any 
explicit attempts to condition the granting of licenses on the eradication of past practices that 
could be deemed as harmful to farmers' interests or financial disincentives to producing cocoa 
COCOBOD retained the concept of the "producer price", a minimum Cedi price per sackltonne 
of cocoa fixed prior to each main season, but developed no means other than "competition" 
among the LBCs - farmers after all finally did have a choice of buyer - to ensure the full 
payment of this amount by LBCs to farmers for the cocoa beans. 

The withdrawal of licenses, for reasons other than bankruptcy or sustained suspension of 
operations, would occur if a company failed to handle 2,000 metric tonnes for three consecutive 
seasons. Discussion has also taken place as part of a Ghana Cocoa Sector Development Strategy 
process on reducing the requirement for an LBC to operate in at least three cocoa growing 
regions to just two. Table 2. gives a summary of key financial indicators for the main LBC 
Companies operating in 1993-1 999 period (excluding state-owned PBC). 

The role of the "Buyer of Last Resortn 
The PBC has occupied a particular position in the internal market, which because it can be 
viewed as detrimental to overall profitability, no private sector company could be expected to 
fulfil. This is the role of "buyer of last resort". In the past, provided cocoa was brought fioni the 
farm and of the required quality, the PBC was obliged to purchase this cocoa fiom farmers. 
Admittedly, the PBC did not always have h d s  to pay, or the liquidity throughout its operating 
network to pay for quite some time, but there was no market "failure" in the general sense. Terms 
were set and delivered on. Farmers had a "captive" or "assured" market. The monolithic nature 
of the internal marketing arrangements undoubtedly added to the delays in payments and 
systemic cheating at the point of purchase. This means that cocoa farmers paid dearly in terms of 
their own economic returns on sales for the "assurance" of a buyer for their cocoa. However, the 
role played by the PBC, in effect of a "compulsory purchaser", is of particular significance for 
certain types of farmers - especially cocoa farmers living and farming: 

a) in remote or inaccessible areas with no or few roads 
b) in areas where the madi are poor and transport difficult to organise and who are 

without their own means to transport their cocoa (primary evacuation) 
c) in cocoa growing areas where there is marginal or declining volumes of production 
d) in cocoa growing areas where quality is becoming erratic or problematic (due say to 

climatic conditions or the age of the farms) 
e) in remote areas with little infmitructure or commercial services (e.g. banks or credit 

brokers) available to farmers. 
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Table 2. LICENSED COCOA BUYING COMPANIES - PERFORMANCE 1993 - 1998 

1997 
Tonnage 
(rnalnlrnld 

crops) 
1,544 

16,984 
6,065 

276 
65,871 
16,906 

Licensed Cocoa Buying 
Company ( LBC ) 

Aboafo Trading Company 
Adwumapa Buyers 
Agrotrade 
Akuafo Adamfo 
Cashpro 
Federated Commodities 
Geomco 
Ghana Cocoa Merchants 
Ghana Cooperative Marketing Assoc. 
Goldcrest 
Ki ku 
Kuapa Kokoo 
Olam 
Premus Trading 
SEEL Ghana 
Transroyal Ghana 
Unicrop 
United Farmers 

Tonnage Market Tonnage share 

Tonnage 
!"h',: (rnalnlrnid 

crops) 

Tonnage 
Market ((malnlrnid 

croes) 

Market 
share 

Market 
share 

0.01 % 
7.48% 
1.20% 

Total LBC cocoa tonnage/% 

Total cocoa including PBC 309,454 100% 403,850 100% 322,488 



The entrance of new competitors into the internal market raised a number of questions with 
respect to theneed for and the "cost" of the role of buyer of last resort. Could COCOBOD ensure 
continuous and viable cocoa buying operations in already marginal growing areas? If the PBC 
were to maintain the role and continue operations in the more marginal areas, would activity in 
areas where plentiful cocoa would attract multiple LBCs and reduce the volumes available to 
each LBC? Would trade in these productive zones be sufficient for PBC to offset the operating 
losses or costs of less viable operating centres were these to be kept in operation? 

The concerns expressed at the initial stages of the internal reform on this issue aided Kuapa 
Kokoo in gamering official tolerance and even some support for its strategy, because it explicitly 
based its business plan on the development of active village level cocoa farming and marketing 
groups, even in so-called marginal growing areas. In the first three years (1 994-1997) of the 
multiple buyer system, the PBC noted that 41% of the fully staffed PBC buying centres were 
operating at less than capacity or minimum break-even levels. All growing regions were affected. 

When there is no buyer: the Consequences 
When prices are poor, or .take up of commodities by merchants is restricted because of poor 
viability or cost barriers, farmers do, of course, find ways to bring their product "to market", or to 
the nearest town or village where merchants will collect or operate. There are a number of 
disadvantages in the marketing mechanism that make farmers vulnerable to exploitation and 
deceit and it is a process which distorts market signals. 
In brief this occurs in a number of ways. 

The "Take it or Leave It" Problem 
If farmers arrive "at the gate" of the local merchant, often having travelled for several days, a 
prompt deal and return to the village is often needed for family reasons or to avoid excessive 
costs. Protracted negotiation is not feasible. Information on the market is scarce or hard to - 
intkrpret. Farmers have reduced their options for "holding on" to the crop if prices seem set to 
rise or are in the doldrums. In other situations, for example, Peru, local merchants have been 
shown to exacerbate this problem, making "once only" offers to farmers - who, on walking away 
to assess other "going prices" being offered, forfeit their right to sell. 

The Price 
For the farmer it becomes impossible to disaggregate the cost of the crop kom transport and lost 
time (opportunity costs) to assess whether the price is remunerative. Hard cash for the out of 
pocket "expenses", such as hiring transport.and eating away from home, are disproportionately 
more "costly" in a non-cash agricultural economy. 

Cartels 
The terms of trade will be favourable to farmers only in so far as merchants do actually compete 
and do not collude on price setting. 

Waste and inconsistency 
Messages and market signals on requirements and quality control are not transmitted clearly or 
"evenly" in these kinds of trading arrangements. Frequently "discounts" for poor quality are 
imposed as means to reduce the price paid, rather than for objective assessments of the quality of 
the product delivered. Minimum producer prices still "fixed" by Government in Ivory Coast for 
example, are seldom paid as there is an "unofficial" quality and transport discount system in 
operation by local traders. And, lack of clarity and discipline means waste, since the merchants 



must often undertake substantial post-harvest quality control procedures and incur costs to 
recondition cocoa to exportable lots, further driving down the incentives to farmers and the - 
consistency of the prod;ct for external buyers. 

3. Constraints to Private Sector Entry into Internal Marketing of Cocoa 

COCOBOD Attitudes 
There was an understandable level of uncertainty about the likely market reaction and ignorance 
of what the direct consequences of significant reforms to the marketing system in Ghana might 
be. However, it is difficult to assert that the process was encouraged and championed by any of 
the existing COCOBOD institutions within the "conglomerate". There was a distinct lack of 
determination to push ahead. One motive for this was clearly self-interest. A further explanation 
is the negative and self-defensive reaction within Ghana to the fact that pressure for reforms was 
mainly external. 

It is however, difficult to capture the inertia within the operating system of the COCOBOD 
institutions. Although institutional capacity does not appear to have been lacking, there was a 
reluctance to face the prospect of change constructively at most levels. Why? The first target of 
the reforms was the internal marketing mechanism, a monopoly activity of a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the COCOBOD. The cocoa reforms ended this'monopoly and triggered a number of 
reactions. In brief, cocoa officials did not want 
3 to help to "level the playing field" against the interests of PBC (its "own" subsidiary) 
3 to relinquish the substantial fixed assets and facilities of the conglomerate e.g. handing over 

or compulsory rental of warehouses 
3 to have to justify the need for subsidies to PBC's costs e.g. the preferential interest rate 

charged, no loan facility set up costs which were charged to other LBCs 
-' => to apply formally for working capital and justify the levels needed 

to lose the priority dlbcation of available credit for the sector. 

At a more general level, a l b u g h  the reform implemented was quite "minor", it created 
uncertainty and the prospect that more reform would be likely. A process was unleashed which 
many felt would inevitably lead to the decline and dismantling of the "conglomer~te" and its 
related institutions. The thin end of this "wedge" would be the measurable fall of the PBC's 
share of the internal market, lost to other LBCs. This would signify and become synonymous 
with the erosion of the COCOBOD institutional raison d'&tre. In fact COCOBOD needed to 
define itself a new role, within the existing law and with activities to benefit more than just one 
part, the Produce Buying Company. Nevertheless, tunnel vision and sense of "entrenchment" 
prohibited much in the way of creative strategic discussions on other forms of help to the sector 
needed and other forms of justifiable intervention in a post-liberalised internal (and potentially 
external) market. Perhaps the notion of not just an altered but a diminished institution was too 
difficult to face after such expansion and hegemonic position had been achieved for it. A Special 
Task Force report on cocoa issued by the Ministry of Finance in 1998, reviews and absorbs some 
of the debilitating ex~eriences of cocoa fanners in other West and Central African cocoa - .  
producing countries who have undertaken full liberalisation programmes as well as many of the 
experiences of the first five years of internal market liberalisation. As such however, there is still 
no-evidence of new thinking or widespread agreement on constructive future roles of 
"co-ordinating" and central bodies in the cocoa sector. There is suprising little comparative 
systems work emerging. 



Organisational Models 
The Committee for the Introduction of Competition into the Internal Marketing of Cocoa 
(CICIMCO) placed specific requirements on the new companies which had operational and 
financial implications. New licensed buying companies had to set up and be ready to operate in at 
least three cocoa growing regions. While the form of company structure was not prescriptively 
specified, conventional shareholding structures are not suited to people without liquid assets or 
conventional collateral to offer. This was the case for the farmers interested in setting up a new 
LBC. The wider liberalised investment regime did not preclude external or overseas investors. 
Lending to and investment in Ghanaian companies could be easily registered at the Central Bank 
for later repayment etc. Few investors were in evidence and other kinds of mixed or ioint - 
enterprises are equally unusual in Ghana. Most companies applying for licenses were indigenous 
private company structures, raising capital and equity in the normal way based on the collateral 
and standing of the owners. 

Kuapa Kokoo - the only farmer-owned company to emerge at this time - also set up as a privately 
owned Limited company, with farmers as the shareholders, although its operating principles were 
clearly democratic and co-operative. CICIMCO questioned the founding Chairman of Kuapa 
Kokoo L i t e d  and its advisors from Twin, London, at length on this issue. The Chairman of the 
committee offered the view that co-operatives could be effective in the cocoa sector, although not 
all committee members shared this view. Co-operative forms of organisation in Ghana, like many 
other countries had become badly discredited. The Ghana Co-operative Marketing Association, 
licensed early in 1993 was considered by the Committee to be co-operative in name but not 
structure. The proposed co-operative nature of Kuapa Kokoo did not disqualify it as an applicant. 

h Old Story: Form ~ollows Function 
The internal cocoa buying function involved a restricted range of activities applicable to all LBCs 
entering the sector whatever the ownership structure: 

* purchases of cocoa .from farmers 
e quality cootrol and "sealing" of sacks 
* payment of farmers 
* primary evacuation - the transport of cocoa ~ o m  farm to village, 

then village to town 
* delivery to approved CMC "take-over" points (secondary 

evacuation) or the ports (Tema or Takoradi). 

The basis of the commercial strategy of the proposed farmers' company was different only in one 
regard from that of other LBCs. The farmers' company would deliver cocoa that united all the 
current high quality norms - CMC Ghana export standard - but it would develop an operating and 
delivery system that could produce and prepare "differentiated cocoa" at the same time. Three 
bases for potential differentiation of Ghana cocoa in the market were defined and formally 
presented to COCOBOD officials in 1993. All of these, it was argued, were responses to market 
opportunities: high value segments and niches that were growing. None of them would 
jeopardise the reputation of Ghana cocoa, in fact the case was put that they would, in time, build 
on and increase the CMC's premium cocoa standards and price differentials being obtained in the 
market for cocoa beans. 



The three "products" were: certified organic cocoa, fair trade cocoa produced by identifiable 
small-scale farmers' organisations and gourmet quality, high grade cocoa Implicit in a plan for 
developing these differentiated and premium cocoa products was : 
* a need for flexible but integrated systems of production and collection 
* more transparent financial management 
* better remuneration and incentives for farmers' efforts to "produce the goods" 
* more responsibility being taken by farmers at village level through to the export depots to 

guarantee the integrity of the product and reduce the risk of abuse and mismanagement. 

COCOBOD officials were sceptical but not disinterested in the market niches described and 
sympathetic about their possible impact on raising f-er earnings. Early modelling and 
enthusiastic take-up by farmers who were consulted in the period prior to the application in - - 

August 1993, showed that the "co-operative" strategy potentially reduced the need for large 
numbers of employees - especially buying clerks - and for investment by the new company itself 
in extensive infrastructure (fixed assets) in the villages. It also meant that middle-level 
management and regional or district office structures were ruled out. The participatory model 
proposed was considered desirable as an end in itself - to achieve greater empowerment of 
farmers in the process - as well as more cost effective. We will return to Kuapa Kokoo's 
operational strategy and management systems at village level in more detail in a later section. 

. . Two ways - "new operational models" - were identified at the outset of the planning process in 
April 1993 to achieve this strategy. Each version required greater or lesser levels of co-operation 
fiom the existing institutions in the cocoa sector, especially the CMC, and with different 
implications for start-up and operating finance costs. 

In Model 2 a new farmers' LBC needed start-up finance to own, rent or contract all the facilities 
+ and equipment for the buying functions to be undertaken which were previously undertaken by 

the PBC. It meant accepting the difficulty of reaching workable operating agreements with PBC 
officials on access to and joint use of facilities - shown in Model 1. In the atmosphere of distrust 
towards new LBCs by PBC managers and staff, it was thought to be unlikely, but was pursued 
initially as potentially feasible and a much lower start-up cost business strategy. In both operating 
models the objective was to gain the co-operation of the CMC, but the preference was for as few 
transactions as possible to pass through the CMC to avoid the potential accusation of "nuisance" 
and additional administrative costs of the extra systems required e.g. for payment reconciliation 
and accounting for the product premiums payable over the contracted market FOB price. 



Chart 2. Models for Internal Marketing Chain Operations with External 
Buyer Linkages Mediated by the Cocoa Marketing Company (CMC) 

Model 1. Working Through Existing Structures 

Farmers get premium less 
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Key: 

Cocoa shipments of identified "farmers" or tagged "lots" 
Payment, including bonus or premium, for tagged "lots" 



At the time of the reforms, the COCOBOD fixed "producer price" was set at approximately 55% 
of the then FOB price for cocoa beans delivered to designated take-over points throughout 
growing regions. Additional margins for buying companies and direct and attributable costs - 
e.g. transport and sacks - took the overall proportion to approximately 61% of the FOB price. 

Tax and Duty 
Under Ghanaian tax law cocoa farmers are exempt from income tax on earnings £rom cocoa - 
60% of FOB in 1978-1979 and just over 30% in 1996. All cocoa is taxed however, through a flat 
percentage of the F.O.B. price of cocoa exported. This bears no relation to the income levels or 
earnings of the farmer and actually puts cocoa farmers at a greater disadvantage than other 
agricultural crop producers, many of which (e.g. coffee, oil palm, rubber, cashew and coconut) 
receive a variety of tax concessions - for example for the first ten years of harvesting from newly 
planted tree crops. Cocoa farmers suffer an indiscriminate tax burden simply because cocoa tax is 
easy to collect. 

"Traditional Practices", Staff Ethics and Abilities 
The "conglomerate" structure described above fostered a working environment which 
represented a ''meal ticket" for the many functionaries and players within it. The 1980s saw large 
scale redundancies within the COCOBOD institutions. This retrenchment led to a lowering of 
morale of remaining staff. This no doubt did not help to curtail what had already become 
endemic, systemic corruption and significant levels of individual cheating and profiteering. The 
"means" of extracting these payments from farmers - sometimes called "protocol" - were very 
varied: fixing scales, offering virtually "unpayable" private loans, subtracting arbitrary 
deductions or charges, demanding payment or "free" cocoa with menace at the point of delivery 
or even in the banks where cocoa cheques were to be cashed. Virtually no part of the cocoa 
regime was immune: even QCD officers charged above and beyond the set fees to visit the 
village at an agreed time. 

The low calibre of staff passing f?om the public to the private sector was also noticeable 
immediately, with companies requiring higher performance standards and accountability levels. 
The temptation to cheat - especially working within a cash-based system with mostly illiterate 
counterparts - was perhaps not dampened by the strong profit motive of the new buying 
companies and the consequent squeezing down of pay and conditions in the new enterprises. In 
anv case the "traditional ~ractices" of the PBC and other COCOBOD institutions arrived along . - 
with the newly recruited purchasing clerks and cocoa managers, people employed by many of the 
new LBCs precisely for their assumed experience and skills in the sector. 

Attitudes of "entitlement" - to transport, pensions, benefits, uniforms et al - born of many 
decades of a strongly unionised labour regime within the COCOBOD institutions were also were 
notably out of character in a changing and fledgling sector. New ideas and new operating systems 
were met with resistance and even attempts at sabotage. Within a short period, some LBCs opted 
for selection of recruits explicitly m t  direct cocoa sector experience or credentials, especially 
younger people and new graduates and trained or even retired teachers, considering these were of 
better overall potential and credibility. 

Managerial Skills 
What skills? 
In the monopsony situation occupied by the PBC in the preceding years, it might actually be 
argued that no cocoa trading had been taking place. LBCs could not easily fmd competent and 



experienced managers with knowledge of trading cocoa in the sense implied in "conventional" 
cash-crop or commodity marketing activities. Other traditional, agricultural export crops, such as 
coffee, it should be noted, had been liberalised before cocoa, but had not flourished for a number 
of reasons including severe external market conditions prevailing between 1989-1993, especially 
for African robusta coffees. Thus there was only a relatively small pool on which to draw for 
strong managerial competence as merchants and commodity traders. It is perhaps not a 
coincidence that most of the senior managers and executives recruited to work in @e emerging 
LBCs came fiom comparable educational and work experiences in internal food distribution, 
wholesaling and marketing companies, often also pamstatal companies. The lack of a pool of 
innovative and skilled managers represented a considerable constraint to the new LBCs. These 
skills were needed because companies needed to design and implement effective financial 
management and control systems were there were few effective precedents or models to follow in 
the first period of the multiple buyer system. 

Poor Precedents 
However, it needs to be observed that the incentives for competent senior managers to work for 
indigenously owned private companies in Ghana is often low. The expressed preference by 
professionals for employment with larger, stock-exchange listed or foreign-backed or owned 
companies can be explained, in part at least, by the reported tendency of private owners in Ghana 
to "asset strip" their enterprises once successful, to the detriment of management and wider 
investors' interests. Perceptions of what might be the medium-term employment prospects of 
working for a farmer-owned cocoa buying company were equally mixed. The foreign backing 
and direct involvement of international organisations like Twin in technical aspects of the 
company assisted, in time, in overcoming some of these concerns, enabling the company to 
recruit and retain highly competent and particularly motivated staff. 

Farmers' Detachment from Market 
There are simple reasons why farmers in Ghana are quite detached fiom the wider cocoa market 
which are specific to Ghana and which have impacted on the way the reforms have evolved. The 
level of understanding of the risks and challenges involved in taking up the internal cocoa 
marketing opportunities offered was very low. But before addressing this, it is worth attending to 
a more general notion of detachment, hut the reverse proposition: The Market's Qetachrnent 
from Farmers. 

Few traditional commodity price-setting mechanisms recognise or reflect any solid or timely 
relationship between the traded price and cost of production. The theory of supply and demand is 
not realised in practice - at the moment of valuation - in a way that is responsive and accurate 
from the perspective of the grower. As one farmer aptly remarked after a workshop to explain 
"why commodity prices rise and fall": 

"That has nothing to do with me! My work and my costs do not 
fluctuate like that or because of those reasons...." 

This "reality" has many explanations and causes: 
3 markets take a wider or "neutral" view, including the "composition effect" 

fanners seldom know the nature or value of the downstream "risks" and costs 
3 the "mechanisation" or rather "computerisation" of trading in the terminal markets aids the 

"delinking" process 



q computer tradingper se exaggerates price blips and aids the rapid linkages in price setting to 
other macro-level trading factors (political instability, currency movements etc.) 

3 the oversupply of many traditional commodities 
a the options for ingredient substitution e.g. vegetable fats for cocoa 
a the influence of "invisible factors" - for example purchasing power of large TNCs. 

The booms and busts of coffee since 1989 have not made many farmers rich. Some "screen 
traders" were able to do well even though, in the words of one farmer visiting the Commodity 
Exchange in 1992, "none of them would wen recomise a cocoa or coffee tree...". And the 
lows and highs for most cocoa shippers in recent ye&, have occurred quite' separately from any 
.really connected process that values the cocoa shipped in the light of the combamtive costs and 
benefits of production and the product's characteGitics and specificities. Put &nply, the fact that 
tree crops take a number of years to plant, foster and to mature before they reach a hit-bearing 
stage does not feature in the pricing mechanism and the markets operate on the basis that while 
specific (coun ongms may register price differentials, the form or method of production does 9 - -  not matter at all . 

For farmers in many sub-Saharan African countries, dependent for large proportions of GDP on 
export earnings from these traditional commodities, all connection between farmers' production 
costs, income and return on investment has been long severed by institutions which have 
interposed themselves between the grower and the market to extract economic rent. Rapid 

S liberalisation has forced many small-scale farmers to wake up to the scale of these taxes and 
levies made on their product. Many private sector companies entering the newly liberalised 
markets have perhaps assumed that there are profits to be earned of the magnitude or proportions 
indicated by the past differentials of state marketing bodies between the producer price and 
F.O.B. prices. This assumes however that the producer price can be kept down by private sector 
operators as "effectively" as many governments have managed to do. The instruments available 
to state institutions for this producer price "suppression" are quite different from those available 
to private sector companies or local merchants however. 

Governments have had control of the internal price setting process via 
i) access to "complete" information (in a limited or closed system), 
ii) manipulation of the farmers' organisations involved in "price consultations" and thus the 

"political dimension" (legitimacy) of price setting, 
iii) domination of the media and communications, 
iv) coercive power, 
v) appeals to national interest. 

On the latter point, because of the historical concentration of most sub-Saharan African 
economies on just a few exportable commodities, the small pool of products - coffee, tea, cocoa 
etc. - have, in fact, disproportionately contributed to national development since independence. It 
may be easily demonstrated that the tax and revenues from traditional commodities have "built" 
large parts of the developing world's national hhstructure as well as financing large 
proportions of current account expenditure(see Table 1 - Page 95-6). Just how "effective" this 
suppression and the justification of it can be is, unfortunately, all too well illustrated by Ghana 
cocoa, althoughmany others could be found. Furthermore, to calculate the producer price as an 

An exception might be certified organic production. 



overall average the COCOBOD needed to project two variables: forward sales prices (attainable) 
and exchange rate movements. In practice projections tended to be conservative and this means 
that the producer prices will, where analysed, be understated and conservative. Where the 
discrepancy between the projected averages and attained "actuals" was wide, producers were 
formally "compensated" with a post-harvest COCOBOD bonus payment. These payments were 
individualised and pGd against deliveries registered in the fanners' "passbook". 
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Farmers in Ghana have also.suffered another form of "detachment" from the market. There has 
been no direct contact with cocoa buyers for almost forty years. This means that there has been 
little, and certainly no regular supply from independent sources of infoimation on market 
conditions. In 1996 at a village meeting, a Kuapa Kokoo farmer attending the meeting reported 
having hear about market price increases in the BBC World Service. Having "done the maths", 
he reported in Cedis the difference between the quoted world market price and the Government 
producer price for a tonne, to a very surprised gathering and remarked: 



"We now have a company that could sell our cocoa a t  these pric =...if they 
(COCOBOD) would let us." 

While unawareper se of the risks and extra costs involved, the realisation of the need and 
potential for market "linkage" and "access" through the medium of an organisation has been a 
major part of the learning process triggered by the set up of Kuapa Kokoo. Similarly, in the run 
up to the launch of The Day Chocolate Company in 1998, discussions with farmers in the 
villages produced cheers and sustained applause as farmers contemplated: 'm office in 
London!" 

The comprehensive role played by the Cocoa Services Division in on-farm support and crop 
management, took the problem in Ghana a stage further than merely a formal export prohibition 
and the consequent "hiatus" in the trading and information chain from producer to consumer. 
Farmers in Ghana, not unsurprisingly perhaps, gradually ceased to view inputs and investments 
into cocoa farming as part of their end-of-season equation on outputs and returns. Their role, and 
in fact the expectations of them as farmers, was significantly diminished by the ever-expanding 
work of some parts of the cocoa conglomerate. This process of displacement has directly 
contributed to the detachment from the market, by making farmers "passive" attendants of their 
farms - "tree minders" in the words of the farmer quoted earlier. 

Reinstating the traditional role of farmers - as farm "managers" (economic and agronomic sense) 
and not just "minders", into proactive sellers of their product - as part of the liberalisation 
process, was a missing link in the chain that few who planned the reforms perhaps even realised 
was "gone". However, as CSD workers were retrenched, farmers were baffled at the new 
responsibilities, costs and agronomic problems they faced and constantly asked "who will pay"? 
The new LBCs did not have this as even an assumed part of their remit. If, gradually, some 
LBCs have become involved in some agricultural input supply, it would probably be more apt to 
place this activity and expenditurelincome under the marketing and sales promotion budget of 
these companies though - i.e. as a means to secure future cocoa purchases. 

The Uneven Playing Field 
The institutional unwillingness to support the new LBCs did not stem from an awareness of how 
undesirable and disruptive it would be to create a vacuum. Given the many advantages of the 
dominant operator, the PBC, relative to newly forming companies, it is quite suprising that there 
were no specific government start-up assistance for new companies entering the cocoa business. 
The process described was far from straightforward, especially for smaller or medium scale 
companies, or recently formed companies. Generally, only the well-connected new companies 
were able to establish sufficient access to capital and support or tolerance, whether formal or 
informal, from official bodies or individuals within them. Many new cocoa buying companies 
were at an immediate and insuperable disadvantage without such networks or contacts. The 
significance of this factor here does not relate to corruption or direct material support for some 
new companies versus others, but rather a more patrimonid system, whereby information and 
"space" to operate were easier to obtain and to apply to the companies' activities and challenges. 



Some Examples of Informal and Formal Connections Operating with Respect to Licensed 
Buying Companies 
Cashpro This company was formed by recognised elite group which 

enhanced their bankability. The founders hadhave strong 
political connections with high level Government ministers and 
other parastatal organisations. A shareholder and Board member 
of Cashpro chaired the Commission granting licenses to new 
cocoa buying companies. 

Kuapa Kokoo The Founding Chairman of Kuapa Kokoo was one of three 
farmer representatives on the Board of Directors of the Ghana 
Cocoa Marketing Board (GCMB). The Foundine Chairman had - - 
strong political connections with the G o m e n t ,  especially the, 
then Minister for Cocoa Financial negotiations were enhanced 
by the Chairman's close connection 4 t h  the CEO of the selected 
Bank. The Founding Chairman was a respected traditional priest 
with significant capacity to mobilise farmers. 

4. The Conception of a new Farmers' Marketing Organisation in Ghana 

A Farmers' Response to Liberalisation in Ghana 
Small-scale farmers appear to have been invisible to the designers and implementers of Structural 
Adjustment Progmmmes in Ghana and elsewhere from the institutional perspective. The efforts 
to trigger the emergence of a new "private sectoi" presence in agricultural commodity marketing 
to replace state and parastatal bodies did not see farmers as potential "entrepreneurial" players in 
the chain. Why should farmers not set up and run their own companies? The abolition of state 
marketing boards creates a vacuums. Why weren't new forms of institution be feasible or 
desirable for a primarily rural-based activity like commodity crop production? The story of 
SAPS shows how absolute were the limits of the vision for liberalisation programmes in terms of 
institution building. As such SAPS have directly increased the vulnerability of small-holders and 
undermined even the very limited organisational and human capital gained in the relative 
stability of the "state marketing period". IF farmers were to benefit fkom liberalisation it would 
perhaps assumed as via a trickle down effect - at the hands of the new private companies entering 
the market. In many places however, where SAPS have dismantled the state mechanisms rapidly 
and without any "precautionary principle", farmers are now prey to "cut and thrust" and often 
predatory merchants, urban-based companies, the representatives or agents of which show only 
contempt for rural life and "uneducated" rural people. Product quality, farmers' earnings and 
"confidence" and the sustainability of rural livelihoods - for example, stabilising village 
populations and ending youth migration to the cities - are all threatened by this kind of result. 
The total failure to consider liberalisation as a wider opportunity to redress uneven national 
development, to seek to stem the decline in viability of village life and the adverse effects of 
strong commodity market dependencies, Was a severe failure for the rural poor in Africa. The 
unanswered question remains about the whole SAPS proposition: Liberalisation for whose 
benefit? 

The story of the formation and extraordinary results of the Kuapa Kokoo group is a tale of 
constructing a farmer-rooted response to liberalisation. Yet, as indicated above, the reasons why 
the challenge to articulate and build a avowedly h e r s '  resDonse looked so crucial , why the 
formation and consolidation deserved the intense effort and focus that so many individuals and 
organisations willingly extended, , to an extent, start elsewhere. What is clear is that thinking 



"outside the box" of the restricted and dogmatic institutional framework of the "structural 
adjusters" and "full liberalisers" has unleashed an apparently resonant and robust new 
organisational paradigm. 

The "opening balance" in the villages 
In sub-Saharan African countries undertaking SAPS small-scale farmers or smallholders were 
abandoned quickly and absolutely to a remarkably crude ideology - "free markets" - and method - 
"dismantle the state allow the private sector to emerge". Farming communities contributed in 
unestimated ways to the growth and development of their countries yet have been perhaps among 
the most quiescent and discriminated against sectors of African society because of their poverty 
and atomisation. Most farmers live with intolerable burden of unpayable debts, exacerbated by 
the permanent unpredictability of any agr icu l td  activity anywhere, compounded price 
fluctuations, price ''trickery" at the hands of the state or the agents at the farm gate and 
"bouncing cheques" or astronomic charges or bribes to pay at the bank. The legacy of rural 
indebtedness is long. In the 1940s, Ghana emerged as the world's largest producer after four 
decades of production and exporting, but no rural financial institutions existed and heavy rural 
debt was commonplace. Farmers are viewed by formal institutions using formal criteria as poor 
risks for good reasons in this sense. Small-scale farmers in Ghana were in a weak position to 
prepare for a period of significant transition to a new commercial regime. 

Defending the status quo for good reasons 
Small-scale farming still represents the dominant mode of production of many commodities. As 
'much as 70% of coffee grown and as 85% of total global cocoa production is being cultivated by 
small-holders with modest plots plant as part of a mixed farming system. Moreover, this scale or 
mode-of operation, although generally offering lower over all yields, has delivered both social 
and environmental benefits. Some of these aspects are now being appreciated and debated in 
academic and agronomic circuits. Stating this possibility, in the 1980s looked suprisingly 
"backward" or "luddite". Invesbnent in the new cocoa plantations in South East Asia was 
reaching its peak. The state was seldom in a position to continue much support for h e r s  given , 

the competing pressures on it for allocation of resources and the louder voices of the cities. But 
worse, sometimes the institutions lacked credibilit) and operational capacity not just resources. 
In some cases they were part of the problem and needed total dismantling or thoroughgoing 
reform. Rethinking farmer needs was not high on any commodity liberalisation agenda Finally, 
the politics of liberalisation and privatisation under SAPS undermined the state's "right" to play a 
role in this area, let alone to defend aspects of the status quo. 

The market context 
Declining prices for many agricultural commodities produced by small-scale farmers had begun 
to render many traditional cash crops unviable. Yet many studies on African production and 
export problems concentrated on internal constraints without much regard for the market. Few 
were registering a bigger threat to African incomes: changing consumption patterns and tastes 
(for example away from sugar, away from robusta coffees), new technologies for substitution 
(reducing use of cocoa butter) and increased recycling, for example of copper. These among 
other factors were impacting directly on demand for African commodities. Yet these market 
sensibilities and other intangibles appeared to be lost or omitted almost entirely in the formulaic 
approaches to commodity price forecasting. 

The circumstances in Ghana united to offer the conditions to evolve a considered and practical 
response. In Ghana, a staged and more gradual relaxation of controls offered a better opportunity 



to pilot a new approach allowing farmers more time to "join the race" as it were and become 
protagonists in their sector. Even if the case for improving the rights and position of 
small-holders was not yet a matter of interest more generally, there was absolutely no defensible 
market case for disrupting the small-holder cocoa production systems and quality controls in 
operation in Ghana. Research undertaken in 1990 showed a strong residual preference among 
traders interviewed : 
a) for cocoa from Africa rather than Asia - "Africa's cocoa is the best basic cocoa world-wide" - 
because cocoa from Asia (interalia) "is the wrong colour". 
b) for Ghana because of the exporter and shipper difficulties and the reliability and 

In summary, the cocoa reforms implemented in other West and Central Afiican countries and 
proposed for Ghana did not seem to take f m e r s  into account at all - neither political nor 
institutionally. Licensed buying companies as a concept assumes an "uncrossable" line between 
farmers who sell and buyers who buy. A farmers' company should, by rights then, be called a 
"Licensed Selling Company"! Little account was taken of market sentiment and preferences for 
African small-holder cocoa - against a backdrop of acute disinterest in African agricultural 
commodities. The formulaic concepts underpinning liberalisation process and the way free 
markets function, ignored the institutional framework in Ghana and the severely disadvantaged 
position of farmers which would render them vulnerable and likely "losers" in the process. 

Notwithstanding, this sense of strategic threat to small-holders producing good quality traditional 
commodities, there was also a sense of ''opening'' and opportunity. Firstly, a sclerotic 
conglomerate was losing its institutional hegemony, its "divine right" to operate unaccountably 
in the internal marketplace. Private sector traders were likely to try to pressure farmers and resort 

, to similarly unscrupulous practices, but on balance were unlikely to do more harm than that 
perpetrated by PBC clerks who often worked with the full connivance of their branch or regional 
managers. Rent taking by COCOBOD was set to fall and, if anything, a "boycott" of 
disrespectful and abusive traders - whether PBC or private - seemed feasible if more than one 
LBC entered the market. The internal market reforms represented a moment of opportunity to 
improve on the systems in operation, and change the ways of thinking and doing things. 

Twin's Initiative and its Antecedents 

"Just a lovely idea. But it cannot be done." 
, Commercial Affairs representative of the Govenunent of Ghana 

interviewed in London prior to visit to Ghana in early 1993. 

Twin's initiative in Ghana was based on a simple goal. The aim was to establish, on a limited but 
practical scale, an entirely new chain of commercialisation between cocoa farmers and the export 
market, which, while conforming to the requirements of the Cocoa Marketing Company, would 
function in a way that would be more favourable to farmers. Given the poor record of solidarity 
and systematic cheating of farmers it did not seem too hard to conceive of an operational system 
which could deliver at least some relative improvement. 

Twin had had extensive previous experience in Latin America of supporting the development of 
not just more transparent private enterprise, but farmer-owned and run agicultural commodiw 
exoort businesses. In this framework, farmers become traders i.e. sellers not just producers of 
their product. 



The organisational mission of Twin is to assist small-scale farmers, through trading, to achieve: . greater awareness and ability to plan and think strategically, to be protagonists in 
the market . greater bargaining power through this knowledge and the ability to gain access to 
resources and infmtmcture through ownership or negotiation with third parties . greater income at the village community level and thus greater capacity to invest 
in human capital for the future. 

Like the sub-Saharan African farmers in the late1980s, farmers in Latin America had already 
been experiencing the closing down of state support to agriculture: extension and technical 
services, credit facilities, seed banks and marketing boards. Many of these had also become 
overstaffed, disconnected from the market, corrupt or even coercive. Good or bad in practice, 
these organisations existed to serve a combined remit of economic or commercial function 
together with political and development policy objectives. The political dimension added at least 
the potential for accountability and better governance being achieved by pressure and piotest, 
expressed through the body politic or new emerging democratic systems and structures. 

In liberalising economies of the developing world these kinds of intermediate or "combination" 
institutions lost their functions, position and political justification. [Interestingly, the same cannot 
be said to be the case for western economies' agricultural support institutions.] Once gone, 
small-scale farmers had "nowhere to go" but the market and they were immediately up against 
the major companies or indigenous businesses operating as agencies or brokers to the 
multinational corporations. The l i i t e d  parameters of the reforms being proposed in Ghana 
actually made the first stage organisational challenge easier to contemplate. It was possible 
initially to concentrate support effort on just one link in the chain - albeit a very under-developed 
one. As noted, farmers' organisations had been disbanded, discredited and there were few 
precedents for collective action. The whole purchasing system atomised farmers: sales being 
made as individuals and registered in individual farmer pass books. There was even some "fear" 
of even trying to organise in any way that could be conceived of acting "against" the state bodies. 

The Emergence of the "Fair Trade'' Cocoa Market 
Regardless of the eventual potential timing of the liberalisation of the export process in Ghana, 
the concept of a farmers' marketing organisation, as has been shown was informed from the 
outset by the notion of achieving an "integrated farmer-to-market trading chaif13. While the 
co-operation of the large players in the cocoa and chocolate market was not anticipated, there 
were emerging market niches, with customer profiles and political sympathies, that were being 
hamessed to underpin farmers' efforts and need to organise in a period of deep market 
adiustment and transition.After several years of ~re~aration. the Max Havelaar Foundation in the 
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Netherlands, was preparing in 1992 to launch a marketplace scheme to support and offer 
solidarity to small-scale cocoa farmers. This p r o m e  followed on from a successful launch - 
there in i988 of a "marking" or "guarantee" system for coffee which achieved 2% market 
penetration within a year of launch, although there were arguments against expansion into 
another sector before consolidating the concept and marketplace for "fair trade marked" coffee 
not just in the Netherlands but internationally4. 

The first chocolate project development began at the same time 1993-4 with the first draft budget and business 
plan for what became The Day Chocolate Company dated February 1994! 

Exchange of correspondence with Bert Beehan  the (then) General Secretary of the Max Havelaar Foundation. 



The Rise of Fair Trade Coffees 

Background 
The coffee market went into a free fall after the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) collapsed 
in late 1989. By mid-1992, coffee prices were approaching 1930s levels -just 50 US cents or so 
per pound (lb.). Farmers were running to stand still, selling coffee at prices well below the cost of 
production. This increased their indebtedness and many, facing total bankruptcy were leaving 
their land amving in the towns looking for work and suffering crushing poverty and a defeat of 
their way of life. Retail prices paid by consumers were not dropping, but were stable or rising 
only slightly. Conscious consumers, aided by campaigners, became aware of the small-scale 
farmers caught in this price squeeze. The injustice of a "regulation free" coffee market was 
visible. The fair trade labelling initiatives began to take off. 

Results 
A new coalition of forces was created Erom this situation: farmers "got organised" - it was a 
question of survival - and they came to the marketplace, where they found consumers prepared to 
listen to their problems and to buy their products on better terms than the market was prepared to 
offer and to avoid the traditional and powerful brands. From this simple and unprecedented effort 
there were some quite startling results in both producing and consuming countries. 

In producing countries: 
-farmers S-urvived bankruptcy and faced the market and the major players 
farmers gained confidence because of the direct impact of "learning by doing" - fust ever 
exports, achieving quality control, negotiating and delivering on deals 
farmers developed commercial track records, borrowed money and repaid it 
farmers delivered good quality coffees and were proud of it . farmers invested in their farm and their inkstructure 
farmers' export organisations began to offer "real" competition in the local market acting as 
"regulators" of the price . direct access to market and the ability to reference prices to it not just in theory but in practice 
(sales) ended the price "supressing" activities of local traders. 

In consuming countries: 
consumers' began to realise they could use their purchasing power in a considered and 
effective way to resolve development problems - "trade not aid" 
the quality, range, packaging and availability of fair trade products improved 
growing consumer interest in "ethical" products and more transparent "supply chain 
management" spurred large retailing and brand-holding companies to make improvements 
and reflect on their existing practices 
new brands and products anived on the shelves in a sector dominated by traditional brands 
and companies and considered impossible to penetrate 
the fair trade range of coffee products built up and has sustained a market share of between 
3-5% in most European countries adopting the initiatives. 

There was evidence of the feasibility and fruits of the approach. The approach appeared to 
deliver benefits at a number of levels, both commercial and political: 

L Respondin0 to Market Information and Signals 
Instead of relegating farmers contact with the market to a minimum this is celebrated and 
expanded to as detailed a level as possible. As farmers become aware of the reasons for pricing 



differentials, quality and grading and the factors determining demand they are more responsive 
suppliers to changes in the nature demand. They will work hard to satisfy and keep a trusted 
customer, including investment in equipment and facilities, making significant sacrifices at 
moments of volatile pricing and efforts to advance shipments to meet customers needs. 

2. Less boom and bust 
Farmers will sit out busts. Sometimes because they have no choice. However, more coherence 
and connected methods of production and marketing may reduce the very sharp swings in 
production. if farmers are able to guarantee a basic income stream fiom their farm even in the 
hard times of a bust market Small-farmers will continue with farm maintenance and marginal 
investment, when more commercial players simply walk away because of unattractive prices, . 

3. Better and more predictable kxms 
Proactive engagement in the market makes farmers less passive and easy to victimise. Greater 
bargaining power gradually brings improved or more predictable incomes. This means 
investment in the farm, time and funds for family and community obligations are more feasible. 

The "Gabriela Cocoa Project" 
The Board of Directors of The Max Havelaar Foundation commissioned a research project to 
assess the feasibility of the proposed market driven approach. The project was called "Gabriela 
cocoa", Gabriela being a famous Brazilian prostitute that made lives of cocoa workers in Bahia 
livable in the books of the Brasilian writer Jorge Amado (I'm nearly sure). Producer and industry 
consultations in key producing and consuming countries, and analysis of the structures and 
market problems were undertaken. The terms and conditions for receiving a "seal" or "mark" 
were also developed and are presented below. 

FLO International Fairtrade Conditions for Cocoa 
1. Direct Purchase: 
The products are purchased directly from small farmer organisations. The organisations are 
registered in the Fairtrade Labelling Organisations Producer Register 
2. Surcharge o r  premium: 
The price paid is derived directly from the world market price, but with a surcharge which varies 
between 0-15%. To stimulate organic farming a further surcharge of US$300 per metric tonne is 
to be paid for certified organic cocoa. 
3. Guaranteed Minimum Price: 
To guarantee the farmers a minimum of security a minimum price has been established. The 
guaranteed price for cocoa is US$1,725 per metric tonne F.O.B. (including the 15% surcharge or 
premium). 
4. Credit 
Part of the harvest can be financed in advance if producers ask for it. In this case, the importers 
will have to offer the producer credit allowances of up to 60% ofthe value of the contracted 
cocoa 
5. Long-term Relationships: 
Producers and importers will have to provide mutual security in supply and purchase. Long-term 
relationships are the aim. 

At an early stage of the Gabriela Project research it was clear that the availability of high quality 
Afican cocoa beans would be a condition sine qtsa non for continental confectionery industry to 
join the effort. 

"Twin's commitment to guarantee adequate supply [from Ghana] was 
a major incentive to importers and manufacturers to step in to the scheme." 



For the scheme to work it needed a sympathetic importer, the mobilisation of small-scale 
African farmers and liaison with COCOBOD, in the'case of Ghana, and a commitment to 
develop the marketplace for such "makes' products. These roles were defined and played by 
Daarnhouwer, Twin and the Max Havelaar Foundation 

Since the launch in 1993-1994 the number of registered producer or farmer organisations which 
are cocoa suppliers under the scheme, apart from Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana, has risen and these ark 
fiom: Bolivia, E c d o r ,  Dominican Republic, Belie, Cameroun, Costa Rica. While organic sales 
have been growing fast in recent years, growth has been slow overall. (Some of the possible 
reasons for this are explored in the Section 9. on the Marketing Strategy of The Day Chocolate 
Company.) The range of products which have appeared in the market traded under this scheme is 
broad however: chocolate, cocoa powder and soluble drinking chocolate, other products such as 
cosmetic lotions and cremes. 

Figure 3. Fairtrade sales of Cocoa Products Per Country in tonnes of - .  
-- F i h e d  Product .. 
/COUNTRY l 1994 i 1995 1996 1997 1 ' 1998 / 1999* ; 

Netherlands I 124 L.- 148 j 188 / 177 / 160 ! 165 1 
(~wiheriand 83 -. 171 180 j 124 j 141 i 160 : 

;Germany -- - - i 311 i 331 329 1 3 1 0 i  
;United Kingdom; - - , 22 ! 24 1 82 195 
'Austria - - 1 - ! 38 27 ! 50 - 
iLuxemburg - - - 

. , ,--, i 14 i 16 i 13 
l=- I --L - - ! 46 45 
!swede" j _ .  I ,' I j 7 1 15~- 4 

i - .-.-. . -2 
1 * Projections l.. ! 

Source: Fairtrade Labelling Organisation PLO) - International - Cocoa Register 
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5. The Birth of Kuapa Kokoo Limited 

I 

Overview of Kuapa Kokoo formation 
The goal of forming a farmers' cocoa trading company in Ghana looked abnormal and pretty 
improbable in 1992-1993. A confluence of people and interests made it possible. There were a 
number of things that brought the key parties together and into the "flow" of the liberalisation 
process, heading broadly in the same direction and willing or capable of working together. 
Principally these were: 

!France ! - ! - ! I  ! _c--- 

/Denmark l - i  -. - I - I - 1 -  --- i 16 i 

TOTAL ! 207 --. i 319 701 1 755 1 805 : 924 
1 

i) Cocoa Farmers 
In Ghana, Nana Frimpong Abebrese a cocoa farmer and independent representative on the 
COCOBOD Board of Directors saw in advance and in some detail the liberalisation reforms and 
the systemic changes that were coming. Nana Frimpong was a mining engineer although he had 
ceased work in the sector, among many reasons, because of the poor treatment and safety 
conditions. When training in North America, he was a strong student spokesman and activist for 
Pan-African affairs. A popular figure in the Ashante area, with extensive family and multiple 
farming activities, Nana also had many official and traditional duties in social and religious 



affairs. By early 1993, Nana Frimpong had already started to canvass the views of influential 
farmers in three regions, considered the emerging reforms and their parameters and begun to 
approach officials and banks for support. 

ii) Twin 
Twin staff arrived in Ghana in March 1993 as a result of three factors: 
1) the work undertaken on traditional Sub-Saharan African commodities and their markets in 
1990-1991, published by Pluto Press in 1992 as " W Changed. Africa and World Trade , 7, 

showed all too clearly that liberalisationper se was in the case of cocoa not an appropriate 
response to market signals. In short, the conclusions reached were that with respect to cocoa as a 
commodity 

* the market "valued" Ghana's fine cocoa and that 
* this premium might be lost in a haphazard dismantling of the system 
* effectively, and unfortunately rarely in the portfolio of traditional export commodities, 
African cocoa and its mainly small-scale farming systems liad a relative and real 
advantage over other regions. 
* it was plain to see that Ghana's small-scale farmers would be pitted in the open market 
against the larger producers in West Afica and the intensive plantation-style production 
in South Asia with obviously detrimental effects and consequences. 

2) Twin's work had become centred on supporting the development of the export companies 
being developed by small-scale farmers, mostly in Latin America. After significant efforts to 
assist farmers undergoing similar transitions and experiencing the withdrawal of the state and 
banking institutions from commodity systems, Twin had formally resolved to apply some of the 
lessons learned in this trade development process in Latin America more actively and 
energetically in Africa This resolution and the project developed based on the Short Changed 
market analysis was started up after the receipt of relatively modest grant funds by the (then) 
ODA Small Enterprise Development Fund and the Max Havelaar Foundation. Later funds for a 
second phase were given to Twin by Comic ~eliefS. 
3) fair trade cocoa - the Gabriela Project described above - was becoming a reality and Ghana 
was a key "origin" which could give the initiative credibility with importers and manufacturers 
and this further emphasised the need - or opportunities for - a successful intervention for the 
benefit of small farmers. 

iii) The Netherlands Development Organisation or SNV 
The Netherlands Development Organisation or SNV is a Dutch quasi-NGO which had just 
arrived-and was setting up operations and developing a presence in and strategy for Ghana in 
1992-1 993. It had little operational capacity but was aware of the previous success of Max 
Havelaar coffee initiative and eager to support the Gabriela project. 

SNV and Twin arranged and undertook consultations and discussions with many other potential 
participants including the trade unions, the Ghana UN Association, other private companies, and 
other,European NGOs working in Ghana. A survey prior to March 1993 showed that most NGOs 
contacted did not see cocoa or fair trade as fitting their poverty alleviation remit at this stage and 

The fmancial assistance received between 1993 - 1995 in suppolt of a programme targeting farmers in Tanzania 
(coffee) and Ghana (cocoa) was xxx approx. E300.000 excluding loan funds supplied l?om TWIN reserves and loan 
finds. 



the majority of NGO activities were focused on long-term rural development activities and 
programmes in the northern regions of Ghana. 

Mobilisation together 
Once in agreeing to operate in tandem the process was very fast and involved a detailed and 
active initial programme from March - September 1993 of: 

consultations and mobilisation at village level 
the naming and legal formation of the company 
the development of the financial and operating model for the trading company and 
village societies . developing the first year business plan and calculating the start-up costs and 
financing requirements 
negotiations with COCOBOD, the banks, the license Committee 
identification, sourcing and purchasing of start-up equipment or "tools of the trade" 
for the founding Kuapa Kokoo societies 
developing the operating principles and commissioning the first training sessions for 
the "founding" villages on book-keeping and quality control. 

The following proposals were discussed farmers during the mobilisation: 
to create a farmer-owned company to market their cocoa 

. . that the net gains of the company would belong to the farmers 
farmers willing to deliver their cocoa on credit would receive a refund in order to keep 
interest payments on loans down to a minimum 

. the added premiums obtained from some fair trade partners (via Max Havelaar) could also 
partly be awarded to farmers 
farmers would be paid in cash and not the old cheque system. 

This work was initially undertaken by Nana Frimpong Abebrese, Koos Van Zwieten of SNV, 
Richard Day and Pauline Tiffen of Twin. The harvesting and trading season in Ghana means that 
the largest proportion of cocoa (around 70% or the "Main Crop") is harvested between October 
and January. A shorter and much smaller harvest comes in the qiddle of the year - from late 
June. This had considerable implications for logistics and cash flowlfmancing requirements for 
the new proposed company. It also gave a very strict and tight timetable to the programme 
undertaken in order for the company to be up and running in time for the 1993-1994 main crop. 

For reasons set out previously, it is not particularly novel to say that agricultural co-ops for 
farmers activities were broadly discredited - among farmers and financial institutions alike. But 
neither was there a precedent or "room" for concepts of "social business" within the strongly 
"neo-liberal" business environment, and the economic strategies and paradigms being applied to 
the liberalisation of the cocoa sector. Some of the leaders of Kuapa Kokoo sbcieties realised that 
they had to try and chart a new course. The village-by-village discussions and consultations with 
farmers showed that not all of their experiences - with first co-ops then PBC- was bad or useless. 
Significant lessons had been learned. The frustrations illustrated in previous chapters also 
sharpened the will of many village leaders, local teachers and larger farmers for a new challenge, 
although smaller-scale farmers are often more cautious. The process - the challenge of forming 
Kuapa Kokoo - became one of deliberately and demonstrably rejecting all of the bad and 
unacceptable experiences articulated by farmers, creating new forms of management and control 
and recompiling the best pieces of the past. The name "Kuapa Kokoo" in Twi means "good 
cocoa farmer" and was contributed as part of these discussions and creative and "heady" days by 



Hannah Frimpong Abebrese, Nana Frimpong's wife. This was an experiment. All experiments 
take time, quite some "sweat equity" and, of course, money. 

After the COCOBOD and Committee review of the business plan, operational model and 
financial package, Kuapa Kokoo Ltd obtained its provisional license to trade in August 1993. 
This was a tremendous hurdle to overcome and the implementation of the business plan 
commenced in earnest. Funds were released as a loan for the purchase of start-up tools of trade 
for the first 22 villages "opting" to become Kuapa Kokoo societies - voluntary village level 
associations. Twin loaned £33,000 for fixed asset purchases (weighing scale, tarpaulins, gratings 
and the basic "tools of the trade" for each society) and offered the Bank an unconditional 
guarantee of £100,000 to back the credit facilities in cedis being negotiated for Kuapa Kokoo's 
working capital requirements. The funds were deposited in a Ghana bank account as security. No 
documentary guarantee or international instruments were accepted in the first few years - only 
"cash". SNV offered facilities, mediation and raised financial resources to sponsor key personnel 
and activities e.g. a seconded Twin staff member who joined the Kuapa Kokoo management in 
September 1993, a new Deputy Field Director was recruited with special responsibility for this 
work, supporting meetings and workshops, the costs of training courses for farmers 
representatives and legal advice and other professional costs. 

The final or full license was granted in November 1993 just prior to the opening of the Main 
Crop operations in the country. Kuapa Kokoo Societies were confirmed as such, based on their 
expressed willingness to participate, the completion of a society "census", which specified the 
size and scale of each farmer, as well as gender, and a commitment to provide facilities, the 
group's projections of a quantity to be delivered from the named participating farmers, make 
appropriate investments in a suitable shed and provide their own labour and helpers in the 
village. There were many groups of farmers who volunteered. More questionnaires were returned 
than were distributed, with the basic text painstakingly copied out by hand in village after village. 

Once the questionnaires were all in and analysed in mid-August it became clear that the proposed 
target of 1,000 metric tonnes for the first season was feasible, although some societies would be 
relatively %m&' (low volume) without -er farmer mobilisation or the particular support of 
"large" farmers. In the Kuapa scale of the census a "large" farmer was a farmer producing more 
than 20 bags per year ( 1 tonne = 16 bags). However the basic characteristics of the "set" of new 
Kuapa Kokoo societies and members joining up for the new project in 1993-1994 were as 
follows: 

- 22 villages in three cocoa growing regions 
- one operational focus "point" and HQ in Kurnasi 
- 974 members (farmers and caretakers) 
- 875 tonnes committed to be delivered 
- 129 were women farmers 
- 87% of the farmers who joined in reported production of less than 20 

bags of cocoa per year. 

The running of tpining sessions were negotiated and financed by Twin and SNV with respective 
COCOBOD institutions including the QCD. Courses were given for 40 people from the societies, 
new stafi selected for the HQ in the cocoa documentation required by COCOBOD and an 
SNVlTwin officer who was seconded to the organisation. Two persons, selected from and by 
each of the Kilapa Kokoo village societies themselves were also sent in September to two weeks 
cocoa grading and quality control training courses undertaken by QCD staff. Offices were 



selected and rented above a discount drinks distributor. Kuapa Kokoo's first offices were situated 
in the heart of Kumasi, on "Roman Hill" a point visible from many parts of this enormous and 
busy city. This was a deliberate choice of location. The Founding Chairman wanted f m e m  
arriving in the bustle of the city - Kumasi has one of the largest street markets in West Africa - 
and needing to find "their" organisation not to be "daunted" and to be able to have it easily 
shown to them by any passer-by. 

It was a modest beginning in the face of significant levels of scepticism fiom the rest of the cocoa 
sector and some farmers. In subsequent years the proportion of women farmers has grown fiom 
13% to nearly 30%. Kuapa Kokoo Societies have multiplied, although the process ofjoining in 
has become lengthy and far more foxinalised. There is, and since the second year of operations 
has been, a growing "waiting list" of "societies" wanting to join. Training is all done "in-house" 
and the company employs more than a dozen society support and development officers as part of 
its operations team. The buying and logistics as well as management systems have been gmdually 
"regionalised" and in the 1999-2000 Kuapa is operational in five cocoa growing regions, with 
around 462 village societies and 30,000 farmer members. The societies are formally joined in a . 
"union" - Kuapa Kokoo Union and the trading company is owned fully and run by the fanners in 
that Union with regionally elected society representatives assuming the majority position on the 
Board of the trading arm and the Trust, subsequently established. This will be covered in more 
detail below. 



Kuapa Kokoo structure and institutional framework 

MARKETING 
COMPANY 

Key: 

m c 
Companies with Kuapa representation 

Fair trade clients and partners 
and direct ownership 4 f'armers 

I I operating under FLO principles 8 
tens of trade Fair trade companies buying "tagged" 

lots of Kuapa farmers' cocoa via CMC 

- Cocoa in "tagged lots" from Kuapa Kokoo 
societies traded by Kuapa Kokoo Umlted 

The K w & K ~ b o  Union is a national level body which is represented and run by 13 farmers 
elected by the village societies, grouped from the various cocoa growing regions. At least four 
must be women. Only cocoa farmers serve at Council level. 



Kuana Kokoo ~imited is a limited trading company with the shares oyned by Union and a small 
percentage resting still with a number of the founding farmers. There is a professional, statutorily 
employed staff with formal terms and conditions of service and a welfare fund into which 
contributions are made from profits. The Trading company Board is made up of four elected 
farmers reps (from the Union Council) of which at least one must be a women representative, one 
Managing Director and one external adviser. 

The Kuapa K o k o o e r ' s  Trust is a separate but formally constituted institution which exists 
to promote wider advances and development of the Union: the functioning of the trading 
company, sustainable agronomy and community development and farmers' other needs. Projects 
are submitted and reviewed, and supported as agreed with funds raised from fair trade premiums 
and other donations received from time to time. Four members of the elected Union Council 
serve on its Board of trustees. In addition there is a seat for one senior management staff member 
of Kuapa Kokoo Limited, three external advisers specially selected for project and development 
skills from Ghana's banking, agronomy and development community. 

.&&nal Councils. These a- not formal bodies per se, but groupings of regional leaders who are 
elected by Societies in the region and then represent the region as a whole. As the trading system 
of an expanding Kuapa Kokoo becomes more decentralised (mostly by the terrain and by region) 
the role of these groupings as supervisors and leaders may become more significant over time. 
Measures to ensure women's opportunities to participate means that one in three representatives 
at this level must be a women. 

Th e a V i l l a g e  are the core the operating and organisational membership. 
They are the self-standing units of Kuapa Kokoo with their own distinctive characters, based on 
their style and size and the particular history of their formation. All run based on principles 
which espouse transparency, open decision making (keeping minutes is a society rule) and 
elections for office at villafze level. Each societv em~lovs a "recorder". This Derson fulfils the - . *  

role of the PBC "clerk", private company "agents" but is more equivalent to an operations 
manaeer. However, all Kuapa Kokoo society recorders - both men and women have taken UD 

the positions to date - and oker employees at village level (e.g. watchman etc.) are the direct- 
responsibility of the Kuapa Kokoo Society and the elected farmer Committee whose cocoa they 
are handling and not Kuapa Kokoo Limited or Kuapa Kokoo Union. The choice of name as well 
as this new kind of relationship and line of direct accountability to the farmers represented a total 
break with the past. However, the Executives of the trading company and Union representatives 
of the region are sometimes asked to mediate in disputes or to clarify duties and responsibilities 
or operating policies current at any time. 

This is a particularly important feature of the Kuapa Kokoo model which contrasts directly with 
other LBCs and the PBC. Some of the other new LBCs have neglected "moral" or "ethical" 
aspects of their village or "field" level employees' and agents' behaviour. Even in terms of 
"marketing" good behaviour is becoming important, and this fact, in a freer internal marketplace, 
already means that farmers will ,where they have a choice, opt to avoid unaccountable or 
"crooked" people as buyers where they can. It has placed the local control and management of 
the Kuapa Kokoo operation at a high premium value for farmers. We will see in the evaluation 
section that the "trust" and "goodwill" that farmers have gained in the organisational systems - 
which start in each village and community - have played a key role in and contributed 
significantly to Kuapa Kokoo's financial and operational achievements. 



K u a ~ a  Kokoo Vlllaee Soc~etv Committees. Each Kuapa Kokoo society has a committee which 
currently comprises: a President, Vice-president, Treasurer and ordinary members. Of the total of 
7 people, at least two must be women. This precise model is a throwback to former co-operative 
models operating in Ghana prior to nationalisation and was selected by the founding groups of 
farmers in 1993, perhaps by reflex, rnemoly or instinct initially, as a symbolic way to be a 
representative group again. 

Operational and Financial performance 

1993-1994 Main Crop -Testing the Model and the Commitment 
It is not an exaggeration to say that the first operating season was a near commercial disaster for 
the farmers and the backers of Kuapa Kokoo. Even once management accounts were constructed 
and external audit company brought in had put the operations into a context through a specially 
commissioned report, 26 million cedis remained unaccounted for and many systems failed. There 
was much confusion, tension and anger. The near failure of Kuapa Kokoo financially during the 
first Main Crop season merits analysis. The experience was severely testing in a number of ways. 
In broad terms: 

official support and "tolerance" of the company could have been lost along with the license to 
trade 
fanners' enthusiasm, so evidenced by the rapid and effective mobilisation in many of the 
founding societies and the main new ones knocking at the door, could falter 
start-up monies lent and considerable time invested by Twin's Trade Development officers - 
David McMahon, Richard Day and Pauline Tiffen - to back the enterprise might have been 

L lost 
the SNV investment in developing human capital through training and village support and the 
considerable time and inputs of their Senior Manager might have been lost 
the '"premise" of the model would have been legitimately questioned thus setting back the 
cause of farmer-owned commodity enterprises in the country. 

It is however, worth reviewing the particular nature of the problems faced during the first season. 
At the first packed and noisy Kuapa Kokoo farmers' Assembly and General Meeting after the 
season ended, farmers' spoke out forcefully about the problems and disappointments. 
Inexperience appeared to have had a major role to play in the breakdowns of systems and 
confidence. But equally many expressed their appreciation of the anival of Kuapa Kokoo, the 
differences that were already being felt at village level and the opportunity it represented. The 
farmers' vowed to continue with a new operating system and set of clearly stated rules. The 
Assembly formally concluded that the organisation should carry on and began immediately to 
prepare to implement the new systems and to trade cocoa in the Minor Crop season. 

This meant a further injection of cash and technical support into the organisation for it to operate 
in the next Minor Crop season. These decisions would not have been taken by most conventional 
institutions - indeed the bank was ready to stop Kuapa trading - and the "rescue package" and 
actions taken were the subject of some considerable criticism by fair trade organisations in 
Europe. For example, it included the extension of the secondment of a Twin project officer to the 
management team, the presence on the Board of a TwinISNV representative and a considerable 
staff restructuring, including sackings and layoffs. Fair trade "support" turned to criticism 
because the levels of external intervention grew in the short-term, and this made the initiative 
appear less "indigenous" than at the outset. There were understandable doubts about the 



"representativeness" of the organisation - the Union was not officially formed and no elected 
offices were defined - and, of course, its viability6. 

' Diagnosis: The problems of the first Main Crop 1993-1994 
The problems of the first operating season were diverse in cause and consequence. 
Management 
The visionary and charismatic founding Chairman, Nana Frimpong Abebrese became ill shortly 
after the company began operations in late November 1993 and died in February 1994. This 
provoked a management crisis. The staff were bewildered and, in general, inexperienced, needing 
significant technical support and supervision. The evolutionary discussions and establishment of 
the overall organisational structure: trading company, union of societies etc. was stalled. 
Financial Control 
The Chief Accountant became ill also, retired to his village with the company paperwork and did 
not recover. This set back the development of the embryonic accounts department and left the 
company with a "hole" in its financial records. 
Primary ~ v a c u a t i o n ~  
Bringing in cocoa from outlying or small villages was slow and led to a build up of stocks in 
remote areas: quality control, weight loss and pilfering become problems in these circumstances. 
Some Kuapa Kokoo societies suffer from very poor roads or operate at considerable distances 
from any roads which contributed to the logistical problems. 
Secondary Evacuation 
Again, this was slow and caused a build up in stock and large amounts of were working capital 
tied up. There was a reliance on one contracted transporter. At the point of delivery to the CMC, 
multiple deliveries were unprecedented in the internal market, and congestion slowed the 
hand-over process. If quality problems are revealed at this point, cocoa may be regraded or 
"reconditioned" but this delays the delivery, increases stocks and work-in-progress, and 
postpones the recirculation of available funds. 
Grading and Sealing 
The recorders - administrators picked and employed by the societies - were often former PBC 
clerks and "reverted" to the traditional practices of accumulating large stocks before applying for 
the grading and sealing officials from QCD. 

Purchasing Policy 
After the commencement of the season the Directors moved to a policy of buying as much cocoa 
as possible. This was seen as a way to be sure to achieve the target and to respond to the general 
interest in the Kuapa Kokoo model and promises. The policy had two disadvantages: 

i) the Kuapa Kokoo management team failed to match the ~urchases with faster - 
evacuation of the extra cocoa, leaving these stocks sitting in villages and increasing the 
financial cost to the company while,actually reducing the turnaround time and number of - 
buying and selling oppo%ties (in a short and intense operating period) 

Perhaps as a reflection ofthese doubts, Kuapa Kokoo was moved from "provisional status" on the FLO producer 
register only in late 1997. 

"Evacuation" is the term used in Ghana for collection and transportation of cocoa between the various points from 
on- or off-farm centres to CMC warehouse. 



ii) it put resources into the hands of people and village groups without any preparatory 
training and prior briefing. Some of these newcomers took advantage of a management 
system which was in development and facing crisis because of illness. Some cash 
advanced did not materialise into cocoa - Kuapa Kokoo "bought dot  of cow's 
footp rink...% 

Bank Transaction Costs 
While control of costs was important, financial management and turnaround times proved pivotal 
to commercial and operational viability. All transactions through the bank -payments £tom CMC 
to Kuapa Kokoo in Accra as well as inter-bank transfers fTom Accra to Kumasi, and on, where 
appropriate, to more regional society branches - incurred significant transaction fees. These fees 
were a percentage of the value transferred and in addition to the 2.5% levied a s  a charge on the 
guarantee itself and the 36% interest rate (prevailing). Operations and problems with 
co-ordinating timely "evacuations" proved very costly, wiping out gross margins quickly and 
totally. 

Surge in "Membershipn and Re-emergence of Traditional Practices 
While 22 societies formally prepared to commence operations in 1993, by December 1993 a 
further 24 societies had "joined in". The number of cocoa purchasing points - i.e. societies and 
even "sub" societies - expanded very rapidly as pressure mounted from h e r s  who turned to 
Kuapa Kokoo for assistance after the collapse of the Ghana Co-operative Marketing Association. 

Kuapa Kokoo was prepared to pay cash for cocoa Tbis had good underlying motives which were 
directly related to ending or overcoming unsatisfactory aspects of the past system, namely: the 
unreliability (lack of li uidity to cash cheques at all for many days) and extortion practised by 9 staff at the nnal banks . However, although greatly appreciated by farmers and recognised for 
the enormous break with the past that it represented, as a practice initially it attracted or tempted 
potential "rogues" in the societies, the committees or working for farmers as their recorders. The 
consequences of petty stealing or mis-weighing cocoa in Kuapa Kokoo societies or in the trading 
company had not been made plain in advance. These types of practices we& rife - and 
unpunished - in the sector generally. It was not assumed, perhaps, by the many people coming 
into the company and to the operations at village level that Kuapa Kokoo would strive to be 
different in this regard. 

Bank Loss of Confidence 
The death of Nana Frimpong provoked a panic among some of the financial backers in Ghana as 
he was $e only formal interlocutor. Mbch of Kuapa Kokoo's bank (the Social Security Bank) 
and the COCOBOD support was vested in the knowledge and confidence placed in him as 
Chairman. SSB froze Kuapa Kokoo's accounts. 

Individuals responsible were tracked down promptly and much cocoa recovered or legal proceedings begun. The 
local Twi saying has it: "a fool does not buy the cow's fmtprinb ..." i.e. does not part with cash for a cow that is Out 
of sight. This was adopted as a policy statement for the next season. It boiled down to: No cash for cocoa unless the 
cocoa is visible at the society shed. Individual societies now regularly make internal loans to m t e d  members. the 
confidence and resources to do this being generated over time. 

In interviews conducted in the 22 villages in mid-1993. many farmers reported being forced to pay cash bribes 
over the counter just to get their bank books back from bank clerks after paying in their cocoa cheques. 



Nevertheless, excluding the personal tragedies, many of the problems described were, without 
exception, faced industry wide, by most of the newly licensed cocoa buying companies. Kuapa 
was not alone in learning about liberalisation and transition the hard way. COCOBOD 
mechanisms and policies also exacerbated companies' problems in certain cases. For example 
transporters' rates for primary and secondary evacuation were not well enough differentiated by 
the types and quality of roads, using distance as the only variable. Therefore, private transporters 
were reluctant to enter farming areas where roads were bad for the remuneration envisaged by 
COCOBOD. Some of the private sector LBCs did not survive, failed to repay their Seed F G ~  
and bank loans and built up significant levels of debt All had lessons to be learned. 

Kuapa Kokoo's decision to "press on" was based on the determination of a core of committed 
farmers and some of the dedicated staff. This po ular assent definitely fed the commitment to the 
vision of a farmers* company of Twin and SWP0. Twin and S W  oBcers intervened directly 
and Twin negotiated with the external parties to allow for a tumatound programme to be. 
designed and attempted. Part of the strategy at this stage involved rebuilding and preserving the 
confidence of these bodies in Kuapa's ability to function. 

So, repayment of the COCOBOD Seed Fund loan was made in full by the end of May 1994 - one 
of the few new LBC's operating doing so at this time. The Twin guarantee was drawn down to 
linance this and cover losses. This was a significant moment. Twin became a major creditor of 
Kuapa Kokoo Limited but all the external creditors and other debts were settled and the pressure 
reduced for the short -term. The funds provided to cover operating losses were turned into a loan 
covered by a new agreement - between Kuapa Kokoo and Twin - and represented on the balance 
sheet With rapid but significant reorganisation involving . the recruitment of new professional staff to work at farmer level 

financial controller to run the company financial systems . the dissemination of new rules and systems for recorders 
the extension of the seconded Twin/SNV officer's role as well a s  
the legal pursuit of all those who had absconded with funds, 

Kuapa Kokoo began its second harvest. 

The remainder of the original Twin £100,000 guarantee - approximately 535,000 was once more 
offered as security for facilities needed for the follow up season The Minor Crop 
(May-September 1994) showed immediate improvement, even achieving a small operating profit 
This meant that the measures discussed by farmers at the first Kuapa Kokoo assembly and then 
implemented tightly were found to be effective. In particular, a di&nosis of the probIems led to 
a new operational system which was called "pick up and pay". Pick up and Pay was comparable 
to a "just-in-time" system and was discussed and approved at the Assembly by farmers. This 
process, too, was precedent setting: decisions by farmers in a public and collective forum about 
the business and the strategy affecting the growers directly. 

In the Minor Crop in 1994 all cash advances materialised into cocoa, all cocoa purchased was 
delivered and accepted by CMC, working capital turnover rate improved to 2.1, there were no 
quality problems, the COCOBOD "Seed Fund" was repaid promptly and in full, and the 
company close the short seasons with a small operating profit of 5 million cedis. Kuapa Kokoo 

l 0  Early in 1994 Frema Osei Opare joined SNV as a Senior manager with responsibility for the Kuapa Kok00 
project and became an active protagonist for the initiative. 



was at this stage the only newly licensed buying company to have operated for two consecutive 
seasons without owing debts to COCOBOD or to the cocoa farmers. Not all the problems 
identified and emerging were resolved in the 1994 Minor crop season of course. And these will 
be dealt with in more general terms in the following sections. Nevertheless this turnaround gave 
all involved the confidence that it all d work and if anything, the momentum in Ghana to 
forge ahead with the Kuapa Kokoo model increased. 

Turning the corner 
The small operating profit recorded for the Minor Crop indicated to all parties, especially the 
bank, that financial controls were in place and a process of gradually improved borrowing terms 
began. Rising from 1994 when Kuapa Kokw borrowed against security on a 1:1.5 basis through 
to 1: 4 basis from 1996-1 997 onwards. This leverage reflects the internal retums and profitability 
demonstrated by the operational systems and the evidence, from a banking perspective, of 
accountability, reporting and savings by the company - the asset base has consistently risen - 
despite gross margins and pre-tax profits beiig shared as extra commissions and bonuses with 
farmers from the second year. The start-up and working capital loans from Twin were repaid 
within three years. 

Credit Societies 
In the first season, the set up charges, transaction costs (internal transfers, cheques) and interest 
payments totalled Cedii 46 million or £33,000. The management of money - turnaround rate - 

' - became the critical variable in the o~erations. 
The cash cycle of Kuapa Kokoo op&ations is as follows: 
Step 1 - advances for cocoa to societies 

- cocoa collection and grading 
-primary evacuation 

Step 2. - collection and secondary evacuation 
- delivery to CMC "take-over po~V 
- quality check and delivery note 
- invoice and delivery note presented to CMC 
- payment within 7-10 days (theoretically) 

Step 3. - k d s  re-advanced for second cycle of village purchasing. 

The &tor average for these steps was assumed to take six weeks. An effective turnaround rate 
for loaned funds in a main crop season was considered to be three. Most of the new LBCs have 
performed well below this target or optimum. Kuapa Kokoo alone has achieve three and more to 
date. 

As much as 70% of all Ghana's Main Crop cocoa is collected and delivered to the CMC within a 
three to four month period. This places considerable demands for cash in this period - roughly 
October through to February - on any company operating in cocoa. Kuapa Kokoo effectively 
raised the awareness of farmers, through the failures of the first season, to the importance and 
value of evety day spent collecting or stocking cocoa In fact interest to be paid to the banks was 
calculated and communicated to farmers in term of the amount of cedis per day per sack being 
lost i?om their margin! 

Operations systems were developed that tracked not only the numbers of bags of cocoa stocks in 
the villages (per cash advances), but number of days the advance was outstanding in each village. 
This enabled transport contracting to become more focused. It informed the need for which size . ' 



I I l I I I 
Fair trade salesltonnes 50 1 250 1 500 1 750 1 650 ( 
Percentage of total volume 3%( 11%1 12%1 11%1 5%1 1 



and the number of trucks Kuapa Kokoo needed for this h c t i o n  - when private transporters 
-vailable or charging too much. Societies performing "poorly" - that means Over-predicting the 
amount of cocoa they could gather in the week and taking too many days to collect the agreed 
"lot" (say, one 4mf 8mt or lOmt truck of cocoa) - were easily identifiable and support could be 
targeted and visits made to understand why, or reduce the traded lots for the village to enable the 
cycle to move faster. 

In effect, the policy was quickly revised and accelerated further in a voluntary way. Many 
farmers and recorders tended to hire transport to bring a completed "lot" into the CMC depots 
themselves, liaison with Kuapa staff at the gate on documentation and delivery notes and thus 
cutting out Step 1 of the k&cing cycle. Thus "pick up and pay" was at the s&ndary evaluation 
point and not the primw evacuation point shortening the chain from a financial point of view. A 
&er significant development with& the Kuapa ~ o k o o  model involved the emergence of 
so-called "credit societies". These societies were bringing in cocoa without any cash advances 
and, in some cases, were prepared to wait until the CMC paid Kuapa Kokoo to be reimbursed, a 
total of up to 20-25 days "credittt being offered to Kuapa Kokoo. There were a number of 
reasons for this new phenomenon emerging, which over time accounts for more than xxx 15% of 
deliveries, and which represents an advantageous and "cash neutral" part of the operation. 

At the close of the 1993-1994 season, some societies were found to have spent their cash 
advances on unauthorised expenses and then had failed to deliver cocoa These societies were not 
permitted to trade again, or were given until 1994-1995 to repay their debts and be reconsidered 
for entry. Similarly, when admission was suspended during the confusion and crisis of the first 
Main Crop (1993-1994) this did not stop a steady stream of other fanners' &ups from aniving 
at Kuapa Kokoo and declaring their interest and intention to form a society and join in. Word 
spread. Farmers arrived from Eastern region as early as 1995 to petition for entry. However, it 
was not until 1997 that Eastern region societies finally became a full operating part of the Kuapa 
Kokoo Union. 

In some cases the farmers' response to the waiting-list was to form a fully operational Kuapa 
Kokoo group-in-waiting: to set up, buy their own tools of the ttade, elect a committee, appoint a 
recorder and "shadown an existing Kuapa Kokoo Society. These so-called "sub-societies" were 
being formed in many places - spontaneously and as the h i t  of local initiative and determination 
- during 1994-1995 and the tendency has continued. The sub-society cocoa collected would be 
traded %rough" the nearby formal society, effectively without advances, bonuses or other perks 
Farmers still saw this as desirable and preferable to trading with the PBC or the other private 
companies setting up at this time in the villages, for four reasons: 

i) Kuapa Kokoo had quickly earned a reputation for not fixing the weighing 
scales1 l and using only reliable makes and models preferred by illiterate 
farmers 

ii) Kuapa Kokoo's cheques did not bounce12 

I I This was achieved in simple ways: farmers are free and encouraged to check the scales against things of a known 
and ~reviously ascertained weight. If asked "How do ywcheck the scales and know they are fair?", many farmers 
will reply " I know my weight!" Operations staff are also able to invoke the weights and measures act, which does 
not permit legally excessive variances, to do official random checks and the company has commissioned the 
production of "weight stones" of the equivalent ofa  full, single sack of cocoa which are carried in some of the KuaPa 
Kokoo vehicles. 

One of the "rules'* for all recorders and set out in the "duties and responsibilities of a recorder" (issued from fhe 



iii) Kuapa Kokoo W perceived as more honest and the "oburoni" 
(white people) backing it made it more credible in the eyes of farmers 

iv) Kuapa Kokoo offered other prospects and hopes and farmers' wanted 
to be in the line to join in their own right13. 

From 1996-1997 it was decided that credit sales should be publicly recognised and promoted 
given their significant contribution to Kuapa Kokoo's financial performance. This means 
separate recording of the sales and deliveries made on this basis and a special "bonus" payment- 
made for each "credit sackn delivered This "credit bonus" - of an amount of 300 cedis per sack 
in 1996 - represented an extra reward for the farmer who, in opting to wait instead of receiving 
payment promptly, had effectively "loaned" the money to Kugpa Kokoo, reducing Kuapa 
Kokoo's external financing and borrowing requirement with the bank. While less than full bank 
interest payable, the credit bonus payment represents a notional interest payment and a material 
recognition of the support of the farmer for Kuapa Kokoo. 

The process of a society becoming a NI member is now formalised and overseen by the Kuapa 
Kokoo Union. It involves significant number of visits and exchanges, intewiews, training and 
formal commitments by the new Society by Union and trading staff. One path is though to 
become a "credit society" as first point of entry and demonstration of commitment and ability to 
organise. The willingness of a farmer to deliver his or her cocoa on credit - voluntarily - is also a 
sign of trust in the governance and systems of the organisation. This subject will be covered in 
more detail in sedion 6. below. 

External Fiance and Guarantors 
At the o u t .  Twin sought the involvement of external banks in the financial architecture of 
Kuapa Kokoo. With a presence in Ghana, both Barclays Bank and Standard Chartered were 
initially targeted. Barclays Bank in Ghana had, however, experienced difficulties in financing 
agriculhual and cocoa companies and it was reported that they wanted no further involvement in 
the cocoa sector. Standard Chartered was already a banking partner of Twin in London operating 
a substantial revolving loan fund (for coffee imports and exports) and appeared a good potential 
fit, given its historic role in Afica An extensive discussion and negotiation with them whereby 
the guarantee for Kuapa Kokoo's loan facilities through a Ghanaian bank would be offered 
through an international bank was undertaken. In the first phase this was not feasible. 

As Kuapa Kokoo emerged from its early problems and its operations grew, its financing. 
requirement also rose. Kuapa Kokoo authorised Twin to negotiate on its behalf for appropriate 
facilities to underpin its 1995-1996 Business Plan. Direct foreign lending (with inherent foreign . 
currency exposures) was not considered suitable for Kuapa Kokoo as a "Cedi-based operation". 
The original Twin-SSB model and the role of a financial "guarantor" still could provide 
sufficient financial input for Kuapa Kokoo at this stage. This was because Kuapa Kokoo's 
internal leverage and credit rating was good and improving. Its track record, although considered 
a small player, was certainly already qualitatively better than many other newcomers to the cocoa 
buying sector giving it some credibility with both its own bank (SSB) and with COCOBOD 
broviders of significant levels of cocoa finance through local banks). COCOBOD were offering 
leverage of up to 3: 1 against Kuapa Kokoo's collateral and reserves for its trade financing 

Minor Crop in 1994 and signed by each recorder) was: "NEVER to wite a cheque to a farmer if there is insufficient 
cash in the account to honour that cheque: 
l 3  Interviews in 1995 by the author. 



requirements, making a bank guarantee very valuable. Neither projected and committed cocoa 
stocks nor fixed assets were of interest to the banks as collateral. 

Triodos ~ a n k l ~  in The Netherlands was approached to take over the hnction played by Twin in 
the first few years. Two other European ethical banks and lending institutions were also formally 
approached but did not express any interest. By mid-July 1995 negotiations were advancing for 
Triodos to offer SSB a direct guarantee of up to US$500,000 for loan facilities and working 
capital finance for the Main Crop 1995-1996. A substantial amount of work in information, 
liaison and persuasion was needed by Twin and its associated company in The Netherlands, 
Novotrade B.V. to work through the areas of concern and technical barriers. These were in short: 

a) the need for the Bank to understand the scale and nature of Kuapa Kokoo's 
operations given their philosophical criteria 

b) determining which Dutch banks qualified from a Bank of Ghana perspective 
as a "corresponding" bank in order to retain the h d s  on deposit outside 
Ghana this time 

c) the implications and impact of full liberalisation of exports should this occur 
during the term of the loan 

d) the desire to have a written commitment to purchase at least 2,000 Kuapa 
Kokoo cocoa .from a European importer as back-up 

e) the desire to have CMC, Twin and SNV letters of intent to support 
Kuapa Kokoo. In particular, CMC was to be asked to commit to continue 
selling Kuapa Kokoo cocoa even if export liberalisation reforms were 
implemented. 

While most of these technicalities were easy to overcome through discussion and information 
exchange, in two areas at least, the demands were not possible politically or commercially. 
F i y ,  while, Kuapa Kokoo had begun to win some level approval by COCOBOD and the 
CMC, a formal request for a letter of intent of the type required by the bank was not politically 
feasible. While possibly appearing "innocuous" to the Bank such a statement in the wrong hands 
could have been damaging to the CMC, indicating a view about its future role and types of 
operations. At this time there was intense pressure for full liberalisation and for the CMC to lose 
its export monopoly. Kuapa Kokoo was not positioned internally as an export operation. 
Secondly, the tendering system operated by the CMC for sale of cocoa to external buyers allows 
the CMC the option to withdraw cocoa from the market if pricing is poor or short-term trends 
unfavourable. This is one of the mechanisms that has enabled Ghana to bargain strongly with 
large buyers. It precludes any commitments by European importers to make scheduled fixed 
purchases. 

The guarantee system was put in place for 1995-1996 and remained operational for three seasons, 
with the.amounts determined and contracted annually between Kuapa Kokoo Ltd and Triodos 
Bank based on the Business Plan for the year, and financed and underwritten by Triodos-Hivos 
and Triodos-Doen Foundations variously through specially established producer support Funds. 
By' 1996-1 997 other Ghanaian banks in the sector also began approaching Kuapa Kokoo with an 
interest in tendering or taking over the business from the SSB with improved offers and resources 
on offer. 

l4  Triodos Bank is an anthroposophical bank which supports green and socially oriented production and 
commercial projects. 



Table 3. Knapa Kokoo Operating Performance 1993 -1999 

Discussio~i of trends and issues- 
i) liquidity and solvency 
Kuapa Kokoo faces two problems common in the industry: the large amount of working capital 
required for an intense harvesting period (October-Febw), and long periods of relative 
inactivity for other periods of the year. ON the whole, however, Kuapa Kokoo Ltd has had a 
good liquidity position since 1994-1995. Current assets have exceeded current liabilities fiom 
1994- 1999. The current ratio has however deteriorated h m  206% in 1994-1995 to 112% in 
1998-19999. This reduced ration does not mean a precarious position for the company given its 
operational and cash flow needs at the date when the annual accounts are drawn. 

iii profdabity 
The profitability of Kuapa Kokoo can be evaluated using a number of indexes. These include 
seed find turnaround time, level of substandard cocoa, amount of shortages, amount of bonuses 
paid to farmers, "protocol" payments, return on capital employed, return on equity, interest cover 
ratio and interdeamings ratios. 

Seed Fund Turnaround T i e  
Kuapa Kokoo has outperformed all LBCs in respect of Seed Fund turnaround hquency since 
1994-1 995 as the results in the tables reveal. The high turnaround time - implicit in the pick up 
and pay system - implies a reduction of finance charges and increase in the volume of purchases. 

Shortages and substandard cocoa 
The reduced levels of substandard cocoa handled and delivered by Kuapa Kokoo has increased 
profitability through avoidance of the respective deductions in purchase cost and loss of margin. 
Management of delivery risk or confidence in the fanners' predictions in the January -February 
part of the Main Crop harvest when production and volumes tail off can be critical for this 
indicator. Farmers' who are actively co-operating are less likely to take cocoa advances where 
cocoa is no longer in situ or available. Cocoa stocks as assets in the balance sheets of all LBCs 
need to be treated with caution. Ownership and peer group critique have reinforced the farmers' 
flexibility and "speed". For example Kuapa Kokoo was the fastest to develop, commission the 
manufacture and distribute new sieves in 1998 when, at the outset of the minor crop, the QCD 
norms were suddenly the subject of considerable changes. 

Bonuses 
Kuapa Kokoo accounts show a modest direct return on capital, but there is no external 
investment.capita1 held in the company. Returns are not judged easily or conventionally then 
against other "lost" opportunities for replication or conserving capital against a WACC or any 
other suitable measure. Furthennore, Kuapa Kokoo overates a com~lex svstem of bonuses and . 
commissions which play out as rewards for "investment" and "participation" in the company at 
other times and in other ways, offering direct returns on many labour-based or in kind 
contributions. These do not show in the balance sheet or ratios. The range of bonuses, which are 
all calculated and paid on a "per sack" basis, unless otherwise specified, include: point of . 

purchase price premium above the Government stipulated minimum "producer price"; society 
handling commissions (for recorder and operations costs) of Kuapa Kokoo society; Society 
Development Fund for society as a whole for own a~t ivi t ies /~rogkmes for local decision; end 
of year bonus; credit society bonuses. 



iii) soecific social imoact oroerammes v 

~e Society ~ e v e l o ~ g e n t  Fund payments are funds genemted solely fiom normal operating 
margins and are intended for the societies to undertake their own vrioritv activities and - . -- 
investment projects. Societies are diverse in their application of these resources. The decision is 
autonomously made. Some societies have saved to build or renovate cocoa sheds and develo~ 
their trading facilities; undertake other building works, repairing the roof of shared village 
buildings e.g. the school; others have set aside funds for making small, individual credits 
available for members and so on. In addition to the bonuses and commission listed above there 
are a number of specific programmes and suppofi to programmes which are financed or 
underpinned fiom operations budgets or overheads. 

While the gender and development programme ahd the Society Development manager were 
initially SNV sponsored staff, the majority of the interdisciplinary society development, 
sustainable agriculture and gender work managers and officers are formally part of the trading 
operations staff and budget. The direct costs of specific "projects" including employees time if it 
so allocated, are being financed by the Trust or other direct funds donated to Kuapa Kokoo and 
vested in the trust for such activities e.g ... the soap making project, sinking of bore holes in 
villages where there is no drinking water, (an embryonic) education progmmme. 

iv) other 
Pilfering ahd stealing erodes profitability. In Kuapa Kokoo while systems are not and never will 
be totally immune 6om abuse, theft and dishonest is not tolerated The perpetrators are curbed, 
purmed for return of funds and always punished through the law where wrongdoing is 
demonstrable. Where traditional "protocol" payments have been paid gross margin is eroded, but 
the grounds appear to be on a cost-benefit basis - for example to engage the QCD to come and 
seal your cocoa on the day you wish to evacuate the cocoa from the village -but referred in detail 
to head office and usually managed and accounted for formally (in management accounts). 

There are indiiect benefits not displayed in this balance sheet: farmers benefit d i i t l y  as part of 
an improved operations and lower transaction costS: for example, less waiting for banks to have 
sufficient liquidity for cheques not to bounce and so less cost incurred in the local town; fewet 
unwanted or wasted journeys by bus; less need to have to pay bribes (for the return of your pass 
book for example) at the bank. Other non-financial benefits to improving levels of support and 
solidarity at village level. 

Attitudes to Kuapa Kokoo 
The'goals for the formation of Kuapa Kokoo have been set out already but can be summed up as 
a company created by and for cocoa producers. The first period was characterised by great 
difficulties and the first external evaluation of K u a ~ a  Kokoo was undertaken in Januarv 1995 in 
the wake of these. This evaluation and other partidipatory Rural Appraisal and externally 
gathered information has been used to for this section as well as interviews by the authors15. 

The evaluation was undertaken by Mazide Ndiaye of FOVAD, Senegal. The Terms of Reference for this were 
developed with SNV and the ODA Small Enterprise Development Fund who had been financing TWIN'S technical 
assistancdiputs to the process. and in this section these are referred to widely. Other sources include, FLO 
International monitoring and evaluation visits and reports, interviews by the author and published articles including: 
New Internationalist, June 1998; International Herald Tniune et al. 



Farmers 
At the outset, howledge about Kuapa Kokoo was very limited, based on information handed on 
word to mouth, or on what Nana Frimpong had told them when the company was fust created. 
The first external evaluation found for example that many farmers did not know that Kuapa 
Kokoo was a legally registered company. However, the vision behind the creation of associated 
societies which would be respected by local leading figures and command respect of the PBC 
and other COCOBOD institutions was motivating. The c o d t a n t  considered this "the 
cornerstone of the societies" although he also commented on the strength of peasants' conviction 
of their having been short changed at the hands of the PBC for many years, which had fed their 
fiustmtion and rage and urge to organise. 

Although by 1999 m y  procedures are written and processes "formalised", Kuapa Kokoo's 
performance is regularly reported in the local and national press, and communication between 
management, board, and Society structures is far more regular and articulated (written and 
verbal), it is nevertheless interesting to note, the response to the question "When and How did'you 
first hear about Kuapa Kokoo" by a Kuapa Kokoo farmer interviewed in November 1999. 

I heard about Kuapa Kokoo in the 1996-1997 cocoa season. A certain man called 
Yaw Meusah went to a funeral in his home town. When he came back he told me 
about Kuapa. He said: "His brother in law is a t  Sefwi in the Western region and 
that man is working with Kuapa and narrated to him everything that was happening 
to him because of Knapa and that it is very good to join Kuapa. He told me that 
Kuapa Kokoo pays a'bonus a t  the end of theseason and an extra society 
development fund of 400 cedis per bag of cocoa. That as a company Knapa Kokoo 
does not cheat farmers. They have not "adjusted" all their scales. A farmer can 
check the scales: freely. 

"He told me I should go to Kumasi and check and find out in their oftice. That 
Kuapa will give us a warm welcome when we amve  there. The Society 
Development Officer was there and he explained what was involved. He said we 
should find a nearby society though, and buy and sell eoeoa as a snb-society to 
learn. We did what he suggested. The following year we worked as a credit 
society directly. In the 1997-1998 season we became a full society and we have 
65 registered members with cards About 25 are women and our treasurer is a 
women. The PBC clerk in our village is packing his bags. he makes a face a t  
me whenever he sees me - he is angry " 

Kojo A. Tano, 38, Domeabra Kuapa Kokoo Society 

COCOBOD 
COCOBOD officials,watched closely Kuapa Kokoo's progress from the outset with interest. 

16 Senior officials attributed the effectiveness to outside support: audit, evaluation and controls . 
The Deputy Managing Director, Chief Management Accountant of the COCOBOD. Dr. 
Asare-Nyako then Deputy Chief Executive of COCOBOD attending a Kuapa Kokoo Annual 
General Meeting in 1996 as guest speaker spoke highly of Kuapa Kokoo's achievements and the 
appreciation of the fanners' efforts. Representatives of different sections of COCOBOD - for 
example QCD - have attended and spoken at each of Kuapa Kokoo's annual general meetings 
since 1996. 

The Deputy Managing Director, Chief Management Accountant of the COCOBOD and Managing Director of 
the Cocoa Marketing Company were interviewed by the external consultant in 1995. 



The Managing Director of the Cocoa Marketing Company expressed no reservations 
fundamentally about the fair trade premium system developed since 1993 - which involves 
sending lots of separated and tagged Kuapa Kokoo to named external clients in return for the 
market price plus a fair trade premium for farmers. The premiums have been separately 
administered and directed to the account of Kuapa Kokoo Farmers' Trust, but in 111 knowledge 
of the CMC. At no stage would the CMC consider compromising the position of Ghana in the 
market for these clients. Thus, CMC could not allow Kuapa Kokoo to be contracting large 
quantities even under fair trade or premium terms, when Ghana was withholding stocks ~ o m  the 
market in response to a poor price position. 

The Government of Ghana (GoG) 
At the outset in 1993 a full presentation on the strategy and thinking behind Kuapa Kokoo was 
made to the (then) M i s t e r  for Cocoa by Nana Frimpong Abebrese and Trade Development 
Officers from Twin. The idea and its goals were supported in principle, although unofficially, at 
this very early stage. This acceptance undoubtedly assisted in achieving the right to consideration 
and opportunities to present the case to the various COCOBOD institutions during the start-up. 
The initiative has not operated, for most of the period under review, with explicit Government 
support or approval however. The organisation itself has declared itself to be non-political. It 
does not support any particular political party. There is evidence that Kuapa Kokoo farmers are 
supporters of more than one existing national political party. Care was taken to observe statutory 
requirements of tmding companies and other formal institutions at all stages - for example, 
completing external, independent financial audits, full registration as an employer, registration of 
foreign loans and facilities with The Bank of Ghana and so on. This is sifificant in the Afiican 
context because many organisations rise and fall with political or ethnic patronage. 

The Kuapa Kokoo initiative has taken on more significance as its strength and size have grown. 
In the last three years the Government attitude become clearer and more formally articulated. In 
particular, since the cocoa sector is in transition in Ghana, increasing reference is being made to 
Kuapa Kokoo and its practices as, at best, potential solutions or, at least, points of reference for 
future strategic choices being considered in the sector. For example, in 1997 a Cocoa Sector 
Development Strategy process was initiated in Ghana and involved consultations with key LBCs 
including Kuapa Kokoo as part of the process. Kuapa Kokoo is cited specifically in the report 
section on problems and recommendations. For example: 

1 ISSUE i RELATED PROBLEMS 7 
- -- I INTERVENTION 

i- 
! PBC as a subsidiary of COCOBOD is by ' The buying companies should engegs / 

law obtged to b y  cocoa anywhere m the agents on cmrnission basis to purchase , 
PBC Buyins cocoa in the I mutrny Thc operational costs in buying cocoa in thed:stressed and marginal . - .  

idutressedind mamind arms, cocoain diutrissed and rnaminal areas ! areas. Owrationd c a t  could taiurhr / 
! as byer of iasiresorl are lower where cornm~siona~ents are ' reduced m c ~ a i v c  arrangemenls are 

I 
: used than when permanent stafi is used 1 also ccnsiedered as being done by Kuapa 
: and the opwabon can be profitable. ; Kokoo Ltd. 

I 

Source: Ghana Cocoa Sector Development Strategy: Summary of issues, Findings and Proposals 

There are other examples of Kuapa Kokoo becoming a point of policy references. In a roundtable 
and consultative meeting of US-AID and other parties involved in the design of a sustainable tree 
crop programme - including cocoa - for West Africa in October 1999, Kuapa Kokoo was cited. 
The Under Secretary of State for Development for Britain also referred to Kuapa Kokoo in his 



speech to the ICCO on its 25th Anniversary in the context of trade and poverty alleviation 
strategies. 

Banks 
Kuapa Kokw's initial bank, the SSB, were impressed by Kuapa Kokoo's performance and 
generally became more willing to discuss credit proposals as financial reporting and resnlts 
improved. Branch managers remained sceptical in many instances or restrained by somewhat 
inflexible policies and practices. Efforts to secure improvement in the treatment at branches of 
farmers by bank employees were not met with interest in engagement with client's direct 
concerns. 

Clients 
The largest share of cocoa collected and delivered to the CMC by Kuapa Kokoo enters the bulk 
market anonymously as generic Ghana cocoa. It is important not to underestimate the 
psychological role of the presence of overseas clients and what this has contributed to Kuapa 
Kokoo's development. 

From being anonymous and marginal players, the identity of Kuapa Kokoo as a "good farmers'" 
company has flourished and, slowly, but surely, this reality has trickled back to even distant 
villages, through word of mouth, village visits by overseas clients, the photographs and literature 
distributed, the national Ghanaian press including TV, videos and farmer assemblies. The best 
known of Kuapa Kokoo's external clients is The Body Shop International plc. 

"Since 1995 The Body Shop has worked with Knapa Kokw Ltd -as one of our Community Trade 
suppliers. AU cocoa butter used in The Body Shop products is made from cocoa beans, supplied by 
Kuapa Kokoo and purchased according to Fair Trade terms and conditions. It is exciting to he 
associated with a successful organisation like Kuapa Kokoo. We are working with them because they 
have a commitment to improve the living standards of cocoa farmers in Ghana and they are 
managing a snccessful business. 

Tbi trade works for The Body Shop and it works for Kuapa Kokw. Our customers get high qoality 
products and the more cocoa butter we can buy, the greater the benefits to the farmers. We c o u ~ u e  
towork with Knapa Kokoo on new opportunities. Last year, The Body Shop became a joint 
shareholder along with Kuapa Kokw and Twin Trading in The Day Chocolate Company that sells 
'Divine' chocolate. The cocoa farmers now own a share of the equity in a chocolate company. This 
takes the concept of valueadded in the supply chain to a new leveL 

The Body Shop has a close relationship with Knapa Kokoo and, whilst the basis ofthe relationship is 
trade, it is not trade alone that brings us together but also a common understanding and shared 
values." 

Andrew Jones, The Body Shop International 

The internal credibility of the organisation for farmers themselves has been greatly enhanced 
fiom the international connections which have become part and parcel of its business. 'Farmers 
report that they are more willing to take risks, to avoid bribery and corruption because of the 
presence of outsiders, which meant that rules would be more likely to be applied evenly and 
equally and with less favours being granted to political or family friends. In the worlds of one 
extemal evaluator: 

U Kuapa's main characteristic is that it is an organisation for cocoa producers. Considering its aim is 
to enable real producer participation it is important to build awareness a t  the grassroots level to 
enable producers to play their full pa it.. structures are often created not with the aim of helping 
producers to gain control over the marketing chain of their product hut to help the government to 



collect these products in the least costly way. Apart from the producers, it is in no-ones interest in 
Africa that these structures are well.managed and transparent ... Producers are aware of being 
exploited in the piocess and have lost faith in the existing structures and they are beginning to 
they would disappear." 

Mazide Ndiaye, FOVAD, Senegal, 1995 

. Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (no) 
FLO co-ordinators and register managers undertake periodic monitoring and evaluation visits to 
all producer organisations listed on the supplier register. The visits are generally brief but focus 
on specific aspects of farmer organisations and their "healthn including: 

progress in organisational at village level 
updating and recording basic financial and organisational data 
discussions with management and leaders . the use of the fair trade funds paid to the organisation by customers buying the cocoa under 
fair trade conditions with extra ~rernia and . levels or degree of participation of farmers in the processes used for decision making on 
application of fair trade premia and other policy and key matters affecting the organisation 
and its business. 

The information collected by the monitor is submitted to a Cocoa Register Committee who use it 
to review the suitability of the group as an "approved" fair trade supplier against criteria set out 
in a h e w o r k  agreement made and signed with each farmers' group. FLO does not do indepth 
financial or situational analyses, unless and until circumstances require ii or for s ~ c i a l l y  
commissioned research or review projects. The reports do not syst&natically dealwith prevailing 
conditions in the country or monitor other sector variables or government policy or the regdatory 
environment. 

What these independent monitoring reports on Kuapa Kokoo show over time is both positive and 
negative trends. For example : 

On Participation . The general level of participation b y  farmers] is growing 
The Union has strong nominal power with its delegation in the KUAPA KOKOO Board, the 
Board of Trustees and the national and regional executive structures representing Kuapa 
farmers... but 
the Union cannot play its central role fully ... due to .... lack of managerial experience, 
commercial know-how an organisational capacities. 

On Composition . Everyone selling their cocoa to Kuapa and paying membership dues can become a Kuapa 
Kokoo society member: the bigger farmers, family heads, family representatives, small holder 
family, sharecroppers. 
Kuapa represents the whole tissue in the cocoa industry 
Kuapa has a good data base on the product sold (cocoa) and on the number of workers 
(family or hired) 
FLO criteria state: 

"The organisation should represent a majority of small farmers defined 
as families working their own land with their workforce and hiring labour 
only for seasonal peaks like harvest." 



Kuapa's "deliberate social diversity" represents a potential problem to the EL0 register 
committee although technically it fulfils their criteria because, as FLO takes the view from its 
short visits that: 

a) Kuapa represents a majority of smallholders 
b) the democratic structure and opportunities to participate in the societies are genuine. 

Bwt organisational forms 
This points to a potentid conceptual and organisational difference between the Kuapa Kokoo 
model being pioneered and more traditional or conventional visions (stereotypes even) of farmer 
collectives and community based enterprises intended to help the poor. While FLO and some 
other NGOs legitimately have viewed the process of forming Kuapa Kokoo as a "top down" 
development experience because of the extensive interventions of Twin and SNV, it is perhaps 
not fully realised how some of the features of the organisation are rooted firmly in Ghanaian 
traditions and context. 

The decision to try and achieve strong farmers' organisation based not on the mobilisation of one 
class or socio-economic grouping against the others but on diversity was a strategic decision of 
the Ghanaian founders, especially Nana Frimpong. Thus the initial strategy was based on an 
number of assumptions including: 

social coherence, not social or class definition or division, would be a better basis for a new 
village level grouping . new groups had to gain the strength to Lee themselves as a credible alternative to the 
dominant and powerful state structures - fear and convention would prevent marginal farmers 
eom taking a stand in their villages if some of the more respected farmers and traditional 
elders did not approve 
new organisers and "protagonists" were likely to come from all social groups and not 
exclusively from smaller or more "oppressed" types or scale of farm holding - whether from 
a desire to break loose from (unpayable) debt or to avoid such systems if possible in future 
the co-operation and contribution of the cocoa of even one or two large cocoa farmers could 
underpin the core economic viability of "weak" societies trying to operate in areas with many 
small, marginal fanners, or where yields or production was minimal or in decline 
wealthier, large farmers might see support for a new village society as acting on local 
traditions of obligation towards community initiatives and "needs" e.g. supplying "spare" 
sheds for free to the society to store cocoa, forfeiting their bonuses to buy something needed 
by the society (a new roof or scales etc.) or offering other assistance. 

Caretakers and Sharecroppers 
Additionally, Ghanaian views of the role of caretaker and sharecropper systems in Ghana 
contrast quite strongly sometimes with external views of the problems or desirability these forms. 
In Ghana while some relationships are undoubtedly cruel and exploitative, most view caretakiig 
as one of very few means available for upward social mobility. At the heart of the divergence is 
the issue of contracted or internal labour. In a sharecropper system labour inputs are hied from 
outside the family grouping. This makes farmers, however small or whatever their age, 
"structurally dependent on hired labour" and thus they become "employers" in this setting. Purer 
overall concepts of smallholdings and autonomous small-scale farming systems and the 
organisations which can best represent this mode of production and socio-demographic groupin& 
and which have informed the development of the FLO conceptual framework, are more 
widespread in Latin America This "autonomous" norm is less common in African rural 



agricultural systems, where farm land is seldom "bought and sold", but rather divided and 
partitioned between and within large extended families. Land parcels have seldom been 
distributed rationally or in an egalitarian way through land reform or other significant 
redistribution programmes. Some of the criteria used by fair trade and development 
organisations to assess social and economic formations as "proxies" for means of achieving 
p a t e r  participation and fairer distribution or even redistribution of wealth are easily applied in 
Ghana. 

Other licensed cocoa buying companies 
The LBCs and their managers constantly brush shoulders: in COCOBOD, sectoral meetings and 
consultations, the CMC, the Banks, and, of course, in the villages where their respective buying. 
centres compete for purchase. Most LBCs initially may have considered Kuapa Kokoo to be a 
small company and as such, of less interest. A privately commissioned competitive review 
undertaken for a newly forming company in 1997 describes Kuapa Kokoo Ltd as follows: 

" Among the rest of the LBCs which command a total market share of 
about 10% (excluding Casbpro), the only one to write home about is Kuapa Kokoo. The 
company is extremely well organised but commands a meagre 2% 
of the market share. Though Kuapa Kokoo has the potential to 
increase its market share, its strategic approach gives the indication 
that it would take a longer time to increase its market share to even S%." 

Most companies are managed in the interests of the owners who are reluctant to favour farmers. 
Kuapa Kokoo's bonus system is creating a sustained comparative advantage in the villages, 
offering as it does, more than the Government fixed minimum price at the point of pkchase. 
Over time however, other LBCs have begun to provide inputs and credit to farmers, e.g. Cashpro 
and FEDCO. These might be best viewed as a response to Kuapa Kokoo but perhaps represent a 
species of marketing initiative, rather than extension or other more syskmatic services being 
offered to farmers. In fact Kuapa went on to achieve more than 5% of marketshare within 18 
months of the above report being submitted. 

6. Evaluation of Kuapa Kokoo Model and Achievements 

['We need to think of conscious social direction of economic activities in 
terms of enabling rather than of control. The economy is not a machine; 
it is the aggre ation of millions of individual and collective actions 

H7 n and decisions . 
This section aims to evaluate some of the achievements of the Kuapa Kokoo model in 
quantitative terns. Table 3. shows the evolution of the trading activities since the formation of 
the company in 1993-1994. Against many conventional financial indicators the company has 
performed well: it is creating not destroying wealth. In a politicalsense the technical performance 
isalso a valuable framework. It offers an opportunity for economic analysts to break with the 
past and the sometimes deep prejudices held about the presumed "limits" of farmers' 
organisations in terms of function and potential, and about co-operative forms of organisation 
more generally. The growth has been achieved in the faced of residual scepticism in external or 
mainstream institutions in the financial and cocoa sectors in Ghana. This contrasts neatly with 

" "Turning economics upside down", Diane Elson. July 1995. 
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the expanding enthusiasm, and confidence among the farmers themselves and the promoters of 
"alternative" forms of economic development backing the organisation and its long-term position 
in the Ghanaian economy and the international marketplace for quality, sustainably produced 
cocoa The financial trajectory 1993-1999 tells a story of a "triumph" of determination and 
organisational development some of which has been described in earlier sections. However, in 
market and financial terms there are three significant lessons from the experience which merit 
reflection: 
1. The market assumptions and remuneration for quality (of product and effort); 
2. The economics of trust and goodwill; 
3. Sustained competitive advantage and h e r  ownership. 

  he k r k e t  
One of the original motives for intervention was not a questioning of the logic and "pull" of 
demand [from consuming markets) but an awareness that quality requirements and specific 
market signals seldom reach farmers. However, experience prior to intervention in Ghana had 
raised the prospect that when farmers are more "connected" they do observe and rate market 
signals very seriously, and if commensurately rewarded will make substantive change and 
investment based on these signals. Quality management and quality control needs to be 
underpinned by clearly definable and consistent incentives for farmers Pride in good product 
helps. A national culture that respects cocoa farmers and their contribution to national economy , 

can assist in this, raising the profile and validity of the occupation in the sights of the working 
young. Quality cocoa production needs markets that appreciate it - literally - and this argues for 
market segmentation and not generic or bulk cocoa marketing. 

With regard to the concerns expressed about the impact of liberalisation on marginal growing 
areas it is the case that in some places Kuapa Kokoo only active LBC. IN some places it has 
replaced the PBC. The assessment that other LBCs would find it 'hneconomic" to operate in 
some pockets of cocoa growing areas was also correct at first sight. Increased competition from 
the growing numbers of LBCs might expand the areas considered as "viable" for operations, or 
provoke alterations to the basic operating systems, with more use of private traders as 
commission agents based in villages operating on their own terms and relating to external 
buyers/LBCs, rather like the networks that existed in the colonial period and before 
nationalisation in Ghana and in most other cocoa growing countries in West and Central A&ca 
currently. 

The Economics of Trust 
There is significant disagreement in the financial accounting and economic disciplines on how to 
account for goodwill and "intangibles". In the story of Kuapa Kokoo's financial development it 
is, however, possible to build and explore the meaning of the concept of trust and a derivation of 
this trust in mathematical terms. This is a relatively untested theoretical concept but at first sight 
has relevance as a mesh to e~plain some aspects of the effective management of Kuapa Kokoo 
and specific aspects of its op&itions, and effectiveness.  he context of the company 
and the sector has been described in detail to convey the reasons for significant absence of trust 

the deep and regular changes in formal organisation of cocoa marketing, all occuning within 
recent living memory of farmers 
the unsatisfactory, disrespectfid and brutal experience of illiterate farmers at the hands of 
literate and the "formal" world (banks and urban institutions) 
the powerlessness and lack of recourse or redress for injustices 



. the dependency on external (to the village) buyers for income. Cocoa is an internationally 
traded commodity with no internal market or significant use as a by-product. 

An economic proxy for trust 
The maximisation of the value of trust is dependent on the ability to build the confidence of 
many farmers in the governance and operation systems of Kuapa Kokoo. If this can be 
encouraged the resultant effect is increased revenue to the company. Building confidence 
requires that the factors which impede or constraint the development of trust are removed. As an 
example of the trust farmers have placed in Kuapa Kokoo and its economic value one focus can 
be on credit sales. Credit sales imply lower or reduced finance cost or interest charges. TO 
indicate how valuable the potentiality of trust is for Kuapa Kokoo from recent financial figures it 
is worth noting that the US$ equivalent value of Finance costs and interest charges in recent 
years are as follows: 
Year Total Cedi:$ US$ 

Value in cedis X-rate equiv. 
1994-1 995 74,835,863 1,035 72,305 . 
1995-1996 230,049,046 1,417 162,349 
1996-1 997 556,691,544 1,722 323,28 1 
1997-1 998 931,300,009 2,225 418,561 
1998-1 999 1,591,013,641 2,600 61 1,928 

The maximum value of trust if all farmers deliver on credit = Tm,. 
Fanners will not deliver on credit (voluntariIy) if they lack awareness or feel mistrust; or if they 
need or desire immediate liquidity. These are examples of constraints to T-. In view of these 
and many other constraints T,, may not always be attained. In effect Trust attained or Tat will 
be = < Tmax. Thus Tat = 0 <l. The realisable value of trust is measured by the degree of trust 
(attained). In this casethe economic value of trust can be proxied by credit sales by farmer 
members and the interest charges and costs avoided as  a result 

Taking the 1996 credit sales by Kuapa Kokoo as an example : 

Tmax = 1,200 - 300 (124,972) or 100% sacks traded = Cedis 112 million 
(or equivalent to US$ approx. $65,000) 
However, Tat = 1,200 - 300 (12,612) or 15% sacks traded = Cedis 11.3 million. 

Sustained comparative advantage 
The ownership model guarantees that benefits derived from tradinc! or other activities and 
resources attracted to the group will be allocated to farmers through a variety of mechanisms. 
Where these material gains are channelled into means of individual (farmer) and collective 
(society) rewards for effort, investment and participation or specific giades of cocoa (as niche 
marketing takes off) then it is likely that other companies will have to follow suit in some degree. 
Naturally, the,precise nature and scale of these benefits and rewards may change over time in line 
with shifting priorities and programmes for their application and distribution. In so far as these 
benefits are non verbis sed rebus - not by words but by things - i.e. material in nature then other 
cocoa companies cannot compete on a comparative "offer" to farmers without compromising 
their commitments to other investors in the company conventional rates of return on debt, equity 
and investment capital. 



7. Village Level Impacts of Kuapa Kokoo 

By 1999 Kuapa Kokoo active membership was approaching 30,000 farmers and their families in 
462 village societies across five of the six cocoa growing regions of Ghana, organised in nine 
organisational areas. Since cocoa growing and harvesting is a family activity, involving members 
of the family in different ways at different points of the year, this means possibly (and 
conservatively) as many as 150,000 direct and bdirect participants in the Kuapa Kokoo 
organisational experience to date. This excludes the neighbouring farmers who have opted not to 
join but are witnesses and, where community works have been undertaken e.g. drinking water 
bore wells, are direct beneficiaries too. It means also that there are more than 2,000 farmers now 
undertaking local trading and credit management responsibilities, of which at least 28% are 
women and a growing cadre of staffworking for the trading company, learning quite a different 
but thoroughly commercial ethos, and operating under strict norms which dictate and reward 
honesty and respect for farmers. Leadership role models are emerging, while large differences 
exist and will continue to exist in each autonomous and self-run unit (the society) and many of 
the societies are and will continue to be reliant on the strory leaders of the community. 

Electoral Process and Independent Electoral Monitoring Group 
The Union began to function and build its structures and presence after the trading arm had 
begun to operate. While a disadvantage in some respects, the commitment of the fanners to build 
up their Union has been fed by the success and significance to them of the activities. 
Membership does indeed now carry privileges and value and this obviously assists in 
mobilisation drives - e.g. for identity cards and dues. Over time, the development of cadres and 
effective, experienced village and regional leaders ftom the societies themselves is likely to 
ensure a supply of new leaders for the Union. The Electoral process has now completed two 
cycles and in 1998 a shaightfonvard but open process was conducted in the presence of 
independent election watchers recruited as disinterested observers - The Independent Electoral 
Monitoring Group. Voting is by secret ballot. The Independent Electoral Monitoring Group 
presents a written report to the members on alI proceedings and all reported results and 
disqualification's. They also give a full verbal reportback to all societies represented at the 
Annual Delegates Conference on the proceedings of all the regional and national elections prior 
to the new elected officials take up their positions every two years. 

Annual Delegates Conference 
The annual delegates conference describes the sessions (up to one and a half days) of discussions, 
review, policy and resolution preparation and interactive theatre in which representatives fiom all 
Kuapa Kokoo societies participate once a year prior to the Annual General Meeting. In each such 
assembly since 1994-1995 theatre has been used as part of the collective review process of the 
lessons learned fiom the previous seasons or to illustrative and provoke discussion on upcoming 
policies under consideration. 

Annual General Meeting 
This is the formal end of year ceremony: the results are announced, the auditors confirmed and 
prizes for the best societies, staff and contributors to the development of Kuapa Kokoo are 
publicly praised and rewarded. The accounts are read in full verbally by the external auditors. 

The village society as an organisational unit 



The %rms selected by the farmers - the 7-person committees and the specific posts including 
President, Vice-president, Treasurer and so on - are direct throwbacks to past forms of 
co-operative organisation in the country. (The national level bodies reflect a similar selection of 
c'older" names e.g. the use of the word Council). As mentioned earlier, this may have been a 
"reflex" response and these names and posts may not, in time, wme to represent the best division 
or description of the roles, the labour or skills needed or the specific leadership tasks that emerge 
in the societies over time. For example we can imagine in time: women's officer, inputs 
managers, credit managers, vehicle manager, non-cocoa product recorders (e.g. diversification 
into other selling activities) and other functions becoming part and parcel of more complex 
societies taking on different roles for their members. 

Society Development Officers and support mechanisms 
Although it has taken time to develop an integrated team, Kuapa Kokoo does now lay claim to a 
team of multi-disciplinary society support workers. There are: monitors (operational problem 
spotters and Solution bringers), development officers (development process, awareness and 
bye-laws and policy development within the society); sustainable agricultural office (pilot 
organic project and farm management assistance); gender and development officer (exclusively 
women's projects and concerns). Theses officers work together as a team and move among 
societies together, compliienting each others visits. The society development and monitoring 
team count on their own office facilities and dedicated transport and budget lines. The Head of 
the development team has a position in the Senior Management Team alongside the MD, Fiance 
and Operations Managers. 

8. Farniers Trading Their Cocoa 

The Cocoa Chain 
Cocoa is one of the few agricultural commodities which are of virtually no nutritional or cultural 
value to the growers. The substantive primary or industrial processing is undertaken at scale and 
off farm (and way off village). Some use is made of cocoa by-products (from the contents of the 
pods and the husks), and some cocoa beans are processed as waste into products requiring some 
level of fat content (soap for example), ,but not of cocoa beansper se. This simple fact presents 
an enormous challenge to bring value to a trading operation far farmers. Giving farmers greater 
returns on cocoa trading is feasible in the fam-to-port chain, as Kuapa Kokoo's operational 
efficiencies and management of money show. However, cocoa beans are only ever a tiny 
proportion of the value of the end products into which the beans - as butter, liquor or powder - 
finally go. For a "fair trade" proposition this presents a particular problem, since however much 
you aim to fix as a floor price or as a remunerative payment for beans as an equitable importer, a 
significant share of the final value added is ultimately in the brand of product. This is perhaps not 
intrinsically because of the lack of value added in processing, although tariff systems still act as 
baniers to processing in the producing countries. The tariff regime does however ensure that 
cocoa beans processed outside the major trading and consuming blocks attract duty incrementally 
for each stage "up" the processing chain. 

Internal Marketing 
Many ways of conceiving of the tradiing chain from farm to port involve disconnected institutions 
with little common interest in servicing the market's requirements, even where these are known. 
Market information is often not passed back without prejudice down the chain but is used to 
"manage" the intermediate players' interests to their best advantage, often through controlling the 
suppliers further down the chain and manipulating price and supply "pipeline" effectively and 



favourably. Few farmers enjoy the "hits" of temporary price "booms", having long since 
delivered or mortgaged their crops at other, prior (lower) prices. Political organisations engaged 
in trade support processes are susceptible to political process - the promotion of the economic 
development of their district or defence of regional or national economic interests - and may, 
depending on the system, be or become accountable for poor "delivefl to the constituency over 
time. Local traders and merchants are seldom prey to such pressures, especially where they is an 
strong ethnic or religious difference between tmdmg versus producing socio-economic 

18 groupings . 

Chart 5. "UNCONNECTEDL' FARMER-TO-MARKET TRADING CHALNS 

Range of collection. 
grading and packing 
facilities pmducing 
variable quality and 
quantity of product 

Key: (Blue line) Represents commercial transactions and exchange 

(Red line) Reflections of political pressure and policy responses 

Companies and traders responding to market demand 

Institutions combining development and economic policy 0bje~t'~es 

Chart 5 shows two unconnected fanner-to-market chains: on the left hand side it illustrates the 
pseudo-political interface between markets and producers. Yet, parastatal organisations, 
ministries and local authorities do not engage in the marketplace and can seldom deliver quality 
contacts or information, even when they do engage commercially in international networks and 
overseas representational activities. Similarly there are sometimes unwitting conflicts between 

These issues are covered in greater depth in the accompanying paper on "Producer Support". 
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agricultural policies and commercial realities. The promotion of "economic crops" - especially 
non-traditional or products identified as part of macro-level diversification analvses - is  -- 
frequently undertken by extension programmes and use of t e m p o ~  subsidy @roviding the 
seeds or seedlings free for example or on long-term credit) who have taken no bearings on the 
impact on the local market or the existence of an overseas market 

Export Marketing 
Mounting an effective export marketing programme for small-volume shippers of cocoa beans is 
made complicated and commercially challenging by a number of factors. Firstly, the number of 
end buyers is limited. Secondly there are diminishing numbers of processing facilities and 
relatively few end users with volume presence in the market. The market has seentwo trends 
which are exemplify this: 

increasing bulk (loose, non-containerised) cocoa shipping for shippers and users of 
considerable scale 
concentration of ownership has been intensifying. 

Two companies account for three-quarters of chocolate sales in the USA. Just three companies 
for the same proportion in the UK. A similar picture can be formed of the total European market 
which is worth an estimated E12 billion (US$18.5 billion) (Datamonitor). In Europe 74% of 
sales are accounted for, again, by just five chocolate companies: Nestle, Jacobs-Suchard, Mars, 
Cadbuty & Ferrero. 



EUROPEAN CHOCOLATE MARKET HEADLINE INFORMATION 
MAIN BRANDS/COMPANIES A m  IN EUROPE 

Brand Country Ownership 
Buitoni Perugina Italy Nestle 
Rowntree UK Nestle 
Perrier France Nestle 
Goplana Poland Nestle 
Maltschika Bulgaria Nestle 
Cokoladovny Czech Rep Nestle 
Intrcsokolade Holland Nestle 
Cote D'or Belgium Philip MomslJacobslSuchard 
Freia Mambou Holland Philip Morris/Jacobs/Suchard 
Figaro Slovakia Philip Moms/Jacobs/Suchard 
O h  Poland Philip MomslJacobslSuchard 
Republics Bulgaria Philip Monis/Jacobs/Suchard 
Teny's UK Philip MomslJacobslSuchard 
Poliana Zah Romania Philip Moms/Jacobs/Sucbard 
Kuanas Lithuania Philip Moms/Jacobs/Suchard 
Poulain France CadburyISchweppes 
Piasten Germany Cadburylschweppes 
Hueso Spain Cadbury/Schweppes 
Bouquet d'Or France CadburylSchweppes 

PER CAPITA CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION LEVELS 
In descending order: Switzerland (201b); Germany (1 81b); Norway (171b); UK (161b); 
France (101b); Spain (71b). 

INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERSIPROCESSORS 

Name Country 
Chocolat Bemrain Switzerland 
Weinrich & CO GmbH Germany 
Van Garnper Switzerland 
S&A Lesme Callebaut UWBelgium 
Sabu Spain 

Source: Day Chocolate Company, CBI Bulletin, New Internationalist August 1998. 

Final Products in the Market 
Processing , 

Processing cocoa is messy. Cocoa beans are ground between steel mills producing great heat and 
two by-products, one of which is waste. Cocoa liquor is refmed and also pressed to derive a 
firther two chocolate products, powder and butter or "cocoa solids". Cocoa powder is used for 
the food industryand traditional drinking cocoa. Butter and liquor (and small quantities of 



poyder depending on the quality or taste required) is used to make chocolate with other ad&d 
ingredients for taste and flavour. 

Branding and Adding Value 
It is difEcult to assess with certainty the value added by brands to product: It is not easy to relate 
the pricing to the original commodity. There are often many different ingredients in different 
proportions present: milk (usually), vanilla, emulsifiers, flavours and other added items such as  
nuts, raisins, puffed rice or grains. However there are two stages where some of the differences 
may occur between conventionally traded products and fair trade products. 

COMPARISON AND BREAKDOWN OF TWO TRADING CHAINS 
FOR ONE TONNE OF COCOA BEANS 

Example 1. Example 2. 
Farmers' Chain Conventional Chain 
In fs % h33 % 

Market price per tonne 1,000 100% 1000 100% 
Less &eight 60 60 
Less port charges 25 25 
Less insurance 6 6 

-- 
Pre export value 909 909 
less operating costs 227 (20-25%) 181 (20%) 
Less ExportlAgent 45 (2-5%) 
Less village agents 90 (5-10%) 
Allowance for cheating 181 (20%) 
on weights, quality 
"discounts" etc. -- - 
Price to farmer 682 412 45% 
Plus fair trade differential* 50 

--7 v-- 

Fair trade price to farmer 732 

* The premium paid is based on differential between the prevailing market and a floor price of 
FLO initiatives and fair traders of US$1,750 per tonne. 

9 The Day Chocolate Company 

The Model and Motives for setting up The Day Chocolate Company 
At the same time as the work planning the intervention within Ghana began: work began in the 
chocolate market. The project had a nick name: "The 1 % Bar". An apparently modest goal but it 
was a symbol of the aim which was: to achieve a small percentage of an extremely valuable and 
expanding market for small-scale African farmers selling a chocolate of their own. Twin Trading 
started to experiment in chocolate production, developing mini-Easter eggs, chocolate ernobed 
Amazon brazil nuts and lots of prototype bars and beverages. Simultaneously a deep and very 
serious look at the mainstream market was undertaken and the "backingg' for a "big" project 
begun to be won. It has been a slow but sure process. However, when conventional wisdom tells 



a newcomer that market share can only be "bought" by large advertising spends or acquisition of 
other brands, the "alternatives" to this kind of strategy - good will, mutual interest and serious 
inter-organisational co-operation agreements and in-kind or financial investment - take time to 
create. In October 1998, after a long period of alliance building and preparations, the first cocoa 
farmers' bar, Divine, was launched in the United Kingdom. 

Process and Backdrop 
There were thee phases of market preparation and testing, with significant inputs from 
professional consultants and marketing firms. Sympathetic professional advice was sought 
widely. The final judgements and decisions were not left to the professionals. The specification 
for the new chocolate bar was that it should be: 

a mabtream product with a popular taste 
a good quality chocolate product with quality ingredients . conveying fun and enjoyment (not 'worthy', despite its fair trade aims) 

This brief was, in some key respects, a "reaction" to a perception of failure to gain distribution 
and signifacnt volumes or unit sales by the existing fair trade cocoa and chocolate initiatives. 
Some of the problems identified included the failure : 

to strike the right tone in a large, emotional and lively marketplace for chocolate products . to enter the market with an identity capable of making its presence felt in such a dominated 
and mature market (of long established brands) 
to deal seriously with the differences between chocolate and coffee distribution 
to achieve volume markets which could begin to be helpful for Ajiican organisations 
struggling to form and overcome many problems and constraints 
to overcome the perception (among those customers who have heard of it at all) that fairly 
traded chocolate products are likely to be a "bit weird" tasting or just too expensive. 

These issues, then in large part, lay behind the decision to produce as a first product a high 
quality but popular tasting milk chocolate. The company set itself the goal of achieving sales 
k m  customers satisfied with the chocolate and the fair trade message combined. Externally the 
product has been already evaluated and passed this test For example: 

Blind tasting against other brands has confirmed people l i e  Divine milk chocolate and rate it 
highly (for example on shoppers interviewed on BBC 3 Counties Radio, the Mayor of 
Birmingham) 
Mainstream objective reviews e.g. The Times: Tried and Tested Section, CBI News have 
both placed Day's fist  product firmly in the same league as all of its direct, mainstream 
competitors e.g. Cadburys Dairy Milk, Galaxy and Yorkie. 

A further motive for being "populist" and ''fun'' in the taste and presentation also underpins the 
whole Day model. Kuapa Kokoo farmer's representative said on record after the launch: 

"We want people to. feel good about our chocolate, not guilty about the poor farmer 
in the Third World". The Guardian, December 1998 

In particular Day is keen to expand awareness of fair trade beyond the particular socio-economic 
groups who have supported it to date i.e. relatively high income, more educated, older, female 
shoppers who make regular purchases of Cafedirect and other specialist products and crafts. Day 
would like people to feel they do not have to make an "exception" when they buy Divine. 

Product development included prototype production in different sites (only through independent 
manufacturers) and focus group tasting and trials. Market testing was undertaken to analyse the 



commercial viability of the chocolate and in particular the higher cocoa solids content than 
"regular" milk chocolate. The final product was selected for its quality taste, smoothness and 
compatibility with general market expectations for a "good British-tasting milk chocolatew. ~t was 
recipe version 59. Everybody involved had eaten dot  of chocolate by this stage. It was the 
intention of the brand to represent fair trade as high quality and the "cocoa farmers' best". Kuapa' 
Kokoo farmers' slogan amj rallying cry is "Pa Pa Paaaa" - which means "the best of the best" in 
the local language "Twi". Hence the product has slightly more (2-4% more) cocoa than most 
milk chocolate. This makes an appreciable taste difference for most consumers. Only real vanilla 
is used. Many milk chocolates also have vegetable fat in them. Day's products do not, as a matter 
of principle and market positioning, although the European directives have moved closer towards 
permitting the use of vegetable fat in chocolate products. Tbis is a cocoa growers' company. 

The main market access work needed was to gauge the product segment and distribution strategy 
most l i i y  to deliver commercial success in the short-to medium term. Market Access Studies 
and Strategy Development work .were undertaken by an in-house consultant working with a 
professional external firra, part-financed by Business L& Business Link is a project of the 
Department of Trade & Industry intended to enable small and new business to get the 
professional inputs they require at critical stages of their development. In the next phase an 
in-house team worked with two consultants contracted 60m the mainstream marketing and PR 
sector to over see final product chain development and branding and communications strategies. 

a.. Pmdnct Identity 
Professional, mainstream design consultancies with significant track records working for High 
Street companies in many sectors have worked in two phases on the development of the brand: 

" up to launch and since lahch. Prior to launch several "routes" were devised and all were tested 
in focus groups of representative character by gender, socio-economic grouping and market 
segmentation and results tabulated and analysed prior to the final decision being made on brand 
identity. Since launch work has proceeded dn refining the brand and preparing for considerable 
"range extensions" e.g. into Advent and Millennium Divine chocolate calendars for Xma.s/New 
yeG999-2000, he& and eggs for the seasonal novelty and gift markets. 

The Company Structure 
The product and the company behind the new brand met not scepticism but a heatfelt and warm 
welcome, achieving significant levels of publicity in its first year. This experience has set many 
institutional precedents and raised new issues for organisational process and marketing initiatives 
both in the dominated and traditional chocolate market and for fair trade projects. The company 
is owned by three parties: Twin Trading, Kuapa Kokoo and the Body Shop international. A 
number of private investors and supportive NGOs have also financed the company through 
taking up loans stock, preference shares. The structure gives The Day Chocolate Company a 
totally differentiated chocolate story and product proposition. This means that its product(s) will 
have a significant competitive advantage that cannot be copied or replicated by other market 
players and consequently, can gain a double impact: market share plus long-term 
social-cum-political impact among consumers and African growers. This has already been 
recognised through the award of a Millennium Product tribute by the Design Council. 

"There is nothing earth shattering about forward-thinking companies 
recognising the need to innovate. The real thorny issue surrounds the 
ways companies put good intentions into practice. Theory proliferates 
yet success is far more difficult to achieve ....[ The] Day Chocolate [Co.] 



was awarded the Millennium Product accolade not so much for their 
chocolate - which has the same taste qualities of many of Britain's most 
popular chocolates - but because of their innovative approach in giving 
cocoa farmers at the beginning of the production chain a significant stake 
in the operation." 

Shona Duncan "Thinking Outside the box", in Millennium Products - a Confederation of 
British Industry News-Design Council Report, May 1999. 

Fair trade sales for Kuapa Kokoo have rendered, since 1993, more than US$700,000 additional 
income for h e r s  in Ghana These funds have: 
a) paid for the company's start up costs and investments, working facilities and capital equipment 
b) provided a a basic, ring-fenced cash collateral fund against which working capital can be 
leveraged h m  banks 
C) paid for cash incentives and bonuses to farmers who deliver cocoa on a "per sack" basis 
d) paid for the implementation of specific community projects including bringing bore holes and 
safe drinking water and public toilets which benefit the whole village not just Kuapa Kokoo 
farmers. 

Marketing Strategy 
The scope of the chocolate market world wide shows that capturing a share for small-fanners 
will have potentially deep impact in the growing communities. Just the UK confectionery market 
was worth £5.2 billion in 1997. Chocolate accounts for the majority of that - £3.6 billion. More 
than 90% of people in the UK eat chocolate. And they eat a lot: larger quantities than people in 
the US, France and Japan, an average of 16kg a year (Mintel). There are large numbers of brands 
and many types of products. Young people are the biggest "chocolate users". Concerns about 
'healthy eating' have boosted consumption of yoghurts and crisps, but not dented British 
chocolate consumption, which is growing strongly. The current trend towards snacking and 
away f?om formal mealtimes favours chocolate consumption. Chocolate is the best kind of 
"snack": it's highly portable, needs no preparation, is quick and pleasant to eat, satisfying, 
provides an instant energy boost, tastes good and there are lots to brands to choose from 
(depending on mood) etc. Chocolate bars also meet an emotional need for a treat As many as 
13% of consumers feel that chocolate cheers them up (Miitel). 

The chocolate market divides into four distinct "segments". 
1. Countlines - countlines are chocolate snack bars with other ingredients such as caramel, - 
cereal or fruit. 43% of the market, countlines are worth more than £1.5 billion. 
2. Chocolate blocks are next 16.1%, worth more than 500 million. 
3. Selflines - these are bags, boxes and tubes of sweets where all items are the same and with 
around 10% they are worth nearly E350 million. 
4. Chocolate novelties - animal shaped chocolates, eggs, hearts, special gifts - sell well at 
Christmas, Easter and so on. 

Competition 
Proposing to enter the chocolate market is serious and large-scale business. The market is very 
valuable and dominated by few companies, fewer than those trading and processing cocoa 
Consumer pricing is very sensitive and competitive (see below). Newcomers have a steep hill to 
climb. The top brands are deeply familiar, household names. Millions of Es are spent promoting 
every branded product each year, there is constant noisy discounting and "activity". Plus the top 



brands have had a long life. Mars bars and Kit Kats, for example, have been around since the 
1930s. All the top brands in the segments described above are currently'owned by three 
companies, Nestle, Mars or Cadbury. Some indicative comparisons of retail prices show large 
differentials between "market leaders" and organic products. 

Chocolate barshlocks Approx. price per 
Per lOOg 

Continental dark 9 9 ~  
Continental white 9% 
Cadbury Dairy Milk 47 .5~  
Cadbury Bournville 5 9 . 5 ~  
Supermarket own brand milk 4 1 ~  
Supermarket own 6rand dark ' 4 7 . 5 ~  
Green & Black's Fairtrade Organic MiIk 1.35 
Divine 7 4  

Source: Nuffield Millennium Products - Case Study, November 1999 

The three market leaders, Cadbury, Mars and Nestli, appear to be moving closer together in 
terms of market share and the product ranges they each offer. The increasing homogeneity of the 
market leaders and their respective ranges means that the competitive edge which each seeks is 
vested in the individual brands. Brand values are therefore vital, and although line extensions 
and licensing appear to be proliferating, manuf%%mers are likely to be cantious about such 
moves unless they add value to the core brand In this lies a tremendous opportunity for the Day 
Chocolate Company with its unique and but intuitive concept and message. 

Market Response 
After such a short period in the market it is not possible to predict some aspects of the future 
ahead of the Day Chocolate Company initiative, particularly what will be the medium-term 
response of the large chocolate companies. Mars is actively seeking to work with NGOs and 
national institutions in producing countries on sustainable cocoa production, although its 
patenting and seeds programmes have wme under some critical scrutiny recently. Development 
project sponsorship seems one likely route that companies, and not just chowlate ones, will be 
taking to achieve a socially responsible business profile. Nestle and Cadbury however have 
already taken very firm public positions countering claims of fair trade companies like Day and 
insisting that their activities are fair and in the long-term interests of producers. Nestle went on 
record at the launch of Divine saying: 

"Yorkie and all our other chocolate products are produced fairly. Nestle cocoa is 
fairly traded. It is in Nestle's interest as well as the growers' to ensure a guaranteed 
supply of quality cocoa. To this end we work closely with cocoa farmers. In many 
countries we supply them with extensive agricultural and technical advice and 
training to help them improve their crops and hence their income ... ultimately the 
price paid to growers depended on the balance between supply and demand. But 
developing and sustaining world demand for cocoa products Nestle supports the 
price paid to all growers and their opportunities for development. 

Nestle Spokeswoman Hilary Parsons cited in ''Divine . . 
enhon is unfair say choc 

&m&", in York Evening Press 3!10/98. 



In the same article Terry's spokesman Richard Johnson too defend his company's record and is 
quoted as claiming "significant resources had been invested to help cocoa producers improve the 
quality of their product and protect against disease". It would be unrealistic to expect there will 
be no response at all, particularly if the initiative takes hold and captures the public imagination. 
However when this same article was shown to a representative of Kuapa Kokoo visiting the UK 
in March 1999 his response was unequivocal: 

"When these companies say producers or  growers they do not mean us, 
the farmers!" 

And this contrasting understanding does epitomise and reinforce some of the fundamental 
conceptual and institutional questions and prejudices which were encountered at the outset of the 
cocoa work. These persist. The equation of free trade -the balance between supply and demand - 
as fair trade even if a theoretical possibility looks slightly implausible. It is directly reflected in 
the massive protest at the FVTO meeting in Seanle where the most prominent slogan has emerged 
as: Free trade is not fair! Supply and demand as a neutral mechanism of price setting has not been 
at part of the Ghana cocoa story in any farmer's living memory. Parallel developments based on 
consumer concerns about genetic modification (of lecithin in chocolate) may turn the spotlight on 
chocolate and the large companies. Product labelling and product supply chain auditing processes 
may mean that large corporations cannot for much longer continue to argue effectively using 
such generalities about their assumed positive interventions. The macro-level impacts of large 
market players - whether government or private sector - cannot be assumed to have positive 
consequences on micro-groupings of farmers, nor on the pressing need for more secure rural 
livelihoods and dignified and less discriminatory treatment of rural people. 

Future Prospects 
The impact of the creation and nurturing of a farmers' owned trading company and the positive 
results of the connection between once isolated and marginalised growers with a new consumer 
constituency appears to have had physchological and not only economic consequences. It has 
clearly fostered and promoted organisational development, learning and growth. Wealth has been 
generated throw$ individual and collective efforts and innovation. The successes continuously - - 
propel people to greater awareness and responsibility for improving their situation. The challenge 
for Kuapa Kokoo and the Day Chocolate Company is to expand the market for fair d e  
chocolate by effectively doing what all "great brands" do: epitomise trust, good purpose and a set 
of values beyond the product specification. In so doing the initiative can state a number of 
interlocking intentions for its next period of operations: 

defending the market for cocoa beans versus other oils, sustaining the Ghana reputation in 
quality & reliability 
expanding marketing operations fiom the UK into the USA and Japan and helping Ghana 
farmers through the first period of a new liberalisation process, including facing up to the 
new liberalisaed export challenge 
passing on lessons fiom Ghana to other farmers in the region - the systematic organisation of international exchanges, especially youth links and connections 
between Ghana and UK to build loyalty to the products 
adding some "glamour" back into cocoa farming, keep the younger generation attached to 
cocoa as a crop with an interesting economic future. 

The story of Kuapa Kokoo to date illustrates the difficulty but nevertheless the clear feasibility of 
capturing space for social-cum-economic projects and how organisational innovation was a direct 
consequence of responding to injustice and real social need. This agenda was developed outside 
the official bodies and institutions responsible for the longer-term sustainability of the sector. 
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